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Abstract
In this thesis, we study quantum information processing under constraints on the
available operations and resources. The experimental difficulty in implementing
quantum computers withmany parallel qubits renders resource-efficient quantum
computational schemes with a reduced set of operations a necessity for successful
quantum information processing.
We focus on Clifford operations, especially Clifford quantum cellular automata
(CQCAs), which are a building block of several quantum computational schemes.
By loosening the translation invariance, we incorporate Clifford causal operations
and convolutional stabilizer codes into the framework of CQCAs. Memory chan-
nels are utilized as a resource-efficient way to implement causal operations and
convolutional encoders. Based on this this framework, we study the performance
of quantum convolutional codes under resource constraints.
In our analysis of CQCAswepresent a complete classification of one-dimensional
CQCAs and their time evolution. We determine invariant states and prove that CQ-
CAs generate entanglement at the maximal rate possible for translation-invariant
operations. We furthermore show that the spacetime image of a broad class of lin-
ear Cellular automata, including CQCAs, exhibits a self similar structure.
It is proven that quasi-local causal operations can be implemented by forgetful
memory channels, whereas finite depth causal operations correspond to strictly
forgetful channels. We find the required memory dimension equals the index of
the causal operation, enabling a resource efficient implementation. Furthermore,
we introduce the use of Bratteli diagrams to analyze the memory dynamics. We
prove the existence of causal inverses and bounds on their resource requirements.
This gives us the means to construct finite depth inverses of memory channels, i.e.
operations that recover the sent information with a delay independent of the trans-
mission length.
A theory of Clifford memory channels is established, including a criterion for
forgetfulness. We employ this theory to introduce a new channel-based approach
to quantum convolutional codes which facilitates a better understanding of catas-
trophic errors and the construction of non-catastrophic and finite-depth encoders
and decoders. We prove a Hamming bound for convolutional codes, finding that
convolutional codes have the potential to outperform block codes under resource
constraints.
Keywords: Quantum information, Cellular automata, Clifford operations

Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir Quanteninformationsverarbeitung mit
eingeschränkten Ressourcen und Operationen. Da Quantenrechnungen mit vielen
Qubits bisher kaum realisiert werden können, sind Ressourcen schonende, auf ei-
nem reduzierten Satz vonOperationen basierende Konzepte für Quantencomputer
notwendig.
Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt auf Clifford Operationen, insbesondere Clif-
ford Quantenzellularautomaten (CQCAs), die als Baustein in vielen Konzepten für
Quantenrechner verwendet werden. Durch die Lockerung der Translationsinvari-
anz integrieren wir kausale Clifford Operationen, Clifford Speicherkanäle und Sta-
bilisator Faltungscodes in den CQCA Formalismus. Wir verwenden Speicherkanäle
als Ressourcen schonende Implementierung von kausalen Operationen und Fal-
tungscodes unduntersuchenmit diesemAnsatz die Leistung vonQuantenfaltungs-
codes unter eingeschränkten Ressourcen.
Unsere Analyse von CQCAs ergibt eine Klassifizierung der Zeitentwicklung eindi-
mensionaler CQCAs. Wir bestimmen invariante Zustände und zeigen, dass CQCAs
Verschränkung mit der für translationsinvariante Operationen maximalen Rate er-
zeugen. Weiterhin zeigen wir, dass die Zeitentwicklung von linearen Zellularauto-
maten eine selbstähnliche Struktur hat.
Wir zeigen, dass quasi-lokale kausale Operationen durch vergessliche Speicher-
kanäle implementiert werden, während kausale Operationen mit endlicher Aus-
breitung strikt vergesslichen Speicherkanälen entsprechen. Die für die Implemen-
tierung nötige Speicherdimension entspricht dem Index der kausalen Operation.
Dies ist die Grundlage für eine Ressourcen schonende Implementierung kausaler
Operationen. Außerdem führen wir die Verwendung von Bratteli Diagrammen zur
Analyse der Speicherdynamik ein. Wir beweisen die Existenz von kausalen Inversen
und bestimmen Schranken an die benötigten Ressourcen. Diese Resultate nutzen
wir für die Konstruktion von Inversen endlicher Tiefe, also Operationen, die einen
Speicherkanal mit einer Verzögerung, die unabhängig von der Länge der Übertra-
gung ist, invertieren.
Wir entwickeln eine Theorie der Clifford Speicherkanäle, die ein Kriterium für
Vergesslichkeit beinhaltet. Mit Hilfe dieser Theorie führen wir einen neuen Forma-
lismus für Quantenfaltungscodes ein, der ein besseres Verständnis nicht katastro-
phaler Codierer und ihrer Konstruktion ermöglicht. Wir beweisen eine Hamming-
Schranke für Faltungscodes und zeigen, dass Faltungscodes das Potential besitzen,
unter Ressourcenbeschränkung bessere eine Coderaten zu ermöglichen, als block-
orientierte Codes.
Schlagworte: Quanteninformation, Zellularautomaten, Clifford Operationen
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Notation
Here, we will give a brief overview over the notation used in this thesis. While aim-
ing to be consistent throughout the whole thesis, there are still bits of notation that
are not unique, letters that are usedmultiple times for different objects, and objects
that do not use the notation they should.
The different quantum system used for the description of quantum processes
use calligraphic letters, i.e. A , B , etc. as labels. Usually B is the output system
of a process andA the input system. Processes with memory useM as an addi-
tional memory system. If the systems are subdivided, the subsystems are denoted
by subscript indices, for exampleA1.
Mathematically, the systems are described by their observable algebras. The ob-
servable algebra of a quantum systems is denoted in black letter font by the same
letter used to denote the system, i.e. A, B, and M. Elements of the algebras (ob-
servables) are denoted by uppercase italic letters: A , B , C . Sometimes we also use
lowercase italic letters, for example if an observable is decomposed.
Maps between quantum systems also use uppercase italic letters. Their argu-
ments are put in square brackets. Maps on an infinite chain of systems, for example
Quantum cellular automata, are usually called T while maps acting only on a finite
number of systems, for example quantum channels, usually use S. We use this to
easily distinguish between a global map and its decomposition into maps acting
only on a finite number of systems.
Inmost cases we use Ξwith some subscript index to denote the phase space. For
the dimension of the underlying field we use p , because wemostly deal with fields
of prime characteristic. Phase space vectors are usually called ξ, η, and ζ, also with
subscript indices. The map between phase space and the observable algebra, is
denoted byw. The phase space map describing a quantum operation T is denoted
by the same letter, but lower case and bold face: t. The phase function is called
λpq.
When dealing with translation invariant algebras or automorphisms we will of-
ten use the lattice translation, which we denote by τ. Translations by n sites are
denoted by τn . For translations on the phase space we use τˆ and τˆn .
For the Pauli matrices that we will often use, we employ two different notations.
When dealing with coding questions we will usually use X , Y , and Z , while we will
mainly use σi in the CQCA-chapter.
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1 Introduction
Quantum information theory has come a long way from the first ideas of using
quantum systems for computing purposes, simulation of quantummechanical sys-
tems, and cryptography to its current state as an independent research field. Sev-
eral theoreticalmodels for universal quantum computers, themost prominent ones
being the gate model [1], measurement based quantum computation [2], univer-
sal quantum cellular automata [3, 4], and quantum walks [5, 6], are implemented
in experimental setups using trapped ions [7, 8], neutral atoms in optical lattices
[9, 10], Josephson junctions [11], and many ideas more. Various algorithms exist
which would allow a quantum computer to solve problems more efficiently than
a classical computer. Amongst those are algorithms which have a polynomial or
even superpolynomial speedup over all known classical algorithms for the problem.
The most famous one is the Shor algorithm for prime factorization [12], allowing a
quantum computer to decypher current cryptographic systems such as RSA. Other
algorithms include database searching [13] and solving linear equations [14].1
Quantum cryptography enables provably secure generation of secret keys that
can be used to encrypt classical messages. Several key generation schemes exist in
theory and are implemented in experiment with diverse setups.
However big the improvements and achievements are, most quantum informa-
tion technologies are still far from being commercially usable. Quantum cryptog-
raphy is still a niche product and open questions regarding the security remain.
Quantum computing has an even longer way to go: despite progress in the number
of qubits that can be coherently controlled, experiments are still far from imple-
menting computations that a classical computer could not do as well. To assess
whether an experimental setup does what it was programmed to, the operation
has to undergo a process tomography. The needed measurements and the classical
post-processing scale exponentially in the number of qubits, rendering full tomog-
raphy of multi-qubit processes impossible unless special symmetries are assumed
[15]. Therefore, quantum computational schemes have to build upon a set of ba-
sic operations, acting only on a few qubits each, which are easy to verify, provably
universal, and scalable.
Most schemes of quantum information processing need a way to correct errors
to fight the noise inevitably introduced through interaction with the environment.
1
A fairly complete list (at the time of writing) including references can be found under
http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo.
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Different schemes for error-correction exist, with convolutional codes among the
most promising candidates for quantum communication. Despite a lot of evidence
that convolutional codes have the potential to outperform block codes a rigorous
analysis is still open.
It is therefore crucial for the success of quantum computation to find computa-
tional schemes which use operations that can be efficiently described and tested,
while keeping the capability of solving problems a classical computer can not solve
efficiently. These basic operations have to be chosen such that the number of qubits
needed for basic computational tasks and therefore the required quantummemory
is reduced to aminimum. The potential performance of convolutional codes has to
be assessed rigorously to identify boundary conditions for the search for resource
efficient error-correction.
In this thesis we combine both approaches. We use symmetries like translation-
invariance and reductions to special sets of gates to reduce the dimension of the
space of quantum operations we have to consider. A translation-invariant opera-
tion is such that it acts in the sameway on each quantum system or group of neigh-
boring quantum systems. In this restricted setting universal quantum computa-
tion is still possible if general input states are allowed [3, 4]. Furthermore, we will
often focus our analysis on Clifford operations, which are used as building blocks
in several quantum computational schemes and are a central element of quantum
error-correction codes.
To reduce the resource requirements, we consider the local implementability of
global operations and the minimal quantum memory requirements. In the case of
error-correction codeswecarry out a performance analysis under constraint spatial
resources to assess which types of codes will be beneficial in a this setting.
Let us now briefly comment on our main results.
Main results
We develop a complete classification of one-dimensional CQCAs and their time
evolution, distinguishing periodic CQCAs (Proposition 5.1.1), CQCAs with gliders
(Proposition 5.1.9), and fractal CQCAs. We prove, that the time evolution and there-
fore the class of a CQCA is determined only by the trace of its matrix representa-
tion. For glider CQCAs we prove an equivalence theorem (Theorem 5.1.10) which
enables us to carry over results obtained for a standard glider CQCA to all other CQ-
CAs of the same equivalence class. This is used in the study of quasifree states in
Section 5.2.4. We furthermore prove that CQCAs generate entanglement at a linear
rate starting from stabilizer (Theorems 5.3.6 and 5.3.8) and quasifree (Section 5.3.2)
states, saturating the bound for entanglement generation by translation-invariant
operations (Theorem 3.2.3).
We prove that the spacetime image of all CQCAs is self-similar, with the class of
fractal CQCAs as the only class which produces a spacetime imagewith non-integer
2
Hausdorff dimension—a fractal. In our proof we generalize our analysis to linear
Cellular automata on Abelian groups, therefore integrating a multitude of results
for special classes and examples into a common framework (Chapter 6).
Using a channel representation of reversible causal operations (Theorem 4.1.1),
we prove that reversible, quasi-local causal operations can be implemented by a
series of forgetful memory channels (Theorem 4.1.3). Finite depth causal opera-
tions, i.e. operations which transfer information only finitely far in one timestep,
correspond to strictly forgetful memory channels (Corollary 4.1.4). For the latter we
prove the existence of inverses up to a shift, which we call causal inverses (Theo-
rem 4.5.1). We find the requiredmemory dimension to equal the index of the causal
operation (Theorem 4.2.1) enabling a resource efficient implementation of causal
operations. Furthermore, we introduce the use of Bratteli diagrams to analyze the
memory dynamics and derive a bound on the memory depth (Equation 4.27) of re-
versible strictly forgetful channels which we use to derive bounds on the needed
memory for causal inverses (Section 4.5.2).
A theory of Clifford memory channels is established, including a classical de-
scription which gives rise to an easy to evaluate criterion for forgetfulness (The-
orem 3.7.4). We show that reversible Clifford channels are either strictly forgetful or
not forgetful at all (Corollary 3.7.5).
We introduce a new channel-based approach to quantum convolutional codes
which enables a better understanding of catastrophic errors and the construction
of non-catastrophic and finite-depth encoders and decoders. We present an ex-
ample (Example 7.1.3) revealing a flaw in a commonly used definition of catas-
trophic errors and develop a corrected definition (Definition 7.1.4). Based on the
decomposition of causal operations, we develop a new algorithm to determine the
coding operations from the stabilizer generators. This algorithm is able to find
non-catastrophic encoders in cases where the established algorithm fails and we
prove conditions on the stabilizer generators which guarantee the existence of non-
catastrophic coding operations. Furthermore, our results on causal inverses pro-
vide a way to construct finite-depth decoders.
Finally, we prove a Hamming bound for convolutional codes (Section 7.3), find-
ing that convolutional codes have the potential to outperform block codes under
resource constraints (Section 7.4).
Overview
Webeginwith an overview over ourmathematical prerequisites in Chapter 2, where
we first introduce C, approximately finite (AF), and quasi-local algebras, as well
as Bratteli diagrams (Section 2.1). In the following, Weyl systems (Section 2.2),
which are the foundation of the classical description of Clifford operations, are in-
troduced. The chapter is concluded with a short introduction to stabilizer states
(Section 2.3).
3
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Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts used in this thesis, but also contains
some first results. Webegin by introducing the neighborhood calculus [16] for oper-
ations on a chain (Section 3.1) and continue with a brief introduction to QCAs (Sec-
tion 3.2), their index theory and entanglement generation. Causal operations are
introduced in Section 3.3. Our notion of resource requirements is briefly elucidated
in the following section. We move on to Quantum channels with memory (Sec-
tion 3.5) to pave the ground for the theory of Clifford memory channels. Section 3.6
introduces the theory of Clifford channels, while Sections 3.7 and 3.6.3 incorpo-
rate our results on Clifford memory channels. Finally, quantum error-correction
and convolutional codes are introduced (Section 3.9), where we also demonstrate
shortcomings in the standard framework for quantum convolutional codes.
The following chapter (Chapter 4) contains our results on causal operations. The
decomposition of causal operations into a series of memory channels is introduced
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we relate the memory requirements to the index and
use the result to find a memory efficient decomposition (Section 4.3) including the
Clifford case (Section 4.3.1). We continue with the introduction of Bratteli diagrams
for the analysis of thememory dynamics in Section 4.4, again including the Clifford
case. The chapter is concluded with the study of causal inverses (Section 4.5).
CQCAs are studied in Chapter 5. We begin with the general formalism and con-
tinue with the classification (Section 5.1). Section 5.2 is dedicated to time asymp-
totics including invariant states and stationary states. Entanglement generation is
studied in Section 5.3. We add some short notes on finite systems (Section 5.4)
and review some applications (Section 5.5). The chapter is concluded with circuit
and channel implementations of causal CQCAs (Section 5.7) and a comment on the
Bratteli diagrams of causal CQCAs (Section 5.6).
The class of fractal CQCAs is further analyzed in Chapter 6. We generalize the
classical description of CQCAs to linear cellular automata over Abelian groups (Sec-
tion 6.1). First, we present a heuristic explanation for the self similar structure in
the spacetime image of an example CQCA (Section 6.3). In the following, we de-
velop the general recursion scheme, prove that all linear CAs generate self similar
spacetime images (Section 6.4), and show how to compute features of the space-
time image like the fractal dimension.
In the final chapter of this thesis, we use the formalism of Clifford causal oper-
ations and memory channels to introduce a channel-based approach to quantum
convolutional stabilizer codes. We begin with a review of different definitions of
catastrophic errors to motivate the definition used in this thesis (Section 7.1). In
Section 7.2.1 we present an algorithm to determine encoders and finite depth de-
coders for convolutional stabilizer codes given the stabilizer generators and show
under which conditions the encoder is non-catastrophic. We then derive the quan-
tum convolutional Hamming bound (Section 7.3) and utilize it to compare the pos-
sible performance of block codes and convolutional codes (Section 7.4).
The thesis is concluded with an outlook and some open questions.
4
2 Mathematical prerequisites
In this chapter we will introduce the basic mathematical methods needed in the
rest of the thesis. We will mainly describe quantum mechanics in terms of C ob-
servable algebras, which corresponds to the Heisenberg picture of quantum me-
chanics. Instead of evolving a state, described by a vector of the systems Hilbert
space or a density matrix, we evolve observables backwards in time to describe the
same physical process and the same measurement results. The observable alge-
bra of the whole system can be described in terms of the observable algebras of
the constituent systems via AF-algebras. We are usually interested only in observ-
ables that are localized on a finite part of the system. They can easily be described
in a basis of the observable algebras of the constituent systems. States however
have to be considered globally. Global entangled states can not be described as
linear combinations of local states which would our analysis unnecessarily com-
plex, as we are usually interested in system properties we can measure on a finite
part of the system, i.e. with localized observables. Additionally, in the Hilbert space
of infinitely many tensor factors the definition of a scalar product is problematic
because it is not guaranteed that the scalar product defined by the product of the
single site scalar products converges.
Wewill beginwith a brief introduction of some neededbasics onC-algebras and
linear maps. Furthermore, AF-algebras and Bratteli diagrams will be introduced
(Section 2.1). Throughout the thesis we will often use discrete Weyl systems which
give us a way to describe certain quantum time evolutions (the Clifford operations)
in an efficient way by a classical time evolution in phase space. Weyl systems will
be introduced in Section 2.2. Finally we will introduce stabilizer states which are
tightly connected to Weyl systems and Clifford operations (Section 2.3).
2.1 C -algebras
A C-algebra A is a vector space over the complex numbers that is additionally
equipped with a product “” and an adjoint operation “”. The product has to be
associative and distributive but not necessarily commutative. The adjoint opera-
tion  has to satisfy
pA  Bq  A  B, (2.1)
pA  Bq  B A, (2.2)
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pλAq  λ¯A, (2.3)
pAq  A (2.4)
for every A , B PA and every λ PC. Furthermore every C-algebra is equipped with
a norm }}
8
that fulfills
}λA}
8

|λ|}A}
8
, (2.5)
}A  B}
8
¤
}A}
8
 
}B}
8
, (2.6)
}A  B}
8
¤
}A}
8

}B}
8
, (2.7)
}AA}
8

}A}
2
8
, (2.8)
for all A , B PA and all λ PC.
A C-algebra A can have an identity element 1A with the property 1AA  A 
A1A for all A P A. If a C-algebra has no identity we can always embed it into a
larger algebra with an identity. We will therefore always assume that the algebras
we are working with have an identity element. Unless the algebra consists only of 0
we always have }1A}
8
 1.
If the product is commutative aC-algebra is called Abelian. The set of elements
that commute with all elements of an algebra A is called the center CpAq of the
algebra:
CpAq :tA|A PA, rA ,Bs 0 @B PAu . (2.9)
The center ofA is an Abelian subalgebra ofA.
Finitely dimensional C-algebras have an especially simple structure: they are
always isomorphic to a direct sum of full matrix algebras, i.e. algebras of square
matrices over the complex numbers.
A
à
PiPminA
APi , (2.10)
where “minA” is the set of non-zero self-adjoint minimal central projections1 ofA.
EachAPi is isomorphic to a full matrix algebraMdimpPi qpCq. In the following wewill
often only write Md for Md pCq. The set td i  dimpPi qui , is called the dimension
vector of A. Two finite dimensional C-algebras are isomorphic if and only if their
dimension vectors are equal up to permutations. For details see e.g. Section I.11 of
[17] or Chapter III of Davidsons textbook [18].
C-algebras are closely connected to algebras of bounded operators on Hilbert
spaces. On the one hand the algebra of bounded operators B pHq on a Hilbert
space H is always a C-algebra, on the other hand by the Gelfand-Naimark the-
orem [19] an arbitrary C-algebra A is isometrically isomorphic to B pHq for some
Hilbert spaceH.
1
Central projections commute with all elements of A. A projection is called minimal if it can
not be decomposed into a sum of two projections.
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A state on aC-algebra is a linear functionalω : AÑCwhich is positivemeaning
ωpAAq¥ 0 @A PA and normalized, i.e.ωp1Aq  1.
2.1.1 Linearmaps
Let us introduce a few properties of linear maps that we will frequently use. A map
T : BÑA from one algebraic structureB to another algebraic structureA is called
a homomorphism if it preserves the structure of the underlying algebraic structures
B and A (ring, vector space, algebra, . . . ). In the case of linear maps the structure
of addition is always preserved. Therefore every linear map on a vector space is
a homomorphism. If the underlying structures are algebras we additionally need
to preserve the multiplicative structure: T rA  Bs  T rAs  T rBs. On a C-algebra
the adjoint operation must also be preserved: T rAs  T rAs. There are several
special cases of homomorphisms we will use in this thesis. An isomorphism is a
bijective homomorphism and amonomorphism is an injective homomorphism. An
endomorphism is a homomorphism from an object to itself; if it is also bijective it is
called an automorphism. Sometimes we also speak ofmorphisms that are structure
preserving maps in a generalized setting used in category theory.
We now restrict ourselves to maps between C-algebras. A map T : BÑ A is
called positive if T rBs¥ 0 @B ¥ 0 PB. We say than an operator B is positive (B ¥ 0)
if B is hermitian and has a nonnegative spectrum. Thus positivemapsmap positive
operators onto positive operators. In quantum mechanics this property is impor-
tant, because density matrices describing states of the system are positive opera-
tors. They have to be mapped to other density matrices by the time evolution and
therefore the time evolution map has to map positive operators to positive opera-
tors. Since physics should be describable in a local way it is important to know that
we can leave systems onwhich amap acts trivially out of the analysis. E.g. when de-
scribing our experiment we do not want to have to include the whole lab and ulti-
mately the universe into our description. Therefore weneed to know that important
properties of a map are not changed when we add extra systems on which the map
acts trivially. In the case of positivity this is not guaranteed. Amap that acts positive
on a system itself might be no longer positive if we add an ancilla system and extend
themap by the identity on this system. The customary example for this is the partial
transposition map. To circumvent this problem the possibility of adding additional
systems is taken into account in the following changed definition of positivity: A
map T : BÑA is called completely positive (CP) if T b idn : BbMn ÑAbMn is
positive for all n . Here idn denotes the identity map onMn .
A map is called trace preserving if trpT rBsq  trrBs @B P B. Finally, a map is
called unital if it maps the identity element of the input algebra to the identity ele-
ment of the output algebra: T r1Bs1A.
To determine if a map is completely positive we will often use the criterion that a
7
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linear map T : BÑA is completely positive if and only if
¸
i ,j
a
i
T rb
i
b j sa j ¥ 0 @a i PA, @b i PB. (2.11)
For a proof see Appendix 1.
To denote a time evolution in the Heisenberg picture we use the description of
the map acting on the observable algebra. The T evolved system is then denoted
by the stateωT : BÑC, thus the observable is first transformed according to the
Heisenberg representation of the channel and then fed into the original state of the
system.
2.1.2 AF-algebras and Bratteli diagrams
Approximately finite dimensional (AF) algebras are inductive limits of series of finite
dimensional C-algebras [20].
Definition 2.1.1. A C-algebra A is called approximately finite dimensional (AF)
if there exists a sequence of finite dimensional C-algebras such that A is the norm
closure of

n An . The An are embedded into each other in the sense that An is a
subalgebra of An 1
A
¤
n
An . (2.12)
Alternatively, an AF-algebra can be defined as the limit n Ñ 8 of a series of
finite dimensional C-algebras An embedded into each other by a series of C-
homomorphisms αn : An ÑAn 1:
A lim
nÑ8
A0
α0
ÝÑA1   An
αn
ÝÑAn 1. (2.13)
Bratteli originally required a unit element 1 for every AF-algebra. Then the αn are
unital C-homomorphisms and A0  C1. As we are always dealing with unital
algebras we will only consider this case in this thesis.
The diagrams of the type of Equation (2.13) can be be extended to include the
internal structure of the algebras. EachAn is finite dimensional and can be decom-
posed into a direct sum of full matrix algebras
An 
à
PniPminAn
AnPni 
à
ni
Mdni pCq. (2.14)
Finite dimensional C-algebras can be embedded into each other by homomor-
phisms in the following way.
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Lemma 2.1.2 ([18]). Letα be a unital C-homomorphism froma finite dimensional
C-algebra An 
Àk
j1Mdn j into a second finite dimensional C
-algebra Am 
Àl
i1Mdmi . Then the map α is defined up to unitary equivalence (in Am ) by an
l k matrix A 
°
i j a i j e i j , a i j PN such that
A



d n1
...
d nk

Æ





dm1
...
dml

Æ

. (2.15)
Furthermore
k¸
j1
a i jd n j dmi , 1¤ i ¤ l . (2.16)
We can now illustrate every unitalC-homomorphism α by a graph using its ma-
trix A in the following way: The summand dimensions d nk and dml form the edges
of the graph. Then for each pair pd n j ,dmi q a i j edges connecting d n j with dmi are
added to complete the graph. Combining the graphs for all the homomorphisms
αn of an AF-algebra A into one graph we obtain the Bratteli diagram of A. Bratteli
diagrams were introduced in [20] to study isomorphisms between AF-algebras. We
followed the formulation of Davidsons textbook [18].
Example 2.1.3. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a Bratteli diagram. The algebras
in the example are: A0 M1, A1 M2`M1, A2 M3`M2, A3 M3`M5`
M2, A4 M8`M6`M2`M2. In the diagram one can see that Equation (2.16)
is fulfilled. The dimension of each vertex equals the sum over all incoming edges
from the layer above multiplied with the dimension of the vertex from which the
edge originates.
As an example for the embedding automorphisms considerα1 : M2`M1ÑM3`
M2 with

a 11 a 12
a 21 a 22


`
pb11q ÞÑ


a 11 a 12 0
a 21 a 22 0
0 0 b11


`

b11 0
0 b11


A special class of AF-algebras are the uniformly hyperfinite (UHF) algebras. A
UHF-algebra A is an AF-algebra where all the An are full matrix algebras. A unital
embedding of Mm into Mn requires m |n . Therefore the An Mdn are given by
a series of integers d n with d n |d n 1. An important feature of UHF-algebras is that
their center is always trivial, i.e. it only consists of multiples of the identity.
2.1.3 Quasi-local algebras
Even when dealing with infinite lattices of quantum systems we are usually inter-
ested in properties that can be observed locally and are thus described by localized
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A0 1
A1 2 1
>>>>>>>
A2 3
       
2
A3 3 5
>>>>>>>
2
>>>>>>>
A4 8
       
6
>>>>>>>
2 2
>>>>>>>












Figure 2.1: Example of a Bratteli diagram.
observables, i.e. observables that only differ from the identity on finitely many sys-
tems contained in a finite region of the lattice. The operations we consider, e.g.
quantum cellular automata map localized observables onto localized observables.
Therefore it is appropriate to describe the observable algebra of our system in terms
of localized observables. We use the quasi-local algebras that are constructed from
algebras on finite subsets of the lattice.
Let Zs be a lattice2 of quantum systems with observable algebras Ai . For every
finite subset Λ of Zs the observable algebra AΛ is of the form AΛ 
Â
iPΛAi . From
the set of all local algebras we construct the quasi-local algebra AZs as the norm
closure of the union of all local algebras AΛ, ΛZs , |Λ| 8:
AZs 
¤
ΛZ
AΛ. (2.17)
For infinite subsets of Zs , e.g. Λ  Zs1, we define the quasi-local algebra in an
analogous way as the closure of the union of the algebras ApΥq of all finite subsets
Υ of Λ. We will often abbreviate the notation and write A
Â
iPZs Ai to denote the
quasi-local algebra. For algebras on subsets λ we use the notation AΛ as well as
ApΛq.
A useful property of quasi-local algebras is that all observables can be described
by localized observables up an arbitrarily small error " (in operator norm): Let A P
2
The regularity of the lattice is never used. Any graph would be sucient.
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A, then for all " ¡ 0 there exists an observable A" P Λ" , Λ"  Zs finite, such that
}AA"}
8
¤ ".
The localization of observables can also be described by the localization of their
commutant, as we will show in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.4. Let A PA, A
Â
iPZAi and let Λ Z. If and only if rA ,ApΛqs  t0u,
A is localized on Λc , where Λc denotes the complement of Λ in Z.
Proof. A is an element of a quasi local algebra, so it can be approximated up to any
"¡ 0 by an element A" that is located on a finite region Λ" . Since Λ" is finite, we can
decompose A" into A" 
°
i A",ibA
c
",i , where A",i PApΛ"XΛq and A
c
",i PApΛ"XΛ
c
q:





A
¸
i
A",i bA
c
",i





¤ ". (2.18)
LetU" be the group of unitary elements ofApΛ"XΛq. By assumption rA ,Us 0 for
allU PU" . We define the averaged element
A 1
"
:
»
U"
dU UA"U

¸
i
A",i b
»
U"
dUUAc
",iU

¸
i
A",i ba
c
",i1,
where we used the invariance of the Haar measure dU onU" . Now

AA 1
"







»
U"
dU UpAA"qU




¤
»
A"
dU }UpAA"qU} ¤ ".
Therefore A can be approximated by finitely localized elements of ApΛc q and is
therefore an element ofApΛc q.
The other direction is trivially true.
A state ω on a quasi-local algebra A is a positive and normalized functional ω :
AÑC that is defined by a family of density matrices tωΛuΛZs on the subalgebras
AΛ, Λ finite. For an observable A P Λ1 the expectation is ωpAq  trpωΛ1Aq. When
extending the observable A from Λ1 to Λ2  Λ1 by tensoring with 1Λ2zΛ1 the expec-
tation values have to be consistent. Therefore, we have to ensure that the density
matrices satisfy trΛ2zΛ1pωΛ2qωΛ1 for all Λ1 and all Λ2 whenever Λ2Λ1.
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A quasi-local algebra A is an AF-algebra if the individual algebras Ai are finite
dimensional. For general theory of quasi-local algebras see e.g. [21].
Proofs and more detailed information about C-algebras can be found in the
textbooks by Bratteli and Robinson [21, 22], Takesaki [17, 23, 24] and Davidson [18]
amongst others. A good source on maps on operator algebras is Paulsens textbook
[25].
2.2 Weyl systems
Throughout this thesis we will often be concerned with finding ways to describe
quantum systems and their evolution classically in an efficient way.3 Of course
this is not possible for general quantum dynamics. Therefore, we will study special
models where such an efficient classical description exists: Clifford channels, sta-
bilizer codes and Clifford quantum cellular automata (CQCAs). In all cases we will
use the same method to map the quantum system and its evolution to a classical
system with a classical evolution. The tools we use are Weyl systems, which con-
nect operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space to a commutative group called
phase space by projective representations. We choose a basis of B pHq, describe it
classically and decompose all other operators with respect to this basis. For an effi-
cient classical description of the evolution to exist, it has to stay within this basis. If
a basis element is mapped to a superposition of basis elements wemust keep track
of the coefficients that will in general be exponentially many with progressing time
of the evolution. The time-evolutions that map Weyl operators to Weyl operators
(times a phase we can keep track of independently) are called Clifford operations.
Let us first introduceWeyl systems: Weyl operators are often referred to as gener-
alized Pauli matrices because qubit Weyl operators are closely related to the Pauli
matrices. We show this in the following example:
Example 2.2.1. The Pauli matrices
σ1 σx X 

0 1
1 0


, (2.19)
σ2σy  Y 

0 i
i 0


, (2.20)
σ3σz Z 

1 0
0 1


, (2.21)
σ01 

1 0
0 1


(2.22)
3
with ecient we mean with polynomial complexity
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form a basis of hermitian unitary operators that spans the algebra of complex 22-
matrices. They fulfill the relations
σ21 σ
2
2 σ
2
3 1, (2.23)
σiσj  "i j k iσk , i  j , (2.24)
σiσj σjσi , i  j . (2.25)
We now identify each Pauli matrix with an element of the vector space F22:
wp0,0q : 1,
wp1,0q : σ1,
wp0,1q : σ3,
wp1,1q : iσ2.
(2.26)
The operatorswpq ,pq are calledWeyl operators. The group operation translates from
F
2
2 to the Weyl operators as follows. Using (2.23-2.25) we have
wpξ ηq  wpξX  ηX ,ξZ  ηZ q
 p1qξZηXwpξX ,ξZ qwpηX ,ηZ q  p1qξZηXwpξqwpηq
(2.27)
for ξ  pξX ,ξZ q, η  pηX ,ηZ q P F22. The group operation is thus preserved up to a
phase. We call such a construction a projective representation. As theWeyl operators
form a basis of all complex 2 2-matrices, we can describe all observables in terms
of weighted sums of Weyl operators.
General Weyl systems can be defined by projective representations over even
dimensional finite abelian groups [26, 27]. We use a physical motivation for our
definition here. The systems we will consider are composed of finitely many qu-
dits. Subequently, we will also allow systems of mixed dimensions, e.g. qubits and
qutrits, and show that the dynamics of those systems essentially split into dynam-
ics of the subsets of qudits of the same dimension. Furthermore, we will generalize
our approach to infinitely many qudits. This approach gives us more structure in
the group which will actually be a direct sum of even-dimensional vector spaces
over finite fields.
Definition 2.2.2. A projective representation of a group G is a function w from G to
the unitary operatorsUpHq on a Hilbert spaceH with the property
wpξηq f pξ,ηqwpξqwpηq (2.28)
for all ξ,η P G and suitable phases | f pξ,ηq|  1. Thus w preserves the group law up
to a phase. The function f is called the factor system.
We now come to the formal definition of Weyl systems over groups that are even
dimensional vector spaces over finite fields. The generalization to direct sums of
such vector spaces is straight forward and will be carried out in Section 2.2.2. We
largely follow [28].
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Definition 2.2.3 ([28]). A Weyl system over a F-vector space Ξ is a triple pw, f ,Hq,
consisting of a Hilbert spaceH, a linear mapping w : ΞÑUpHq and a phase valued
function f :Ξ2ÑUp1q, with
wpξ ηq f pξ,ηqwpξqwpηq (2.29)
for all ξ,η PΞ. UpHq is the set of all unitary operators onH.
For each Weyl system pw, f ,Hq we define the Weyl algebra Apw, f q as the closure
of the set of all Weyl operators in the operator norm topology.
The Weyl algebra Apw, f q is a C-algebra. To every operator wpξq there is an ad-
joint operator wpξq, with the *-mapping fromBpHq. It is given by
wpξq f pξ,ξqwpξq, (2.30)
since
wpξqwpξq  1 f pξ,ξqwpξqwpξq
ñ wpξq  f pξ,ξqwpξq.
We now consider a system of n qudits, which are indexed by i , i P Λ, |Λ|  n . As
shown in Example 2.2.1 the single qubit phase space is F22. For a single qudit it is F
2
d .
The following construction only works for d prime, because weneed the field struc-
ture of Fd . For non-prime d the cyclic group Zd is not a field. For the compositions
of systems we use the tensor product of Hilbert spaces in the quantum case and the
direct sum of phase spaces in the classical description. Thus the phase space for n
qudits is given by rΞF2n Z2nd 
Àn
i1Z
2
d , where d is prime.
The space of classical configurations is the vector spaceFn , which consist of alln-
tuples qΛpqpi qqiPΛ. We can interpret the qΛ as functions from Λ to F. This allows
us to write the phase space rΞ F2n as Ξ FΛ`FΛ , because F2n is isomorphic to
FΛ`FΛ  Fn `Fn . The Hilbert space of the qudits Λ consist of all complex valued
functions ψ : FΛÑC. The scalar product is defined via


ψ1,ψ2


»
dqΛ ψ1pqΛqψ2pq
Λ
q, (2.31)
where
»
dqΛφpqΛq : dn
¸
qΛPFΛ
φpqΛq (2.32)
is the normalized sum. We denote this Hilbert space by L2pFΛq. It can be de-
composed into a product of one-qudit Hilbert spaces: L2pFΛq 
Â
iPΛL2pF
i
q 
Ân
i1L2pFq. The one-qudit Hilbert spaces correspond to C
d , therefore the whole
Hilbert space is
Ân
i1C
d .
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Now we associate a unitary operator, a Weyl operator, wpqΛ,pΛq to every phase
space vector pqΛ,pΛq PFΛ`FΛ:
wpqΛ,pΛqψpaΛq :χppΛ,aΛqψpaΛqΛq (2.33)
The function χ assigns a phase to every pair pΛ,aΛ P FΛ of vectors using
χppΛ,aΛq : "
pΛaΛ
d PUp1q, (2.34)
where "d  expp2pii d1q is a d th root of identity and pΛ  aΛ 
°
iPΛp
Λ
i a
Λ
i is the
usual scalar product for vectors over finite fields, using addition and multiplication
modulus d . A general Weyl operator consists of a part that acts as a discrete phase
space translation and a part that adds a state dependent phase. In the qubit case
this is exactly the action of X and Z . This is why X  wp1,0q and Z  wp0,1q are
sometimes also used for Weyl operators on qudits.4 The property X 2  Z 2  1 is
generalized to X d Z d 1 for qudits.
The operators defined above fulfill the relation (2.29), because for all ψ PH and
all aΛ PFΛ
χppΛ,sΛqwpqΛ,pΛqwpsΛ,r ΛqψpaΛq
 χppΛ,sΛqwpqΛ,pΛqχpr Λ,aΛqψpaΛ sΛq
 χppΛ,sΛqχppΛ,aΛ sΛqχpr Λ,aΛqψpaΛ sΛqΛq
 χppΛ,aΛqχpr Λ,aΛqψpaΛ sΛqΛq
 χppΛ  r Λ,aΛqψpaΛpqΛ  sΛqq
 wpqΛ  sΛ,pΛ  r ΛqψpaΛq
holds. This provides us with a method to multiply Weyl operators by adding the
corresponding phase space vectors
χppΛ,sΛqwpqΛ,pΛqwpsΛ,r ΛqwpqΛ  sΛ,pΛ  r Λq, (2.35)
in accordance with (2.29). To simplify further expressions we introduce the nota-
tion ξ : pξX ,ξZ q  pqΛ,pΛq, η : pηX ,ηZ q  psΛ,r Λq and "
βpξ,ηq
d : χpξX ,ηZ q 
χppΛ,sΛq, thus βppΛ,qΛq
°
iPΛp
Λ
i q
Λ
i . The triple

w,"
β
d
,L2pF
Λ
q
	
(2.36)
forms a Weyl system. We refer to this as the Standard Weyl system. As we will see in
the remainder of this section this triple preserves the locality structure. We there-
fore take this as our standard system throughout the thesis.
4
The position of p and q in the phase space vectors is exchanged with respect to most of the
literature. However, we continue our use of notation in order to maintain consistency with
previously published sections of this thesis.
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An interesting property of theWeyl operators are the commutation relations they
satisfy. We use the Weyl relations (2.35) and the symplectic form
σpξ,ηq βpξ,ηqβpη,ξq (2.37)
to determine the commutation relations via
wpξqwpηq  "
βpξ,ηq
d wpξ ηq
 p"
βpξ,ηq
d q
1"
βpη,ξq
d wpηqwpξq
 "
σpη,ξq
d wpηqwpξq
to be
wpξqwpηq  "
σpη,ξq
d wpηqwpξq. (2.38)
Thus, two Weyl operators wpξq, wpηq commute if and only if the symplectic form
σpξ,ηq vanishes. They anti-commute if σpξ,ηq  d {2 holds. Because d has to be
prime, anti-commutation is only possible if d  2. The symplectic form encodes
the commutation relations. It will therefore play an important role when studying
Clifford operations.
In total the Weyl system consists of d 2n operators. However, using the classical
correspondence we only need 2n phase space vectors to describe all Weyl opera-
tors. The symplectic form allows us to compute the time evolution of all Weyl oper-
ators using only the time evolution of those operators which correspond to a basis
of the phase space; of course only if the time evolution is of Clifford type. Every
bounded operator inBpHq can bewritten as a sum ofWeyl operators and therefore
a standard Weyl system forms a basis of the algebra of all bounded operators B pHq
on the Hilbert spaceHL2pFΛq. Thus the standard Weyl system is irreducible. We
denote the Weyl algebra of the standard Weyl system by
ApΛq :A

w,"
β
d ,Λ
	
 sp twpξq|ξ PΞpΛqu . (2.39)
The Weyl algebra ApΛq has a local structure. To every subset ΥΛ we assign the
local phase space ΞpΥq FΥ`FΥ and the local subalgebra ApΥq, which consists of
all operators in ApΛq that are localized on Υ. By suppξq we denote the support of ξ
which is the set tx P Λ|ξpxq  0u where ξpxq is non-zero. The Weyl operators wpξq
with suppξq Υ again form a basis of ApΥq. Thus we can restrict any vector ξ with
suppξq Υ to ΞpΥq without any loss of information. On the other hand all vectors
ΞpΥq can be extended to Ξ by setting ξpxq  0, @x PΛzΥ. In a similar waywe extend
operators fromApΥq to operators on ApΛq by tensoring with identities:
A PApΥqÑ1bΛzΥbA PApΛq (2.40)
The local algebras have the dimension |pFΥq2| d 2|Υ|. They are are generated by |Υ|
one-site algebras Aj , j P Υ. Each one-site algebra is isomorphic to the full matrix
16
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algebraMd pCq over the one-site Hilbert space Cd and thus has the dimension d 2.
We build up the local algebra from the one-site algebras using the tensor product
ApΥq 
â
jPΥ
Aj 
â
jPΥ
Md pCq Md pCq
bΥ. (2.41)
Thus a Weyl operator wpξq can be written as a tensor product of one-site Weyl op-
erators
wpξq
â
i
wpξpi qqpi q. (2.42)
The superscript pi qwill often be omitted, since we are only interested in the relative
position of the tensor factors with respect to each other, which can be represented
in the following way:
Example 2.2.4. For qubits the Weyl operators are (up to global phases) tensor prod-
ucts of Pauli matrices. Let ξpxq P pFZq2,
ξpxq 


x    2 1 0 1 2   
ξ
 
   0 1 1 0 0   
ξ

   0 0 1 1 0   

.
The support ofξpxq is evidently the interval r1,1sZ. Thuswpξpxqq is localized on
this interval and we only have to take tensor factors from this interval into account.
On all other tensor factors,wpξpxqq is just the identity. Then, using (2.42), we have
wpξq 
1
â
x1
wpξpxqqpxq
 wp1,0qp1qbwp1,1qp0qbwp0,1qp1q
 σ
p1q
1 b iσ
p0q
2 bσ
p1q
3 .
Another convenient property of standard Weyl systems is that if we are dealing
with irreducible systems, all Weyl operators (excluding multiples of the identity)
are tracefree.
Theorem 2.2.5. For any irreducible standard Weyl system all Weyl operators except
multiples of the identity are tracefree.
Proof. We consider all possible decompositions of the Weyl operator wpξq into a
product
wpξq wpηqwpξηq"
βpη,ξηq
d (2.43)
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for every phase space element η. Using the commutation relations together with
the cyclic commutation of operators under the trace we have
trpwpηqwpξηqq  trpwpξηqwpηqq"
σpξη,ηq
d
ô σpξη,ηq  0 or
trpwpηqwpξηqq  "
βpη,ξηq
d trpwpξqq  0
and therefore the condition
0σpξη,ηqσpξ,ηqσpη,ηq σpξ,ηq @η PΞ (2.44)
for all Weyl operators that are not traceless. Because the symplectic form is not
degenerate (we have an irreducible system), Equation (2.44) can only be fulfilled by
ξ 0. Therefore, only multiples of the identity can have a non-zero trace.
A more general definition of the Weyl algebra which works also in the case where
the phase space Ξ does not correspond to a system of qudits is the following:
ApΞq  sp twpξq|ξ PΞu . (2.45)
2.2.1 Commutant and center of aWeyl algebra
Let us first consider some questions regarding commutants of Weyl systems and
their relations to symplectic complements and maximally isotropic subspaces. We
begin with some definitions.
Definition 2.2.6. The symplectic complement Mσ of a space M Ξ is defined by
Mσ tξ PΞ|@η PM :σpξ,ηq  0u . (2.46)
The radical radM of M is defined by
radM tξ PM |σpξ,ηq 0, @η PMuM XMσ. (2.47)
Let dimM  k and rankσ
|M  2l , then dimradM  dimM  rankσ|M  k  2l .
The symplectic space associated to M is defined by
M redM{radM . (2.48)
Every space N that fulfills M  radM `N is symplectic with respect to σ
|N and iso-
morphic to M red. For details see e.g [29, 30].
Now let us prove the following:
Theorem2.2.7. Let Ξ be a symplectic space of dimension 2n and letM be a subspace
of Ξ. Then the following holds.
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1. dimpM q dimpMσq  2n  dimΞ
2. Mσσ M
3. ApM q1 ApMσq, where ApM q1 denotes the commutant ofApM q in ApΞq.
4. ApM XN qApM qXApN q
5. ApM q ApradM qbApM redq
Proof.
1. This hold for all symmetric, alternating or hermitian bilinear forms iff they
are non-degenerate (see e.g. [31], Chapter XV, Proposition 1.2.)
2. M Mσσ: Let ξ PM and η PMσ. Then σpξ,ηq  0. As η is arbitrary inMσ
ξ PMσσ andM Mσσ.
Mσσ M : Let ξ PMσσ. ξ has a decomposition in terms of M and its or-
thogonal space: ξ  ξM   ξMK , ξM P M and ξMK P MK. We already
know that M  Mσσ. Thus ξM P Mσσ and ξMK P MKσσ. As we will
show in the next paragraph MKσσ XMσσ  t0u and therefore ξK  0
and ξ PM .
First we need to proveMKσXMσ t0u: Let ξ PMσ and ξ PMKσ. Then
σpξ,ηq  0, @η PM and σpξ,ζq  0, @ζ PMK. M andMK span Ξ and
thus, by linearity of σ, σpξ,ηq  0, @η P Ξ and therefore ξ  0 as σ is
non-degenerate. Mσ andMKσ again span the whole space Ξ, as shown
in 1. dimpMσq dimpMKσq  dimpΞqdimpM q dimpΞqdimpMKq 
dimpΞq andMσXMKσ  t0u. Using the exact same reasoning we can
now show thatMσσXMKσσt0u.
3. The commutant of ApM q is ApM q1  tA PApΞq|@B PApM q : rA ,Bs 0u. It
suffices to evaluate this for an algebraic basis of ApM q so B  wpηj q, where
ηj form a basis ofM . A is arbitrary: A 
°
i a iwpξi q, where ξi are a basis of
Ξ.
rA ,Bs
¸
i
a iwpξi  ηj qe
iβpξi ,ηj q

1 eiσpξi ,ηj q
	
wpξi 1 ηj qwpξi 2 ηj q implies ξi 1 ξi 2 , so all summands have to vanish in-
dividually and
 
1 eiσpξi ,ηj q

 0, @ηj PM . This is equivalent to σpξi ,ηj q 
0, @ηj PM and thus holds iff ξi PMσ. Therefore ApM q1ApMσq.
4. ApM XN q  ApM q XApN q: Let A P ApM XN q, then A 
°
i a iwpξi q, ξi P
M XN . Therefore A PApM q and A PApN q; thus A PApM qXApN q.
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ApM qXApN q ApMXN q: ApX q is defined as the span of all Weyl operators
overX (see Equation 2.39). It is sufficient to check if all Weyl operators of
ApM qXApN q are contained inApMXN q. Let A PApM qXApN q and let A
be aWeyl operator. Then we have Awpξq, ξ PM and A wpηq, η PN .
But as σ is non-degenerate wpξq  wpηq implies ξ  η and therefore
ξ PM XN and A PApM XN q.
5. We haveM  radM `M red and therefore ApM q ApradM qbApM redq.
It is now easy to determine the center CpApM qq of a Weyl algebra ApM q in terms
of the underlying phase space:
CpApM qq  ApM qXApM q1
 ApM qXApMσq
 ApM XMσq
 ApradM q.
The center CpApM qq of the Weyl algebra ApM q is the Weyl algebra ApradM q of the
radical ofM .
2.2.2 Weyl systems for qudits of different dimensions
When studying Clifford operations we do not want to restrict ourselves to systems
that are composed of only one kind of subsystem. Instead we want to allow com-
binations of qudits with different dimensions d . Then the phase space is no longer
a vector space Ξ over a field F, but the direct sum of vector spaces Ξi over different
finite fields Fi . Ξ is still an even-dimensional additive abelian group. As addition is
the only operation we need for the phase space representation of Weyl systems, we
can still define a Weyl system over Ξ. We then have the Weyl relations
wpξqwpηq  eiβpξ,ηqwpξ ηq, (2.49)
wpξqwpηq  eiσpη,ξqwpηqwpξq and (2.50)
wpξq  eiβpξ,ξqwpξq. (2.51)
β andσ are defined differing from (2.36) and (2.37) as
βpξ,ηq  2pi
¸
i
ξpi qXηpi qZ
d pi q
and (2.52)
σpξ,ηq  βpξ,ηqβpη,ξq. (2.53)
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d pxq is the internal dimension of site x . All other results are valid analogous to the
case of only one kind of qudits.
In Section 2.2.4 we will show that systems of different qudits are actually of lim-
ited interest for Clifford dynamics, as the dynamics will essentially split into dy-
namics on systems with the same dimension.
2.2.3 Weyl systems for infinitelymany qudits
When studying Clifford quantum cellular automata (CQCAs) wewill bemostly con-
cerned with infinite lattices of qudits (Zs ). Cellular automata are local operations.
They map localized observables to localized observables. Thus we can use the
quasi-local algebra on the lattice of qudits that can be constructed from local Weyl
algebras in the way introduced for general quasi-local algebras in Section 2.1.3.
2.2.4 Homomorphisms of phase spaces
Clifford time evolutions are described by linear maps on phase space. It is thus
important to study the properties of these phase space homomorphisms. We will
show in this section that general homomorphisms between two phase spaces that
are both direct sums of vector spaces over finite fields of prime order split into di-
rects sums of homomorphisms that only act on the parts of the phase spaces that
have the same underlying finite field. In the quantum picture this means that the
qubits on the input of a channel might only influence the qubits on the output sys-
tem but e.g. not qutrits on the output part (except for a global phase). To prove this
we need some results from finite group theory.
A torsion abelian group G is a group in which all elements g have finite period,
that is g p  0 for some finite ppg q. This period is called the order of an element.
Given a torsion abelian group G we denote by Gppq the subgroup of elements of
order p , for any prime p . If Gppq is finite it is a p-group, a finite group in which all
elements except 0 have a period that is a power of p . A fundamental theorem of
group theory states that every torsion abelian group G is (isomorphic to) the direct
sum of its subgroups Gppq for all primes p such that Gppq  0 (see e.g. [31], I.8).
If a group G is a direct sum of several groups Gi than each of these groups Gi is a
homomorphic image of the whole group G under the homomorphism pii : GÑ Gi ,
pii pg qpii pg 1` g 2 . . . gnqpii . h i is surely a homomorphism, because pii pg   l q
g i   l i pii pg q pii pl q.
Theorem2.2.8. Let G and L be torsion abelian groups and let h : GÑL be a homo-
morphism. Then h is the direct sum of homomorphisms hp : Gppq Ñ Lppq for all
primes p which fulfill Gppq 0 andLppq  0. SubgroupsGppq 0withLppq  0 are
sent to 0 (they are always in the kernel of h). On subgroups Lppq  0 with Gppq  0
we extend the image of
À
p hp pg q by 0.
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Proof. The groups G and L can be decomposed into p-groups:
G
à
p
Gppq L
â
q
Lpqq.
An element of g P G can be decomposed as g 
À
p g p with g p P Gppq, and l P L
analogously.
We construct homomorphisms hp ,q : Gppq Ñ Lpqq by restricting the input of h
to Gppq and projecting toLpqq using the homomorphism piq and obtain hp ,qpg p q
piq hpg p`0Gprq, rp q. This construction gives us hpg p`0Gprq, rp q
À
q hp ,qpg p q
and hpg q 
°
p hpg p `0Gprq, rp q. We will now show that hp ,q pGppqq  0 whenever
p q and thus hp ,q is the trivial homomorphism for p q .
hp ,qpGppqq is a subgroup of Lpqq (see e.g. [32], chapter I). Lpqq is of order qn for
some n . By Lagranges’ theorem all subgroups of Lpqq are of order qm withm   n .
All subgroups are also q-groups. On the other hand all elements g p  0 of Gppq are
of an order of a power of p bounded by px , where px is the order of the group Gppq.
The image of hp ,q pg pq has an order a that divides px : We have p y g p  0, y ¤ x and
ahp ,qpg p q  0. Because hp ,q is a homomorphism we also have p y  hp ,q pg pq  0
and thus p y  ka , k PN and a is a divisor of px . So the order a of hp ,qpg p q has to
divide both px and qm and therefore a  p i  q j , i ¤ y , j ¤m . As the logarithms
of primes are rationally independent (follows from the unique-prime-factorization
theorem) this can only be true if either p  q or a  1. So whenever p  q hp ,q is
the trivial homomorphism that maps everything to 0.
The sum hpg q
°
p hpg p `0Gprq, rp q simplifies to hpg q 
À
p hp ,ppg p q and the
theorem follows.
In the case of phase spaces the p-groups are always of the form Z2n
p
. We will use
the above result to investigate the structure of Clifford channels in Section 3.6.
2.2.5 The symplectically adjointmap
When studying channels betweenWeyl systems certain conditions on the symplec-
tic forms of the systems have to be fulfilled. It is then sometimes necessary to shift
the action of the homomorphism on the phase space from the argument of one
symplectic form to the argument of the other symplectic form. We have just seen
that homomorphisms between phase spaces split into homomorphisms between
spaces of the same underlying field. We can therefore restrict our studies to the
case of phase spaces that are actually vector spaces over finite fields and not direct
sums of vector spaces.
Lemma 2.2.9. Let h : Ξ2Ñ Ξ1 be a homomorphism connecting the phase spaces Ξ2
and Ξ1with hpΞ2qΞ1. Furthermore letσ1 andσ2 be the standard symplectic forms
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on Ξ1 and Ξ2 respectively. Then the symplectically adjointmap hσ with respect toσ1
and σ2 is uniquely defined by
σ2pξ,h
σηqσ1phξ,ηq @η PΞ1, ξ PΞ2. (2.54)
Proof.
existence: Themap ξ ÞÑ f pξqσ1phξ,ηq is linear. It has the form f pξqm ξX 
n  ξZ with m and n taken from Ξ2 and determined by the images of basis
vectors. Furthermore σ2 in non-degenerate. Then there is a unique η1 P Ξ1
with σ2pξ,η1q  f pξq, @ξ, namely η1  pn ,m q. The map η ÞÑ hσpηq  η1 is
the symplectically adjoint map of h. As σ1 and σ2 are additive in the second
argument, hσ is additive, too.
Uniqueness: Assume there are two different symplectically adjoint maps hσ and
kσ of h. Then we have
σ2pξ,h
σηq σ1phξ,ηq σ2pξ,k
σηq
and therefore
σ2pξ,h
σηqσ2pξ,k
σηq  0
σ2pξ,h
σηkσηq  0 @ξ PΞ2, η P hpΞ2q.
But σ2 is non-degenerate, thus this can only be fulfilled if hση  kση, @η P
Ξ1. But then hσ  kσ and so the symplectically adjoint map of h is uniquely
defined.
The existence of a symplectically adjoint map for the general case follows im-
mediately: as h decomposes into homomorphisms that only act on subsystems of
the same dimension we can write σ1phξ,ηq 
°
p σ1,p phpξp ,ηp q. We can use the
symplectically adjoint maps on the subsystems and use them to define the global
symplectically adjoint map:
σ2pξ,h
σηq 
¸
p
σ2,p pξp ,h
σ
p ηpq. (2.55)
2.2.6 Laurent polynomials
Phase space calculations can still be simplified using Laurent polynomials to de-
scribe the phase space vectors. We transform the binary strings to Laurent polyno-
mials using
ξˆpu q 
¸
xPZ
ξpxqu x . (2.56)
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Weuse these polynomials as abstract objects without ever evaluating them for some
specific value of u . The transformation is illustrated with the following example:

   0 1 1 0 1 0   
   0 0 1 1 0 0   


ÞÑ

u1 1 u 2
1 u


.
We change the function w, introduced earlier, in a way that it maps vectors of Lau-
rent polynomials to tensor products of Pauli matrices. By a slight abuse of notation
we will also name it w.
2.3 Stabilizer states
A stabilizer stateω is a common eigenstate to a group of commuting operators S 

tS iu

. This means that ω S  ω @S P S . The group is generated by the set of
generators S  tS iu by multiplication. It therefore suffices to check the stabilizer
conditionωSω for the generators S i . For finitely many qubits this can be easily
understood with the following example:
Example 2.3.1. The stabilizer group S  xσ1bσ1,σ3bσ3y stabilizes the Bell state
ψ  1{
?
2p|1,1〉 |0,0〉q. We check this by applying the stabilizer generators to the
state (normalization is omitted):
pσ1bσ1qψ  pσ1bσ1qp|1〉b|1〉q pσ1bσ1qp|0〉b|0〉q

|0,0〉 |1,1〉ψ
pσ3bσ3qψ  pσ3bσ3qp|1〉b|1〉q pσ3bσ3qp|0〉b|0〉q
 p
|1〉qbp|1〉q  |0〉b|0〉
 p1q2 |1,1〉 |0,0〉ψ
We now turn our attention to translation-invariant stabilizer states. For infinitely
many qubits we cannot explicitly write down the state, so we use an abstract defi-
nition. A translation-invariant stabilizer state is defined by a translation-invariant
set of operators S  twpτˆxξq, x P Zu where τˆx is the lattice translation by x sites.
In [33] it was proven that such a set defines a pure translation-invariant stabilizer
state if and only if ξ is reflection invariant and the Laurent polynomials of ξ have no
common (non-monomial) divisors, i.e. gcdpξX ,ξZ q  1. This imposes the following
conditions on the structure of the polynomials:
1. ξ is of odd length, because reflection invariant Laurent polynomials of even
length are always divisible by p1 u q. We will write l  2n  1.
2. ξp0q  p0
0
q, thus the center element is not 1. Else ξ would have the divisor
pu1 u q.
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3. At least two different types of Pauli matrices (both different from the identity)
have to occur (e.g. X and Y ). Else ξ
 
 0 or ξ

 0 or ξ
 
 ξ

, each case
implying common divisors.
For a stabilizer generator S i  σ
i1
1 bσ
i
3 bσ
i 1
1 the corresponding phase space
vector is ξp101
010
q.
Stabilizer states are connected to maximally isotropic subspaces of the phase
space in the sense that a stabilizer state is fixed by a set of commuting Weyl op-
erators. In the phase space description commutation relations are encoded in the
symplectic form σpξ,ηq. If rwpξq,wpηqs  0 we have σpξ,ηq  0. Thus abelian
algebras of Weyl operators correspond to subspaces on which the symplectic form
vanishes. Those subspaces are called isotropic subspaces. If an isotropic subspace
I has the additional property that σpη,ξq  0, @ξ P I implies η P I, we call I max-
imally isotropic (all vectors for which σ vanishes on I are contained in I). Maxi-
mally isotropic subspaces correspond to maximally abelian algebras. In [33] it was
shown that the above condition on ξ (reflection invariance and gcdpξX ,ξZ q  1)
is equivalent to the condition that Pξ is a maximally isotropic subspace. Pξ de-
notes the space generated by the products of ξ and all elements of P . We have
xwpηq,η PPξy xwpτˆxξq, x PZyS . Pξ is the phase space of the stabilizer group
S .
Finally let us introduce the notion of minimal stabilizer generators. The mini-
mal stabilizer generators are those stabilizer operators that generate the stabilizer
group (throughmultiplication) while having the smallest support of all such sets of
operators. There are in general many such sets, so the choice is not unique. For
example, the stabilizer generators σ3b1 and 1bσ3 would stabilize the product
state ψ |Ò

b
|
Ò

. Obviously the combination σ3bσ3 and 1bσ3 would do the
same, but with one generator with larger support. In this case the first set is min-
imal, while the second is not. In the case of translation-invariant pure stabilizer
states we do not have this issue. The set of generators is always translation invari-
ant and fulfills the conditions introduced above. Assume that a given generator of
a translation invariant pure stabilizer state is not minimal. Then it is composed of
at least two stabilizer generators that must also fulfill the above conditions. In par-
ticular, all of the generators have to be the same. This implies that the polynomials
of the original non-minimal generator have common divisors. But this is not pos-
sible, because it is required that the polynomials are coprime. Thus the generators
of translation invariant pure stabilizer states are always minimal.
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In this chapter wewill introduce the concepts that form the foundation for themain
results of this thesis—from the basic setting of operations on a chain of quantum
systems to the theory of Clifford memory channels. We begin with the introduction
of the neighborhood calculus for local operations on a chain of quantum systems.
This will be our basis to introduce the algebraic formalism for quantum cellular
automata That will be employed in Chapter 5 to study Clifford quantum cellular
automata. Furthermore, we prove bounds on the entanglement generation of gen-
eral QCAs (Section 3.2.1). We proceed in Section 3.3 with the introduction of causal
operations to describe processes that transfer information only in one direction.
Causal operations with a finite range of information transfer are QCAs, therefore we
can use the QCA formalism for their description. Resource requirements of quan-
tum operations, which will be a basis of the memory analysis for the implementa-
tion of causal operations by memory channels in Chapter 4 and the performance
comparison of convolutional and block codes under resource constraints in Chap-
ter 7, will be briefly introduced in Section 3.4.
In the following sections (3.5–3.8) quantum channels with memory and Clifford
channels will be introduced. We will start with the concept of quantum memory
channels and their description by completely positive maps. As a special class of
quantum channels we will study Clifford channels which map tensor products of
Pauli matrices to multiples of tensor products of Pauli matrices. They are classi-
cally simulable and we will introduce their description by symplectic matrices over
finite fields. We will introduce an algorithm to complete partially defined reversible
Clifford operations (Section 3.6.2) which we will later use to find encoders of quan-
tum error-correction codes. An algorithm to decompose a Clifford operation into
series quantum gates will be presented in Section 3.6.3. We will continue with Clif-
ford channels with memory which can be used to implement the encoding oper-
ation of quantum convolutional codes. After establishing the formalism we prove
a forgetfulness criterion and furthermore show that every forgetful reversible Clif-
ford channel is strictly forgetful. Finally we will show how to reduce the resource
requirements of Clifford operations using a decomposition into a causal structure
of smaller operations.
The chapter will be concluded with two sections covering the basics of general
quantum error-correction and convolutional codes. After introducing the concept
of block oriented error-correction codes in Section 3.9.1 we will show that Clifford
operations alone are not enough to correct arbitrary single qubit errors. In Sec-
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tion 3.9.3 we will introduce stabilizer codes which use Clifford operations as far as
possible and showhow they canbe describedwithClifford channels. Convolutional
codes generalize block codes to allow information transfer between the individual
steps of the encoding (Section 3.10). This model is believed to have certain benefits
over block codes whichwe briefly reflect in Section 3.10.1. Finally, wewill introduce
the standard formalism for convolutional stabilizer codes leading to a description
in terms of matrices over the ring of Laurent polynomials. Using example codes
we will furthermore comment on the shortcomings in this formalism in finding en-
coded Pauli matrices of finite length.
As this chapter is an introductory chapter a lot of the material is widely known in
the field. The presentation of those results will often be based on existing literature.
However, some results are unpublished up to now respectively published only in a
diploma thesis [34] or internal reports [35, 36], while other results are from recent
papers.
3.1 Neighborhood of local operations on a chain
We will often be concerned with locality properties of operations on a chain of
quantum systems. We will express these locality properties in terms of neighbor-
hoods of the operations. First let us define our understanding of a local operation.
Definition 3.1.1. An operation T : BpZq Ñ ApZq from a chain of quantum system
ApZq 
Â
iPZApZqi to another chain of quantum systemsB
Â
iPZBi is called lo-
cal, if and only if

T rA
rm ,nss,Brk ,l s

 0 for any two observables A
rm ,ns P
Ân
im
Ai
and B
rk ,l s P
Âl
jk
Aj ifminp|m k |, |n  l |q is sufficiently large, i.e. the observables
are localized sufficiently far apart. This only means that T rAs can only have an in-
fluence on a finite region around A.
The neighborhood of a local operation is defined as follows.
Definition3.1.2. Let T be a local operation froma chain of quantum systemsApZq 
Â
iPZAi to a chain of quantum systems BpZq 
Â
jPZBj . Then the neigborhood
N pT q of T is the set of pairs pi , j q PZZ such that for some A i PAi and B j PBj we
have

A i ,T rB j s

 0:
pi , j q PN pT qô DA i PAi ,B j PBj :

A i ,T rB j s

 0. (3.1)
This means that observables localized on output cell j can have an influence on in-
put cell i , or—in the Schrödinger picture sense—that input on cell i can have an
influence on the output on cell j . Equivalently we can use
pi , j q RN pT qô

Ai ,T rBj s


t0u . (3.2)
Figure 3.1 shows an example neighborhood.
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i
j
0 1 2 3 4 512345
0
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 3.1: Neigborhood of a local operation on a chain of quantum systems; in
each step the image of cell y is localized in those cells x marked by a
blue box.
Using the above definition we can easily describe the neighborhood of composi-
tions or inverses of operations. Let Λ Z and let N1,N2  ZZ be neighborhood
relations. We define the following operations:
N1 Λ : ti |Dj PΛ, pi , j q PN1u , (3.3)
N1 N2 : tpi ,k q|Dj , pi , j q PN1^pj ,k q PN2u , (3.4)
N
1
1 : tpj , i q|pi , j q PN1u . (3.5)
To simplify notation we will writeN  i N  tiu tj | pi , j q PNu.
Nowwe restrict ourselves to automorphisms. We requireBpZq ApZq andBi 
Ai . The following results for the neighborhoods of compositions of automorphisms
will prove to be useful for our analysis of causal operations [16]:
Lemma 3.1.3. Let T1, T2 be automorphisms of a quasi local algebra ApZq. Then
1. N pT1q  j is the smallest set λZ such that T pAj qApΛq,
2. N pT1 T2qN pT1q N pT2q,
3. N pT11 q N pT1q
1.
Proof.
1. We have i RN pT q j if and only if pi , j q RN pT qwhich is in turn equivalent to

A i ,T rA j s

 0 for all A i P Ai and all A j P Aj . Now we can use Lemma 2.1.4
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with ΛpN pT q j qc and obtain T rAy sApN pT q j q. Nowwe have to show
minimality. Take an arbitrary set Λ1 that fulfills T rAj s  ApΛ1q. Let i R Λ1.
Then rAi ,ApΛ1qs  t0u and therefore rAi ,ApΛ1qs  t0u. But this means that
i RN pT q  j and therefore N pT q  j Λ1. Thus N pT q  j is the minimal set Λ
such that T pAi qApΛq.
2. Let A i P Ai , then T2rA i s P ApN pT2q  i q and T2rA i s can be approximated by
sums of tensor products of elements of Aj , j PN pT2q  i . Applying T1 to the
approximation gives us a sum of products localized inN pT1q j , j PN pT2qi .
Therefore T1  T2pA i q P ApN pT1q N pT2q  i and thus N pT1  T2q  N pT1q 
N pT2q. The inclusion can be strict which can be easily seen with the example
T2 T
1
1 .
3. We have
pi , j q RN pT1q ô

Ai ,T
1
rAj s


t0u
ô

T rAi s,Aj


t0u
ô pj , i q RN pT q
ô pi , j q RN pT q1,
and therefore N pT1q  N pT q1. In the second step we used that T is an
automorphism and in the last step we used the definition ofN1.
If ApZq is translation invariant there is a shift τ : ApZq Ñ ApZq, τrAi s  Ai1.
Concatenating an operation T with a shift results in a shift of the neighborhood.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let T : ApZq Ñ ApZq be a quasi-local automorphism, let ApZq be
translation invariant, and let n PN. Then
N pτn T q  tpi , j q|pi  n , j q PN pT qu , (3.6)
N pT τnq  tpi , j q|pi , j nq PN pT qu . (3.7)
Proof.
N pτn T q 
 
pi , j q|DA i PAi ,B j PAj :

A i ,pτ
n
T qrB j s

 0
(

 
pi , j q|DA i PAi ,B j PAj :

τn rA i s,T rB j s

 0
(

 
pi , j q|DA i n PAi n ,B j PAj :

A i n ,T rB j s

 0
(

t
pi , j q|pi  n , j qPN pT qu
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N pT τnq 
 
pi , j q|A i PAi ,B j PAj :

A i ,pT τ
n
qrB j s

 0
(

 
pi , j q|DA i PAi ,B jn PAj :

A i ,T rB jns

 0
(

t
pi , j q|pi , j nq PN pT qu
3.2 Quantum cellular automata
A reversible quantum cellular automaton (QCA) T is a reversible discrete time oper-
ation on a lattice of quantum systems. Usually translation-invariance of the quan-
tum system and the operation is assumed additionally but this it not necessary.
However we will always assume time-invariance, i.e., in every time step the opera-
tion will be the same. Furthermore QCAs are required to be local transformations,
i.e. information can only spread finitely far in one time-step of the QCA.
Again we will use the transformation of observables rather than the transforma-
tion of states to describe the evolution of the system. In mathematical terms a
reversible QCA is therefore just a local automorphism of the observable algebra:
T : ApZq Ñ ApZq. QCAs have the property that they are uniquely determined by
the images of single cite observables [37]. We call the local operation mapping
observables from the algebra of the i th system to observables on the algebra of a
neighborhood of the i th system Ti . As the QCA is a local automorphism so are the
local operations Ti :
Ti rA i s : T rA i s @A i PAi . (3.8)
This can be expressed in the neighborhood calculus:
Ti : Ai ÑApN pT q  i q. (3.9)
The time evolution of a QCA is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
T0 :Ai ÑAi  N
T
t
t  1
Figure 3.2: Time evolution of a QCA; the images of the observables on system
Ai are contained in the set of observables of the systems Ai  N in
the next time step.
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In the case of translation-invariant QCAs the situation is simplified even further.
Translation-invariant operations commute with the lattice translation τ (rT,τs 0)
and therefore T τrAs  τ T rAs for all A P ApZq. Then T rA i s  τi T τi rA i s
and therefore Ti rA i s  τi  T0 τi rA i s for all i P Z and all A i P Ai . Thus we can
use the same local transformation T0 for all sites. Naturally, the neighborhood of a
translation-invariant QCA is also translation-invariant:
N pT q  tpi , j q|i ¥ j n

^ i ¤ j  n
 
u . (3.10)
This is depicted in Figure 3.3.
i
j
0 1 2 3 4 5123
0
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
i ¤ j  n
 
i ¥ j n

Figure 3.3: Neighborhood scheme of a translation-invariant QCA
The local operations Ti are endomorphisms from Ai to ApN pT q  i q. The global
transformation T is uniquely determined by the local transformations, but not all
combinations of local transformations produce a valid global transformation. To
beginwith, the global transformation has to be an automorphism. Thus it preserves
the commutation relations of the observable algebra, i.e. rT pAq,T pBqs  T rA ,Bs
holds for all A ,B P ApZq. Especially the commutation of the single cell algebras of
different cells has to be preserved:

Ti rAi s,Tj rAj s


t0u @i , j PZ, i  j . (3.11)
Given that all Ti are endomorphisms this guarantees that T is an automorphism, if
the index matches.
The index of a QCA characterizes the information flow. Two local operations can
only be combined if the index coincides. This is easy to understand from the in-
formation flow point of view with the following example: let ApZq
Â
iPZAi with
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Ai Md be translation invariant and let Ti be the shift to the right (in the Heisen-
berg picture). Then a full single cell algebra Md is shifted into cell i   1, which is
also a full matrix algebra Md . Thus the content of cell i   1 has to be shifted to
the right, too. For any QCA, be it translation-invariant or not, the index has to be a
conserved quantity along the chain, which can be computed locally from any local
rule. We will now present the mathematical definition of the index.
First let us group the systems in such a way, that the QCA T has only nearest
neighbor interactions, i.e., N pT q  tpi , j q|i ¥ j 1^ i ¤ j  1u. Now we consider
the image of two adjacent cells:
T rAi bAi 1s pAi1bAi qbpAi 1bAi 2q .
To describe the embedding we use support algebras.
Definition 3.2.1. LetB1 andB2 be finite dimensionalC-algebras and letAB1b
B2 be a subalgebra. Then the support algebra SpA,B1q of A inB1 is the smallest C
algebra C1 such thatAC1bB2.
We define the algebras
R2i  SpT rA2i bA2i 1s,A2i1bA2i q , (3.12)
R2i 1  SpT rA2i bA2i 1s,A2i 1bA2i 2q , (3.13)
where R2i describes flow of information to the right while R2i 1 describes flow of
information to the left. Figure 3.4 illustrates how the algebras are embedded into
each other. The index is defined as
indT :
r p2i q
d p2i q

d p2i  1q
r p2i  1q
, (3.14)
where d pi q  dimpAi q and ri  dimpRi q are the dimensions of the algebras (e.g.
dimpMd q  d ). The index is multiplicative in the sense that
indpT1 T2q indT1indT2. (3.15)
For proofs and further results on the index of QCAs see [38].
3.2.1 General bounds on the entanglement generation of QCAs
In this section we state general bounds on the evolution of the entanglement of a
finite number of consecutive spins with the rest of the chain under the action of a
localized automorphism (e.g. a QCA) as introduced in [39]. We will only consider
the case of pure states on the whole chain. In this case the proper measure of en-
tanglement is given by the von Neumann entropy
StrρS log2ρS ,
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A0 A1
A0 A1
b b b
b b b
b b b
b b b
b b b
b b b
b b b
b b b
T rA0bA1s
R0 R1
A1bA2A1bA0
A
1
Figure 3.4: Flow of information and the embedding of the according algebras in a
QCA
where ρS is the reduced density matrix of the finite segment of spins. In the case of
mixed states the derived bounds still hold for the entropy generation, but the von
Neumann entropy is not directly related to the entanglement.
The non-translation-invariantcase
Theorem 3.2.2. Consider the observable algebra of an infinite chain of d -level sys-
tems
A
pd q
Z
:
 8
â
i8
A
pd q
i , A
pd q
i Md ,
and an automorphism T : A
pd q
Z
Ñ A
pd q
Z
. Let us introduce the notation: For Υ 
rm1,m2s,A
pd q
Υ
:
Â
kPΥA
pd q
k . Suppose that T satisfies the locality condition
T pA
pd q
Λ
q A
pd q
NΛ ,
where N is the neighborhood of T (extended in a way that i  N  i ) and Λ 
rk1,k2sN Λrl1, l2s hold.
Let ω be a state on the spin-chain A
pd q
Z
, and let us define the T -evolved state as
ω1 : ω  T . The restrictions of these states to a subalgebra A
pd q
Υ
will be denoted
by ωΥ and ω
1
Υ
, respectively. Then the following bounds hold for the von Neumann
entropies of the restricted states:
SpωΛq2n log2 d ¤Spω
1
Λ
q ¤SpωΛq 2n log2d , (3.16)
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where n  |pN ΛqzΛ| l2 l1k2 k1. Moreover, these bounds are sharp.
Proof. Restricting the automorphism T to the subsubalgebra A
pd q
Λ
, we obtain the
monomorphism TΛ : A
pd q
Λ
Ñ A
pd q
NΛ. This monomorphism can be extended to an
automorphism rT :A
pd q
NΛÑA
pd q
NΛ.
1 Let us introduce the following state on ANΛ:
rω1pN Λq :ωNΛ  rT .
From this construction it immediately follows that rω1pN  ΛqΛ  ω1Λ. Moreover,
since rω1pN Λq andωNΛ are connected by an automorphism their von Neumann
entropies are equal: Sp rω1pN ΛqqSpωNΛq.
We will prove the bounds (3.16) using the subadditivity [40] of the von Neumann
entropy. The subchain A
pd q
NΛ can be divided as A
pd q
NΛA
pd q
Λ
bA
pd q
re s t , where A
pd q
re s t is
isomorphic to the algebra of d nd n matrices, hence themaximal entropy of a state
defined on A
pd q
re s t is n log2d . The triangle inequality and the subadditivity theorem
give the following inequalities:
SpωΛqn log2d ¤ SpωNΛq ¤SpωΛq n log2d
Spω1
Λ
qn log2d ¤ Sp rω
1
pN Λqq ¤Spω1
Λ
q n log2d
Now, using that SpωNΛqSp rω1pN Λqqwe immediately obtain the bounds (3.16).
The sharpness of the inequalities can be shown using a state on the spin-chain
where the sites at 2i are maximally entangled with the sites at 2i   1. We consider
the translation τwhich shifts all one-cell algebras by one cell to the right as our time
evolution. The extended neighborhood of τ is N pτq  tpx ,y q|x ¤ y ,x ¥ y 1u.
Then k2k1 2 and l2l1 3, andwe get n  l2l1k2 k1 1. Now, restricting
this state to the subalgebraA
pd q
r2i ,2i 3s the entropy of the restriction is zero. However,
the entropy of this restriction after the time evolution will be 2log2 d , since the two
sites at the border will be maximally entangled with sites outside the considered
region. This example is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
In the above example the generated entanglement is destroyed in the next step, so
the bound is only saturated for one time step. But a slightly more involved example
shows, that the bound can be saturated for arbitrarily many timesteps:
Let again T be the translation automorphism on A
pd q
Z
, and let us consider the
state which is defined as the direct product of maximally entangled states between
the lattice site at i and the lattice site at i   1 for all i . So in this state the lattice
site at 1 is fully entangled with the lattice site at 0, the lattice site at 2 is fully en-
tangled with the lattice site at 1, and so on. Now, we will consider subsystems of
arbitrary length k  k2 k1. If k is even, k  2j , then the subsystem we consider
1
This can be seen by noting that A
pd q
NΛ
T pA
pd q
Λ
qbB, where B
Â
kPpNΛqzΛA
pd q
k
q. If Q is an
isomorphism between the latter two algebras, then one can dene
rTNΛ as TΛbQ.
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τ
t
Λ
t  1
τ
t  2
Figure 3.5: Entanglement generation of the shift acting on a state with maximally
entangled nearest neighbors (depicted by the links); in the rst step
entanglement between the region Λ and the rest of the chain is created
(red links). In the next step it is destroyed.
is the interval rj   1, j s. Its original entropy is 0, and the entropy grows linearly
during the time-evolution saturating our linear bound until it reaches the maxi-
mal entropy it can obtain, namely k log2d . After this it stays constant. If k is odd,
k  2j  1, we consider the interval rj , j s as our subsystem. The original entropy
of the subsystem is log2d , and the entropy grows linearly and saturates our bound
until it reaches p2j   1q log2d , then it stays constant. The example is illustrated in
Figure 3.6.
The translation-invariant case
In the previous subsection we showed that the bounds (3.16) on entanglement gen-
eration are sharp in the general case. However, considering translation-invariant
states and translation invariant QCAs, i.e., local automorphisms that commutewith
the translations, we can sharpen these bounds further.
Theorem 3.2.3. Consider the observable algebra of an infinite chain of d -level sys-
tems
A
pd q
Z
:
 8
â
i8
A
pd q
i , A
pd q
i Md ,
and a QCA T acting on A
pd q
Z
having a neighborhood N of n additional cells, i.e. we
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τ
t
Λ
t  1
τ
t  2
Figure 3.6: Entanglement generation of the shift acting on a state with maximally
entagled pairs (depicted by the links). Each step creates two maximally
entangled pairs between the region Λ and the rest of the chain (red
links) until the entanglement reaches
|Λ| pairs.
have |pN ΛqzΛ|n. Thus T is an automorphism satisfying
T pAi q
pd q
A
pd q
Ni A
pd q
in1
bA
pd q
in1 1
b bA
pd q
i n21
bA
pd q
i n2
, T ττT, (3.17)
where i PZ and n1 and n2 are integers satisfying n1 n2n ¥ 0.
Letω be a translation-invariant state on the spin-chain, and let us define the time-
evolved state (at time t PN) asωt :ωT t . The von Neumann entropy SLpt q of the
restriction ofωt to L consecutive qubits can be bounded in the following way:
SLp0qnt log2d ¤SLpt q¤SLp0q nt log2d . (3.18)
Moreover, these bounds are sharp for d  2.
Proof. Since the state ω is translation-invariant and T commutes with the trans-
lations, the “entropy production” is the same for the automorphisms T and T τk
(k P Z), hence we can assume without loss of generality that in Equation (3.17) we
have n1,n2¥ 0.
Let us denote the restriction of a state ϕ :A
pd q
Z
ÑC to A
pd q
Υ

Â
kPΥA
pd q
k by ϕΥ.
Consider the subalgebraA
pd q
Λ
, Λr0,L1s ofA
pd q
Z
, which corresponds to L qudits.
Restricting the automorphism T to this subalgebra, we get a monomorphism TL :
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A
pd q
Λ
Ñ A
pd q
NΛ. We will also consider the inverse automorphism T
1, and restrict
T1 to a monomorphism pT1qL : A
pd q
Λ
Ñ A
pd q
N1Λ
.2. The monomorphism pT1qL
can be extended to an automorphism rT1L :A
pd q
N1Λ
ÑA
pd q
N1Λ
.
Letω be a translation-invariant state onA
pd q
Z
, thenω1 :ωT will be translation-
invariant, too. Let us also define the following state on A
pd q
N1Λ
rωpN1 Λq :ω1
N1Λ

rT1L .
The von Neumann entropy of rωpN1  Λq and ω1
N1Λ
are the same (since they
are connected by an automorphism), and it follows from the definition of rT1L that
rωpN1 ΛqΛωΛ.
Now, from the strong subadditivity of the von Neumann entropy it follows that
for a translation-invariant stateω SpωΥq ¥SpωΛq if |Υ| ¥ |Λ| [42], hence
SLp1q Spω
1
Λ
q¤Spω1
N1Λ
q. (3.19)
On the other hand, using the subadditivity of the entropy for the state rωpN1 Λq
(dividing the observable algebra of the subchain rn2,n1s as: A
pd q
N1Λ
 A
pd q
Λ
b
A
pd q
pN1ΛqzΛ
), we get:
SLp rωpN
1
Λqq¤SLp rωpN
1
ΛqΛq pn1 n2q log2d SLp0q n log2d (3.20)
Combing the fact that Spω1
N1Λ
q Sp rωpN1 Λqq with the inequalities (3.19) and
(3.20) we arrive at the Sp1q ¤ Sp0q   n log2d . By simple induction we obtain the
desired upper bound:
SLpt q¤SLp0q nt log2d .
The lower bound in (3.18) can simply be obtained by reversing the time arrow:
suppose that for aQCA automorphism T this lower bounddoes not hold, this would
mean that for the QCA T1 the upper bound would not hold, which is a contradic-
tion as we proved the upper bound just now.
The sharpness of the inequalities for d  2 follows from the study of of Clifford
QCAs acting on the “all spins up” state in Section 5.3.1.
3.3 Causal Operations
Let us begin by defining what we will call a causal operation. We work with a chain
of quantum systems Ai , i P Z, each described by its observable algebra Ai . The
2
The fact that the range of AΛ under the the action of T1 is in AN1Λ was shown in [41],
page 22.
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whole chain is described by the quasi-local algebra AZ 
Â
iPZAi . We think of
the chain as being expanded in time, not necessarily in space. Systems with higher
indices belong to later times. Causality thenmeans that information can only travel
forward in time—only to systems with larger indices. In the Heisenberg picture of
course the direction is reversed and observables can only travel backward in time,
to systems with smaller indices.
In the literature the term causal operation was also used in a different sense. Ac-
cording to [43] an operation T is causal if T pAq A, i.e., there is no propagation of
information at all. The operations we consider here are then called semi-causal.
Definition 3.3.1. A quasi-local CPUmap T : AZÑAZ is called causal if and only if
for all i PZ we have
T rA
¤i sA¤i , (3.21)
where A
¤i 
Âj¤i
jPZ
Aj is the observable algebra of the left half-chain and A¡i 
Âj¡i
jPZ
Aj is the observable algebra of the right half-chain according to a cut between
systems i and i  1.
Let us first show the equivalence to a commutational definition of causality:
Lemma 3.3.2. Let T : AZ Ñ AZ be a CPU map. Then T is causal if and only if
rT rA
¤i s,A¡i s 0, for all i PZ.
Proof. First assume that T is causal. Therefore we have T rA
¤i s  A¤i for all i P Z
and by Lemma 2.1.4 rT rA
¤i s,A¡i s t0u for all i PZ.
Now assume rT rA
¤i s,A¡i s 0, for all i PZ. Then again by Lemma 2.1.4 we have
T rA
¤i sA¤i .
So far we did notmake any restrictions on how far information can travel. As long
as the image of a localized observable A PAΛ, Λ p8, i s can be approximated by
finitely localized elements of the quasi-local algebra of the left half-chain up to any
"¡ 0 in operator norm the transformation is valid. Therefore input on system i can
have an influence on all future systems. If the inputs on system i can only influence
a finite number of outputs in the range ri , i  τs we say that the process has finite
depth. In the Heisenberg picture this is defined as follows:
Definition 3.3.3. A causal operation T has finite depth τ if and only if T rA
ri ,j ss 
A
riτ,j s.
The neighborhood of a finite depth causal operation T is of the form
N pT q tpi , j q|i ¤ j ^ i ¥ j τu . (3.22)
Thus the neighborhood of a causal process is restrained to a diagonal strip in the i , j
plane as depicted in Figure 3.7. Wewill nowdetermine theminimal strip containing
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i ¤ ji ¥ j τ
i
j
0 1 2 3 4 512345
0
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 3.7: Neighborhood of a causal process with nite depth τ; the neighbor-
hood can vary between the lattice sites, but global bounds on its size
exist.
the neighborhood. The width of the minimal strip is given by the memory depth
τ. Locally the memory depth can vary as the following example shows: Consider
a chain of qubits and an operation using one additional qubit of memory. On all
even sites the local operation is the identity on the system and the memory. On
all odd sites system qubit and memory qubit are swapped such that the memory
input goes to the output system and the input system to the memory output. This
process is causal and implements the identity on even sites and a shift on the odd
sites. The localization of the images of single site observables thus depend on the
site. The neighborhood is shown in Figure 3.8.
To determine bounds on the memory requirement of a channel implementa-
tions of a causal process and its causal inverse we need to make the neighborhood
bounds tight. On the left wemake the bound tight by introducing a minimal mem-
ory depthτm mintτ|@t1, t2,T pAprt1, t2sqqAprt1τ, t2squ. Fromnowonwewill
only work with τm and, by a slight abuse of notation, call it the depth and denote it
by τ
The right bound i ¤ j can also be tightened in some cases. Consider a causal
process T . If we concatenate it with a shift τλ we shift the localization area to the
left. The right bound i ¤ j is not tight any more, because there is no j for which
pj , j q PN pT q. If a causal process contains no such shift the right bound is tight and
we call the channel global-shift-free.
Definition 3.3.4. A causal process T is called global-shift-free, if and only if there
exists a j PZ, such that pj , j q PN pT q.
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i ¤ ji ¥ j 2
i
j
0 1 2 3 4 5123
0
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 3.8: Neighborhood of the causal process dened by alternating swap and
identity; This process is causal and has nite depth 2. All even sites
remain unchanged, while all observables on odd sites are shifted by
two sites.
This means that on at least one site j the image of Aj has support on Aj . Locally
the process can still contain shifts like in our example above.
If a process T is not global-shift-free it can be decomposed into a shift τλ and a
global-shift-free process T˜ : T  T˜τλ.
Lemma 3.3.5. Let T be a causal process which is not global-shift-free and has mem-
ory depth τ. Then there exists an integer λ ¡ 0 such that T˜  Tτ
λ is causal and
global-shift-free.
Proof. T has a neighborhood of the form N pT q  tpi , j q|i ¤ j λ, i ¥ j τu for
some λ¡ 0, because it is not global-shift-free and of depth τ. If several possible λ
exists we choose the maximal one. Then there is a j with pj  λ, j q P N pT q. The
neighborhood of τ
λ isN pτλq tpi , j q|i  j  λu. Then
N pTτ
λq  N pT q N pτλq

t
pi ,k q|Dj , pi , j q PN pT q^pj ,k q PN pτ
λqu

t
pi ,k q|Dj , i ¤ j λ^ i ¥ j τ^ j  k  λu

t
pi ,k q|i ¤ k ^ i ¥ k  λτu.
Thus Tˆ is causal and has memory depth τˆ  τ λ. By our choice of λ it is also
global-shift-free.
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3.4 Resource requirements
In our analysis of causal operations and convolutional codes we will be concerned
with the question of minimal memory implementations of causal operations and
convolutional encoders and decoders that useminimal spatial resources, i.e. amin-
imal number of qubits. Here we will define what we mean when we speak of (spa-
tial) resources andmemory. Recently implementations of quantum computational
tasks with minimal spatial resources have been studied by different groups. In
[44, 45] minimal resource implementations of different quantum protocols were
analyzed. The spacial resource considered is the logarithm of the needed ancilla
space. If we think of qubits this would be the number of ancilla qubits, that is
needed to carry out the protocol. In [46, 47, 48]minimal memory encoders for con-
volutional codes are studied. Here the considered resource is the memory needed
to implement the encoder, which is defined to be number of qubits that is passed
on from one step of the encoding to the next.
In Chapter 7 we will carry out a resource analysis to compare the performance
of block codes to the performance of convolutional codes. For this task we need
to compare the total spatial resource requirement of the encoders respectively de-
coders, the number of qubits a quantum computer needs to implement the en-
coding or decoding. In an earlier publication we called this the needed memory
[49]. However, this lead to confusion with conflicting definitions of memory re-
quirements like in [46, 47, 48]. In this thesis we will call the total spatial resources
needed just resources and the termmemory will denote the memory of a convolu-
tional code or a quantum memory channel (in accordance with [46, 47, 48]). The
resources needed for an operation are also equal to the support of this operation in
terms of qubits. However, in a circuit we might need additional resources to store
data qubits that are not affected by the operation. In this case the needed resources
are determined by delaying preparation of input qubits as far as possible and shift
all the measurements forward as far as possible. Then in at each point of time we
can determine the needed memory by just counting parallel wires. See Figure 3.9.
3.5 Quantum channels withmemory
Every quantum operation from systemA to systemB can be described in the for-
malism of quantum channels. Preparations and measurements, as well as unitary
on non-unitary time evolutions are all special types of quantum channels. In the
following we will assume familiarity with the basics of quantum channels.
However, we will introduce a special kind of quantum channels, the quantum
memory channels which were first introduced in [50] and systematically studied in
[51]. Quantum memory channels are used to describe processes which introduce
correlations into a chain of quantum systems. Thus the transformation applied to
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n  2 n  3 n  4 n  2
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
Figure 3.9: The resource requirements in a quantum circuit can be determined by
just counting parallel wires at each point in time if preparation and
measurements are shifted as far to the end respectively the beginning
of the circuit as possible.
S
BA
BA
Figure 3.10: Quantum channel S implementing a quantum transformation from
system A to system B ; the operator algebras on input and output
system are denoted by AB pHA q and BB pHB q.
an input can depend on past inputs and information from past inputs can influ-
ence future outputs or even be completely delayed to future outputs. An example
for such a process is a stream of particles passing through an optical cavity. Each
particle will interact with the field in the cavity. After the interaction the state of
the cavity will depend on the state of the particle before the interaction and vice
versa. Thus, when the next particle interacts with the cavity, its state after the inter-
action depends on the state of the cavity before the interaction and therefore might
also depend on the state of the last particle before the interaction and possibly all
particles that passed the cavity before.
To model the storage of information from earlier uses of the channel we add an
additional memory input and output system. Thememory output of one use of the
memory channel is fed into the next use of the channel as memory input. There-
fore, the memory system has to be of the same kind on input and output. In our ex-
ample of an optical cavity the cavity is the memory system while the atom passing
through it are both the input and output systems. A schematic of such a memory
channel and its concatenation is presented in Figure 3.11.
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T TTT
B
A
M M
B
A
M M
Figure 3.11: A quantum memory channel and its concatenation; the memory sys-
tem M is passed on from one channel use to the next.
We can also approach memory channels from a different perspective. We con-
sider an operation that acts on an infinite chain of quantum systems in such a way
that information only travels in one direction. Furthermore we require the opera-
tion to be translation-invariant. Obviously this is a causal operation. In [51] it was
shown how such a translation-invariant causal operation can be decomposed and
represented as a quantum memory channel. This is depicted in Figure 3.12. In
Section 4.1 we will present a generalization of this construction to non-translation-
invariant causal operations.
G R T T 1
1 1
Figure 3.12: The structure theorem for causal operations shows how a translation-
invariant causal operation G can be decomposed into an initialization
R and the repeated use of a memory channel S.
Mathematically we can describe quantum channels either in the Schrödinger or
in the Heisenberg picture. In the first case the channel is a completely positive and
trace preserving (CPTP) linear map transforming input density matrices to output
density matrices. In the second case a quantum channel is represented by com-
pletely positive and unital (CPU) linear map that transforms operators acting on
the output system to operators acting on the input system. The operators on both
input and output system formC-algebras. As argued in Section 2.1 we will mainly
use the Heisenberg picture to avoid the problems arising from infinite tensor prod-
ucts of Hilbert spaces.
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In the case of memory channels the algebras on the input respectively output are
tensor products of the algebras of the data input algebraAB pHA q and the mem-
ory input algebra M  B pHM q respectively the data output algebra B  B pHB q
and the memory output algebraMB pHM q. This leads us to the following defini-
tion:
Definition 3.5.1. [[51]] A quantum channel with memory is a completely positive
and unital map S : B pHB qbB pHM q ÞÑ B pHM qbB pHA q, where HA is the input
Hilbert space,HB the output Hilbert space, andHM the memory Hilbert space.
In the following we will often only use the notation A instead of B pHA q. On first
sight, swapping the position of the memory algebra from output to input might
seem odd. However, it makes a lot of sense when we consider several consecutive
uses of the channel. By Sn : BbnbM ÞÑMbAbn we denote the n-fold concatena-
tion of S:
Sn 
 
Sb idbn1
A

 . . .
 
idbn2
B
bSb idA


 
idbn1
B
bS

. (3.23)
Because we swap thememory systemwith input respectively output systemwe can
use the original S in the concatenation. If the memory system was at the begin-
ning or the end of the chain we would need to introduce a different version of S
for every step of the concatenation. Furthermore these would not be localized and
the construction would cause problems if we do not know the number of channel
concatenations a priori, which is a reasonable setting, e.g. when we think of the
transmission of a message of unknown length (like a quantum phone call).
We will now introduce an important property of memory channels, the forgetful-
ness: a channel is forgetful if the initial state of the memory has no effect on the
outputs in the limit of infinitely many uses of the channel. In the Heisenberg pic-
ture this corresponds to the situation that every observable localized on the mem-
ory output converges to the identity on the memory input in the limit of infinitely
many channel uses. Formally this is defined as follows:
Definition 3.5.2 ([51]). Let S : BbM ÞÑ MbA be a quantum memory channel,
Sn its n-fold concatenation, and let Sˆ : M ÞÑMbA be the concatenated channel in
which all outputs (except the memory output) are ignored: Sˆn rM s : Sn r1
bn
B
bM s
for all M PM. Then S is forgetful if and only if there exists a sequence of quantum
channels3 S˜n : MÑAbn such that
lim
nÑ8

Sˆn 1Mb S˜n


cb
 0, (3.24)
where 1M denotes the channel that returns the identity on M whatever the input
was. The norm used is the so called completely bounded norm or cb-norm which
is defined via }S}cb  supn }Sb idn}8. It has the nice properties that }S1bS2}cb 
}S1}cb  }S2}cb and }S}cb  1 for every channel S.
3
actually a sequence of linear maps is sucient
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If Equation (3.24) holds for finite n , the channel is called strictly forgetful. The
idea of Sˆn is illustrated in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 illustrates Equation (3.24).
BBB
S
A
B
M M
Sˆn , pn  4q
A A A
S S S
M M M
Figure 3.13: The channel Sˆn is derived from Sn by ignoring all outputs except for
the memory output. In the Heisenberg picture this corresponds to
setting the observables on all output systems to 1.
Sˆn
Abn
M M
MS˜n
1M
Abn
b
M
limnÑ8

cb
Figure 3.14: A memory channel is called forgetful if and only if in the limit of
innitely many uses the inuence of the initial memory on the outputs
vanishes. In the Heisenberg picture this means that in the limit of
innitely many channel uses we can nd a sequence of channels S˜n
such that 1Mb S˜n is cb -norm close to Sˆn .
If the memory algebra is finite we can use the8-norm instead of the cb -norm in
Equation (3.24) which greatly simplifies the task to determine if a channel is forget-
ful or not [51].
For strictly forgetful channels we define the memory depth as
τmin
!
n




Sˆn 1Mb S˜n


cb
 0
)
1. (3.25)
The memory depth is therefore a bound on the number of channel uses that in-
formation can stay in the channels memory and have an influence on the outputs.
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Each memory channel defines a causal process. Strictly forgetful memory chan-
nels define strictly forgetful causal processes which have the same memory depth
as the channel. We will further investigate the relation between causal processes
and memory channels in Chapter 4.
3.6 Clifford channels
Clifford channels are so called covariant channels. A covariant channel fulfills an
intertwining property with respect to transformations by projective representations
of a group G and is defined in the following way:
Definition 3.6.1. A channel S : BÑA is called covariant with respect to two repre-
sentationsU1 PA andU2 PB of a group G, if
SrU2pg qBU2pg q

sU1pg qSrBsU1pg q
 (3.26)
holds for all B PB and g P G.
Clifford channels are covariant with respect to Weyl systems. U1 andU2 are pro-
jective representations of an abelian group G of phase space vectors. In the litera-
ture they are defined as follows:
Definition 3.6.2 ([52]). A channel S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q is a Clifford channel, if it
is covariant with respect to two Weyl systems pw1, f 1,H1q and pw2, f 2,H2q over an
abelian group G.
We will now alter this definition to better suit our needs. We will always use sys-
tems that are composed of qudits of possibly different dimensions. As a basis of
the operator algebra we usually take local Weyl operators, i.e. Weyl operators lo-
calized on a single qudit each. A standard Weyl system (see Section 2.2) gives us a
phase space description of such a basis. Of course, given the input and output sys-
tems the standard Weyl systems are fixed and there is no more freedom to change
the representation of the phase space group Ξi if we use the standard Weyl system.
However we can use a subset of the standard Weyl system as the projective repre-
sentation used in the covariance condition (3.26). The standard Weyl system uses
a phase space Ξ and assigns an operator wpξq to each ξ P Ξ. We can now use a
subgroup rG of Ξ and the operators defined by the standardWeyl system. Wemerely
have to require the existence of a homomorphism h : ΞÑ rG. Even if rG  Ξ we still
have some freedom, because we can choose the homomorphism h. If we use this
construction on the input and the output side of the channel we end up with two
standard Weyl systems pwi ,eiβi ,Hi q over the input and output systems and two
homomorphisms h i : GÑ Gi Ξi which induce projective representations of G on
the input and output systems. Let us make this formal:
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Lemma 3.6.3. Let G and rG be abelian groups, h : GÑ rG a homomorphism connect-
ing them and rw : rG Ñ B pHq a projective representation of rG on H with the factor
system rf . Then w rw h : GÑUpHq is a projective representation of G on H with
factor system f , f pξ,ηq rf phξ,hηq.
Proof. We just have to show that w fulfills the condition 2.28 for projective repre-
sentations:
wpξ ηq  rwphpξ ηqq

rwphξ hηq

rf phξ,hηqrwphξqrwphηq

rf phξ,hηq
loooomoooon
f pξ,ηq
wpξqwpηq.
With this in mind wemake the following preliminary definition:
Definition 3.6.4 (preliminary). The map S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q is a Clifford channel
if it is covariant with respect to two projective representations w1pξ1q P B pH1q, ξ1 P
h1G  Ξ1 and w2pξ2q P B pH2q, ξ2 P h2G  Ξ2 of a group G, which is also a two-
dimensional vector space over a finite field. pwi ,eiβim ,Hi q are the standard Weyl
systems of Ξi overHi , where Ξi 
À
x F
2
d x
andHi 
Â
x C
d x .
We will however make an additional restriction. As in [52] we always require the
input system to be irreducible. Only in this case all Clifford channels mapWeyl op-
erators to multiples of Weyl operators. If both input and output system are allowed
to be reducible this is in general not the case. An easy example is the case where the
h i both map everything to 0. These surely are homomorphisms, but the represen-
tations we obtain only contain the identity, so any channel is covariant with respect
to these representations. Furthermore we will show in the following that all chan-
nels obeying Definition 3.6.4 andmappingWeyl operators ontoWeyl operators also
obey the simpler Definition 3.6.5.
Our interest in Clifford channels is motivated by the search for quantum evolu-
tions that allow an efficient classical description. Such a description is possible, if
the evolution does not change the basis. This motivates the study of channels that
mapWeyl operators to scalar multiples of Weyl operators.
Let S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q be a Clifford channel with respect to w1pξ1q, @ξ1 P Ξ1 
h1G and w2pξ2q, @ξ2 P Ξ2  h2G. We chose Ξ1  h1G to make the input system ir-
reducible. Thus we can write every ξ1 P Ξ1 as h1ξ with ξ P G. Using the covariance
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condition (3.26) we can determine the commutation relations ofSrw2pη2qswith ar-
bitrary Weyl operators w1pξ1q.
w1pξ1qSrw2pη2qs  w1ph1ξqSrw2pη2qsw1ph1ξq
w1ph1ξq
 Srw2ph2ξqw2pη2qw2ph2ξq

sw1ph1ξq
 eiσ2pη2,h2ξqSrw2pη2qsw1pξ1q
for all η2 P Ξ2 and all ξ1 P Ξ1. Srw2pηqs can be expressed as a sum of Weyl oper-
ators
°
i c iw1pη
i
1q on H1 with w1pη
i
1q  w1pη
j
1q for i  j . Again we determine the
commutation relations
w1pξ1q
¸
i
c iw1pη
i
1q 

¸
i
c ie
iσ1pη
i
1,ξ1qw1pη
i
1q

w1pξ1q.
The commutators are
rSrw2pη2qs,w1pξ1qs 

1 eiσ2pη2,h2ξq
	
Srw2pη2qsw1pξ1q,

¸
i
c iw1pη
i
1q,w1pξ1q



¸
i
c i

1 eiσ1pη
i
1,ξ1q
	
w1pη
i
1q

w1pξ1q.
For the sum to commute in the same way as Srw2pη2qs the following must hold:
¸
i
c i

1 eiσ1pη
i
1,ξ1q
	
w1pη
i
1q 

¸
i
c iw1pη
i
1q


1 eiσ2pη,h2ξq
	
. (3.27)
All the Weyl operators are linearly independent, so we can treat this equation as a
set of equations, and either
c i  0 or σ1pη
i
1,h1ξq σ2pη2,h2ξq @η2 PΞ2 @ξ P G
has to hold for each i . σ1 is non-degenerate, because it belongs to a standard Weyl
system, so σ1pη
i
1,ξ1q  σ1pη
j
1,ξ1q @ξ1 implies η
i
1  η
j
1 which is excluded by con-
struction. Therefore only one c i can be non-zero and Srw2pη2qs c pη2qw1pη1pη2qq
with some complex factor c pη2q. The dependence of η1 on η2 is yet to be deter-
mined. But at this point it is already proven that Clifford channels with irreducible
input systems mapWeyl operators to multiples of Weyl operators.
The commutation relations can still give us more information about the possible
transformations. We know thatσ1pη1pη2q,h1ξqσ2pη2,h2ξq, @ξ P G and @η2 P Ξ2.
Themapsσ1,σ2,h1 and h2 are all linear in all arguments, whichmakesη1pη2q a lin-
ear map. We write η1pη2q  sη2 or simply η1  sη2 where s is the classical descrip-
tion ofS up to the coefficients c pη2q, whichwewill callλpη2q in the future. AClifford
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channel mapping fromWeyl system pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q to Weyl system pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q that
is covariant with respect to the representations w1  h1 and w2  h2 of a group G,
where w1 is irreducible, has the form
Srw2pη2qsλpη2qw1psη2q (3.28)
We will now further simplify the setting by showing that given a channel of the
form (3.28) it is covariantwith respect to the representations w11 andw2sσ of the
group Ξ1. sσ is the symplectically adjoint map of s as introduced in Lemma 2.2.9.
Let us check if this channel is Weyl covariant: let B P B pH2q, B 
°
i c iw2pη
i
2q. It
follows that
Srw2ph2ξqBw2ph2ξq

s

¸
i
c ie
iσ2pη
i
2 ,h2ξqSrw2pη
i
2qs

¸
i
c ie
iσ2pη
i
2 ,h2ξqλpηi2qw1psη
i
2qw1ph1ξqw1ph1ξq


¸
i
c ie
iσ2pη
i
2 ,h2ξqeiσ1ph1ξ,sη
i
2qλpηi2qw1ph1ξqw1psη
i
2qw1ph1ξq


¸
i
c ie
i
p
σ2pη
i
2,h2ξqσ1psη
i
2,h1ξqqw1ph1ξqSrw2pη
i
2qsw1ph1ξq

S is Weyl covariant if and only if there exist G, h1, h2 with w1  h1 : G Ñ UpHq
irreducible such that
σ2pη
i
2,h2ξq σ1psη
i
2,h1ξq @η
i
2 PΞ2 @ξ P G. (3.29)
It turns out that we can alwaysmake a simple choice of G. It can be chosen to equal
Ξ1 and h11. We obtain
σ2pη2,h2ξq σ1psη2,ξq σ2pη,s
σξq,
where we used the existence and uniqueness of the symplectically adjoint map sσ
as proven in Section 2.2.5. The map h2 is uniquely determined to be
h2 s
σ. (3.30)
Nowwe can simplify Definition 3.6.4:
Definition 3.6.5. S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q is a Clifford channel, if it is covariant with
respect to two projective representations w1pξ1q P B pH1q, ξ1 P Ξ1  G and w2pξ2q P
UpH2q, ξ2 P hG of a group G, which is also a two-dimensional vector space over a
finite field. The wi are the standard Weyl systems of Ξi on Hi , where Ξi 
À
j F
2
d j
andHi 
Â
j C
d j .
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The above can be combined in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.6.6 (Generalized version of [53]). A channel S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q is a
Clifford channel if and only if there exists a linear map s : Ξ2 Ñ Ξ1 and a function
λ : Ξ2ÑC such that
Srw2pη2qsλpη2qw1psη2q (3.31)
for all η2 P Ξ2. The systems pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q and pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q are standard Weyl sys-
tems.4
Now that we have established the equivalence of Weyl covariant channels with
irreducible input systems to channels of the form (3.28) we will only use the latter
form, because it is useful for a classical description of the channels.
However, so far we have not investigated which conditions s and λ have to fulfill
in order tomakeS a valid quantum channel—a completely positive and unital map.
We will examine this in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.6.7. Let pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q be the standard Weyl system over the phase space
Ξ1 and let pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q be the standard Weyl system over Ξ2. Then a linear map
S : B pH2qÑB pH1q is a Clifford channel if and only if
Srw2pηqs λpηqw1psηq @η PΞ2 (3.32)
holds for a linear map s and λ : Ξ2ÑCwith λp0q  1. Furthermore, the matrix
M i j λpηi ηj q
eiβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
(3.33)
has to be positive definite for arbitrary ηi .
Proof. In Theorem 3.6.6 we already proved that every channel of the given form is
Weyl covariant with respect to pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q and the projective representation w2 
sσ of Ξ1 onH2. What remains to show is that themap is actually completely positive
and unital. Proving unitality is straight forward, because
Sr1sSrw2p0qs λp0q1
!
1
implies λp0q  1. To prove the second condition we use the Condition (2.11) from
Section 2.1 which states that a channel is completely positive if and only if
¸
i ,j
a
i
Srb
i
b j sa j ¥ 0
4
In the original theorem s id is assumed.
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holds for all a i P B pH1q and all b i P B pH2q. We decompose b i into Weyl operators,
b i 
°
k ckw2pξk q
, and obtain
°
i ,j aˆ

i Srw2pξi qw2pξj q

saˆ j ¥ 0. Furthermore we
decompose aˆ i into aˆ i w1pξi qa˜ i . Thus (2.11) becomes
0 ¤
¸
i ,j
a˜
i
w1psηi q
Srw2pηi qw2pηj q

sw1psηj qa˜ j

¸
i ,j
a˜i w1psηi q
Srw2pηi ηj qe
iβ2pηi ,ηj qeiβ2pηj ,ηj qsw1psηj qa˜ j

¸
i ,j
a˜i w1psηi q
λpηi ηj qw1psηi  sηj q
eiβ2pηi ,ηj qeiβ2pηj ,ηj qw1psηj qa˜ j

¸
i ,j
λpηi ηj qe
iβ2pηi ,ηj qeiβ2pηj ,ηj qeiβ1psηi ,sηj qeiβ1psηj ,sηj q
a˜i w1psηi q
w1psηi q
loooooooomoooooooon
1
w1psηj q
w1psηj q
looooooooomooooooooon
1
a˜ j

¸
i ,j
a˜
i
a˜ jλpηi ηj q
eiβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
.
This is equivalent to the matrix
M i j λpηi ηj q
e iβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
e iβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
(3.34)
being positive definite, because amatrixM is positive definite if and only if it fulfills
aMa ¡ 0 for all a .
Remark 3.6.8. For some combinations of Ξ1 and Ξ2 the only possible homomor-
phism is h  0. This follows directly from Theorem 2.2.8. Thereby for some combina-
tions of input and output systems, e.g. qudits of different prime dimensions d 1 and
d 2, the only possible Clifford channel is the completely depolarizing channel.
Clifford channels are also often denoted as Weyl-covariant channels. They have
been studied for some time e.g. in [28, 52, 54, 53] amongst others. A special class
of Clifford channels, the channels where all the Kraus operators are Weyl operators,
have been studied under the name Pauli-diagonal channels in [55, 56, 57].
In the following our aim is to draw conclusions about valid functions λpξq from
Equation (3.33) which is in general difficult. Therefore we will consider several dif-
ferent special cases.
3.6.1 Special types of Clifford channels
We will now restrict the free parameters of our Clifford channel model to describe
different types of channels. For each type we will evaluate Condition (3.33).
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Mixed systems
On mixed systems (systems that consist of qudits with different dimensions) the
homomorphism s of a Clifford channel S decomposes into parts that only act on
qudits of the same dimension. For phase space vectors Ξ2,p and Ξ2,q , p  q from
different dimensional subsystems the condition (3.33) simplifies to
M i j λpηi ηj q
eiβ2pηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηj ,sηj q
@ηi PΞ2,p @ηj PΞ2,q , p q . (3.35)
However, the factors λmight still depend on the whole phase space, which allows
information transfer. In general a Clifford channel over mixed systems can not be
decomposed into channels on the subsystems of the same dimension despite the
phase space homomorphism being decomposable. The interaction between the
subsystems is limited to the factor λ.
Homomorphisms
An algebraic homomorphism S : BÑ A fulfills Srab s  Sra sSrb s and Sra  b s 
Sra s Srb s @a ,b PB. If S is a quantum channel it is a linear map and the second
condition is fulfilled. With this in mind the first condition can be evaluated on a
basis ofB. Furthermore every channel that fulfills Srab sSra sSrb s onB is also a
-homomorphism and SrasSra s (see e.g. [25], Theorem 3.18(iii)).
Let S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q be a homomorphic Clifford channel between the Weyl
systems pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q and pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q. S is unital and
Sr1sSrw2pηq
w2pηqs Srw2pηqs
Srw2pηqs λpηqλpηq1
!
1. (3.36)
Therefore, we have
λpηq λpηq1 (3.37)
and finally obtain |λpηq|  1.
To determine further conditions on λ we use
Srw2pξqsSrw2pηqs  λpξqλpηqw1psξqw1psηq

λpξqλpηq
λpξ ηq
Srw2pξ ηqseiβ1psξ,sηq
 Srw2pξqw2pηqs
λpξqλpηq
λpξ ηq
eiβ2pξ,ηqeiβ1psξ,sηq
and obtain
λpξ ηqλpξqλpηq
eiβ2pξ,ηq
eiβ1psξ,sηq
. (3.38)
In group theory this is known as the coboundary condition [27]. Furthermore, a
homomorphic channel has to preserve the -operation. Together with
Srw2pξq

s  Srw2pξqs

ô λpξqw1psξqe
iβ2pξ,ξq
 λ¯pξqeiβpsξ,sξqw1psξq
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this leads us to the condition
λpξq λpξq
eiβ2pξ,ξq
eiβ1psξ,sξq
. (3.39)
This condition introduces no further restrictions, since we can derive it from the
coboundary condition (3.38) using λp0q  1 and (3.37). This coincides with the fact
that any completely positive homomorphism is also a *-homomorphism.
A homomorphic channel also preserves the commutation relations between op-
erators. We can use this to gain information about s. On the one hand we have
Srw2pξqsSrw2pηqs  λpξqλpηqw1psξqw1psηq
 λpξqλpηqw1psηqw1psξqeiσ1psη,sξq
 Srw2pηqsSrw2pξqseiσ1psη,sξq.
(3.40)
But on the other hand
Srw2pξqsSrw2pηqs  Srw2pξqw2pηqs
 Srw2pηqw2pξqseiσ2pη,ξq
 Srw2pηqsSrw2pξqseiσ2pη,ξq
(3.41)
also holds. From (3.40) and (3.41) we deduce
σ1psη,sξq σ2pη,ξq @ξ,η PΞ2. (3.42)
This condition can also be derived from the coboundary condition (3.38). This is
not surprising since the preservation of commutation relations is a consequence of
S being a homomorphism, which in turn lead us to the coboundary condition.
Now assume that sξ sη for some ξ,η PΞ2. Thenσ1psξsη,sζq  0 andσ2pξ
η,ζq  0 @ζ P Ξ2. But that means that ξ  η because σ2 is non-degenerate. Thus
s is injective and Ξ1 contains an isomorphic image of Ξ2. Restricting Ξ1 to sΞ2 we
obtain a reversible channel (see next section).
Let us combine our findings into a theorem and prove that these conditions are
not only necessary but also sufficient:
Theorem3.6.9. Let pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q and pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q be standardWeyl systemsover the
phase spaces Ξ1 and Ξ2, where Ξ1 contains a homomorphic image of Ξ2. It follows
that S : B pH2qÑ B pH1q, Srw2pξqs  λpξqw1psξq with a linear map s : Ξ2Ñ Ξ1 and
a function λ : Ξ2ÑC is a homomorphic Clifford channel if and only if the following
holds @ξ,η P Ξ2:
1. λp0q  1,
2. |λpξq|  1 ô λpξq λpξq1,
3. λpξ ηqλpξqλpηq e
iβ2pξ,ηq
eiβ1psξ,sηq
(the coboundary condition),
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4. s is injective,
5. σ1psξ,sηq σ2pξ,ηq.
Proof. We already proved that conditions 1-5 are necessary. To show that they are
also sufficient we use the following approach: from Theorem 3.6.7 we know that (a)
λp0q  1 has to hold for S to be unital and (b) the matrix
M i j λpηi ηj q
eiβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
has to be positive definite for S to be completely positive. S is required to be a ho-
momorphism thus (c) Srab sSra sSrb s has to hold.
(a) is a direct requirement, so nothing has to be proven. To prove (b) we need an
additional relation on λwhich we obtain from condition 2 using ηξ:
λpξq λpξq1
eiβ2pξ,ξq
eξβ1psξ,sξq
.
Now using this and condition 2 we have
M i j  λpηi ηj q
eiβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
 λpηi qλpηj q
eiβ2pηi ,ηj q
eiβ1psηi ,sηj q

eiβ2pηiηj ,ηj q
eiβ1psηisηj ,sηj q
 λpηi qλpηj q
eiβ2pηj ,ηj q
eiβ1pηjηj q

λpηi q
λpηj q
.
We can write the matrix M as a dyadic product M  AA with A  pλpη1q, . . . ,
λpηn qq. Thus it is positive definite and S completely positive. Now all that is left
to show is that S is a homomorphism. As S is linear it is sufficient to show that it is a
homomorphism onWeyl operators:
Srw2pξqw2pηqs  Srw2pξ ηqse
iβ2pξ,ηq
 λpξ ηqw1psξ  sηqe
iβ2pξ,ηq
 λpξ ηq
1
λpξqλpηq
eiβ2pξ,ηq
eiβ1psξ,sηq
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
1
Srw2pξqsSrw2pηqs.
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Evaluating the coboundary condition with exchanged roles of ξ and ηwe have
λpξ ηq  λpη ξq
ô λpξqλpηq
eiβ2pξ,ηq
eiβ1psξ,sηq
 λpξqλpηq
eiβ2pξ,ηq
eiβ1psξ,sηq
ô eiβ2pξ,ηqiβ2pη,ξq  eiβ1psξ,sηqiβ1psη,sξq
ô σ2pξ,ηq  σ1psξ,sηq @ξ,η PΞ2.
As shown above this can only hold if s is injective. This ends our proof.
Homomorphic channels on mixed systems have an especially simple structure.
Lemma 3.6.10. Let S : B pH2q Ñ B pH1q be a homomorphic Clifford channel on
mixed Weyl systems pw1,eiβ1 ,H1q and pw2,eiβ2 ,H2q over the phase spaces
Ξ1
à
p
Z
2np
dp
and Ξ2
à
q
Z
2nq
dq
,
where Ξ1 contains a homomorphic image of Ξ2 Then S can be decomposed into a
tensor product of channels Sp acting on the subsystems of qudits with dimension p:
Srw2pηqs 
â
p
Sp rw2,p pηp qs, @η PΞ2 (3.43)

â
p
λp pηp qw1,p pspηp q, @η PΞ2,
where ηp is the restriction of η to the subspace of the phase space overZp and similar
forwi ,p .
Proof. From Theorem 3.6.9 we know that S has to fulfill a set of conditions to be a
homomorphic Clifford channel. To prove our lemma we only use the condition
λpξ ηqλpξqλpηqeiβ2pξ,ηqeiβ1psξ,sηq @ξ,η P Ξ2
Now let ξ P Ξ2,p and η P Ξ2,q , p  q . Then eiβ2pξ,ηq  1 and because of the decom-
position of homomorphisms (Theorem 2.2.8) also eiβ1psξ,sηq 1. Therefore
λpξ ηqλpξqλpηq @ξ PΞ2,p ,η PΞ2,q , p q .
Together with the homomorphism decomposition of sη and the local structure of
w1 this immediately gives (3.43) and therefore the theorem.
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Reversible channels
Reversible channels are a special case of homomorphic channels. For S to be re-
versible it has to be an automorphism. For a Clifford channel this means that sΞ2
Ξ1 and s is an isomorphism. Therefore the two systems are the same up to a re-
ordering of subsystems. Everything we know from the homomorphic case holds
also in the reversible case. The condition on the symplectic forms now holds for all
phase space vectors in both Ξ2 and Ξ1, as sΞ2Ξ1:
σ1psη,sξq σ2pη,ξq @ξ,η PΞ2. (3.44)
Therefore s preserves the symplectic form and thus is a symplectic transformation.
s is an isomorphism5 , whichmakes sσ a symplectic transformation too.
In the reversible case a theorem analogous to Theorem 3.6.9 holds. The only
change is that now the two phase spaces are isomorphic and sΞ2  Ξ1. Similarly
a factorization lemma in the sense of Lemma 3.6.10 holds. All the proofs work in
exactly the same way so we do not state them here.
Example: the depolarizing channel
The depolarizing channel transmits an arbitrary quantum state perfectly with prob-
ability 1p and replaces it with themaximally mixed state with probability 0¤ p ¤
1. On the level of density matrices ρ the transformation reads
ρ ÞÑ rρp1pqρ p
1
d
. (3.45)
To find the corresponding transformation in the Heisenberg picture we start with
trprρAq  tr

p1pqρ p
1
d


A


 p1pqtrpρAq p
1
d
trpAq
 p1pqtrpρAq p
1
d
trpAq trpρq
loomoon
1
 tr

ρ

p1pqA p
1
d
trpAq



and find
rA p1pqA p
1
d
trpAq. (3.46)
5
Actually, symplectic transformations between vector spaces of the same dimension are always
isomorphisms [29].
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The input and output systems are the same, and so are the Weyl systems on input
and output. All Weyl operators except the identity are traceless (see Theorem 2.2.5).
This gives us a simplified transformation
wpξq 
"
p1pqwpξq for ξ 0
wpξq for ξ 0 pwp0q 1q
. (3.47)
In the Clifford description this corresponds to s id. Because Srwpξqs  λpξqwpξq
we have
λpξq 
"
p1pq for ξ 0
1 for ξ 0 pwp0q 1q
. (3.48)
In the case of the completely depolarizing channel pp  1q we have λ  0 for all
ξ 0.
3.6.2 Completion of partly defined Clifford channels
In this section we will present an algorithm to find a completion of a partly defined
homomorphic Clifford channel to a unitary Clifford channel. This completion is
useful if we have the stabilizers of a stabilizer quantum error-correction code given
and want to find a complete encoding transformation.
We will only consider the phase space transformation, because finding fitting
complex phases is always possible. The partly defined homomorphic Clifford chan-
nel is described by a linear mapping from one subspace of the phase space to an-
other subspace while preserving the symplectic form. This map has to be com-
pleted to a symplectic map acting on the whole phase space, which then describes
a unitary completion of the partly defined channel.
Let Ξ be the n-qubit phase space with the standard symplectic formσ and let∆1
and∆2 be subspaces of Ξ of the same dimension. Furthermore let r : ∆2Ñ∆1 be a
linear map such that σprηi ,rηj q σpηi ,ηj q for all ηi ,ηj P∆2.
The existence of a symplectic completion is a direct consequence of Witt’s theo-
rem which we present here as in [30], Corollary 2.2.8. In [30] the underlying field is
assumed to have characteristic zero, however the result also holds for characteristic
p .
Lemma 3.6.11. Let pΞ1,σ1q and pΞ2,σ2q be two symplectic vector spaces of the same
dimension 2n, and let ∆i  Ξi be two subspaces of the same dimension k . Let r :
∆1Ñ∆2 be a linear isomorphism such that
σ2prξ,rηqσ1pξ,ηq @ξ,η P∆1. (3.49)
Then r can be extended to a symplectic isomorphism s : Ξ1Ñ Ξ2.
In our case Ξ2Ξ1, σ2σ1.
The transformation is given is by a set of rules Bi ÞÑ A i , i P Λ which fulfills the
following properties:
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• A i and Bi are elements of the same algebra ApΞq, where Ξ is the n-qubit
phase space. In phase space the rules are represented by ηi ÞÑ ξi with ξi P∆1
and ηi P∆2.
• The transformation preserves the commutation relations, therefore we have

A i ,A j



Bi ,B j

and in phase space σpξi ,ξj qσpηi ,ηj q.
We will use the set of transformation rules
X I I ÞÑ I X I ,
Z I I ÞÑ Z Z Z ,
I Z I ÞÑ I X X ,
as an example througout this section. In phase space we have
p1,0,0,0,0,0q ÞÑ p0,0,1,0,0,0q,
p0,1,0,0,0,0q ÞÑ p0,1,0,1,0,1q,
p0,0,0,1,0,0q ÞÑ p0,0,1,0,1,0q.
The following algorithm completes the set of rules to describe the transformation
rules of a Clifford unitary. The existence of elements we pick during the algorithm
is always guaranteed by Lemma 3.6.11.
• Determine the numbers p g of given pairs of rules and s g of given single rules
as well as the number of unknown pairs and unknown single rules. A pair
consists of two rules ηi ÞÑ ξi and ηj ÞÑ ξj with σpηi ,ηj q  1 while a single
rule fulfillsσpηi ,ηj q  0 for all j . The numbers are given by the commutation
matrix C , c i j σpηi ,ηj q. Each pair pηi ,ηj q gives c i j  c j i  1. As the mem-
bers of pairs commute with all other operators the rows i and j as well as the
columns i and j are zero in all other positions. Therefore the rank ofC equals
twice the number of pairs: p g  rankpC q{2. The dimension of C equals the
total number of rules. Therefore s g  dimpC q rankpC q.
• The number of needed single rules equals the number of given single rules,
because they have to be completed to pairs: sn  s g , while the number of
needed pairs is determined by the dimension, the number of given pairs, and
the number of given single rules. We need n pairs in total, one for each qubit.
p g pairs are given from the beginning, another s g pairs are created from the
s g given single rules and the new single rules: pn np g  s g . In the exam-
ple we have
C 


0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 (3.50)
and thus p g  1, s g  1, sn  1, and pn  1.
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• Reorder the rules such that rules 1 through 2p g belong to pairs while rules
2p g  1 through 2p g   s g are single rules.
• If p g ¡ 0, remove all pairs, because they do not have to be changed. To ensure
that all new rules commute with the pairs, compute the commutant of the
pairs on input and output system. In phase space this corresponds to the
symplectic complement. The commutant on the input side is defined by the
phase space Ξi n
cpg

 
ζ PΞ|σpζ,ξi q  0@ξi , 1¤ i ¤ 2p g
(
. On the output the
commutant is given by Ξou t
cpg

 
ζ PΞ|σpζ,ηi q  0@ηi , 1¤ i ¤ 2p g
(
. If p g 
0, Ξi n0 Ξ
ou t
0 Ξ
• If s g ¡ 0, do the following for each single rule ηi ÞÑ ξi , 2p g  1¤ i ¤ 2p g s g :
– A pairing rule for rule i , ηi ÞÑ ξi , has to anticommute with rule i and
commute with all other single rules j , i   j ¤ 2p g   s g . First compute
the symplectic complement Ξi n
c i1,t
of ξj , i   j ¤ 2p g   s g in Ξi nc i1 and
the symplectic complement Ξou t
c i1,t
of ηj ,i   j ¤ 2p g   s g in Ξou tc i1 . Take
elements ξt PΞi nc i1,t and ηt PΞ
ou t
c i1,t
withσpξi ,ξt q 1 andσpηi ,ηt q 1.
This gives a new rule ηt ÞÑ ξt which forms a pair with rule i . Assign the
index t  i   s g .
– Calculate the symplectic complement Ξi n
c i
of
 
ξi ,ξi s g
(
in Ξi n
c i1
and the
symplectic complement Ξoutc i of
 
ηi ,ηi s g
(
in Ξou tc i1 .
– If i   2p g   s g , increase i by one and repeat the process, else go to the
next step.
In the example the rule p0,0,1,0,0,0q ÞÑ p0,0,0,0,0,1q respectively I X I ÞÑ
I I Z is added to form the second pair.
• If p g   s g   n , additional pairs have to be found. Repeat the following for
p g   s g  1¤ i ¤n .
– Take elements ξ2i1 PΞinc i1 and η2i1 PΞ
out
c i1
.
– Take ξ2i from Ξinc i1 withσpξ2i1,ξ2i q  1 and η2i analogously.
– η2i1 ÞÑξ2i 1 and η2i ÞÑξ2i form a new pair of rules.
– Calculate the symplectic complement Ξinc i of tξ2i1,ξ2i u in Ξ
in
c i1
and
analogously for the output side.
– If i  n , increase i by one and repeat, else go to the next step.
The example transformation can be completed by the rules p0,0,0,0,1,0q ÞÑ
p0,1,0,0,0,0q respectively I I X ÞÑZ I I and p0,0,0,0,0,1q ÞÑ p1,0,1,0,0,0q re-
spectively I I Z ÞÑX X I .
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• Finally we transform the rules such that the output side is in the standard
basis. The input sides of the rules then are the columns of the transformation
matrix. The example transformation is
s








0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
In practice the output side (or sometimes the input side) of the rules would usu-
ally be given in the standard basis. This eases the computation of the commutant
and finding pairing elements for existing rules as well as new pairs, because in the
standard basis it is immediately clear, which elements commute with a given set of
elements and which do not commute.
3.6.3 Decomposition of Clifford channels
Here we present an algorithm to decompose a Clifford channel into a circuit made
up of CNOT and local gates. Algorithms of this kind have been know for quite some
time for circuits of qubits and qudits [58, 59, 60, 61]. Here we will briefly explain
such an algorithm in a form that we need for the minimal memory decomposi-
tion of Clifford operations in Section 3.8. Our algorithm will only cover the case of
qubits.
We have the following operations that are a basis of all Clifford operations
Hadamard The Hadamard gate
H 
1
?
2

1 1
1 1


(3.51)
implements the transformation X ÞÑZ ,Z ÞÑ X on the Paulimatrices. In phase
space it is represented by
h

0 1
1 0


. (3.52)
Phase The phase gate
P 

1 0
0 i


(3.53)
implements the transformation X ÞÑ Y , Z ÞÑ Z . In phase space it is repre-
sented by
p

1 0
1 1


. (3.54)
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CNOT The CNOT gate is the only two qubit gate that is required to complete the
basis. Here we use qubit one as source and qubit two as the target. Revers-
ing this order works analogously. The CNOT is represented by the following
matrix (in the standard basis)
CNOT 




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

Æ
Æ

. (3.55)
The action of the CNOT on Pauli operators is
X I ÞÑ X X ,
Z I ÞÑ Z I ,
I X ÞÑ I X ,
I Z ÞÑ Z Z .
In the phase space representation the CNOT has the following matrix
cnot 




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Æ
Æ

. (3.56)
CZ The the controlled-Z (CZ ) gate is not used in the decomposition algorithm.
However, it plays an important rule in the circuits of CQCAs (see Section 5.7).
It is represented by the unitary
CZ 




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Æ
Æ

. (3.57)
The action of the CZ on Pauli operators is
X I ÞÑ X Z ,
Z I ÞÑ Z I ,
I X ÞÑ Z X ,
I Z ÞÑ I Z .
In phase space the CZ is represented by the matrix
cz




1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1

Æ
Æ

. (3.58)
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We want to use these operations to apply a modified Gaussian algorithm (that re-
spects and preserves symplecticity) to perform the decomposition. Thus we will
operate on the circuit matrix by multiplication with the matrices of basic opera-
tions from the left to add and swap rows. For circuits on more than two qubits we
tensor the gates with the identity operation on all qubits that are not affected by
the gate. In phase space this corresponds to a direct sum with the identity on the
additional systems. We will extend the notation of the operations to denote which
qubits they are working on. For the phase gate in phase space we use ppi q to denote
that it is acting on qubit i , where we start counting at 0. The Hadamard gate will
have an analogous notation. The CNOT gate will be denoted by cnotpi , j q where i
is the source qubit and j is the target.
In the classical description the rows of the phase space matrix s of a Clifford cir-
cuit S correspond to Pauli matrices on the individual qubits. Row 2i corresponds to
X i andwewill denote it both by s2i and x i . Row 2i 1 corresponds toZi and wewill
denote it both by s2i 1 and z i .
Acting from the left the operations have the following effects on a Clifford circuit
matrix si ,j . The
Hadamard: hpi q swaps the 2i th and p2i  1qth row. (swaps x i and z i )
Phase: ppi q adds the p2i  1qth row to the 2i th row. (adds z i to x i )
CNOT: cnotpi , j q adds row 2i to row 2j and row 2j  1 to 2i  1. (adds x i to x j and
z j to x j )
We cannot perform a standard Gaussian algorithm with these basic operations,
because the Gaussian algorithm does not preserve symplecticity of the matrix. One
can easily understand this, when thinking of the action on Pauli operators. If we
add row 2i to row 2j wemultiply the image of X j by the image of X i . But the image
of X j , sX j has to commute with the image of Zi . That is no longer the case when
we replace sX j by sX j X¯ i , because sX i anticommutes with sZi . Thus the operation does
not preserve symplecticity. We can preserve the commutation relations and there-
fore the symplecticity by also replacing sZi by sZi sZ j . Thus if adding row 2i to row
2j we also have to add row 2j   1 to row 2i   1. This is exactly what a cnotpi , j q
does. However, these limitations to the set of admissible row operations does not
pose any problem. The starting point is always a symplectic matrix which stays
symplectic during the whole process. The reduced degrees of freedom allow for a
Gaussian algorithmwith a reduced set of operations. This set is shown in Table 3.1.
The algorithm to decompose the Clifford operation into a circuit of basic opera-
tions works as follows:
1. If s0,0  0 then there has to be a si ,0  0. If i even, add x i {2 to x0, else add
z
pi1q{2 to x0. If s00 1 do nothing in this step.
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Matrix operation Implementation side effects
add x i to x j pi  j q cnotpi , j q adds z j to z i
add x i to z j pi  j q hpj qcnotpi , j qhpj q adds x j to z i
add x i to z i hpi qppi qhpi q none
add z i to x j pi  j q hpj qcnotpj , i qhpj q adds z i to x j
add z i to x i ppi q none
swap z i and x i hpi q none
swap x i and x j cnotpi , j qcnotpj , i qcnotpi , j q swaps z i and z j
Table 3.1: Basic row operations we use
2. After step 1 we have a matrix with a 1 in the upper left corner. Now add row
0 (x0) to row 2i (x i ) respectively 2i   1 (z i ) whenever s2i ,0  1 respectively
s2i 1,0  1. As row 1 (z 0) will be altered by this process, it will be dealt with
after all the other rows have been processed. Nowwehave amatrix that looks
like



1 ? . . .
0 ? . . .
...
...
...

Æ

.
3. Repeat with the second row. We have s1,1 1 because of symplecticity6. Now
add row1 to row2i respectively 2i 1whenever s2i ,1 1 respectively s2i 1,1
1. s0,0 remains unchanged because all s i ,0  0 for i  0. Finally add row 1 to
row 0 if s0,1 1. Now our matrix has the form





1 0 ? . . .
0 1 ? . . .
0 0 ? . . .
...
...
...
...

Æ
Æ
Æ

.
Because the matrix is symplectic not only the first two columns are those of
6
Column 0 of s corresponds to the image of X0 under the Cliord circuit. It is sX0  X b1   .
It has to anticommute with the image of Z0. Therefore sZ0Z{Yb?    and s1,1 1
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the identity, but also the first two rows.7 Thus we have





1 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . .
0 0 ? . . .
...
...
...
...

Æ
Æ
Æ

,
and therefore the direct sum of the identity and a 2pn  1q  2pn  1q sym-
plectic matrix.
4. Now repeat steps 1 to three with the smaller matrix until the whole matrix is
the identity.
All the operations we used in the process correspond to gates. All these gates to-
gether act as S1. If we invert the gatestring and the phase gates, the gates act as
S. We do not have to invert the other gates, because CNOT and Hadamard are their
own inverses.
The whole process uses Opn2q row operations that are each made up by a con-
stant number p¤ 3q of gates. Thus weneed atmost of the order ofOpn2q elementary
gates for the circuit. We did not consider the symplectic properties of the circuit
matrix in the complexity analysis. The restrictions on the rows and columns de-
crease the number of needed gates, but we did not investigate if this changes the
order of the number of used gates. However, there exists an algorithm which de-
composes a general (reversible) Clifford operation into Opn2{ logpnqq elementary
gates [60].
3.7 Clifford channels withmemory
We will now utilize the formalism of Clifford channels to study Clifford channels
with memory. We use the definition of memory channels introduced in Section 3.5
and adjust it to Clifford operations.
Definition 3.7.1. A Clifford channel with memory S : BbMÑMbA is a Clifford
channel
Srw2pηqs λpηqw1psηq @η PΞ2,
in which Ξ1ΞM `ΞA and Ξ2ΞB `ΞM .
7
At this point the images of X0 and Z0 are already xed. The images of all other Pauli matrices
have to commute with both of them. To commute with
sX0 Xb1    their rst tensor factor
has to be either X or 1. To commute with sZ0 Z b1    it has to be either Z or 1. So the
only possibility is 1 and the rst two rows of the transformed s are those of the identity.
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The Weyl operators are composed of Weyl operators on the memory system and
the input respectively output system via
w1pξq  wM pξM qbwA pξA q @ξM PΞM , ξA PΞA ,
w2pηq  wB pηB qbwM pηM q @ηB P ΞB , ηM PΞM .
By extending the phase space vectors to the whole input respectively output space
using
ξ˜M  ξM `0A ,
ξ˜A  0M `ξA ,
η˜B  ηB `0M ,
η˜M  0B `ηM
we obtain
w1pξq  w1pξ˜M   ξ˜A qw1pξ˜M qw1pξ˜A q
 wM pξM qb1A 1M bwA pξA q, (3.59)
w2pηq  w2pη˜B   η˜M q w2pη˜B qw2pη˜M q
 wBpηB qb1M 1B bwM pηM q. (3.60)
We observe that the Weyl operators can be decomposed into tensor products of
Weyl operators which are localized solely on thememory respectively the input our
output system. In our notation phase space vectors with a subscript letter for a
systemdenote the restriction of the phase space vector to this system. Anadditional
tilde denotes that we extended the phase space vectors from one subsystem to the
whole system by adding zeros on the other subsystems. Then we have
SrwBpηB qbwM pηM qsλpηB `ηM qwM ppsηqM qbwA ppsηqA q. (3.61)
Lemma 3.7.2. The concatenation of two Clifford memory channels S1 and S2 with
S i : Bi bMÑMbAi
and
S1rwB1pηB1qbwM pηM qs  λ1pηB1`ηM qwM pps1ηqM qbwA1pps1ηqA1q
S2rwB2pηB2qbwM pηM qs  λ2pηB2`ηM qwM pps2ηqM qbwA2pps2ηqA2q
is again a Clifford channel with memory SS1 S2 and
Srw3pηqs  λ2pηB2 `ηM qλ1pηB1 `ps˜2ηqM q
w1pps˜1 s˜2ηqM `ps˜1s˜2ηqA1 `ps˜2ηqA2q
(3.62)
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Figure 3.15: Scheme of a Cliord channel with three qudits input, three qudits
output and one qudit memory
holds. Where, to simplify notation, we denote by s˜1 and s˜2 the extension of s1 and s2
by the identity to thewhole phase space (e.g. s˜2 : ΞB2`ΞM`ΞA1 Ñ ΞM`ΞA2`ΞA1).
Proof. Let S : B1bB2bMÑMbA1bA2 be the concatenation of the channels.
Then we have
Srw3pηqs
 SrwB1pηB1qbwB2pηB2qbwM pηM qs
 pS1b idA2qrwB1pηB1qbS2rwB2pηB2qbwM pηM qss
 pS1b idA2qrwB1pηB1qbλ2pηB2 `ηM qwM pps˜2ηqM qbwA2pps˜2ηqA2qs
 λ2pηB2 `ηM qS1rwB1pηB1qbwM pps˜2ηqM qsbwA2pps˜2ηqA2q
 λ2pηB2 `ηM qλ1pηB1 ` s˜2ηM q
wM pps˜1 s˜2ηqM qbwA1pps˜1s˜2ηqA1qbwA2pps˜2ηqA2q
 λ2pηB2 `ηM qλ1pηB1 ` s˜2ηM qw1pps˜1s˜2ηqM `ps˜1s˜2ηqA1 `ps˜2ηqA2q
and thus the proposition.
Remark 3.7.3. In this way we can create arbitrary concatenations of channels:
Srwn 1pηqs  λn pηBn `ηM q
±1
in1λi pηBi `ps˜i 1    s˜nηqM q
w1ps˜1    s˜nηqM `p
Àn
i1ps˜ni 1    s˜nηqAi qq.
(3.63)
The only restriction is that all the channels use the samememory system.
As in the study of general memory channels we are particularly interested in the
forgetfulness of Clifford channels with memory. Using the definition of forgetful-
ness 3.5.2 introduced in Section 3.5 we will develop a criterion for the forgetfulness
of Clifford memory channels.
Theorem 3.7.4. A Clifford memory channel S : BbMÑMbA, defined by s and λ
via Srw2pξqs  λpξqw1psξq is forgetful if and only if for all ξ P Ξ2 at least one of the
two following conditions is fulfilled:
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1. The restriction sˆM of s to the memory fulfills
lim
nÑ8
psˆM pξM qq
n
 0. (3.64)
2.
lim
nÑ8
n
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q 0, (3.65)
where λˆpηM qλp0B `ηM q.
Proof. Wewill prove forgetfulness forWeyl operators, which implies general forget-
fulness as they form a basis of the observable algebra.
By the definition of forgetfulness amemory channel is forgetful if and only if there
exists series of channels (or linear maps) S˜n : MÑAbn such that
lim
nÑ8

Sˆn 1Mb S˜n


8
 0 (3.66)
holds. In the above expression we used the property that M is finite to substitute
the cb -Norm with the8-norm in Equation (3.24). The channel Sˆn is constructed
from Sn by choosing the observables on all output systems as the identity. In the
phase space picture this means ηBi  0 @i .
We will now develop a simplified form of si for this case. In general we have s˜i
s˜i :
i1
à
j1
ΞBj `ΞBi `ΞM `

n
à
ji 1
ΞAj

Ñ
i1
à
j1
ΞBj `ΞM `ΞAi `

n
à
ji 1
ΞAj

and
s˜i

i1
à
j1
ξBj `ξBi `ξM `

n
à
ji 1
ξAj


i1
à
j1
ξBj ` si pξBi `ξM q`

n
à
ji 1
ξAj

,
where
si pξBi `ξM q  psi pξBi `ξM qqM `psi pξBi `ξM qqAi
 si ,M pξBi `ξM q` si ,A pξBi `ξM q. (3.67)
Since all output systemsBi are the same and all input systemsAi are also equal si
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is independent of i . From the concatenation of s˜i and s˜i 1 we obtain
s˜i

s˜i 1

i
à
j1
ξBj `ξBi 1`ξM `

n
à
ji 2
ξAj

 s˜i

i1
à
j1
ξBj `ξBi
`sM pξBi 1 `ξM q` sA pξBi 1 `ξM q`

n
à
ji 2
ξAj


i1
à
j1
ξBj ` sM pξBi ` sM pξBi 1 `ξM qq` sA pξBi ` sM pξBi 1 `ξM qq
`sA pξBi 1 `ξM q`

n
à
ji 2
ξAj

.
Along with
sˆpξM q  sˆM pξM q` sˆA pξM q sM p0B `ξM q` sA p0B `ξM q (3.68)
we can rewrite the concatenation in the case ξBi  0Bi @i as follows:
s˜i

h˜σi 1

i 1
à
j1
0Bj `ξM `

n
à
ji 2
ξAj


i1
à
j1
0Bj ` sˆM psˆM pξM qq` sˆA psˆM pξM qq` sˆA pξM q`

n
à
ji 1
ξAj

.
The concatenation of all s˜i reads
s˜1    s˜n p
n
à
i1
0Bi `ξM q  psˆM q
nξM `

n
à
i1
sˆA psˆM q
niξM

. (3.69)
By combining this with Equation 3.63 we obtain
Sˆn rwM pξM qs  Sn r
Ân
i1 0Bi bwM pξM qs

±n
i1λp0Bi `psˆM q
i1ξM qw1ppsˆM qnξM
`p
Àn
i1 sˆA psˆM q
niξM qq

±n
i1 λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM qwM ppsˆM qnξM q
bp
Ân
i1wAi psˆA psˆM q
niξM qq.
(3.70)
Thus on Weyl operators the channel Sˆ acts like the tensor product
Sˆn rwM pξM qs Sˆn rwM pξM qsM b SˆnrwM pξM qsA (3.71)
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where
Sˆn rwM pξM qsA 
n
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q
n
â
i1
wAi psˆA psˆM q
niξM q, (3.72)
Sˆn rwM pξM qsM  wM ppsˆM q
nξM q. (3.73)
The next step is to investigate the forgetfulness of the channel. We will prove
forgetfulness by first constructing a condition that is sufficient for forgetfulness. In
the second step we will show that it is also necessary.
The condition (3.66) is satisfied if limnÑ8 Sˆn  limnÑ81Mb S˜n holds. We can
check this by evaluating both sides on a basis of the observable algebra. Naturally,
we choose the Weyl operators. Thus
lim
nÑ8
Sˆn rwM pξM qs  lim
nÑ8
1Mb S˜nrwM pξM qs @ξM PΞM
must hold. We use the splitting of Sˆn rwM pξM qs introduced in (3.71) to (3.73). To
fulfill this for every ξM PΞM one of the following has to hold:
1.
lim
nÑ8
Sˆn rwM pξM qsM wM ppsˆM q
nξM q 1M (3.74)
and
lim
nÑ8
S˜n rwM pξM qs lim
nÑ8
Sˆn rwM pξM qsA . (3.75)
2.
lim
nÑ8
Sˆn rwM pξM qs 0 (3.76)
and
lim
nÑ8
1Mb S˜nrwM pξM qs  0. (3.77)
For (1.) we must choose S˜n rwM pξM qs  Sˆn rwM pξM qsM and therefore (3.75) is
fulfilled. Equation (3.74) translates into
lim
nÑ8
psˆM q
nξM  0 (3.78)
on phase space. So psˆM qn must map any phase space vector ξM to zero in the limit
nÑ8.
In the case (2.) the actual series we choose for S˜n is irrelevant as long as it goes to
zero for nÑ8 to fulfill (3.77). From (3.76) we have
lim
nÑ8
wM ppsˆM q
nξM qb
n
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q
n
â
i1
wAi psˆA psˆM q
niξM q  0.
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Weyl operators are always nonzero, so the only term that can actually vanish is the
product of phases and
n
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q  0. (3.79)
If either (3.78) or (3.79) are fulfilled for every ξM P ΞM a channel is forgetful for
Weyl operators. A general memory observable is of the form A 
°
i c iwM pηi q. By
linearity we know that limnÑ8 Sˆn rAM s1Mb S˜n rAM s @AM PM and therefore
(3.66) holds. Nowwewill show that this is not only sufficient but also necessary.
We started from limnÑ8 Sˆn  limnÑ81Mb S˜n to find a sufficient condition for
forgetfulness. Let us now assume that there is a ξM such that
lim
nÑ8
Sˆn rξM s1Mb S˜nrξM s 0
for any possible series S˜n . This implies that
lim
nÑ8

Sˆn rξM s1Mb S˜nrξM s


8
¡ 0,
because }x}
8
 0 implies x  0 and the channel would not be forgetful.
Corollary 3.7.5. Every forgetful reversible Clifford channel S with n qudits memory
is strictly forgetful. The memory depth of the channel is 2n or smaller. S is strictly
forgetful if and only if sˆM is represented by a nilpotent matrix.
Proof. As we are dealing with a reversible channel we have |λ|  1. So a reversible
Clifford channel can only be forgetful if limnÑ8wM ppsˆM qnξM q 1M holds. sˆM is
represented by a 2n2n-matrixA over the fieldZd . Thismatrix has 2n components
that can take values from Zd . Thus there are d 4n
2 different 2n  2n-matrices over
Zd . The series A ÞÑ pA i qiPN is a series of such matrices, therefore it can only take
d 4n
2 different values. Hence it is either periodic or identical to the zeromatrix from
some k   d 4n2 onwards. In the latter case A is nilpotent. If A ÞÑ pA i qiPN is periodic,
the channel is not forgetful. However, if pA i qiPN 0 for i ¥ k the channel is strictly
forgetful. Reversible Clifford channels that are forgetful but not strictly forgetful are
thus not realizable with finite memory.
Now we determine the memory depth. Every nilpotent matrix can be trans-
formed into an upper triangular matrix with zero diagonal. The product of two
such matrices is again an upper triangular matrix. Now also the first upper sec-
ondary diagonal is zero. Multiplication with another matrix of the first type lets the
next secondary diagonal vanish. Thus the powers of a nilpotent 2n2n-matrix are
zero at the latest starting from the 2n-th power. This proves the second proposi-
tion.
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In general thememory system can bemade up by qudits of different dimensions.
Then the memory to memory transformation has the form of a direct sum of trans-
formations acting on subsystems of a certain dimension. Since they do not interact
the memory depth is governed by the depths of the individual transformations on
the subsystems. The upper bound is 2m , wherem is the largest number of qudits
in the subsystem that contains the most qudits.
Remark 3.7.6. Two extremal cases occur if either the Condition (3.64) or Condi-
tion (3.65) is fulfilled for all ξM . As shown in Corollary 3.7.5, tn the first case the
matrix which represents sˆM is nilpotent. In the second case we have
lim
nÑ8
n
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q  0 @ξM . (3.80)
The matrix representation hˆσM has been shown in Corollary 3.7.5 to be either peri-
odic or nilpotent. Therefore we only have to multiply finitely many λˆ to check for
forgetfulness. So Equation (3.80) becomes
|
d 4n
2
¹
i1
λˆppsˆM q
i1ξM q|   1 @ξM , (3.81)
where n is the number of memory subsystems and d their internal dimension. This
result also holds for single ξM and can thus be used for channels that do not fulfill
Condition 3.65 for all ξM .
Mixed systems
In Section 3.6.1 we showed that for Clifford channels with mixed input and/or out-
put systems the interaction between the different-dimensional subsystems can be
mediated only by the factor λ. Reversible channels factor completely so there is no
interaction at all. For memory channels that means that in the reversible case there
is no interaction betweenmemory and input-output if thememory system consists
of qudits of dimensions that do not occur in the input and output systems. In this
case thememory can be removed from the description of the channel and the result
is a memoryless channel.
3.8 Minimal resource decomposition of Clifford
circuits and channels
Given a Clifford unitary S our goal is to determine the resources needed to imple-
ment it and, if possible, reduce the resource usage by permutation of input and
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output qubits. The resource requirements are defined as shown in Figure 3.16; re-
source requirements of an operation are governed by the size of its support as in-
troduced in Section 3.4. We split the operation up into smaller operations which
have the structure of amemory system. The decomposition is thus a special case of
the decomposition of causal channels introduced in Section 4.1. We define the re-
source requirements of this system as the maximum of the resource requirements
of the individual operations. In the followingwill present an algorithm to determine
a minimal resource decomposition of an arbitrary Clifford unitary.
T0
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a 2
a 3
b1
b2
b3
b4
T
a 5
a 4
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a 1
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b6
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Figure 3.16: Decomposition of a quantum operation into a concatenation of sev-
eral operations. The resource requirements of the decomposition is
dened as the maximum of the support of the individual operations.
The symplectic matrix representing a causal circuit has the form shown in Figure
3.16: on the diagonal we have overlapping square blocks of size 2m i , where m i is
the memory usage of the i th operation in the circuit. The lower left part of the ma-
trix is zero, the upper right part can be nonzero. In the following we will show that
this condition is also sufficient and present an algorithm to determine the decom-
position.
Thewhole transformation is represented by a 2n2n symplectic matrix soverF2.
The matrices of the individual operations si are of size 2m i 2m i . To concatenate
the operations we embed all of them into 2n2n symplectic matrices by the direct
sum s˜i 1`d i ` si `1nm id i
Theorem 3.8.1. A symplectic 2n 2n matrix S admits a decomposition into a con-
volutional product of smaller matrices if and only if it is of the form shown in Fig-
ure 3.17.
Furthermore the spatial resources needed for the circuit is
respSqmaxpm i q (3.82)
where the m i can be computed via m i n h i 
°j i
j1d j .
Proof.
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2m12m1
2m22m2
2m32m3
2m42m4
2h1 2h2 2h3
2d 2
2d 3
2d 4
Figure 3.17: Matrix of the Cliord operation that shows what kind of decomposi-
tion is possible. The lower left part is zero, the rest can be nonzero
1. Assume the operation S has a decomposition into a causal chain of opera-
tions S i . To study the form of the matrix si of S i we study the matrices s˜i . The
concatenation of the S i corresponds to multiplication of the matrices s˜i .
To prove that the product of the si is of the form depicted in Figure 3.17 we
consider the multiplication of twomatrices A and B that are both block diag-
onalmatrices with only one non-identity block. This is exactly the form the si
and their products have. These matrices can be decomposed into the sum of
a matrix that is non-zero only on the non-identity block and an identity ma-
trix: A i j  rA i j δi j where rA i j  0 only if i   2m1 and j   2m1; Bi j  rBi j δi j
where rBi j  0 only if 2d 2¤ i   2pm2 d 2q and 2d 2¤ j   2pm2 d 2q. Multi-
plying A and B we get
pABqi j 
¸
k

rA i k  δi k
	
rBk j  δk j
	

¸
k

rA i k rBk j   rA i kδk j  δi k rBk j  δi kδk j
	

¸
k

rA i k rBk j
	
 
rA i j   rBi j  δi j .
The matrix xAB i j 
°
k

rA i k rBk j
	
is nonzero only if i   2m and 2d 2 ¤ j  
2pd 2  m2q. The first 2d 2 columns of the matrix AB are those of A . This
means that a patch of zeros that might exist in A in the first 2d 2 columns is
unchanged by themultiplication with B . Thus the product of the si will result
in a matrix of the form in Figure 3.17.
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2. Assume the matrix has this structure. Then use the following algorithm:
• First we use CNOT and local gates (from the left) and the algorithm
from Section 3.6.3 to transform the first 2d 2 columns into the first 2d 2
columns of the identity. We only need the first 2m1 rows to do that, so
the resulting operation has support on the firstm1 qubits. As shown in
Section 3.6.3 the matrix is symplectic and stays symplectic during the
process the first 2d 2 rows are also the first 2d 2 rows of the identity.
• We now have a matrix that is the direct sum of a 2d 2  2d 2 Identity
and a 2pn  d 2q  2pn  d 2q symplectic matrix. We repeat step one
for this symplectic submatrix and so forth until the resulting matrix is
a 2mmax 2mmax symplectic matrix.
Like in Section 3.6.3 we obtain a gate string which we invert to get the de-
composition of our Clifford operation. But this time the gatestrings of each
decomposition step have a limited support. In the i th step of the decompo-
sition all the gates together form a Clifford operation S i with a support on
m i qubits. More precisely it has its support on qubits d i (we count from 0)
to d i  m i  1. Thus the resulting circuit is of the causal form shown in Fig-
ure 3.17.
In some cases it is possible to further reduce the resource requirements by a re-
ordering of input and output qubits.
Remark 3.8.2. At first sight it might seem that this decomposition gives us a way to
determine the minimal memory needed to encode a convolutional code. However
this is not the case, because in the first step of the encoding we have to add the initial
memory inputs. Thus to decompose the circuit to encode a convolutional code we
already need the circuit including the memory qubits.
3.8.1 Reordering of input and output to reduce resource
requirements
Sometimes the resource usage of a circuit can be reduced by a reordering of input
and output qubits. If for example the last input qubit of a circuit with n qubits af-
fects the first output qubit the resource requirement will be n qubits. But if there is
another output qubit that is not affected by the last input qubit its position can be
exchanged with the first output and the memory requirement reduced. Our algo-
rithm does not provably find the optimal solution in all cases yet, but it does reduce
the resource requirements.
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The matrix s describes the circuit S in the Heisenberg picture, it maps phase
space descriptions of output observables to phase space descriptions of input ob-
servables. A reordering of output qubits therefore corresponds to a reordering of
rows while a reordering of inputs corresponds to reordering of columns. Only if the
whole block sx ,y , x P t2i ,2i 1u, y P t2j ,2j  1u is 0 there is no interaction between
output qubit i and input qubit j . The blocks themselves can not be changed, only
their positions can. To make this simpler, we change the matrix description of the
circuit. The 2n 2n-matrix will be replaced by a n n-matrix whose elements are
integers from 0 to 15 to enumerate the 24 possible 22 blocks in the matrix s. First
we swap the columns of the matrix in such a way that the numbers of zeros de-
creases to the right and get the matrix sˆ. Now we create a list to keep track of the
zeros in the columns. The list contains all integers z i such that there is a column
that has exactly z i zeros. They are decreasing from large z i to small z i . The second
entry n i of each list element is the number of columns that have z i or more zeros.
This list gives us a lower bound on the resources needed to implement the circuit:
m i ¥ n  z i  n i 1 and therefore m ¥maxtn  z i n i 1u. However only if the
zeros are arranged in the right way we will meet this lower bound. In the following
we will expose an algorithm to find a lowmemory implementation of the circuit. It
is not known if this implementation will be the optimal onewith respect to resource
requirements.
Starting from the matrix sˆ0 we swap rows to arrange the zeros in the first n1
columns at the bottom of the matrix. Now we take the submatrix where the first
n1 rows and columns are omitted and swap the zero-rich columns to the left, get-
ting a matrix sˆ1. We could again create a list and get a new bound on the resources,
but instead we will just determine z 2 and n2 which may have changed from the
original z 2 andm2 as there might be zeros in the parts of the original matrix we just
cut off. (We start counting in the list from 2 now and in general for sˆi we start from
i 1). With thematrix sˆ1 we continue in the same fashion as for sˆ0 and so forth until
we arrive at zmax 0.
If we use this optimization on memory channels we have to leave the mem-
ory unchanged. The first m input qubits and the last m output qubits can not
be swapped with other qubits, because this would change the information that is
passed on to the next use of the channel and thus change the channel. In the algo-
rithm this means that the firstm columns and the lastm rows of thematrix can not
be swapped in the optimization process.
3.9 Error-correction
In this section we will present a brief introduction to quantum error-correction.
After the introduction of some basic notions, we will introduce the basic notions
of block based error-correction and block stabilizer codes. We will then present a
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no-go theorem for Clifford only error-correction, proving that an error-correction
scheme that only uses Clifford operations for encoding, error-correction and en-
coding inverse can not correct arbitrary single qubit errors. Finally we will intro-
duce convolutional stabilizer codes and show shortcomings in the existing formal-
ism.
Whenwe speak about error-correction in this thesis, we think of a quantum com-
munication process where information is transmitted through a noisy transmis-
sion channel. We can describe errors either by operators acting on the states that
we transmit or by channels transforming density matrices or observables. To pro-
tect the information we actually want to send, we encode it into a larger system
with special symmetries which define the space of states we use in our encoded
transmission—the codespace. We then send the larger system and use the sym-
metries to try to detect and correct errors. Informally speaking, this works because
the state that was effected by errors will probably not have the symmetries of our
codespace. We can then find the nearest (in terms of occurrence of the smallest
errors) state in the codespace and assume that this state has been sent. The the-
ory of quantum error-correction is the search for good codespaces in terms of high
rate (the ratio of actual information we sent over the size of the encoded informa-
tion), error-correction capabilities (the errors that we can detect and correct) and
the complexity of the encoding and decoding (error-correction) operations.
3.9.1 Block coding
Let us begin with a short introduction to block coding. The notation, definitions
and presentation of the theorems in this section will follow [28]. In the setting we
will consider in this section (for an illustration see Figure 3.18) we have an input
system A , a system B for the transmission over the erroneous channel and an
output system that is of the same type as the input system. We useAB pHA q and
B B pHB q to denote the operator algebras on each system. Input and transmis-
sion systems are sets of k and n qudits respectively. Often, errors are assumed to
S
B A
B
A E
BA
D A
B
Figure 3.18: General setting for quantum error-correction; to protect the informa-
tion on system A from errors during transmission it is encoded into
a larger system B using the transformation E . B is transmitted via
the noisy channel S. Possible errors are corrected using the decoding
operation D which also inverts the encoding to reconstruct the input
data.
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be uncorrelated between different qudits. In this case the transmission channel de-
composes into a tensor product of singe-qudit channels that are usually assumed
to be the same for all qudits: S S˜bn . See also Figure 3.19.
S˜
B
A
B
A E
B
A
D A
B
S˜
b
b
b
S S˜bn
Figure 3.19: Error-correction in the case of uncorrelated errors; the transmission
channel S decomposes into a tensor product of independent single-
qudit channels S˜.
In Order to define which sets of errors are correctable we need to define what we
mean by saying an error is localized on a given set of qubits.
Definition 3.9.1. An operator A is localized on a subsystem E ofB if A  A˜b1BzE
where A˜ is an element of ApE q. We call a channel S localized on a subsystem E if
its Kraus decompositions only contain operators localized on E . The set of operators
localized on subsystems of at most e qudits is denoted by Ee .
Definition 3.9.2. A pn ,k ,e q quantum error-correction code (qecc) is a pair pE ,Dq of
channels with encoding channel E : BÑA and decoding channel D : AÑB such
that E SD id for all S : BÑB that contain only Kraus operators localized on (at
most) e tensor factors.A is a systemof k qudits andB a systemof n qudits. r  k {n
is called the rate of the code. We will sometimes also use the notation pn ,k ,d q, where
d is the distance of the code. d and e are connected by e  tpd 1q{2u.
In the case of non-degenerate codes the Knill-Laflamme Theorem [62] gives a
criterion for the error-correction capabilities of a given encoder E .
Theorem 3.9.3 (Knill-Laflamme). Let A be the operator algebra of a system of k
qudits and B the operator algebra of a system of n qudits. Furthermore let V :
HA Ñ HB be an isometry that implements the encoding channel E : B Ñ A,
E pAq  V AV . Then there exists a decoding channel D : AÑ B such that pE ,Dq
is an pn ,k ,e q qecc if and only if
E pF q PC1A @F P E2e (3.83)
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We show below that the condition (3.83) is equivalent to the often used condition

φ| V Fi FjVψ
¶
 c pFi ,Fj q


φ|ψ

@Fi ,j P Ee , (3.84)
where c pFi ,Fj q is independent of ψ and φ. To see that this condition is sufficient
for error-correction, we consider an orthonormal basis ψi of HA . The code space
is spanned by the set tVψiu of encoded basis vectors. The error-correction condi-
tion (3.84)means that an error operator F has to preserve orthogonality in the code
space to be perfectly detectable. For a set of errors to be correctable any product of
two errors of the set has to be detectable or leave the code-space invariant. To cor-
rect a set of errors any combination of two different errors has to leave orthogonal
encoded states orthogonal so they can be perfectly distinguished and the error can
be corrected with probability one:

FkVψi | Fl Vψj
¶
δi j c pFk ,Fl q @ψi ,j , @Fk ,l P Ee . (3.85)
Condition (3.84) follows by linearity. On the other hand the orthonormal case (3.85)
is a special case of (3.84) so (3.85)ô (3.84). Using this error-correction condition it
is easy to see that the correctable errors form a linear space.
Lemma 3.9.4. The space of correctable errors Ee is a linear subspace ofB.
Proof. Let Fk P Ee . Then
°
k a kFk P Ee because*
¸
k
a kFkVψi





¸
l
b l Fl Vψj
+

¸
k
a k
¸
l
b l


FkVψi | Fl Vψj
¶

¸
k
a k
¸
l
b l c pFk ,Fl q
loooooooooomoooooooooon
c˜p
°
k a k Fk ,
°
l b l Fl q
δi j .
Now, we want to show the equivalence of the conditions for error-correction de-
rived above: (3.85)ô (3.83).
ñ 

FkVψi | Fl Vψj
¶
 δi j c pFk ,Fl q @ψi ,j , @Fk ,l P Ee
ô


ψi | V F

k Fl Vψj
¶
 δi j c pFk ,Fl q @ψi ,j , @Fk ,l P Ee
ô E pFk Fl qi j  δi j c pFk ,Fl q @ψi ,j , @Fk ,l P Ee
ô E pFqi j  δi j c pFq @i , j , @F P E2e
ô E pFq  1c pF q @F P E2e
The transition from a product of two e -site errors to a single 2e -site error
works, because E is a linear set (Lemma 3.9.4) and products of e -site errors
form a basis of 2e -site errors.
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ð Now we assume that (3.83) is satisfied. Then it holds for all F P E2e which
fulfill F  Fk Fl with Fk , Fl P Ee . Thus we have E pF

k Fl q 1c pFkFl q which we
have just shown to be equivalent to


FkVψi | Fl Vψj
¶
δi j c pFk ,Fl q.
In the following, we will use the fact that we only have to check the conditions
for a basis of the set of correctable errors and simplify the conditions for the case
of stabilizer codes. Stabilizer codes are defined by the stabilizer generators, a set
of commuting operators that fixes the code space in the sense that the code space
consists of all states that are common eigenstates to all stabilizer generators. Sta-
bilizer codes are therefore closely connected to the stabilizer states introduced in
Section 2.3. Usually the stabilizer generators are Pauli products. In this case sta-
bilizer codes can be encoded by Clifford channels (see e.g. [52]). Thus it is natural
to chose Weyl operators as the basis of the set of errors and reformulate the error-
correction conditions in the phase space picture.
In the phase space description, Condition (3.83) reads
E pwp f qqλp f qwpe f q
!
 c p f q1A , (3.86)
where wp f q P E2e is a Weyl operator and f P F2nd is an element of the phase space
associated to the system B . The set of phase space vectors of correctable errors
is not a subspace of the phase space. The Weyl operator of the sum of two phase
space vectors corresponds to the product of the individual vectors’ operators, thus
it is in general not correctable. To satisfy Condition 3.86 for all f P ΞE2e , for each f
one of the following has to hold:
1. f P kerpe q,
2. λp f q 0.
Now it is important to note that (a) e is a linear transformation and (b) f PΞE2e form
a basis of ΣB whenever e ¡ 0. This means that if some f fulfill the first condition,
their whole linear span lies in the kernel of e . In the algebraB this corresponds to
the products of F  wp f q. Because Ee is a linear space the whole subalgebra gen-
erated by wp f q would fulfill (3.86). However, correctable errors have to be mapped
to the identity on the input system. Thus, the codespace can not have an overlap
with the space of correctable errors, because this overlap would be projected onto
the identity. In the extremal case that all f fulfill the first condition, the whole B
would be mapped to 1 by E and the codespace would be of dimension zero. Thus
the second condition plays an important role.
To study e we extend E to a unitary transformation E˜ by adding a system A˜ of
n k ancilla qudits on the input side (see Section 3.6.2). The corresponding phase
space transformation e˜ is a 2n2n symplectic transformation andCondition (3.86)
transforms to
tr A˜ E˜ pwp f qq c p f q1A . (3.87)
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The partial trace is easy to carry out as Clifford channels map Weyl operators to
multiples of Weyl operators that always have a tensor product form and
tr A˜ E˜ pwp f qq  trpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ qE˜ pwp f qqA
 trpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ qλ˜p f qwpe˜ f qA
 trpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ qλ˜p f q
loooooooooomoooooooooon
λpf q
wpe f q
!
 c p f q1A .
We obtain the following conditions:
1. wpe f qwpe˜ f qA 1A ,
2. λp f q λ˜p f qtrpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ q  0.
For each f one of these conditions has to hold. λ˜p f q  0, because E˜ is a unitary
transformation. Therefore the second condition is equivalent to trpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ q  0
We can now see that for general errors the first condition can never be true with-
out the second condition holding at the same time. The only Weyl operator that is
not tracefree is 1. So, for trpE˜ pwp f qqA˜ q  0 we need E˜ pwp f qqA˜ 1A˜ . But for 1. to
hold we also need E pwp f qq 1A . Therefore E˜pwp f qq  1 and thus e˜ f  0. As E˜ is
reversible this implies wp f q1B and thus f  0. The first condition can only hold
in the case of F  1 where E pFq  1 is given by unitality anyway. In the following
we will therefore only consider the second condition.
3.9.2 No-go theorem for Clifford only error-correction
Stabilizer codes use Clifford channels for the encoding operation E . It would be
convenient to also use Clifford channels for the decoding operation D. Undoing
the transformation E is of course no problem with a Clifford channel. However, it
turns out that the error-correction process can not be implemented as a Clifford
channel if the code is capable of correcting arbitrary single qubit errors (or to say it
more precisely, errors that form an algebraic basis ofB).
Following Definition 3.9.2 we describe a Clifford only error-correction code as a
pair of Clifford channels pE ,Dq such that E SD1 for all channelsS whose Kraus
operators belong to the set of correctable errors. All channels can be expressed in
terms of Weyl operators. While this is straightforward for E and D, S needs a bit
of work: not all operators in the set of correctable errors are Weyl operators. So a
channelS : SrAs
°
i K

i AK i has to be rewrittenwith the K i decomposed intoWeyl
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operators:
SrAs 
¸
i
K i AK i

¸
i

¸
k
c i ,kwpξi ,k q


A

¸
l
c i ,lwpξi ,l q


¸
i
¸
k
¸
l
c
i ,kc i ,lwpξk q
Awpξl q

¸
k ,l
c˜k ,lwpξk q
Awpξl q,
where the wpξk q form a basis of the error space. It is important to note that the
set of correctable error operators forms a linear space, while the ξk do not form
a linear subspace of the phase space. Including the linear span of the ξk would
make the error space an algebra and require the code to also correct all products of
correctable errors. This is in general and specifically for arbitrary t -qubit errors not
the case. In total we have
E rw2pξ2qs  λe pξ2qw1peξ2q, (3.88)
Drw1pξ1qs  λd pξ1qw2pdξ1q, (3.89)
Srw2pξ2qs 
¸
k ,l
ck ,lw2pξ2,k q
w2pξ2qw2pξ2,l q. (3.90)
The channel S can be arbitrarily chosen from the set of channels of the form (3.90)
where all ξ2,k are taken from the set of correctable phase space vectors. Firstly the
channel S id introducing no errors has to be in the set of correctable channels:
pE  idDqrw1pξ1qsλd pξ1qλe pdξ1qw1pedξ1q
!
w1pξ1q,
and therefore ed1 and λe pdξ1q  1{λdξ1, @ξ1.
We are interested in codes that are able to correct arbitrary t -qubit errors. There-
fore, the set of correctable phase space vectors has to contain all phase space vec-
tors that are localized on up to t sites. We will now pick an easy example of such
a channel and show that the combination of Clifford encoder and Clifford decoder
(including error-correction) can not correct arbitrary single qubit errors. Consider
the channelS : SrAsw2pη2qAw2pη2qwithη2 in the set of correctable phase space
vectors. OnWeyl operators S acts as a multiplication with a phase:
Srw2pξ2qs  w2pη2q
w2pξ2qw2pη2q
 eiσpη2,ξ2qw2pξ2q.
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The whole encoding and decoding process is
pE S Dqrw1pξ1qs  E rλd pξ1qe
iσpη2,dξ1qw2pdξ1qs
 λd pξ1qλe pdξ1qe
iσpη2,dξ1qw1pedξ1q
 eiσpη2,dξ1qw1pξ1q.
To correct the errors eiσpη2,dξ1q  1 for all ξ1. If we want pE ,Dq to be able to correct
arbitrary single qubit errorsη2 can be any phase space vector that has support only
on a single cell. But σ is the symplectic form of a standard Weyl system and thus
non-degenerate. Soσ2pη2,dξ1q 0 for all single cell phase space vectors η2 imply-
ing dξ1  0 which is a contradiction to ξ1 being arbitrary and d reversible. Actually
the single cell phase space vectors η2 form a basis of the whole phase space Ξ2. If
there was a Clifford-only code that corrected all single cell errors it would correct all
errors. This would correspond to the case dξ1  0, @ξ1. A code with this property
would encode zero qubits and is totally useless.
3.9.3 Block stabilizer codes
An especially well studied class of block codes for quantum error-correction are
the stabilizer codes. In a stabilizer code the codespace is defined as the common
eigenspace to the eigenvalue one of a group of commuting operators, the stabilizer.
To encode k logical qubits into n physical qubits we need a codespace of dimen-
sion 2k . On C2k there are k commuting pairs X¯ , Z¯ of Pauli X , Z operators. These
operators map elements of the code space to elements of the code space. Let E
be the encoding channel and ρ the density matrix of a state on the logical qubits.
Then EρE is an element of the codespace. Now trpX¯ EρEq  trpEX¯ Eρq and
the X¯ , Z¯ can then be seen as encoded images of the Pauli matrices on the logical in-
put qubits. The elements of the stabilizer have to commute with all encoded Pauli
matrices, because X¯Sψ X¯ψ φ  Sφ  SX¯ψ for all ψ in the codespace and all
stabilizer operators S.
A stabilizer code is usually defined by a set of n  k Pauli products that gener-
ate the stabilizer group S by multiplication. For an n-qubit block code the Pauli
products are of length n . In phase space they are described by an n  k dimen-
sional isotropic subspace of the n-qubit phase space Ξn  Z2n2 . For the encoding
operation we assume that ancilla qubits in the state |0〉 are inserted into the stream
of data qubits. In each block n  k ancilla qubits are inserted. |0〉 is stabilized by
Z , therefore we have unencoded stabilizers Zi , 1¤ i ¤ n  k which correspond to
the stabilizer generators S i acting on the encoded qubits. As n  k qubits on the
input side are ancilla qubits in a fixed state we have k of the n qubits left for data in
each block. Again we consider operators acting on the input qubits. Using the Pauli
matrices we can construct every operator on the data qubits. The Pauli matrices on
qubits nk 1 to n obviously commute with the stabilizersZi , 1¤ i ¤nk on the
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ancilla qubits. Thus we can define a reversible operation that maps the unencoded
stabilizers to the encoded stabilizers and the Pauli matrices on the data qubits onto
the encoded Pauli matrices X¯ i and Z¯i . Using Lemma 3.6.11 we can complete this
partially defined transformation. Now the obtained transformationmaps operators
on the input system to operators on the output system. To determine the encoding
channel in the Heisenberg picture we have to invert the obtained transformation.
We can do that by inversion of the matrix of the phase space representation.
As an example let us consider the well-known five-qubit code, the shortest block
code than can correct arbitrary single-qubit errors [63]. Its stabilizer is given by the
generators
S1  X Z Z X I ,
S2  I X Z Z X ,
S3  X I X Z Z ,
S4  Z X I X Z .
The encoded Pauli matrices are
X¯  X X X X X ,
Z¯  Z Z Z Z Z .
Let us assume that the data qubit is the last qubit in each block. Then we have the
following transformation:
Z1 ÞÑ X Z Z X I
Z2 ÞÑ I X Z Z X
Z3 ÞÑ X I X Z Z
Z4 ÞÑ Z X I X Z
X5 ÞÑ X X X X X
Z5 ÞÑ Z Z Z Z Z .
This set of rules can be completed by four rules for X i , 1¤ i ¤ 4. The inverse of the
resulting transformation is the encoding unitary.
We will now briefly describe how errors are corrected. To check if a transmitted
block of qubits contains errors all the stabilizer operators are measured. If the state
ψwe receive is a codeword, all measurements of stabilizer generatorsS i will give us
the result s i  1 by definition. Now imagine an error F occurred and instead of the
codeword ψ we receive the state Fψ. We assume that F is a Pauli product. Let ξi
be the phase space vector of S i  wpξi q and let ζ be the phase space vector of the
error F wpζq. Then we have
s i  trpS iFρψF

q  eiσpξi ,ζqtrpS iρψF
F q eiσpξi ,ζq. (3.91)
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1 X1 Z1 Y1 X2 Z2 Y2 X3 Z3 Y3 X4 Z4 Y4 X5 Z5 Y5
S1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
S3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
S4 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
Table 3.2: Error syndromes for the 5-qubit code
Thus themeasurement result tells us if the error commutes or anticommutes with a
given stabilizer. If the error is not a Pauli product, themeasurements will project the
error onto a Pauli product and we obtain the measurement results according to the
projected error. We can use these measurement results to tell which error occurred.
Hence correctable error has to have a unique signature in the measurement, called
the error syndrome. For the 5 qubit code we obtain the error-syndromes displayed
in Table 3.2.
If two errors F1  wpζ1q and F2  wpζ2q have the same error syndrome we have
σpζ1,S i q  σpζ2,S i q and therefore σpζ1   ζ2,S i q  0 for all stabilizer generators
S i . Thus F1F2 commutes with all stabilizer operators; it is a member of the nor-
malizer8 N pSq of S in Z2n2 . Now there are two possibilities for F1F2. It can be a
stabilizer itself, then it is no problem that we can not tell F1 and F2 apart because F1
and F2 have the same action on the code space and we can correct them with the
same operation. But if F1F2 PN pSqS the errors need different correction strate-
gies. As we can not tell them apart, they can not be corrected. To construct a Pauli
product with l non-identity factors from two Pauli products, the sum of their non-
identity elements has to be at least l . Thus, if the minimum of the support of the
elements of N pSqS is d , all errors with support t ¤ pd  1q{2 can be corrected.
d mintsuppN q|N PN pSqSu is called the distance of the code. If the minimal
support of elements of S is smaller than d the code is called degenerate, else it is
called non-degenerate.
In the case of non-degenerate codes the distance can be determined using only
the stabilizer. By definition mintsuppSq|S PSu  d . Another way to define the dis-
tance using the stabilizer is to say that the distance is theminimal number of factors
in which any two elements of the stabilizer differ. These two notions are equivalent,
because the product of two stabilizer operators which differ on l factors will be an
operator which is non-identity on l factors. On the other hand, an operator with
l non-identity factors differs from the identity, which is always contained in the
stabilizer, on l factors.
Of course, in general, a code of distance d can correct more errors, than the ar-
bitrary errors on up to pd  1q{2 qubits. To be precise it can correct all errors from
8
The normalizer of a subset S of a group G is the set of all elements g P G such that s g  g s
for all s PS.
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the set Fi if for all i , j FiFj P S Y pG N pSqq. However we are usually interested
in the error-correction capabilities on channels with unknown errors and we are
therefore interested in arbitrary errors and do not consider the additional error-
correction capabilities. The distance of the example 5-qubit code is 3, therefore it
can correct arbitrary single cubit errors.
For a more detailed introduction to stabilizer codes see e.g. [64].
3.10 Convolutional quantum error-correcting codes
We now add memory to the encoding and decoding channels to describe convo-
lutional codes. We have an encoding channel E : BbME ÑME bA, a decod-
ing channel D : AbMD Ñ MD bB and an unchanged transmission channel
S : BÑB. Nowwe define a quantum convolutional code.
Definition 3.10.1. A pn ,k ,e ,mE ,τq quantum convolutional error-correcting code is
a pair pE ,Dq with encoding channel E : BbME ÑME bA and decoding channel
D : AbMD ÑMDbB such that EτSbτDτ id for all S localized on atmost e τ
elements.A ,B ,ME andMD are systems of k , n, mE andmD qudits respectively. τ
is the memory depth of the encoding channel.
Unfortunately this straight forward definition has a major drawback. The trans-
mission channel S is the same in every block and—more importantly—the trans-
mission channels of different blocks are uncorrelated. Therefore we can only de-
scribe integer numbers of errors per block. As we will show later the strength of
convolutional codes lies exactly in the cases where the number of errors per block
is not an integer. In this situation the convolutional structure can adapt to the er-
rors while codes with independent blocks have to be able to correct the next largest
integer number of errors. We change our definition and include memory channels
as transmission channels.
Definition 3.10.2. A pn ,k ,e ,mE ,τq quantum convolutional error-correcting code is
a pair pE ,Dq with encoding channel E : BbME ÑME bA and decoding channel
D : AbMD ÑMDbB such that Eτ 1Sτ 1Dτ 1 id for all S withmemory depth
smaller than τ localized on at most e  npτ  1q elements, where τ is the memory
depth of the encoding channel The systemsA ,B ,ME andMD are comprised of k ,
n, mE and mD qudits respectively. The number of correctable errors per block e can
be fractional.
Sometimes we will also use the notation pn ,k ,d ,mE ,τq for convolutional stabi-
lizer codes. Here the d is the distance of the code as introduced for block coding.
Using the distance only makes sense in a restricted setting, where we can guaran-
tee minimal distances between individual errors. We will go into details on this in
Section 7.3.
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Convolutional codes where first introduced in 1998 by H. F. Chau in [65]. In the
following years convolutional stabilizer codes were introduced, studied, and im-
proved by different researchers, e.g. in [66, 67, 68, 69]. Let us first discuss the advan-
tages of convolutional codes.
3.10.1 Reasons for using convolutional codes
Convolutional codes are widely used in the processing of classical information, be-
cause they offer a better ratio of performance to complexity than block codes. The
performance ismeasured by the rate and the error-correction properties. The com-
plexity is measured by the complexity of the error-detection and correction algo-
rithm. In the quantum case [70] claims that convolutional codes have the potential
to outperform block codes in the following senses:
Rate In general quantum convolutional codes need fewer physical qubits to pro-
tect the same number of logical qubits against errors than comparable block
codes.
Complexity of the error-correctionalgorithm The classical algorithms needed to
determine which error occurred from the measured error syndrome scale
better with larger blocks than for block codes.
Performance Quantum convolutional codes have a better relation of performance
to complexity than block codes.
In the paper [70] the authors also present examples that confirm these claims. The
same paper also presents the so called tail-biting codes, which are block codes ob-
tained by the application of convolutional codes to blocks of qubits with “periodic
boundary conditions”. The properties of these block codes are similar to the prop-
erties of convolutional codes. In Chapter 7 we will investigate these claims. Our
focus will lie on the resource requirements of the codes, respectively the achievable
code rate given a spatial resource bound and a error rate that has to be correctable.
We will not consider the decoding complexity.
3.10.2 Convolutional stabilizer codes
It is possible to extend our notion of stabilizer codes to codes that allow for an over-
lap between the individual blocks of stabilizer generators. Their encoding opera-
tions can be described as quantummemory channels in the following way: some of
the output qubits of the nth encoding step will be used as inputs in the n 1th step
of the encoding. These qubits are the memory system of the memory channel de-
scribing the encoding. The stabilizer is usually assumed to be translation invariant
by shifts of multiples of n qubits, thus every step is described by the same channel.
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In Chapter 7 we will show how convolutional stabilizer codes can be described in
an efficient way by Clifford memory channels.
Definition and formalism
Here wepresent themost common formulation of convolutional codes. We roughly
follow [71] while occasionally altering definitions and notations to suit our needs.
Just like a block stabilizer code, a convolutional stabilizer coded is defined by the
generators of its stabilizer group. The stabilizer generators of a convolutional code
also exhibit some kind of block structure, however, with overlapping blocks. In
block codes the stabilizer generators (and thus the stabilizer group) of every block
are the same. Considering only one block we can deduce all the properties of the
code. The convolutional codes we consider are translation invariant. Their stabi-
lizer generators are arranged in blocks of n  k generators which are translates by
multiples of n qubits of a single set of generators. We come to the following defini-
tion:
Definition 3.10.3 (based on [71]). A pn ,k ,e ,m ,τq convolutional stabilizer code is
given by the stabilizer group S
S  sptS j ,i  I
bj n
bS0,i , 1¤ i ¤n k , 0¤ j u, (3.92)
where S0,i P Gnpτ 1q and all S i ,j are independent of each other. All generators of S
have to commute. The memory depth τ of the code is defined as
τmin
lPN
 
l ¥ lengthpsuppS j ,i qq
(
1,
where suppS j ,i q is the support of S j ,i . Furthermore, the integer m tells us that there
exists a convolutional encoder using m qubits of memory.
Of course strictly speaking all the generators need to act on the same space. We
could achieve this by padding all of theS j ,i with identities I from the right until they
have the same length. If we think of the stabilizers as part of the quasi-local algebra
it is obvious that the padding can be omitted. For some set of operators tA iu we
denote by sptA iu the span of A i , i.e. the set of operators that can be generated by
multiplication of A i . sptA iu is the multiplicative group generated by A i .
A code of this form encodes k logical qubits per n physical qubits. Every “block”
itself has an output of npτ 1q qubits. The overlap of the blocks of stabilizer gener-
ators can be illustrated using the matrix S of all generators depicted in Figure 3.20.
Every row of the matrix represents one generator S j ,i , every column represents one
output qubit. The width of the rectangles represents the maximal possible support
of the stabilizer generators, i.e. the positions where the operators may differ from
the identity. Every box contains the same set of operators. Due to the translation in-
variance with respect to shifts by multiples of n , the resulting stabilizer generators
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Figure 3.20: Structure of the stabilizer generators
are shifted copies of one set of operators S0,i . Because the generators of different
blocks overlap by nτ qubits we can not split the code space into blocks but have
to consider the space stabilized by all stabilizer generators simultaneously. When
τ 0 we obtain a block code. To use the code in a real world application the matrix
S would have to be expanded by a bounded number of operators that do not fit into
this pattern. These operators are needed for the initialization and the termination
of the transmission. Weneglect themhere, because in the limit of long transmission
they do not play a role for the rate and error-correction capabilities of the code.
We now introduce two example codes that we will use during our studies of con-
volutional codes. They were both introduced in the paper [70]. The first code uses
a block length of n  3 and encodes one qubit per block, therefore it is of rate 1{3.
The stabilizer generators have a length of two blocks and are defined by
S j ,1  Ibp3j qX X X X Z Y
S j ,2  Ibp3j qZ Z Z Z Y X .
(3.93)
The code can be found in Table IV of [70]. It can correct one error in a block given
that the two adjacent blocks are free of errors. Therefore it is an p3,1,3,m ,1q code.
We will later present a method to specifym given the stabilizer generators.
The second code is code 3 from Table IV of [70]. It also has a block length of n  3
and is a rate 1{3 code. It has distance d  5 and can therefore correct any error
pattern with at most two errors in the support of each stabilizer generator. The
stabilizer generators are given by
S j ,1  Ibp3j qX X X I X Z I X Y X Y Z
S j ,2  Ibp3j qZ Z Z I Z Y I Z X Z X Y .
(3.94)
This code is a p3,1,3,m ,5q convolutional stabilizer code.
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Wenow use the n-qubit-shift translation-invariance of the set of stabilizer gener-
ators to introduce a notation similar to the Laurent polynomial notation introduced
in Section 2.2.6. Let us first define the shift operator
DrAsτnA . (3.95)
We can now describe the generators by
S j ,i D
j
rS0,i s, 1¤ i ¤n k , 0¤ j . (3.96)
This enables us to only consider the first n k generators. All other generators are
obtained by repeated application of D. The shift can be generalized using polyno-
mials in D. We define the action of a polynomial PpDq 
°
j αjD
j , PpDq PPpDq on
A P G by
PpDqrAs
¹
j
αjD
j
rAs. (3.97)
This definition relies critically on the fact that all copies of A that are shifted by D j
commute, i.e. rD i rAs,D j rAss  0 @i , j P N. If this were not the case the product
would not be well defined. If, during some calculation, we end up with a result
that contains negative powers of D, we apply Dj , where j is the lowest exponent
occurring.
We will now shift to a phase space description of the elements of G. To avoid
matrices with tuples as coefficients we split the matrix S in two parts by replacing
the vectors pξX ,ξZ q by pξX |ξZ q.
Example 3.10.4.

1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1


ÞÑ p
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
q (3.98)
To further simplify our notation we adapt the “algebraic Fourier transformation”
used in 2.2.6 to translation invariance by n qubits. Using
ξˆX pj q 
¸
i
ξX pi n   j qD
i , 0  j ¤n (3.99)
wemap the components of a phase space vector to tuples with n coefficients which
are Laurent polynomials in D over F2 and thus elements of P . We can also write
ξˆ 
°
i ξˆ
pi qD i , where ξˆpi q are n-dimensional vectors with coefficients from F2. In
the following we will work with the transformed phase space vectors exclusively
and omit the “ˆ”.
For the example code 1 we obtain the following matrix:
pS1

1 D 1 1 D 0 D D
0 D D 1 D 1 D 0


. (3.100)
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Code 2 has the representation
pS2

1 D3 1 D D2 D3 1 D2 0 D3 D D2 D3
0 D3 D D2 D3 1 D3 1 D D2 1 D D3


.
(3.101)
All the basic stabilizer generators and all their translates by multiples of n qubits
have to commute pairwise. In the polynomial notation it is easy to check this. Two
Pauli operators A ppξX ,ξZ q and B ppηX ,ηZ q commute, if and only if the symplectic
form vanishes for their phase space vectors (ξXηZ  ηXξZ  0). Therefore
AB  BAô
¸
i
ξ
pi q
X η
pi q
Z ξ
pi q
Z η
pi q
X  0, (3.102)
where ξ
pi q
X is the i th block of ξX and ξ
pi q
X η
pi q
Z is the scalar product. In the polynomial
notation we can substitute the sum by the multiplication of the polynomials:
ξX pDqηZ p1{DqξZ pDqηX p1{Dq. (3.103)
However to obtain Equation (3.102) we only need the summands which are prod-
ucts from coefficients of the same block i . Thus (3.102) is the coefficient of D0 of
Equation (3.103). Analyzing Equation (3.103) further we see that
(3.103) 
¸
i
ξ
pi q
X D
i
¸
j
η
pj q
Z D
j

¸
i
ξ
pi q
Z D
i
¸
j
η
pj q
X D
j

¸
i ,j

ξ
pi q
X η
pj q
Z ξ
pi q
Z η
pj q
X
	
D ij

τ1¸
lτ 1
D l
τ1¸
i0
ξ
pi q
X η
pil q
Z ξ
pi q
Z η
pil q
X

¸
l
D lσpξ,D l ηq
where l  i  j . Thus (3.103) actually computes the commutation relation of all
shifted versions of ξ and η. Therefore we have the generalized commutator
@r,s ,Dr rAsDs rPsDs rPsDr rAsô ξX pDqηZ p1{DqξZ pDqηX p1{Dq  0. (3.104)
It can be used to directly check if an operator commutes with another operator and
all its translates by multiple n-qubit shifts. This is often needed for convolutional
codes, e.g. when checking if a set of commuting operators is a valid set of stabilizer
generators or when determining encoded Pauli matrices for a given stabilizer.
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Encoded Pauli operators
To determine the whole encoding operation we need to find the images of the Pauli
matrices on the input data qubits. The operators have to be in N pSqzS which
means hat they commute with the stabilizer group while they are not contained in
the stabilizer group themselves. Furthermore, they have to come in k pairs of anti-
commuting operators which commute with all their translates (conditions (3.10) -
(3.13) in [64]).
Together with the generalized commutator (3.104) the commutation with the sta-
bilizer group suffices to determine the encoded Pauli operators. We now introduce
an easy algorithm to directly compute possible encoded Pauli matrices that was
first presented in [71]. However, this algorithmmakes a special ansatz for the solu-
tion of the equation derived from the generalized commutator. This ansatz fails in
many cases to find solutions for encoded Pauli operators of finite length. This will
be demonstrated with our example codes.
The first step of the algorithm is to use Gaussian elimination to bring S in the
standard form
Sstd

r
hkkikkj
ApDq
nkr
hkkikkj
BpDq
k
hkkikkj
C pDq
0 0 0




r
hkkikkj
E pDq
nkr
hkkikkj
F pDq
k
hkkikkj
G pDq
J pDq K pDq LpDq


ur
un k  r
.
(3.105)
The matrices ApDq and K pDq are diagonal and have full rank. The rank of ApDq is
also the rank of the X part ofM and denoted by r . Using the ansatz,
X¯ pU1pDq,U2pDq,U3pDq|V1pDq,V2pDq,V3pDqq, (3.106)
Z¯ pU 11pDq,U
1
2pDq,U
1
3pDq|V
1
1 pDq,V
1
2 pDq,V
1
3 pDqq, (3.107)
one can find the encoded operators. V2pDq can be taken to be 0, because K pDq has
full rank and the encoded Pauli operators can be multiplied by any stabilizer yield-
ing another valid encoded Pauli operator. The same reasoning holds forU1pDq and
ApDq. The encoded Pauli operators have to commute with all their translates which
can be checked by Equation (3.104). Using the matricesUi and Vi the commutator
can be checked for all operators at once and
U3pDqV3p1{Dq U3p1{DqV3pDq  0 (3.108)
has to hold. In [71] the solution U3pDq  0 is used. As we will see in the follow-
ing this restriction in the space of possible encoded X operators leads to problems
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finding finite length encodedZ operators. For X¯ we get the solution
U1pDq  0, (3.109)
U2pDq  L
T
p1{DqK1p1{d qΛpDq, (3.110)
U3pDq  ΛpDq  I , (3.111)
V1pDq  pU2pDqF
T
p1{Dq ΛpDqG T p1{DqqA1p1{Dq, (3.112)
V2pDq  0, (3.113)
V3pDq  0. (3.114)
The encodedZ operators Z¯ fulfill
U 11pDq  0, (3.115)
U 12pDq  0, (3.116)
U 13pDq  0, (3.117)
V 11 pDq  C
T
p1{DqA1p1{Dq{Λp1{Dq, (3.118)
V 12 pDq  0, (3.119)
V 13 pDq  I {Λp1{Dq. (3.120)
The polynomial ΛpDq can be chosen freely. However, the encoded Pauli matrices
should be finite to ensure that decoding with a constant delay is possible (see Sec-
tion 4.5). This corresponds to the condition that all the Laurent series involved are
finite. Therefore, the choice of ΛpDq is important. We call the suitable polynomial
ΛpDq, the conditioning polynomial.
Definition 3.10.5 ([71]). The conditioning polynomial ΛpDq of a quantum convolu-
tional code is the non-zero polynomial of minimal degree such that (3.109)-(3.114)
only contain finite Laurent series.
The conditioning polynomial always exists. Therefore, we can always find a set of
encoded X operators that have finite support and respect the invariance by n qubit
shifts. Because of (3.120) this only holds for the encoded Z operators, when Λ is a
monomial. Thus, given encoded X operators we can not always find Z operators
that respect the translations and have finite support. Let us illustrate this with our
example code 1. The standard form of the stabilizer matrix is
S1,std

D D2 0 D2 1 D 1 D D2 D2
0 D2 D2 D D2 D D2 0


.
Because we have r  2 the matrices BpDq, F pDq, J pDq, K pDq and LpDq are all non-
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existent. For the remaining matrices we have
ApDq

D D2 0
0 D2


, C pDq 

D2
D2


,
E pDq

1 D 1 D D2
D D2 D D2


, G pDq 

D2
0


.
Using Equations (3.109)-(3.114) we obtain
U1pDq  p0,0q, U3pDq ΛpDq, V1pDq  p1,0q, V3pDq  0,
with ΛpDq  D   1 and U2pDq and V2pDq non-existent. The encoded X operator
is X¯  Z I X I I X . However, the conditioning polynomial Λ is not a monomial and
therefore by Equation (3.120) V 13 pDq will be an infinite Laurent series and the en-
coded Z operators will be of infinite length. Therefore, this method does not give
us an encoder that allows decoding with a finite delay. In Chapter 7 we will show,
that such a decoder exists and explicitly construct one.
For the second example we obtain
S2,std 

D3 D6 0 D D4
0 D6 D4 D5 D6
1 D D2 D4 D5 D6 1 D2 D3 D5 D6 1 D D4
D3 D6 D3 D4 D5 D3 D4 D6


.
Again we have r  2 and BpDq, F pDq, J pDq, K pDq and LpDq are all non-existent.
Using Equations (3.109)-(3.114) we obtain
U1pDq  p0,0q, U3pDq  1 D3,
V1pDq  pD2 D5 D6,1 D2 D5 D6q, V3pDq  0,
with ΛpDq  D   1 and U2pDq and V2pDq non-existent. The encoded X operator
is X¯  I Z X I I I Z Z I I I X I I I Z Z I Z Z I . Again the encoded Z operator will have
infinite length, because Λ is not a monomial. Thus the algorithm presented in [71]
fails to find a non-catastrophic encoder for both example codes.
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Parts of thematerial in this chapter will be published in:
Johannes Gütschow, Tomáš Š. Rybár, and Reinhard F. Werner
Memory requirements for general reversible quantum stream
processors
In this chapter we will consider the causal operations, causal inverses and their
connection to memory channels. First we will study how to implement a globally
defined causal operation in terms of a memory channel. This enables us to im-
plement an operation that creates long range correlations on a chain of Quantum
systemsAi , i PZwith a channel acting only on one of the systemsAi and an addi-
tional memory systemM at a time.
For simplicity, and because in this case we can deduce more, we will only con-
sider the case of operations which are quasi-local automorphisms. The decom-
position we will introduce in Section 4.1 is similar to the structure theorem intro-
duced in [51], which we stated in Section 3.5. As we will only consider reversible
channels the structure theorem will be generalized and strengthened for this case
in the sense that we will consider also non-translation-invariant operations and
determine the size of the needed memory. The structure theorem of [51] itself can
however be easily generalized to non-translation-invariant systems. A schematic of
our decomposition is shown in Figure 4.1.
In this chapter we will prove that quasi-local reversible causal operations corre-
spond to reversible forgetful memory channels, while finite depth reversible causal
operations correspond to strictly forgetful reversible channels. The memory re-
quired to implement a finite depth causal operation is proven to equal the index
of the operation (Section 4.2). Using this we will introduce a minimal memory im-
plementation of a finite depth causal operation and present a method to obtain
the channel transformation matrix in both the general and the Clifford case (Sec-
tion 4.3).
Furthermore, we introduce the use of Bratteli diagrams to study the memory dy-
namics of causal processes and memory channels (Section 4.4). This formalism
will be used to determine bounds on the depth of a finite depth causal operation
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AiA i
Figure 4.1: Decomposition of a causal operation into a series of memory channels;
The example shows a decomposition on the level of single cell inputs.
For larger inputs S i will be replaced by a concatenation of memory
channels.
given the needed memory. This will be used in Section 4.5 to derive bounds on the
memory requirements of causal inverses.
When dealingwithmemory channels in quantum communication it is important
to know if the effect of the channel can be reversed without waiting until the end
of the transmission. If we for example use convolutional codes, we want to begin
with the decoding after a finite number of qubits have been received, independent
of the total length of the transmission. Of course every reversible memory channel
can be inverted by just inverting the unitary transformation which implements the
channel. However, the result will be an anti-causal channel as shown in Figure 4.2.
To make this channel causal we have to delay the operation that recovers the first
inputs until the end of the whole process. Thus the inputs will be recovered in re-
verse order and the recovery time depends on the length of the transmission. If we
think of the channel as being the encoder of a convolutional error correcting code
and the channel inverse as being the decoder it is easy to see, why this concept is
practically unusable. On Not only can we start recovering the input not until af-
ter the end of the transformation, we also have to store the encoded qubits for a
time proportional to the length of the transmission and need a quantum memory
of the size of the transmitted message. As quantum memory is a costly resource,
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Figure 4.2: A memory channel inverse created by inverting the channel unitary;
this construction creates an anti-causal operation. Making it causal
introduces a delay in the recovery of the inputs that is proportional to
the length of the transmission.
even more costly if it is supposed to store the information reliably for a long time,
we need a scheme that reduces the memory to a minimal amount. Therefore we
want to construct an inverse to a memory channel or causal operation that allows
us to begin to recover the data that has been sent during the transmission with a
constant delay between sending and recovering, independent of the length of the
transmission. Such an operation will itself be causal. This approach is illustrated in
Figure 4.3.
T
T
T
T
T˜
1
0
T˜1
T˜1
T˜1
m0
a 1
a 2
a 3
m1
m2
m3
b1
b2
b3
b4
m˜0
a˜ 1
a˜ 2
a˜ 3
Figure 4.3: A causal inverse of a memory channel; the recovery of the sent infor-
mation can begin after a delay independent of the transmission length.
(Example for memory depth 2)
Therefore, it is of interest to know under which circumstances a causal operation
T has a causal inverse, i.e. a causal operation T 1 which fulfills T T 1  τn . A causal
operation that has a causal inverse is called causally reversible. The shift τn intro-
duces a delay between encoding and decoding of information. This delay should
of course be minimal. In Section 4.5 we will study causally reversible operations
and show how to construct causal inverses for a given causal operation or memory
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channel. Furthermore, we will investigate the memory needed for a causal inverse
and give upper and lower bounds on the needed memory given partial knowledge
about the causal process.
4.1 Representing causal operations withmemory
channels
In this section, we will prove how a causal operation can be decomposed into a
series of memory channels as introduced in Figure 4.1. Wewill work with an imple-
mentation of the channel S i on the chain of quantum systemsAi , i PZwhich uses
the chain algebraAZ also as the memory algebra. We denote this representation by
a superscript c to make clear when we use it. It does not have the minimal memory
properties we want to achieve using channels to implement causal operations but
it is useful to prove the decomposition.
Furthermore, we will show that quasi-local causal operations correspond to for-
getful memory channels, while finite depth causal operations correspond to strictly
forgetful channels.
Let us start with the general case of the decomposition:
Theorem 4.1.1. Let T : AZ Ñ AZ be a quasi-local causal automorphism, AZ 
Â
8
i8Ai andAi Md i pCq. It follows that T can be decomposed into a sequence of
memory channels S i in the sense that for any finitely localized observable A PA
rj ,i s
A
T rAs pR
 j b id
rj ,i s S j b idrj 1,i s     idrj ,i1sbS i qrAb1Mi s (4.1)
holds. In this Theorem we use an implementation of S i on the chain algebra AZ
instead of additional memory algebra. To denote that we use this representation we
call the channel Sci . The channels S
c
i are defined by
Sc
i
: Ai bMi ÑMi1bAi , S
c
i
rA i bM i s T rA i sM i (4.2)
for all A i PAi and all M i PMi , where
Mi  SpT rA¡i s,A¤i q . (4.3)
The initialization operation R c
 i is defined by
R c
i
: Mi1ÑA i , R
c
i
rM i1sM i1. (4.4)
Furthermore, allMi have trivial center.
Proof. Let us first define an additional set of memory algebras by commutation
relations:
Ni tA PA¤i |rA ,T rA¤i ss t0uu . (4.5)
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By definitionMi is included inNi : we haveMi  SpT rA¡i s,A¤ i q, thusMi A¤i
and rMi ,T rA¤i ss t0u, implyingMi Ni . We define a channel
S˜ci : Ai bNi ÑNi1bAi , S˜
c
i rA i bNi s T rA i sNi (4.6)
using theNi instead ofMi in the same way as S
c
i .
Now we have all to start with the proof. Let us first show that the Sci are actually
memory channels and fulfill the claims wemade.
1. The multiplications T rA i sM i and T rA i sNi are well defined, because by defi-
nition ofNi , rNi ,T rAi ss t0u andMi Ni .
2. Sci and S˜
c
i map into A¤i : T rAi s  A¤i by causality of T . Furthermore, M i P
Mi  A¤i by definition and therefore Sci : Ai bMi Ñ A¤i . The same argu-
ment holds for S˜ci .
3. Nowwe can prove that Sci maps intoMi1bAi : We have
T rAi s  SpT rAi s,A i qbAi
 SpT rA
¤i s,A i qbAi
 Mi1bAi
and
Mi  SpT rA¤i s,A i qbAi
 Mi1bAi ,
thus T rA i sM i PMi1bAi for all A i P Ai and all M i PMi and S i maps into
Mi1bAi .
4. To prove that S˜ci maps into Ni1 bAi we first need to show that the com-
mutator

S˜ci rA i bNi s,T rA¤i1s


t0u for all A i P Ai and all Ni P Ni . As
S˜ci rA i bNi s  T rA i sNi it suffices to show commutation for T rA i s and Ni in-
dividually. Now rT rA i s,T rA¤i1ss  t0u because T is a homomorphism. On
the other hand rNi ,T rA¤i1ss  rNi ,T rA¤i ss t0u by definition ofNi . Now
we have all we need to prove that S˜ci maps into Ni1bAi . We know that S˜
c
i
maps into A
¤i1bAi and that

Sci rA i bNi s,T rA¤i1s


t0u. Now we take
an arbitrary element Z of the image of S˜ci . Z thus has the above properties.
Ai is finite dimensional, therefore we can decompose Z asZ 
°
i ,j z i j b e i j ,
where e i j are an orthogonal basis ofAi (the matrix units). It follows that
r
¸
i ,j
z i j b e i j ,T rA¤i1ss 0
ô

z i j ,T rA¤i1s

 0 @i , j
ô Z PNi1bAi .
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5. The maps Sci and S˜
c
i are quantum channels:
Sc
i
rA1bM1 A2bM2s  T rA1A2sM1M2
 T rA1sM1T rA2sM2
 Sc
i
rA1bM1sS
c
i
rA2bM2s,
where we used that rT rA
¤i s,M1s t0u. Furthermore, we have
Sc
i
rAbM s T rAsM T rAsMSc
i
rAbMs.
Therefore, Sci is a C
-homomorphism and therefore completely positive. Sci
is furthermore obviously unital and thus a quantum channel. An analogous
argument holds for S˜ci .
6. Now we show that the construction is consistent with respect to different
block sizes. The decomposition does not use any information on the size of
the blocks and the associated algebras. Thus it should notmatter if we use for
exampleBi Ai bAi 1 for a step of the decomposition and get the channel
Sc
ri ,i 1s : Ai bAi 1bMi 1 ÑMi1bAi bAi 1, or if we do two individual
steps with Ai and Ai 1 and concatenate the obtained channels Sci and S
c
i 1
as shown in Figure 4.4. Following the definition for Sci , the channel S
c
ri ,i 1s is
Si 1
Ai 1
Ai 1
Si
Mi1
Ai
Ai
Mi Mi 1
S
ri ,i 1s
Ai 1Ai
Ai 1Ai
Mi1 Mi 1

Figure 4.4: The decomposition of causal operations is consistent for dierent block
sizes. Concatenating the channels of a ne grained decomposition one
can construct the channels of a coarse grained decomposition. Proving
this for the concatenation of two channels is sucient; the rest follows
by induction.
defined by
Sc
ri ,i 1srA i bA i 1bM i 1s T rA i bA i 1sM i 1. (4.7)
This is well defined, as it is exactly the same definition as for Sci which does
not consider the internal structure of Ai at all. The memory algebrasMi are
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also the same in both cases by definition. The concatenation of Sci and S
c
i 1
gives us
 
Sc
i
b idi 1



idi bS
c
i 1
	
rA i bA i 1bM i 1s

 
Sc
i
b idi 1

ridi rA i sbS i 1rA i 1bM i 1ss

 
Sci b idi 1

rA i bT rA i 1sM i 1
loooooomoooooon
ZPMibAi 1
s. (4.8)
The algebra Ai 1 is finite dimensional and we can decompose Z into Z 
°
i ,j z i j b e i j . Thus we have
 
Sci b idi1

rA i bT rA i 1sM i 1s 
¸
i ,j
T rA i sz i j
looomooon
PMi1bAi
be i j
 T rA i s 
¸
i ,j
z i j b e i j
looooomooooon
PMi1bAibAi 1
 T rA i s  pT rA i 1sM i 1q
 T rA i bA i 1sM i 1
and therefore the concatenation equals the decomposition for a block size of
two systems. As we did not make any assumptions on the size of the subsys-
tems this arguments works by induction for any finite number of subsystems.
It is now easy to prove that the concatenation of Sci actually implements T . First
we use the concatenation property to replace Scj    S
c
i by S
c
rj ,i s
. Then
R c
 j
b id
rj ,i s S
c
rj ,i srAb1Mi sR
c
 j
b id
rj ,i srT rAs1Mi s T rAs
for all A PA
rj ,i s. An analogous argument holds for S˜
c
i .
All that is left is to show thatMi andNi have trivial center. Let us begin withNi :
we take an arbitraryZ PNi XN1i and show that it commutes with T rAj s @j .
j ¤ i

Z ,T rAj s


t0u, becauseZ PNi .
j ¡ i T rA j s pR
c
¤i b idri 1,j s S˜
c
ri 1,j sqr1ri 1,j1sbA j b1Ni s PNi bAri 1,j s for all
A j PAj . Therefore,

Z ,T rAj s


t0u becauseZ PN1i .
All j are covered, so rZ ,As  rZ ,T rAss  t0u because T is an automorphism. Thus
Z is in the center of A. The chain algebra A has trivial center, therefore Z PC1 and
Ni has trivial center. The memory algebra Mi is a subalgebra of Ni , therefore the
same argument holds forMi and the center ofMi is also trivial.
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If we know that T has finite depth τ the situation is simplified further. The de-
composition does not need an initialization operation R any more (see Figure 4.5),
and the twomemory definitions coincide.
T
Si1
1i1
Miτ
Ai1 iτ
1i1
Ai1
Si
Mi1
1
Ai
Ai
Siτ
1
1iτ
Aiτ
b b b
1
 iτ
tr
¡i
Ai1 i
Aiτ
b b b
b b b
id
1
¡i
Figure 4.5: Decomposition of a causal operation with nite depth τ; the id op-
eration at the beginning of the chain only maps the identity of the
representation of the channel memory algebra onto the identity of the
chain algebra.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let T : AZ Ñ AZ be a causal operation with finite depth τ and let
AZ 
Â
8
i8Md i . It follows that T can be decomposed into a sequence of memory
channels S i in the sense that for any finitely localized observable A P A
rj ,i s  AZ we
have
T rAs pidinitb id
rjτ,i s S jτb idrjτ 1,i s     idrjτ,i1sbS i qrAb1Mi s. (4.9)
Again we use the implementations Sci of the channels S i on the chain as in Theo-
rem 4.1.1. The channel idinit maps the identity of the representation ofMjτ1 used
by the channel on the identity of AZ. Furthermore, all Ni Mi Mm are isomor-
phic to the same full matrix algebra.
Proof. We use the results from Theorem 4.1.1 as a starting point. It is clear from the
definition of finite depth thatMi is contained in A
riτ,i s:
Mi  SpT rA¡i s,A¤i q SpA¡iτ,A¤i q A
riτ,i s.
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To prove the decomposition formula we start from (4.1) and decompose the map
R
 j : Mj1ÑA j as
R
 j rM j1s  pidinitb id
rjτ,j1s  Sˆ jτb idrjτ 1,j1s    
    Sˆ j1qrM j1s,
where Sˆ i is the channel where the outputs are ignored: Sˆ i rM i s : S i r1Ai bM i s.
The memory algebraMj1 is localized in rj τ, j  1s, therefore the output of the
decomposition after S jτ has been applied is always 1Mjτ1 . The operation idinit
just maps this to the identity ofA.1
To show that Ni  Mi let us first note that Ni  A
riτ,i s: by definition Ni 
tA PA
¤i | rA ,T rA¤i ss t0uu. As T is an automorphism, T1rAs P A¡i . The finite
depth of T then implies A P A
riτ,i s and therefore A P SpT rA¡i s,A¤i q Mi and
Ni Mi .
Let us now prove that all Mi are isomorphic to full matrix algebras Md i pCq. By
definition T is of finite depth τ, thereforeMi A
riτ,i sAiτb bAi andMi fi-
nite dimensional. Finite dimensional C-algebras are isomorphic to direct sums of
full matrix algebras (see Section 2.1), where the number of summands equals the di-
mension of the center. Thus a finite dimensionalC-algebra with one-dimensional
center is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra. AsMi has trivial center it is isomorphic
to a full matrix algebra.
Now let us assume that dimMi ¡ dimMi1. In this case the image of S
c
i : Ai b
Mi ÑMi1bAi has a lower dimension than the preimage andS
c
i must have a non-
trivial kernel. Let us assume that A P Ai bMi is in the kernel of Sci : S
c
i rAs  1. We
then have rSci rAs,S
c
i rAi bMi ss  t0u. However, S
c
i is a homomorphism, so rA ,Ai b
Mi s t0u and A is central in Ai bMi . Ai andMi are both full matrix algebras so A
central implies A 1. Therefore the kernel of Sci is trivial and dimMi ¤ dimMi1.
On the other hand we can assume that dimMi   dimMi1. We have just shown
that Sci is an injective homomorphism—a monomorphism. Therefore, the map
Sci : Ai bMi Ñ S
c
i rAi bMi s is also onto and thus an isomorphism. We obtain
Sci rAi bMi s  Ai bMi and therefore a full matrix algebra of dimension d im i . By
assumption we have Sci rAi bMi sMi1bAi which is also a full matrix algebra of
dimension d im i1. Therefore,Mi1bAi Mi bAi bBi andMi1Mi bBi for
some full matrix algebraBi C1. As T has finite depthBi A
riτ,i s. Nowwe take
an arbitrary B PBi and investigate its commutation properties. From Bi Mi1
we deduce rB ,T rA
¤i ss  t0u. Furthermore, T rA¡i s  SpT rA¡i s,A¤i qbA¡i . The
commutator rB ,A
¡i s  t0u because B P A
riτ,i s. Finally rB ,SpT rA¡i s,A¤i qs 
rB ,Mi s 

B ,Sci r1bMi s

. But B R Sci r1bMi s because by assumption B is not
in the image of Sci . Bi and Mi are full matrix algebras, so rB ,Mi s  t0u. Putting
1
This is only necessary in the case that the channel uses another representation of Mi , which
makes sense as the representation of Mi on AZ is reducible and therefore uses more resources
then necessary.
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it all together we have rBi ,As  rBi ,T rAss  t0u and therefore B  C1. There-
fore dimMi ¥ dimMi1 and thus Mi Mi1 MMm . The required memory
dimension ism and the same for all channels Sci .
Finally we can note thatMi is embedded in A
riτ,i s and thereforem divides the
cell dimension
±i
jiτ
d j .
It is also of interest to investigate the properties of thememory channels that cor-
respond to translation invariant causal operations, especially their forgetfulness. It
turns out that a memory channel corresponds to a causal operation if and only if
it is forgetful. Furthermore, it corresponds to a finite depth causal operation if and
only if it is strictly forgetful. Here the memory channels will not be implemented
on the chain, but have an additional memory system as in the usual definition of
memory channels. Therefore, the initialization operation R
 i now actually does
something non-trivial. We first treat the forgetful case and then move on to the
special case of strictly forgetful channels. In the theorems we say that the chan-
nels have a forgetful representation. This comes from the fact that several memory
channels can implement the same transformation on the chain of systems. In par-
ticular, a channel can have additional memory dimensions which do not interact
with the other systems at all. Such a channel would not be forgetful (unless it is
irreversible on the memory), but could still implement a causal operation. To cir-
cumvent this problem we speak of channels which have a (strictly) forgetful repre-
sentation instead of (strictly) forgetful channels. In the proof we use the construc-
tion of amemory channel from the causal operationwhichwill be (strictly) forgetful
by definition.
Theorem4.1.3. LetS i : AibMÑMbAi be a quantummemory channel. It follows
that T : AZÑ AZ, T rA
ri ,j ss  limnÑ8R in b idrin ,j s Srin ,j srAri ,j ss is a quasi-
local causal process if and only if S i has a forgetful representation.
Proof. Let us first assume S i is forgetful. Then by [51], Proposition 5, for everyM P
M and for all "¡ 0 there exists anN PN and an A
riN ,i s PAriN ,i s such that

Sˆ
riN ,i srM s1MbAriN s


8
¤ " }M}
8
. (4.10)
To show that T is quasi-local we need to show that the images of localized observ-
ables can be approximated by localized observables up to any " ¡ 0: for all A P A,
A finitely localized, and every "¡ 0 there exists a finite set ΛZ and an observable
A" PApΛq such that }T rAsA"}
8
¤ ". As Λ is finite it is contained in some interval
ri N , j s.
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For a localized observable A , A PA
ri ,j s, T rAs can be expressed in terms of S:
T rAs  pR
 iN b id
riN ,j sq  pSˆriN ,i1sb idri ,j sq Sri ,j srAs
 pR
 iN b id
riN ,j sq  pSˆriN ,i1sb idri ,j sqr
¸
k
Mk bAk s, Ak PA
ri ,j s

¸
k
pR
 iN b id
riN ,i1sq  SˆriN ,i1srMk sbAk .
Now let us construct an approximation A" of T rAs:
}T rAsA"}
8






¸
k
pR
 iN b id
riN ,i1sq  SˆriN ,i1srMk sbAk 
¸
k
A˜",k bAk





8
¤
¸
k


pR
 iN b id
riN ,i1sq  SˆriN ,i1srMk s A˜",k


8

}Ak }
8
¤
¸
k

Sˆ
riN ,i1srMk s1MbAriN ,i1s,k


8

}Ak }
8
.
Every summand can be made smaller than any "k ¡ 0 by Equation (4.10) and all
Ak are bounded. Thus the sum is finite and can be made smaller than any " 
°
k "k }Ak }8. Therefore, T rAs can be approximated by finitely localized observ-
ables and hence T is quasi-local.
Now let us assume that T is quasi-local. We have to show that Equation (4.10)
holds. For everyM PM we have

Sˆ
riN ,i srM s1MbAriN ,i s


8



pR
 iN b id
riN ,i sq  SˆriN ,i srM s idinitr1MsbAriN ,i s


8


T rR
 i rM ssA
riN ,i s


8
¤ "M ,
because T is quasi-local. The R
 i in T rR i rM ss is needed to bring the M from
the channels memory algebra to the memory algebra on the chain. Now we write
"M  "˜M }M}
8
, take " supM "˜M and obtain Equation (4.10).
Unsurprisingly, if the channel is strictly forgetful, the resulting causal operation
has finite memory depth.
Corollary 4.1.4. Given S i and T as in Theorem 4.1.3. It follows that T is finite depth
if and only ifS i has a strictly forgetful representation. Furthermore thememorydepth
τ of T equals the memory depth of S i .
Proof. First let us assume that S i is strictly forgetful with depth τ. We have already
proven that in this case T is quasi-local. What is left to show is that T rA
ri ,j ss 
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A
riτ,j s for all Ari ,j s P Ari ,j s. Let Ari ,j s P Ari ,j s. The the decomposition (4.9) has
already been shown in Lemma 4.1.2:
T rA
ri ,j ss pidinitb idriτ,j sq  pSˆriτ,i1sb idri ,j sq Sri ,j srAri ,j ss PAriτ,j s
and therefore T is of depth τ.
On the other hand let T be of depth τ. It follows that T rM s idinit  Sˆ
riτ,i srM s P
A
riτ,i s and thus Sˆriτ,i srM s PMbAriτ,i s. Now take S˜rin ,i s  trMpSˆriτ,i srM sq
for all n ¥τ. We have

Sˆ
rin ,i srM s1Mb S˜rin ,i s


8
 0 for all n ¥τ and therefore
S i is strictly forgetful with depth τ.
Remark 4.1.5. In the literature, the theory ofmemory channels assumes translation-
invariance, because it describes the situation where the same transmission channel
is used several times. However, it also makes sense to study if a series of compatible
memory channels is forgetful—compatible meaning that the memory dimension of
all channels is the same. Our proofs do not assume translation invariance at any
point. To generalize the results to non-translation-invariant systems one only has to
extend the notion of forgetfulness to this setting and check if all the theorems of [51]
also hold in this extended setting.
4.2 Memory requirements and the index
Nowwewill investigate the minimal memory needed to implement a causal opera-
tion by a memory channel to pave the ground for a resource efficient implementa-
tion if the causal operations. A finite depth causal operation T is obviously a QCA.
We will now show that thememory requirement of the channel representation S i of
T equals the index of T . As introduced in Section 3.2 the index is defined for near-
est neighbor QCAs using support algebras that describe the information flow. For a
general nearest neighbor QCA we have
R2i  SpT rA2i bA2i 1s,A2i1bA2i q ,
R2i 1  SpT rA2i bA2i 1s,A2i 1bA2i 2q .
The index is defined as
indT :
r2i
d 2i

d 2i 1
r2i 1
,
where d i is the dimension of Ai Md i and ri is the dimension ofRi Mri .
To bring the causal process T into nearest neighbor form we have to group cells.
By grouping together τ cells we obtain larger cell algebras
Bi 
τi τ1
â
jτi
Aj A
rτi ,pτ 1qi1s.
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With these larger algebras we have T rBi s P T rA
rτi ,pτ 1qi1ss  Arτiτ,pτ 1qi1s 
Bi1bBi for all Bi PBi . Thus the grouping makes T a nearest neighbor QCA. We
obtain
R2i  SpT rB2i bB2i 1s,B2i1bB2i q ,
R2i 1  SpT rB2i bB2i 1s,B2i 1bB2i 2q
 SpT rB2i 1s,B2i 1q .
Obviously, R2i and R2i 1 commute. Following [38] we can furthermore state that
R2i 1 andR2i 2 also commute, because T is an automorphism. Of course two al-
gebrasRi andRj which are further apart also commute. Therefore, allRi commute
pairwise. By definition RZ 
Â
i Ri contains T rAZs and as T is an automorphism
AZ  RZ. On the other hand, by definition RZ  AZ and thus RZ  AZ. We can
conclude that allRi each have a trivial center, because every element in the center
of anRi is also in the center ofRZ which is trivial. As theRi are finite-dimensional,
they are full matrix algebrasMri .
By definition we have T rB2i bB2i 1sR2i bR2i 1. BecauseRA we actually
have equality. We have
R2i bR2i 1 T rB2i bB2i 1sM2i1bB2i bB2i 1
and R2i  B2i1 bB2i which leads to R2i  M2i1 bB2i . On the other hand
M2i1bB2i commutes with all Ri except R2i : we only need to check commuta-
tion withR2i1, because the support of all otherRi lies on other cells and therefore
commute by definition. ForR2i1 we have
R2i1 SpT rB2i1s,B2i1q
which commutes withM2i1bB2i . Therefore,M2i1bB2i R2i and
R2i B2i1bB2i . (4.11)
Nowwe can compute the index:
indT 
r2i
d 2i

m2i1d 2i
d 2i
m2i1, (4.12)
where m2i1 is the dimension of the memory algebra M2i1  Mm2i1 . As the
memory is translation invariant (and so is the index) we have indT m . Now let
us summarize our findings in a theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let T : AZ Ñ AZ be a causal automorphism with finite depth. It
follows that the dimension of the memory algebraMMm needed to implement T
by a series of memory channels S i : Ai bMÑMbAi1 equals the index of T :
m  indT. (4.13)
Furthermore, indT is an integer.
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Proof. The first part was already proven above. Asm is an integer indT has to be
an integer.
4.3 Amemory efficient representation
So far we ignored the question how to determine a representation of S i that acts
only on Ai and an additional memory algebra M that is not embedded into the
whole chain algebraAZ. The representation Sci on the chain is useful for the proofs,
but to implement the channel in this way we would need global access to the chain
algebra AZ in case of general causal operations by forgetful channels and access to
τ 1 subsystems at a time for the implementation of finite depth causal operations
by strictly forgetful channels. With this representation we need a lot of memory to
store all those systems at the same time—something we wanted to avoid by build-
ing the memory channel representation in the first place. To implement S i as a
memory channel in a resource efficient way the memory algebra has to be the ob-
servable algebra of an additional systemM that is passed on from step to step. In
each step the channel S i only needs access to the systemAi and the memory sys-
temM . We will now present a way to derive such a representation in the case of
finite depth causal operations T .
The memory Mi at position i is defined as the support algebra SpT rA¡i s,A¤i q.
T is of depth τ thusMi A
riτ,i s andMi Mm . The full matrix algebraMm has
a basis of m 2 Weyl operators wpξj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ m 2. Now we pick a basis M i ,j of Mi
and a basisM i1,j ofMi1 which fulfill the same internal relations (multiplication,
addition) as wpξj q. Furthermore, we also pick a basis wpηi ,j q, m 2   j ¤ m 2 d 2i
of Ai . Now we have all that is needed to determine S i : Ai bMÑMbAi : to fix
S i r1Abwpξj qs we use Sci rM i ,j s M i ,j 
°
k M i1,k bA j ,k 
°
k ,l a i ,j ,k ,lM i1,k b
wpηi ,l q and obtain
S i r1Ai bwpξj qs
¸
k ,l
a i ,j ,k ,lwpξk qbwpηi ,l q 
¸
x
a i ,j ,xwpζi ,x q,
where ζi ,x  ξk `ηi ,l and x covers all combinations of k and l . Analogously, we
derive
S i rwpηi ,j qb1Ms
¸
x
a i ,j ,xwpζi ,x q.
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Finally, we obtain
S i rwpζi ,k qs  S i rwpηi ,j `ξl qs
 S i rwpηi ,j b1MqsS i r1Ai bwpξl qs


¸
x
a i ,j ,xwpζi ,x q

¸
y
a i ,l ,ywpζi ,y q


¸
x ,y
a i ,j ,xa i ,l ,ywpζi ,x  ζi ,y qe
iβpζi ,x ,ζi ,y q

¸
p
s i ,kpwpζi ,pq,
where
s i ,kp 
¸
x ,y
a i ,j ,xa i ,l ,y e
iβpζi ,x ,ζi ,y q with x ,y s.t. ζi ,x  ζi ,y  ζi ,p . (4.14)
Thus the channel S i is defined by a pd 2im
2
qpd 2i m
2
q-matrix with entries s i ,kp such
that
S i rwpζi ,k qs
¸
p
s i ,kpwpζi ,p q, (4.15)
with the coefficients s i ,kp defined in Equation (4.14).
4.3.1 Clifford causal operations
For Clifford causal operations it is especially easy to derive a channel implementa-
tion. Pauli products are mapped to Pauli products so it is easy to divide them up to
input andmemory system. To further simplify the situation, we restrict ourselves to
qubits and causal operations which are translation-invariant with respect to shifts
by n qubits. Possible global phases are omitted.
Now let us describe an algorithm to derive a channel representation of a given
causal reversible finite depth Clifford operation.2
• The algorithm takes as input a list of 2n transformation rules ξi ÞÑ ηi , ξi P
Z
2n
2 , ηi P Z
2npτ 1q
2 . These rules completely describe the causal operation T ,
because they are the complete images of a cell (of n qubits) and the operation
is assumed to be translation invariant with respect to shifts by n qubits. We
assume ξi to be a standard basis of Z2n2 in standard ordering: ξ1  X I    ,
ξ2 Z I    , etc. If we are given a set of rules that is not in this form, we can
always transform it to this form by adding and swapping rules. Therefore, it
is sufficient to provide the algorithm with the set of ηi in the right order.
2
If the operation was not nite depth it would correspond to a non-forgetful channel and not be
a quasi-local operation. Therefore all quasi-local Cliord causal operations have nite-depth.
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• The algorithm returns the phase space matrix s of a channel S that imple-
ments T . The ordering of systems is in accordance with the usual convention
for memory channels: S : Ai bMÑMbAi1.
• The algorithm uses the following steps
– Generate all shifted images: shift ηi to the right by j blocks (j n qubits)
for 0¤ j ¤ τ. Everything that is shifted out at the right side will just be
cut, while the left side will be padded with I , respectively p0,0q in the
phase space picture. E.g. X Y Z ÞÑ I X Y respectively p1,0,1,1,0,1q ÞÑ
p0,0,1,0,1,1q. We obtain an extended set ηi , 1¤ i ¤ 2npτ 1q.
– Generate the phase space representation ofM by cutting every element
ηi 1 ¤ i ¤ 2npτ  1q by n qubits on the right. We call the result η˜i ,
1 ¤ i ¤ 2npτ  1q. Each η˜i is of length of at most nτ qubits. Actually,
the last 2n phase space vectors η˜i , 2nτ  1¤ i ¤ 2npτ  1q will always
be 0, because the according ηi have only one non-zero block.
– Now find a standard basis ζj , 1 ¤ j ¤ 2m for η˜i . A standard basis is a
basis such that the commutation relations are the same as the ones of
p1,0, . . .q, p0,1,0, . . .q, etc. Such a basis always exists because thememory
algebra is always isomorphic to a full matrix algebra (Lemma 4.1.2). The
number of basis vectors 2m shows, that the channel needs m qubits
of memory. It is in general not necessary to use a standard basis, but
then the resulting phase space transformation would not be symplectic
with respect to the standard symplectic form. Transforming an arbitrary
basis into a standard basis can be carried out by the methods explained
in the following chapter in Section 5.3.1 to derive commuting pairs of
anticommuting operators from cut stabilizer operators.
– Decompose the η˜i in terms of the basis ζj and obtain η
m
i , 1¤ i ¤ 2nτ,
each being a phase space vector of length 2m (m qubits).
– Determine the output-to-input transformation soi : take the n right-
most qubits of ηi , 1¤ i ¤ 2n and use them as columns of a matrix. This
2n 2n-matrix is the output-to-input matrix soi .
– Determine the output-to-memory transformation som : use the first
2n ηmi as columns of a matrix. This 2m  2n-matrix is the output-to-
memory transformation som .
– Determine the memory-to-input transformation smi : take the right-
most n qubits of the memory basis ζj , 1 ¤ j ¤ 2m and use them as
the columns of a matrix. This 2n  2m -matrix is the memory-to-input
matrix smi .
– Determine the memory-to-memory transformation smm : take ζj , 1¤
j ¤ 2m and shift them to the right by one block (n qubits). Decompose
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them in terms of ζi and use the resulting vectors as columns of amatrix.
This 2m 2m -matrix is the memory-to-memory matrix smm .
– Compose the four matrices to obtain s:
s

som smm
soi smi


(4.16)
In both obtaining the memory-to-input and the memory-to-memory transforma-
tion we used the translation-invariance of the causal operation T .
4.4 Bratteli diagrams and the depth of strictly forgetful
channels
In this section wewill introduce the use of Bratteli diagrams in the analysis of quan-
tum memory channels and causal operations. We will consider only strictly for-
getful and reversible memory channels and therefore translation invariant finite-
depth causal operations (see Corollary 4.1.4). Throughout this section, the nota-
tion of memory channels will be used. To analyze a causal operation we will use
its memory channel representation as derived in Lemma 4.1.2 and Section 4.3. Let
S : AbM Ñ MbA be a reversible quantum memory channel, i.e. a CPU C-
homomorphism. Let Sˆ; MÑMbA, SˆrM s  Sr1AbM s be the usual restriction
to memory outputs with ignored data outputs. Sˆ is obviously also a unital C-
homomorphism (and therefore CPU). Furthermore, let Sˆn : M Ñ MbAn be its
n-fold concatenation as introduced in Section 3.5.
Our goal is to study how the memory algebraM evolves under repeated use of Sˆ.
We assume strict forgetfulness in τ steps, therefore, by the forgetfulness condition
(3.24), we know that SτrMs  1M bAbτ. τ is assumed to be minimal with this
property, i.e. S is not forgetful for δ  τ steps. We generalize this to subalgebras of
M that are mapped to the identity ofM after n concatenations of Sˆ. We define
Zn 
 
M PM|SˆnrM s PZ0bA
bn
(
, (4.17)
where Z0  C1M. Zn is a subalgebra of M because Sˆ is a C-homomorphism. By
assumption of strict forgetfulness we have Zτ  M. We will now use this set of
subalgebras of M to derive an upper bound on the memory depth of S given M.
First let us show that Zn Zn 1. LetM PZn be arbitrary, then we have
Sˆn 1rM s 
 
Sˆb idAbn  Sˆn

rM s
 Sˆb idAbn r1MbAns
 1Mb1AbAn PZ0bA
bn 1,
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where An PAbn . ThereforeM P Zn impliesM P Zn 1 and thus Zn  Zn 1. Assume
that one of the inclusions is not strict, i.e. Zk1  Zk for some k ¤ τ. We can write
the action of Sˆτ onM as
SˆτrMs

Sˆk b id
bpτkq
A
	
rSˆτk rMss1MbA
bτ. (4.18)
Nowwe use the assumption Zk1Zk and obtain
Sˆτk rMsZk bA
bpτkq
Zk1bA
bpτkq.
By definition of Zk1 its elements are mapped into Z0bAbpk1q by Sˆk1 and there-
fore
1MbA
bpτ1q


Sˆk1b id
bpτkq
A
	
rSˆτk rMss
 Sˆτ1rMs.
This implies that S is forgetful in τ1 steps which is a contradiction to τminimal.
Thus all inclusions have to be strict and
C1M Z0Z1   Zτ1ZτM. (4.19)
To determine the maximal depth τ in dependence of the memory algebraM we
have to study which strict inclusions are possible and what is the maximal number
of successive inclusions given the memory algebra M. The embedding is a unital
C-homomorphism so Lemma 2.1.2 applies. The chain of successive embeddings
starting from C1 and ending at M can be visualized by a finite Bratteli diagram.
Searching for the maximal depth is the same as determining the Bratteli diagram of
M with the maximal number of layers.
First let us consider a single step of the embedding. Given are two finite dimen-
sional C-algebras An 
Àkn
j1Mdn ,j and An 1 
Àkn 1
i1 Mdn 1,i with An  An 1.
Lemma 2.1.2 states that every unital C-homomorphism from An to An 1 is given
up to unitary equivalence by a matrix A which encodes the embedding of the sum-
mands of An into the summands of An 1. The matrix has to fulfill
k n¸
j1
a i jd n ,j  d n 1,i . (4.20)
This means that the sum of the dimensions of all the summands of An that are
embedded into a specific summand of An 1 has to equal the dimension of that
summand. On the other hand every summand ofAn has to be embedded intoAn 1.
this leads to
kn 1¸
i1
a i j ¥ 1. (4.21)
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Equations (4.20) and (4.21) together tell us that the maximal summand dimension
of An has to be lesser or equal than the maximal summand dimension of An 1:
max
j
pd n ,j q ¤max
i
pd n 1,i q. (4.22)
Furthermore we have the bound
k n¸
j1
d n ,j ¤
kn 1¸
i1
d n 1,i . (4.23)
Now let us investigate what implications this has for the strict embedding of An
into An 1 (An  An 1). In the end, we want to determine the maximal depth τ of
a memory channel given its memory algebra M. This is equivalent to finding the
maximal number of steps to embed C1 intoM (see also Equation 4.19). To do this
we identify a quantity that is non-increasing when moving down in the chain of
embeddings. Together with a bound on the number of possible steps in which this
quantity stays constant we can determine a bound on the number of total embed-
ding steps. The quantity we use is the sum of all summand dimensions d n ,i :
d pnq
k n¸
i1
d n ,i . (4.24)
Furthermore let
∆d pnqd pn  1qd pnq
k n¸
j1




kn 1¸
i1
a i j


1

d n ,j (4.25)
be the increase in d in embedding step n . We divide the possible embedding into
three groups, according to the number of summands in the algebras An and An 1.
kn kn 1k : Here we distinguish two cases.
• In the first case no summand of An is embedded into more than one
summand of An 1 and therefore
°k
i1a i j  1 for all j . Therefore, only
k elements a i j can be one, the rest is zero. Each column of A contains
one non-zero element. We also have
°k
j1a i jd n ,j  d n 1,i (4.20) which
shows that each row of A has to contain at least one non-zero entry. But
this implies that A is a permutation matrix and thus δpAn q piδpAn 1q
and thereforeAn An 1, which is excluded because weonly allow strict
inclusions.3
• If however there is a j such that
°k
i1a i j ¡ 1 then ∆d pnq¡ 0.
3
By δpAn q we denote the vector of dimensions dn ,i .
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kn  kn 1: In this case A has more rows than columns. By (4.20) every row has to
contain at least one non-zero entry and at least kn 1 of the a i j are non-zero.
Therefore, at least one column has to contain more than one non-zero entry
and there exists a j such that
°kn 1
i1 a i j ¡ 1 and again ∆d pnq ¡ 0. Further-
more, ∆d pnq ¥ kn 1  kn because there are kn 1 kn non-zero a i j more
than columns which each contribute d n ,j ¥ 1 to∆d pnq.
kn ¡kn 1: Again there are two possibilities:
• If there exists a j such that
°kn 1
i1 a i j ¡ 1, then ∆d pnq¡ 0.
• If there is no such j , ∆d pnq can be zero. There are more columns than
rows, so it is possible to have only one non-zero entry in each column.
If additionally all non-zero entries are one we have
°kn 1
i1 a i j  1 and
∆d pnq 0.
Using these results we can obtain a bound on the number of inclusion steps given
two algebras Aτ and A0  Aτ. Let us first assume that Aτ is a full matrix algebra,
AτMd , andA0C1. We start the decomposition fromAτ. In each step d pnq can
stay constant or decrease (with decreasing n). The number of summands kn can
decrease, increase or stay constant. However, it is bounded by d pnq in every step.
Furthermore, decreasing kn by l will decrease d pnq by at least l . kn is bounded
by d pnq ¤ d pτq, so there are at most d pτq 1 steps that leave d pnq unchanged.
Decreasing kn does not allow for more steps with unchanged d pnq, because d pnq
that is bounding kn will decrease with it, not allowingmore room for kn to increase
than we had from the beginning. kn can be increased by 1 by splitting a summand
Mdn 1,i into M1 `Mdn 1,i1. So the bound of d pτq  1 steps can be saturated.
Starting fromMd we get
Aτd pτq 1
d pτq
à
i1
M1. (4.26)
The first steps are also depicted in Figure 4.6.
To decrease d pnq by only 1 per step we need two one-dimensional summands in
An 1 to embedM1 inM1`M1. If we start from (4.26) we have optimal conditions
and by joining two one-dimensional summand in each step we reach A0 M1 in
d pτq1 steps. Thus we have a total of 2d pτq2 inclusion steps and τ 2d 2 for
AτMd . The Bratteli diagram of the inclusion steps is shown Figure 4.7
If Aτ 
Àkτ
i1Mdτ,i is not a full matrix algebra, we can use the same inclusion
structure on the summands ofAτ. During the embedding of one summand intoM1
the others remain unchanged and after n 
°kτ
i12d τ,i  2 steps we reach Aτn 
Àkτ
i1M1. Another kτ 1 steps of embedding leave us with A0 M1. Thus the
total number of embedding steps is τ
°kτ
i1 p2d τ,i 1q1.
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Zτ3 1 1 1 d 3
ss
ss
Zτ2 1 1 d 2
ss
ss
Zτ1 1 d 1
ww
ww
Zτ d
Figure 4.6: First steps of the embedding of
Àd pτq
i1 M1 into Md
Z0 1


Zτ5 1


1
Zτ4 1


1 1
Zτ3 1 1 1 1


Zτ2 1 1 2


Zτ1 1 3


Zτ 4
Figure 4.7: Maximal depth embedding of M1 into M4
As proven in Lemma 4.1.2 and Corollary 4.1.4 the memory algebra of a strictly
forgetful memory channel is always a full matrix algebra M Mm . The maximal
depth is
τ 2pm 1q. (4.27)
Remark 4.4.1. However it is an open question if we can construct amemory channel
from any given Bratteli diagram. If this is not the case, the bound might actually be
stricter.
The bound proven here only holds in the case of reversible channels. For general
memory channels a recent result shows that the maximal memory depth is τ 
m 21 [72].
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4.4.1 The Clifford case
In the case of Clifford channels we can use the phase space representation to calcu-
late the decomposition and all the minimal central projections and the according
algebras. Here wewill only consider the case of systems composed of qubits. Let us
first investigate how to determine the decomposition of a subalgebraApΞi q Zi of
ApΞq M given the phase spaces Ξ and Ξi  Ξ. Let d i  dimΞi be the dimension
of Ξi . To find the decomposition of ApΞi q into a direct sum of full matrix algebras
we need the minimal central projections of ApΞi q. They are elements of the center
CpApΞi qq of ApΞi q which is the Weyl algebra spanned by the maximally isotropic
subspace (the radical) of Ξi : CpApΞi qq ApradΞi q.
The algebraApΞi q is isomorphic to the tensor product of the algebra of the radical
radΞi ΞiXΞσi ofΞi and the symplectic subspace associatedwithΞi .
4 We therefore
have
ApΞi q ApradΞi qbApΞi{radΞi q ApradΞi qbApΞ
red
i
q. (4.28)
The first factor is the center of ApΞi q and thus an abelian algebra of dimension 2d c .
The second factor is a full matrix algebra of dimension 2d s , because Ξi {radΞi is a
symplectic space of symplectic dimension d s pd i d cq{2 with d c  dimpradΞi q.
Therefore, we have the decomposition
ApΞi q 
2dc
à
j1
M2ds . (4.29)
This gives the Bratteli diagram of Weyl algebras an especially simple structure. Ev-
ery layer is completely defined by two integers: the dimension of the radical of Ξi ,
d c , and the dimension of Ξi , d i , because d s  pd i  d cq{2. In each step of the
embedding (starting fromM) d i has to decrease by at least one. We are interested
in maximal depth embeddings, so we will only consider a decrease by one. In this
case d c can either decrease or increase by one, because d i  d c has to either stay
constant or decrease by two in each step. The resulting algebras are always of the
form of Equation (4.29), consisting of 2d c summands, each a full matrix algebra of
dimension 2d s . Furthermore, we immediately obtain a bound on the depth of Clif-
ford memory channels; starting from amemory algebra of n qubits the embedding
will reach Z0  C1 in at most 2n steps. This result has already been obtained in
Corollary 3.7.5.
To determine the edges of the Bratteli diagramwe need the minimal central pro-
jections. If twominimal central projections of adjacent layers have an overlap there
is an edge between the nodes corresponding to the algebras associated to the pro-
jections. We are going to label the minimal central projections by their stabilizer
set. Let ξi be an orthogonal basis of radΞi , then the operators S i  e

i
2
βpξi ,ξi qwpξi q
4
For the basics on symplectic spaces and Weyl systems see Section 2.2.1.
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form a hermitian and unitary basis of CpApΞi qq:
Si  e
i
2
βpξi ,ξi qeiβpξi ,ξi qwpξi q  e

i
2
βpξi ,ξi qwpξi q S i
S iS

i  e
iβpξi ,ξi qwpξi qwpξi q eiβpξi ,ξi qeiβpξi ,ξi qwp0q 1.
Here we used the fact that the underlying field is Z2. Therefore, the results of this
section are only valid for qubits.
EachS i has an eigenspaceHi with a basisψi ,j to eigenvalue 1: S iψi ,j ψi ,j . Now
let P be a projector. IfPS i P , then Pψi ,j PS iψi ,j Pψi ,j and thus Pψi ,j  0.
We are now going to create projectors Ppnq with PpnqS i p1qnpξi qPpnq. The map
npξq is an element of the dual space of Ξi and defined by npξq  np
°
i s iξi q 
°
i n i s i , where n i and s i are elements of Z2. There are 2
d c different choices for
the n i and therefore 2d c different projectors for a given isotropic space radΞi . The
multiplication of Ppnq with arbitrary Weyl operators wpξq  wp
°
i s iξi q is defined
by the multiplication with the stabilizers S i  e

i
2
βpξi ,ξi qwpξi q:
Ppnqwpξq  Ppnqwp
¸
i
s iξi q
 Ppnq
¹
i
es i
i
2
βpξi ,ξi qS
s i
i


¹
i
es i
i
2
βpξi ,ξi q

¹
i
p1qn i s iξiPpnq


¹
i
es i
i
2
βpξi ,ξi q

p1qnpξqPpnq.
Nowwe are going to build an operator with these properties. As we are in the center
of ApΞi q all operators commute and we can build up the whole operator by factors
Pi pnq for all the basis elements S i . Each S i squares to 1 as it is unitary and hermi-
tian. So it makes sense to use the ansatz Pi pnq λ1pn , i q1 λ2pn , i qS i : we obtain
Pi pnqS i λ1pn , i qS i  λ2pn , i q1
!
p1qn i pλ1pn , i q1 λ2pn , i qS i q .
We can choose λ1pn , i q  1{2 and obtain λ2pn , i q  p1qn i 1{2. Thus Pi pnq 
1
2
p1 p1qn iS i q and
Ppnq 
¹
i
1
2
p1 p1qn iS i q . (4.30)
As Pi pnq2  Pi pnq it is easy to check that Ppnq2  Ppnq. It is also easy to see that
the projectors are actually minimal: each basis element S i is projected onto either
Ppnq orPpnq by Ppnq. A general element of CpApΞi qq ApradΞi q is therefore pro-
jected onto a multiple of Ppnq. Thus every Ppnq projects onto a one-dimensional
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subspace. Is is important to note that all the projectors Ppnq are actually different
and orthogonal. The product of Ppnq and Ppm q, n m is
PpnqPpm q 
¹
i
1
2
p1 p1qn iS i q
¹
j
1
2
 
1 p1qm jS j


¹
i
1
4
 
1 p1qn iS i  p1q
m iS i  p1q
n i m i1


¹
i |n im i
1
2
p1 p1qn iS i q
¹
i |n im i
1
4
 
p1qn iS i  p1q
n i 1S i

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
0
 0,
because for n m there is at least one i with n i m i .
To derive the Bratteli diagram of a reversible finite depth Clifford channel or Clif-
ford causal operation wewill always use the channel. If we are given a causal opera-
tion T wewill first determine the channel S that implements T using the algorithm
described in Section 4.3.1 and derive the Bratteli diagram from the channel.
We start from the channels phase space matrix s which acts on the space Ξ. Its
restriction tomemory outputs sˆmaps fromΞM toΞwith sˆξM  sMξM`sMA ξM .
It is therefore sufficient to look at thememory tomemory transformation sM which
acts on the memory phase space ΞM  Z
2m
2 . The corresponding algebra is M 
ApΞM q. The subalgebras Zn are defined via subspaces of the memory phase space:
we have Zn  ApΞn q, where Ξn 
 
ξ PΞM |s
n
Mξ 0
(
. The spaces Ξn can be easily
constructed from thememory phase space using the transformation sM . Let ξ P Ξn ,
then
ξ PΞn ô s
n
M
ξ 0ô sn1M sMξ 0ô sMξ P Ξn1, (4.31)
and consequently Ξn1 sMΞn . Given ΞτΞM we can compute all Ξn via Ξτn 
snMΞM .
Let ξM ,i be a basis of ΞM , then ξn ,i  s
τn
M ξ is a (overcomplete) basis of Ξn . The
dimension of d n Ξn equals the rank of the basis ξn ,i . If we only want to compute
the layers of the Bratteli diagram we only need the dimension d n ,c of the radical
radΞn . We can compute it using the commutativity matrix cn ,i j  σpξn ,i ,ξn ,j q.5
By definition σ vanishes on radΞn while on Ξredn cn ,i j has full rank because Ξ
red
n
is
a symplectic space of dimension d n ,s . Thus d n ,s  rankpcn ,i j q{2 and d n ,c  d n 
2d n ,s  rankpξn ,i q rankpcn ,i j q. Using (4.29) we obtain
Zn 
2dn ,c
à
k1
M2dn ,s . (4.32)
5
For more information on the commutativity matrix see Section 7.2.3.
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To determine the full diagram we have to explicitly calculate radΞn and use (4.30)
to calculate the projectors. The edges are determined by the overlap between the
projections associated to the nodes.
Remark4.4.2. It is also easy to directly derive the diagram from the causal operation.
Given the images of the right half chain, we take those that are also supported on the
left half chain. This is a finite set, because T has finite depth. The support of those
images on the left halfchain forms the memory algebra. To get the subalgebras Zi we
take those images, whose support is of length¤ i on the left halfchain. Then we can
calculate the the Bratteli layers from the decomposition of Zi and the edges from the
overlap of the minimal central projections of adjacent layers.
We conclude this subsection with an illustrative example.
Example 4.4.3. The Bratteli diagram of the memory algebra can be derived directly
from the memory-to-memory transformation of a Clifford memory channel. Let us
consider the channel S which, reduced to memory output observables, implements
the following transformation Sˆ
X I I ÞÑ I Z Z Z X
Z I I ÞÑ X I I X X
I X I ÞÑ I X Z Z Z
I Z I ÞÑ X X Y X I
I I X ÞÑ Z I Y Y I
I I Z ÞÑ I X I X X ,
where the blue parts of the images are located on the input systems, while the black
parts are located on thememory. The blue parts will not be used to derive the Bratteli
diagram. The memory-to-memory transformation has the phase space representa-
tion
sM 








0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The diagram is derived starting from the standard basis of the 3-qubit phase space. It
has a trivial symplectic complement, thus there is only one minimal central projec-
tion in the algebra and we have a full matrix algebra as expected. For the next step of
the diagramwe determine the new phase space by acting with sM on the basis of the
first step. Thematrix sM does not have full rank, so in the second step the phase space
has a non-trivial symplectic complement. We have two minimal central projections
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and the algebra Z5 decomposes into two summands: Z5M4`M4. For the further
steps we obtain the spaces accordingly and arrive at the Bratteli diagram shown in
Figure 4.8.
Z0 1
JJ
JJ
JJ
tt
tt
tt
Z1 1

 77
7 1
77
7


Z2 1
77
7 1
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ 1
mmm
mmm
mmm
1


Z3 2
JJ
JJ
JJ 2
tt
tt
tt
Z4 4
77
7


Z5 4
77
7 4


M 8
Figure 4.8: Bratteli diagram of the example Cliord memory channel
4.5 Causal inverses
In the following we will determine the conditions for causal reversibility and inves-
tigate the memory requirements of channel implementations of causal inverses.
The definition of the causal inverse uses the lattice translation τ which only makes
sense if the lattice is translation invariant. Therefore, we always assume the system
to be translation invariant. However, we make no assumption on the size of the
systems Ai , thus they can be composite systems leading to a system that is only
translation invariant by shifts by n subsystems. The operation itself does not have
to be translation invariant.
Theorem 4.5.1. Let T : AZ Ñ AZ be a causal operation and let τ P N. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
1. T is a C-automorphism with depth τ.
2. T is injective and there is a causal operation T 1 with TT 1ττ.
3. T is surjective and there is a causal operation T 2 with T 2T ττ.
A causal operation T with these properties is called causally reversible. T 1 and T 2 are
uniquely determined by T and related by T 2ττττT 1.
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Proof.
1.ñ 2. We know that T is an automorphism so it is injective. Furthermore T1
exists and we can define T 1  T1ττ, therefore TT 1  ττ. Now we use the
causality and finite depth of T to prove causality of T 1. The neighborhood of
T isN pT q  tpi , j q|i ¤ j ^ i ¥ j τu. It follows that
N pT 1q  N pT1q N pττq

 
pi ,k q|Dj , pi , j q PN pT q1^pj ,k qPN pττq
(

t
pi ,k q|Dj , j ¤ i ^ j ¥ i τ^ j  k τu

t
pi ,k q|i ¤ k ^ i ¥ k τu
and T 1 is causal.
2.ñ 3. Assume T is not surjective. It follows that there exists an element A P AZ
such that there is no element B PAZ with T rAs B . This implies TT 1rAZs 
AZ which is a contradiction to TT 1  ττ. Thus T is bijective and therefore a
unique two sided inverse T1 exists. Then T 1  T1ττ and T 2  ττT1. We
thus have T 2ττ  ττT 1. Using this relation and the causality of T 1 we now
prove causality of T 2:
N pT 2q  N pττq N pT 1q N pττq

t
pi ,k q|Dj , pi , j q PN pττq^pj ,k q PN pT 1qu N pττq

t
pi ,k q|i ¤ k τ^ i ¥ k 2τuN pττq

t
pi , l q|Dl , i ¤ k τ^ i ¥ k 2τ^k  l  τu

t
pi , l q|i ¤ l ^ i ¥ l τu ,
and thus T 2 causal.
3.ñ 1. First we show that T is an automorphism. Assume T is not injective, then
there exist elements A ,B PAZ such that T rAs  T rBs. It follows that ττrAs 
pT 2  T qrAs  pT 2  T qrBs  ττrBs. As the lattice translation τ is an auto-
morphism we have A  B and T is injective. Therefore, T is invertible and
the only thing left to show is that it preserves the structure, i.e. T rABs 
T rAsT rBs. Every completely positive map (on C algebras) fulfills T rXX s¥
T rX sT rX s and T rXs T rX s.6 We have
XX  T rT1rXX ss
¥ T rT1rX sT1rX ss
¥ T rT1rX ssT rT1rX ss
 XX .
6
See [25] Propositions 3.3 and 2.12
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Both inequalities have to hold tight and thus we obtain
T rT1rX sT1rX ss T rT1rX ssT rT1rX ss.
AsT is invertible it is bijective and so is T1. To each Y PAZ there is an X PAZ
such that Y  T1rX s and we have T rY Y s  T rY sT rY s @Y P AZ. Now we
evaluate this for Y A  B and Y A  i B which gives us
T rABs T rBAs  T rAsT rBs T rBsT rAs,
T rABsT rBAs  T rAsT rBsT rBsT rAs
and by combination of both
T rABs T rAsT rBs @A ,B PAZ.
Thus T is an automorphism.
To prove that T has finite depth τ we use the neighborhood calculus. As T is bi-
jective, a unique two-sided inverse T1 exists and T1  ττT 2. By Lemma 3.1.4
N pT1q tpi , j q|pi τ, j qPN pT 2qu and
N pT q  tpi , j q|pj τ, i q PN pT 2qu

t
pi , j q| i ¥ j τu .
By assumption T is causal and therefore N pT q  tpi , j q| i ¤ j ^ i ¥ j τu. Thus T
has finite depth τ.
The minimal shift ττ that is achievable is determined by the depth τ of the op-
eration T . Larger shifts would of course be possible, but usually one is interested
in the minimal delay between encoding and decoding and therefore the minimal
shift.
4.5.1 Construction of the causal inverse
This section will answer two questions: How do we construct a causal inverse of a
finite depth causal operation and how can we use the notion of causal operations
and causal inverses to construct on-line inverses for memory channels.
The answer to the first question is basically given in Theorem 4.5.1: the right
causal inverse T 1 of a causal process T with depth τ is given by T1ττ. As we want
to implement the inversion after the operation we are only interested in the right
inverse. However, for the left inverse everything works analogously. This definition
of the right causal inverse uses the inverse T1 of T , which we do not know yet
how to compute. Fortunately, the decomposition of T as a series of memory chan-
nels gives us a direct way to determine T1. Using the decomposition introduced
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in Lemma 4.1.2 and Section 4.3 we derive a memory channel representation S i of
T . We then invert all the unitaries S i as well as their ordering and construct the
inverse T1 using Lemma 4.1.2 and Corollary 4.1.4 (with the difference that T1
will be anti-causal instead of causal and the concatenation of the channels S1i will
be a memory channel transmitting information backwards in time, an anti-causal
memory channel).7 Nowwe apply the shift ττ and obtain T 1.
To determine an on-line inverse of a quantum memory channel, e.g. an on-line
decoder for a quantum convolutional code, we use a similar construction. In this
case the starting point is a strictly forgetful memory channel S with memory depth
τ. We first take the inverse S1 and transform it into an anti-causal operation T1,
which we shift by τ to obtain a causal operation T 1. Nowwe can decompose T 1 into
a memory channel S1 which is a causal inverse of S. The memory needed for S1 will
be discussed in the next section.
4.5.2 Memory requirements of the causal inverses
In this section we investigate bounds on the memory needed for the channel im-
plementation of the (right) inverse causal process T 1 of a strictly forgetful causal
process T given only partial knowledge of T . Wewill consider two cases: τ is known
and only thememory dimensionm pT q  indpT q is known. As shown in Section 4.1
we can assumeMMm to be a full matrix algebra.
Lemma 4.5.2. Let T be a causal process with memory depth τ, then the left inverse
T 1 exists and
m pT 1q 
d τ
m pT q
, (4.33)
where d  dimpAi q is the cell dimension.
Proof. By Theorem 4.5.1 the left inverse T 1 exists. By (3.15) and Theorem 4.2.1 the
minimal memory dimensions fulfillm pT qm pT 1q  d τ. The result follows immedi-
ately.
If only the memory dimension of the causal process T is known, we have to dis-
tinguish two cases; the corresponding automorphism T contains a global shift or it
is free of global shifts, as introduced in Definition 3.3.4.8
If T is allowed to contain shifts, there is no lower bound on the memory needed
by the inverse T 1. T could be a shift itself leading to T 1  id which needs memory
7
The decomposition of anti-causal operations into an anti-causal memory channel works exactly
as in the causal case, just with a reversed time direction. The same is true for building an
anti-causal operation out of an anti-causal memory channel.
8
If the process is not translation-invariant it can contain shifts locally (See Figure 3.8).
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dimension 1 corresponding to nomemory at all. However, there is an upper bound
on the required memory. Givenm pT q, τ is bounded by τ¤ 2pm pT q1q (4.27) and
m pT 1q 
d τ
m pT q
¤
d 2pmpTq1q
m pT q
. (4.34)
In Figure 4.9 this is illustrated for qubits.
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Figure 4.9: Possible combinations of memory requirements for T and T 1 when T
is allowed to contain arbitrary shifts; the cell dimension is 2, the unit
is the number of qubits. The light blue area is the area allowed by
Equation (4.34). The blue dots are the possible combinations in the
general case and the red dots are the possible combinations in the
Cliord case
For the case without global shifts we can obtain a lower bound, because we can
determine the depth of the causal inverse T 1.
Lemma 4.5.3. Let T be global-shift-free, causal and of memory depth τ. Then T 1 is
causal, global-shift-free and of depth τ.
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Proof. We know N pT q  tpi , j q|i ¤ j ^ i ¥ j τuwhere both inequalities are tight
for at least one j each (the index j can be different for the inequalities). From
Lemma 3.1.3 we get N pT1q  tpi , j q|i ¤ j  τ^ i ¥ j u where again both inequal-
ities are tight for at least one j each. T1 is anti-causal and global-shift-free. From
Theorem 4.5.1 we know that T 1T1ττ and
N pT 1q  N pT1q N pττq

t
pi ,k q|Dj , i ¤ j  τ^ i ¥ j ^k  j  τu

ti ¤ k ^ i ¥ k τu .
Again, the inequalities are tight for at least one k each and thus T 1 is causal, global-
shift-free, and of depth τ.
So the memory depth of T 1 is the same as the depth of T and we can formulate a
bound analogous to (4.34) and get
m pT q¤
d 2pmpT
1
q1q
m pT 1q
(4.35)
which gives us an implicit lower bound onm pT 1q givenm pT q. The result is shown
in Figure 4.10 for qubits.
If we know the shift contained in T , we can also derive upper and lower bounds.
The decomposition of T into T  T˜τλ (Lemma 3.3.5) together with (4.33) gives us
τ¤ 2pm pT q{d λ1q λ and thus
m pT 1q¤
1
m pT q
d
2pmpTq
dλ
1q λ, (4.36)
which contains (4.34) as a special case. To obtain a lower bound we consider the
neighborhood of T 1 and obtain T 1  T1ττ  τλTˆ1ττ, where we used Theo-
rem 4.5.1 and again Lemma 3.3.5. The neighborhood is given via
N pT 1q  N pτλq N pTˆ q1 N pττq

t
pi ,k q|Dj , j  i λ^k ¤ j ^k ¥ j τ λuN pττq

t
pi ,k q|k ¤ x λ^k ¥ j τuN pττq

t
pi , j q|Dk , k ¤ i λ^k ¥ i τ^k  j τu

t
pi , j q|i ¤ j λ^ i ¥ j τ λu.
T 1 is causal, global-shift-free, and of depth τ1τλ. Using 4.33 we get the implicit
lower bound
m pT qdλ¤
d 2pmpT
1
q1q
m pT 1q
. (4.37)
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Figure 4.10: Possible combinations of memory requirements for T and T 1 when T
is global-shift-free; the cell dimension is 2, the unit is the number of
qubits. The light blue area is the area allowed by Equations (4.34)
and (4.35). The blue dots are the possible combinations in the gen-
eral case and the red dots are the possible combinations in the Cliord
case
Now let us assume that Ai pMp qbk , where p is a prime; the systems each con-
sist of k qudits of dimension p . It follows that d  p k , m pT q  indpT q  p t , and
m pT 1q  indpT 1q  p r (see Lemma 4.1.2). In this case the upper bound is
r ¤ 2k pp ptkλq1q kλ t (4.38)
which is derived taking the logarithm to basis p on both sides of the general bound.
It is easy to see, that the upper bound is shifted to higher values ofm pT q byλ, where
k acts as a factor in this shift. The implicit lower bound is
t ¤ 2k pp r 1q kλ r. (4.39)
Again λ introduces a shift on the bound towards higher values ofm pT q. A shift in
T does not change the shape of the region of allowed memory combinations but
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shifts it along them pT q axis. The superposition of all the shifted regions gives the
region for unknown shift shown in Figure 4.9.
In the above analysis we used a very general bound on the memory depth τ. For
special classes of channels this bound is stricter. For a reversible Clifford channel T
with n of qudits memory the memory depth is τ¤ 2logppm pT qq  2n , where p is
the dimension of the qudits (see Corollary 3.7.5). Analogous to the general case we
use the index formula to determine thememory depth when the shift is known and
obtain τ¤ 2logp pm pT q{p
kλ
q λ. Using the notation of the prime-power case the
upper bound is
r ¤p2k 1qpt kλq. (4.40)
Similarly we derive the lower bound
r ¥
t kλ
2k 1
. (4.41)
The region of possible memory combinations for Clifford channels is smaller than
the general region. Its boundaries are given by linear relations in contrast to the ex-
ponential relations of the general region. An especially interesting case ism pT q is
prime and λ 0. Thenm pT 1q m pT q; the inverse always needs the same amount
of memory as the channel. In Figure 4.11 the dependence of the possible combina-
tions on k is shown.
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Figure 4.11: Possible combinations of memory requirements for T and T 1 for 1
and 2 qubits of memory. The larger areas are for 2 qubits of memory.
The lled areas are for the general case, the dots are for the Cliord
case, where the blue dots are for two qubits of memory and the red
dots for one qubit.
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Parts of thematerial in this chapter have been published in:
Johannes Gütschow, Sonja Uphoff, Reinhard F. Werner, and
Zoltán Zimborás
Time asymptotics and entanglement generation of Clifford
quantum cellular automata
Journal of Mathematical Physics, 51(1), 2010, [arXiv:0906.3195]
Johannes Gütschow
Entanglement generation of Clifford quantum cellular automata
Applied Physics B, 98(4), 2009, [arXiv:1001.1062]
In this chapter we will study Clifford Quantum Cellular Automata (CQCAs) and
their time evolution and entanglement generation properties. CQCAs are a special
class of Quantum Cellular Automata first described in [33]. As the name indicates,
they are QCAs that use the Clifford group operations. They can be defined for arbi-
trary lattice dimensions and prime cell dimensions. CQCAs are defined as follows:
Definition 5.0.4. A Clifford QuantumCellular Automaton T is an automorphism of
the quasi-local observable algebra of the infinite spin chain that maps tensor prod-
ucts of Paulimatrices tomultiples of tensor products of Paulimatrices and commutes
with the lattice translation τ.
This chapter is organized as follows: First, wewill briefly introduce a classical de-
scription of CQCAs. In the following part, Section 5.1, we will introduce the three
classes of CQCAs: periodic CQCAs, CQCAs with gliders and fractal CQCAs. the lat-
ter class produced spacetime images with a fractal structure and will be further in-
vestigated in Chapter 6. The focus will be on the glider class, where we will prove
equivalence relations for glider CQCAs. In Section 5.2 wewill deal with states which
are invariant under CQCA action and consider the convergence of states to invari-
ant states. Using these results we will study the entanglement generation of CQ-
CAs starting from stabilizer states and quasi-free states. In Section 5.5 we will give
a short review of applications of Clifford quantum cellular automata in quantum
computational schemes. In the final Section 5.7 we will show how CQCAs can be
implemented by quantum circuits and quantummemory channels.
Our goal is to find a classical description of the CQCAs. It is well known that Clif-
ford operations can be simulated efficiently by a classical computer. Therefore, it
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is not surprising that an efficient classical description of CQCAs exists. This de-
scription was introduced in [33]. We will only give a short overview of the topic, for
proofs and details we refer to the existing literature.
Let us start with a short outline of the constructionweuse. Weyl operators (tensor
products of (generalized) Pauli matrices) are a basis of the (quasi-local) observable
algebra. Every CQCA T maps Weyl operators to multiples of Weyl operators. The
factor can only be a complex phase, that can be fixed uniquely by the phase of sin-
gle cell Weyl operators. We can thus describe the action of the CQCA T on Pauli ma-
trices by a classical cellular automaton t acting on their labels “1,2,3” forσ1,σ2,σ3.
We could keep track of the phase separately, but for our analysis this is unnecessary.
As introduced in Section 2.2 we use Weyl systems to map (generalized) Pauli matri-
ces andproducts thereof to a classical space called phase space. Before we continue
with the mathematical definition, we want to illustrate the classical description by
a simple example:
Example 5.0.5. We define our example CQCA on the algebraApZq of observables on
a spin chain1 by the rule
Ti : Ai ÑAN i ,
T rσi1s  T0rσ
i
1s  σ
i
3,
T rσi3s  T0rσ
i
3s  σ
i1
3 bσ
i
1bσ
i 1
3 .
The image ofσ2 follows from the product of the images ofσ1 andσ3, since we require
T0 to be a homomorphism (see Section 3.2):
T rσi2s T0rσ
i
2sσ
i1
3 bσ
i
2bσ
i 1
3 .
The global transformation T has to be an automorphism to be a CQCA. Aswe already
defined the image of σ2 to be the product of σ1 and σ3 we only have to check if the
commutation relations are preserved to verify that T is an automorphism:
rT rσi1s,T rσ
j
1ss  rσ
i
3,σ
j
3s 0,
rT rσi3s,T rσ
j
3ss  rσ
i1
3 bσ
i
1bσ
i 1
3 ,σ
j1
3 bσ
j
1bσ
j 1
3 s 0,
and
rT rσi3s,T rσ
j
1ss rσ
i1
3 bσ
i
1bσ
i 1
3 ,σ
j
3s 0 i  j ,
tT rσi3s,T rσ
j
1su tσ
i1
3 bσ
i
1bσ
i 1
3 ,σ
j
3u 0 i  j .
The translates of Pauli matrices and their tensor products form a basis of the ob-
servable algebra so we can extend T to the whole algebra using its definition on
1
The algebra is the UHF (Uniformly HyperFinite) algebra ApZq :
Â
 8
k8
M2.
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single site Pauli matrices. This automaton will be used extensively in the follow-
ing parts of the section, so we give it the name Gs . By neglecting a global phase,
we can also think of the CQCA TG as a classical automaton acting on the labels
p1 pσ1,2 pσ2,3 pσ3,0 pσ0  1q of the Pauli matrices. We define the operation
d to have the following properties to resemble to the multiplication of Pauli matri-
ces: i d i  0, i d j  k for i , j ,k  1,2,3 with i  j  k and 0d i  i d 0  i for
i  0, . . . ,3.
Nowwe can illustrate the evolution of the observableσ13 bσ
0
2bσ
1
1 as follows (the
underlined labels are situated at the origin):
gs p321q  gs p300q gs p020q gs p001q 
3 1 3
d 3 2 3
d 3
 3 i2 i1 0
p321q.
We notice that the observable moves on the lattice under the action of the CQCA Gs
but is not changed otherwise. We call observables with this property gliders. Their
existence can be observed easily, when we consider the space-time images of one-cell
observables. Single site observables σ1 and σ3 generate “checkerboards” of σ1 and
σ3 matrices. Asσ1 is mapped to σ3 in the first step, the σ1-checkerboard is the same
as the σ3-checkerboard shifted one step in time. If we additionally shift one of them
in the space direction by one cell, the checkerboards are exactly the same up to two
diagonals and thus cancel out as shown in Figure 5.1. We thus produceda very simple
observableσ1bσ3 on which the automaton acts as a translation—a basic glider.
x
t
0 1 2 3 4-1-2-3-4
0
1
2
3
4
Ä
=
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 43210-1
Z X
Figure 5.1: Glider of the example CQCA (5.1); the blue boxes represent σ1, the
yellow ones σ3.
Another interesting property, as shown in [33], of this automaton is the fact that it
maps the “all spins up” product state to a cluster-state, which is a one-dimensional
version of the two-dimensional resource-state for the “One Way Quantum Comput-
ing” scheme by Raussendorf and Briegel [2]. It is also the basic ingredient of a scheme
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of “quantum computation via translation-invariant operations on a chain of qubits”
by Raussendorf [73]. In a similar way, the update rule Gs (but with σ1 and σ3
exchanged) has appeared as the time-evolution of spin chains implemented by a
Hamiltonian that is subjected to periodic quenches [74, 75]. It has even been realized
experimentally in an NMR-System [76]. More information on the quantum comput-
ing schemes that use CQCAs can be found in Section 5.4.
Nowwe introduce the phase space description for general CQCAs. It is based on the
theory of Weyl systems which relate generalized Pauli matrices to a classical vector
space we call phase space. This is introduced in Section 2.2. Here we will only give a
short example to show how tensor products of Pauli matrices are described by phase
space vectors ξ using a mapping wpξq :
  1bσ11 bσ
0
2bσ
1
3bσ
2
1b1   w

   0 1 1 0 1 0   
   0 0 1 1 0 0   


.
The automaton Gs can now be described by a a classical CA gs which can be rep-
resented by a 2 2-matrix with polynomial entries which we will also denote by gs .
We first illustrate this with our example CQCA Gs .
In phase space our CQCA-rule reads
gs

1
0




0 0 0
0 1 0


,
gs

0
1




0 1 0
1 0 1


,
gs

1
1




0 1 0
1 1 1


.
Now we transform the binary strings to Laurent polynomials by indicating the po-
sition by multiplication with a variable u and adding all terms from the different
positions to a Laurent polynomial:
gs

1
0




0
1


,
gs

0
1




1
u1 u


,
gs

1
1




1
u1 1 u


.
We arrange the images of p
1
0
q and p
0
1
q in a 22-matrix
gs 

0 1
1 u1 u


. (5.1)
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The image under Gs of an arbitrary tensor product of Pauli matrices is now deter-
mined by themultiplication of the corresponding vector of polynomials by thematrix
representation gs of Gs . We will later argue that this works for all CQCA.
Now we come back to the mathematical definition of CQCAs: as a reminder we
will briefly repeat the properties of Weyl systems introduced in Section 2.2. The
Weyl operators fulfill the relation
wpξ ηq e
2pii
p
pηXξZ qwpξqwpηq
and therefore the commutation relation
wpξqwpηq  e
2pii
p
pξXηZξZηX qwpηqwpξq.
In the following we will use "p  expp2pii{pq to simplify the notation. In both cases
terms of the type ξXηZ are scalar products where the addition is carried out mod-
ulo 2. The arguments of the Weyl operators are elements of a vector space over the
finite field Zp , the phase space, and thus commute. Of course the corresponding
Weyl operators do not necessarily commute. Their commutation relations are en-
coded in the symplectic formσpξ,ηq βpξ,ηqβpη,ξqξXηZ ξZηX PZp .
To further simplify our classical description, we transform the binary strings to
Laurent polynomials as introduced in Section 2.2.6. Our example observable then
looks like

   0 1 1 0 1 0   
   0 0 1 1 0 0   


ÞÑ

u1 1 u 2
1 u


.
The function w now maps vectors of Laurent polynomials to tensor products of
Pauli matrices.
Now we describe CQCAs in this picture. A CQCA T maps every Pauli matrix to
a tensor product of those. Because it is an automorphism and determined by the
local transformation T0 (see Section 3.2) we can calculate the image of any observ-
able from the image of the Pauli matrices it can be decomposed into. Of course
in general the images of neighboring Pauli matrices overlap and have to be multi-
plied. Because we required them to commute this multiplication is uniquely de-
fined. In the phase space picture with binary strings this multiplication becomes
an addition. The CQCAs action is thus a convolution2 Æ of the observables vector of
binary strings pξtX ,ξ
t
Z q
T with the automaton’s single cell images ptXÑX , tXÑZ qT and
ptZÑX , tZÑZ qT:

ξt 1X pxq
ξt 1Z pxq




tXÑX tZÑX
tXÑZ tZÑZ


Æ

ξtX
ξtZ



pxq


ptXÑX Æξ
t
X qpxq ptZÑX Æξ
t
Z qpxq
ptXÑZ Æξ
t
X qpxq ptZÑZ Æξ
t
Z qpxq


.
2ξÆη
°
y ξpy qτ
y η
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The transformation (2.56) to the Laurent polynomials has the nice property of turn-
ing convolutions into multiplications:
zξÆη 
{
¸
y
ξpy qτyη

¸
x
¸
y
ξpy qηpx   y qu x

¸
kx y
¸
ly
ξpl qηpk qu k l

¸
l
ξpl qu l
¸
k
ηpk qu k
 ξˆ  ηˆ.
Because of this property we refer to (2.56) as an algebraic Fourier transform. We
obtain

ξˆt 1X pu q
ξˆt 1Z pu q




tˆXÑX pu q tˆZÑX pu q
tˆXÑZ pu q tˆZÑZ pu q




ξˆtX pu q
ξˆtZ pu q




tˆXÑX pu q  ξˆ
t
X pu q  tˆZÑX pu q  ξˆ
t
Z pu q
tˆXÑZ pu q  ξˆ
t
X pu q  tˆZÑZ pu q  ξˆ
t
Z pu q


.
In the following wewill omit the hat “ˆ” and the variable u to simplify notation. We
then have
ξt 1  tξt 

t11 t12
t21 t22


ξtX
ξtZ


. (5.2)
As an automorphism the CQCA leaves the commutation relations invariant. A
representation of the CQCA on phase space therefore has to leave the symplectic
formσ invariant.3 Such a translation-invariant symplectic map is called symplectic
cellular automaton (SCA). We can find a SCA and an appropriate phase function
λpξq for every CQCA.
Proposition 5.0.6 ([33]). Let T be a CQCA. Then we can write
T rwpξqsλpξqwptξq (5.3)
with a symplectic cellular automaton t and a translation invariant phase function
λpξq that fulfills
λpξ ηqλpξqλpηq"
βpξ,ηqβptξ,tηq
d
as well as |λpξq|  1 @ξ. Furthermore, λpξq is uniquely determined for all ξ by the
choice of λpξq on one site.
3
See Section 2.2 for a denition of σ.
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In the following analysis of CQCAs we neglect the global phase and consider the
symplectic cellular automata only. As we can always find appropriate phase func-
tions all results for SCAs translate to the world of CQCAs directly. We have already
seen above that there exists a very convenient representation of CQCAs as 2 2-
matrices with polynomial entries. After one further definition we will cite the ac-
cording theorem.
Definition 5.0.7. P is the ring of Laurent polynomials overZp . R is the subring ofP ,
which consists of all polynomials, which are reflection invariant with center u  0.
Theorem 5.0.8 ([33]). Every CQCA T is represented up to a phase by a unique 22-
matrix twith entries from P . Such a matrix represents a CQCA if and only if
• detptqu 2a , a PZ;
• all entries are symmetric polynomials centeredaround the same (but arbitrary)
lattice point a ;
• the entries of both column vectors, which are the pictures of p1,0q and p0,1q,
are coprime.4
For proofs of Proposition 5.0.6 and Theorem 5.0.8 we refer to [33].
We can further simplify these statements by only considering automata centered
around 0. The lattice translation τ is a SCA that by definition commutes with all
other SCAs. Its matrix is
τ

u1 0
0 u1


. (5.4)
The determinant is given by detpτq  u2. Therefore, every SCA with determinant
u2a can be written as the product of the a th power of the lattice translation and
an automaton centered around 0 which has determinant one.5 We call these au-
tomata centered symplectic cellular automata (CSCAs) and in the following sections
we point our focus to those. Centered automata are described by 22matrices over
R.
CSCAs and CQCAs each form a group. This group is generated by a countably
infinite set of basis automata. The CSCA form the group Γ SLp2,Rq, which is the
group of all 22-matrices with determinant 1 over the ringR of centered reflection
invariant Laurent polynomials with binary coefficients. The group Γ0 is the group
of local automata. Their generators are
P 

1 0
1 1


and H 

0 1
1 0


.
4
Two Laurent polynomials are called coprime if the only common divisors are monomials.
5
The lattice translation τ shifts states to the right, so observables are shifted to the left and
thus we have negative powers of u .
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Additionally we have the shear transformations
Sn :

1 0
u n  un 1


, n PN
which complete the set of generators of Γ. For proofs see [33].
5.1 Classification
In the following we will only consider the evolution of single cell observables and
gliders. Any observable can be represented by products and sums of single cell ob-
servables, becauseWeyl operators formabasis of the observable algebra and can be
composed of tensor products of single cell Weyl operators themselves. This product
structure is invariant under the action of the automaton, because the automaton is
an automorphism of the observable algebra. This means that when we discuss the
time evolution of a CQCA T , we will consider the action of powers tn of the matrix
of the CSCA on phase space vectors which only contain constants in the polyno-
mials. For example the image of σ1  wp1,0q after n time steps of T is given by
the first column vector of tn (and a global phase). The matrix t does not always
have an eigenvalue in R, because it is a matrix over a ring without multiplicative
inverses for all elements. But for some of the automata eigenvalues do exist. These
automata are the glider-automata, because, as seen in Example 5.0.5, on a special
set of observables (the gliders) they act as lattice translations. Even the minimal
gliders are multi cell observables, so we study them independently of the single cell
observables.
We will prove that if the trace is a polynomial consisting of only two summands,
i.e. it is of the form tr t  pun   u nq, two eigenvectors exist and the automa-
ton has gliders. If this does not hold, we can distinguish two cases. The trace can
be either a constant, or an arbitrary symmetric polynomial. In the first case the
automaton is periodic, in the second case it generates a time evolution which has
fractal properties. In fact, as wewill prove in Chapter 6, all CSCAs have a self similar
structure. But this structure is trivial for periodic and glider automata, so we only
call the remaining CSCAs fractal. In the glider case we will prove equivalence the-
orems for automata with speed one gliders. We will also give an example to show
that this equivalence does not hold for CSCAswith gliders thatmovemore than one
step.
5.1.1 Periodic automata
CSCAs with matrices that have a trace independent of u show periodic behavior.
Proposition 5.1.1. A CSCA t is periodic if and only if tr t c for c PZp .
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Proof. Let us first assume tr t  c , c P Z. By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we get
t2  t  tr t 1 c t1. Decompositions of higher powers of t can be obtained by
multiplying the decomposition of t2 with t on both sides and using the t2 decom-
position to get down to tn  c˜ t   cˆ1. The coefficients c˜ and cˆ are sums of powers
of c and thus elements of the underlying field Zp . Therefore, there are only finitely
many different decompositions tn  c˜ t  cˆ1 and t is periodic.
If on the other hand tr t  a is a non-constant polynomial, t can not be periodic.
tr tn  a˜ a  2aˆ and a˜ contains a term a n . This is the highest order term appearing
and thus it can not be canceled out by another term in a˜ or aˆ . Thus tr tn has the
highest order term a n 1 and as there are no non-monomial elements inP that have
inverses, we have dgptr tn qndgptr tq. Thus dgptr tnq  dgptr tq if only if dgptr tq  0
and thus tr t  c , c PZp .
Proposition 5.1.2. If the underlying field is Z2, a CSCA t is periodic with period c 2
if trt c for c PZ2.
Proof. Again, using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we get t2  t  tr t  1  c t  1.
Now, if c  0, we have t21. If c  1, we have t3 t2  t  2t 11.
Proposition 5.1.3. Let t be a CSCA, ξ P P2 a non-zero phase space vector and the
underlying field Z2. If tξξ holds, then t is periodic with period two.
Proof. We use t2 t  tr t 1 and tξξ:
t2ξ  ξ
ô pt  tr tqξ 1ξ  ξ
ô ξptr tq  0
ô tr t  0
Thus t is of period two by Proposition 5.1.2.
5.1.2 Automata with gliders
Let us first define our notion of a glider.
Definition 5.1.4. A glider is an observable on which the CQCA T acts as a lattice
translation. In the Laurent polynomial picture a translation is a multiplication by
u n , n P Z. We will refer to an observable, which is mapped to a translated version
of itself by T 2 but not by T as a semi-glider. In the Laurent polynomial picture this
corresponds to a multiplication by u n in every step. The case n  0 is excluded,
because then there is no propagation.
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Wehave already seen this behavior in Example 5.0.5. Nowwe determine the con-
ditions a CQCA has to fulfill to have gliders. In general, we can not diagonalize
the matrices of the corresponding CSCA, because all our calculations are over a fi-
nite field and the entries are polynomials in u . The polynomials are usually not
invertible, so the equations which occur in the diagonalization cannot be solved
mechanically. Furthermore, the diagonal matrix would not correspond to a CSCA
as u n and un are not centered. Hence we take a different approach. First, let us
introduce some terms: we call a glider ξ  pξX ,ξZ q a minimal glider if and only if
its two entries in phase space ξX , ξZ have no common non-invertible divisor6. The
wedge-product of two phase space vectors shall be defined as ξ^ηξXηZηXξZ .
We define the involution of a polynomial p PP as the substitution of u by u1 and
denote it by p¯ . For p P R we have p¯  p . Finally we will also need the following
proposition:
Proposition 5.1.5. In the ring P of Laurent polynomials over the finite field Zp , the
only invertible elements are monomials.
Proof. The inverse element η 
°
jPΥb ju
j of a polynomial ξ 
°
iPΛa iu
i has to
fulfill


¸
jPΥ
b ju
j



¸
iPΛ
a iu
i


¸
i ,j
a ib ju
i j
 1, (5.5)
where Λ and Υ are the localization areas of the polynomials. The localization areas
are each simply connected and thus also contain sites where the coefficients are
zero, if and only if there are sites with nonzero coefficients corresponding to higher
and lower powers (both are necessary). Thus the coefficients of the largest (imax,
jmax) and the lowest (imin, jmin) occurring indices are nonzero. In the product all the
coefficients for indices i   j  0 have to vanish. As the coefficient corresponding to
imin  jmin is nonzero by construction, imin  jmin  0 holds. The same is true for
the maximal indices. Therefore, we have
imin  jmin
imax  jmax.
To fulfill both equations we need imin  imax and jmin  jmax. Thus ξ and η are
monomials.
Nowwe have all we need to prove the following theorems:
Proposition 5.1.6. Given a CSCA t, a non-zero phase space vector ξ, and a non-
identity monomial λwith tξλξ, the following is true:
6
The phase space vector of a minimal glider is maximal with respect to the notation introduced
in [33].
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1. ξ¯ fulfills tξ¯ λ¯ξ¯; thus it is a glider with the same speed but different direction
as ξ.
2. t is uniquely given by
t11 
λξX ξ¯Z  λ¯ξ¯XξZ
ξ^ ξ¯
, (5.6)
t12 
 
λ¯λ

ξX ξ¯X
ξ^ ξ¯
, (5.7)
t21 
 
λ λ¯

ξZ ξ¯Z
ξ^ ξ¯
, (5.8)
t22 
λ¯ξX ξ¯Z λξ¯XξZ
ξ^ ξ¯
. (5.9)
3. t r ptq λ¯ λ
4. All gliders are multiples of
ξ

ξX
ξZ




t12
gcdpλt11 ,t12q
λt11
gcdpλt11 ,t12q


, (5.10)
or
ξ¯

ξ¯X
ξ¯Z




t12
gcdpλt11 ,t12q
λ¯t11
gcdpλt11 ,t12q


. (5.11)
Proof.
1. We use tξ  λξ and take the involution on both sides. t consists of palin-
dromes, thus t¯  t and we have tξ¯ λ¯ξ¯.
2. We write tξλξ and tξ¯ λ¯ξ¯ component wise yielding the four equations
pIq t11ξX   t12ξZ  λξX ,
pIIq t21ξX   t22ξZ  λξZ ,
pI¯q t11ξ¯X   t12ξ¯Z  λ¯ξ¯X ,
pI¯Iq t21ξ¯X   t22ξ¯Z  λ¯ξ¯Z .
Combining them in the right way we have
t11
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 λξX ξ¯Z  λ¯ξ¯XξZ , (5.12)
t12
 
ξ^ ξ¯


 
λ¯λ

ξX ξ¯X , (5.13)
t21
 
ξ^ ξ¯


 
λ λ¯

ξZ ξ¯Z , (5.14)
t22
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 λ¯ξX ξ¯Z λξ¯XξZ . (5.15)
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By assumption, t exists and is a CSCA, so the division by ξ^ ξ¯ gives a poly-
nomial result and we have Equations (5.6) to (5.9). In Proposition 5.1.8 we
will show which conditions ξ has to fulfill in order for the division to be valid.
This in turn guarantees the existence of a CSCA tξ, with a glider ξ.
3.
tr t  t11  t22
λξX ξ¯Z  λ¯ξ¯XξZ   λ¯ξX ξ¯Z λξ¯XξZ
ξ^ ξ¯

 
λ  λ¯
 
ξ^ ξ¯

ξ^ ξ¯
λ  λ¯
4. We now use pIq and pIIq together with det t  1 and tr t λ  λ¯ to derive the a
solution for ξ. We obtain
ξX pλ t11q ξZ t12.
This equation for ξX and ξZ has still one free parameter. One particular solu-
tion for the equation is ξ
ppar t q
X  t12, ξ
ppar t q
Z λ t11. To obtain the minimal
glider we have to divide these components of the particular solution by their
greatest common divisor, and thus obtain (5.10). For (5.11) we do the same
with pI¯q and pI¯Iq. An arbitrary glider can be written as the minimal glider de-
fined by either (5.10) or (5.11) multiplied by a Laurent polynomial in u .
Remark 5.1.7. We could extend our definition of gliders to combinations of CSCAs
and observableswith polynomial eigenvaluesλ. These observableswould bemapped
to products of translates of themselves. We can show that this extension would not
yield any new gliders: a CSCA t has to fulfill dett 1. With pI q to p ¯I I qwe have
det t 
 
ξ^ ξ¯
2

pt11t22  t12t21q 
 
ξ^ ξ¯
2

 
λξX ξ¯Z   λ¯ξ¯XξZ


 
λ¯ξX ξ¯Z  λξ¯XξZ


  
λ¯ λ

ξX ξ¯X


  
λ  λ¯

ξZ ξ¯Z

 λλ¯
 
ξ2
X
ξ¯2
Z
 2ξXξZ ξ¯X ξ¯Z   ξ¯
2
X
ξ2
Z

 λλ¯
 
ξ^ ξ¯
2
ô dett  λλ¯
!
 1
ô λ  un or λ RP .
The only possible solutions are λ  un , n P N, because by Proposition 5.1.5 in P
monomial are the only elements with inverses.
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Proposition 5.1.8. Aminimal ξ PP2 is a glider for a CSCA twith eigenvalueun ,
n PZz0 if and only if ξ^ ξ¯ is a divisor of u n un and ξ^ ξ¯ 0.
Proof. If ξ is a glider for t with eigenvalue u n then ξ is a glider for t with eigen-
valueu n . Furthermore, ξ¯ is a glider for t with eigenvalue un . Thus it suffices to
prove the case u n as all other cases follow.
First, let us assume that ξ is minimal and that ξ^ ξ¯ 0 is a divisor of u n un .
For ξ to be a glider with eigenvalue u n , tξ  u nξ has to hold. We use Equations
(5.12) through (5.15) to construct t. We have to show that (a) tξu nξ, (b) det t  1,
and (c) all the divisions in Equations (5.12) to (5.15) yield elements of P .
Conditions (a) and (b) can be shown by a direct computation. Condition (c) ob-
viously holds for Equations (5.13) and (5.14). For the other two equations we use a
simple trick:
t11
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 u nξX ξ¯Z u
n ξ¯XξZ
 u nξX ξ¯Z u
n ξ¯XξZ  pu
nξX ξ¯Z u
nξX ξ¯Z q
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
0
 pu n unqξX ξ¯Z  u
n
 
ξ^ ξ¯

.
It is now apparent that ξ^ ξ¯ also divides the right hand side of (5.12) if it is a divisor
of u n un . For (5.15) an analogous argument holds.
Now let us show the converse. We assume that a CSCA t with tξu nξ exists. The
matrix t has the formproven in Proposition 5.1.6. The Laurent polynomials form an
Euclidean ring, which implies that the extended Euclidean algorithm is applicable
[77]. Since ξ is minimal, the greatest common divisor of ξX and ξZ is 1, and so,
according to the extended Euclidean algorithm, we can chose ηX and η such that
ξXηξη  gcdpξX ,ξZ q  1.
Then we have
 
u n un


 
u n un


pξXηZ ξZηX q
looooooomooooooon
1,asξmin.

 
ξ¯X η¯Z  ξ¯Z η¯X

looooooomooooooon
1,as ξ¯min.

 
u n un


 
ξX ξ¯XηZ η¯Z ξZ ξ¯XηX η¯Z ξX ξ¯ZηZ η¯X  ξZ ξ¯ZηX η¯X


 
u n un

ξX ξ¯XηZ η¯Z  
 
u n un

ξZ ξ¯ZηX η¯X
unξZ ξ¯XηX η¯Z  u
nξZ ξ¯XηX η¯Z  u
nξX ξ¯ZηX η¯Z u
nξX ξ¯ZηX η¯Z
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
0
 unξX ξ¯ZηZ η¯X u
nξX ξ¯ZηZ η¯X  u
n ξ¯XξZηZ η¯X u
n ξ¯XξZηZ η¯X
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
0
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
 
u n un

ξX ξ¯X
looooooooomooooooooon
t12pξ^ξ¯q
ηZ η¯Z  
 
u n un

ξZ ξ¯Z
looooooooomooooooooon
t21pξ^ξ¯q
ηX η¯X
 
 
unξX ξ¯Z u
nξZ ξ¯X

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
t22pξ^ξ¯q
ηX η¯Z  
 
unξZ ξ¯X u
nξX ξ¯Z

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
t11pξ^ξ¯q
ηZ η¯X
 unηX η¯Z
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 unηZ η¯X
 
ξ^ ξ¯

which implies that ξ^ ξ¯ is nonzero and divides u n un .
We have shown in Proposition 5.1.6 that tr t pun u nq is a necessary condi-
tion for t to have (semi)gliders. The following proposition shows that this condition
is also sufficient.
Proposition 5.1.9. A CSCA possesses gliders with eigenvalues λ
 
u n and λ


λ¯
 
un if and only if trtpun  u nq.
Proof. The “only if” part was already shown in Proposition 5.1.6.
We now assume that tr t  un  u n and use this to evaluate the characteristic
polynomial of t. We have
detptλ1q pt11λq  pt22λq t12t21
!
 0.
Using det t  1 and tr t un  u n we have
λ2λ  pun  u nq 1 0,
which is solved by λ

 un , n P N. Thus the CSCA possesses gliders. The case
tr t pun  u nq works analogously.
Now, after we have found the conditions for the existence of gliders, we want to
investigate if we can find equivalence classes to connect glider CSCAs. If a set of
glider CSCAs can be shown to be equivalent we only need to study one represen-
tative. We will make use of this equivalence to show how invariant quasifree states
can be constructed for a huge set of glider automata by only studying the prototype
G .
Consider an arbitrary CSCA t with (semi-)gliders and a second CSCA b. If we
transform t by conjugating with b we havert  b1tb which, using
trrt  trpb1tbq trp1tq tr t,
has the same trace as t and thus is a (semi-)glider automorphism too. What is
maybe more surprising is that the converse is also true for gliders of propagation
speed one and the same wedge product: any CSCA t with one-step gliders ξ and
ξ^ ξ¯  u1u is equivalent to the standard-glider CSCA gs (5.1) by the equiva-
lence relation t  b1gsb for a CSCA b. CSCAs t with gliders ξwith ξ^ ξ¯u u1
are equivalent to the standard CSCA with the glider ηp 1
u
q.
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Theorem 5.1.10. Let ξpξX , ξZ q P P2 be minimal and ξ^ ξ¯ 0. Then the follow-
ing three statements are equivalent:
1. There is a CSCA twith tξuξ.
2. There is a CSCA bwith bξp
1
u
q.
3. ξ^ ξ¯pu1u q.
Proof.
3ô 1: This has already been shown in Proposition 5.1.8, becausepuu1q is the
only antisymmetric divisor of u u1 and ξ^ ξ¯ is always antisymmetric.7
1ñ 2: We assume that 1 (and therefore also 3) holds and analyze the conditions
this imposes on b: We start constructing b using bξ p 1
u
q, b  b¯, and bξ¯
p
1
u1
q and obtain
pIq b11ξX  b12ξZ  1,
pIIq b21ξX  b22ξZ  u ,
pI¯q b11ξ¯X  b12ξ¯Z  1,
pI¯Iq b21ξ¯X  b22ξ¯Z  u1.
Using combinations of these equations we can derive conditions on b. For
b11 we have
pIq  ξ¯Z pI¯q ξZ
ô b11ξX ξ¯Z  b12ξZ ξ¯Z b11ξ¯XξZ b12ξ¯ZξZ  ξ¯Z ξZ
ô b11
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 ξ¯Z ξZ . (5.16)
Similarly one can derive
b12
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 ξX  ξ¯X , (5.17)
b21
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 
 
u ξ¯Z u
1ξZ

, (5.18)
b22
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 
 
u1ξX u ξ¯X

. (5.19)
First we need to show that the matrix b is actually a CSCA, i.e. that (a) all the
right sides of the equations (5.16) to (5.19) can be divided by ξ^ ξ¯ and (b)
detb  1. All bi j have to be reflection invariant. That is guaranteed because
7
By ξ antisymmetric we mean ξpu n q  ξpunq. For qubits symmetric and anti-symmetric
are the same.
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we constructed b in a symmetric way. To show (a) we rewrite the right hand
sides of (5.18) and (5.19):
b21
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 

u1ξZ u
1ξZ
	
,
b22
 
ξ^ ξ¯

 

u1ξX  u1ξX
	
.
Now all the right hand sides are of the form η η¯ and therefore antisymmet-
ric. This implies that they can be divided by u u1 which proves (a).
(b) can be shown by direct computation:
detb 
1
 
ξ^ ξ¯
2 
 

 
ξ¯Z ξZ


 
u1ξX u ξ¯X

	
 
u ξ¯Z u
1ξZ


 
ξX  ξ¯X


1
 
ξ^ ξ¯
2 
 
u1u


 
ξ^ ξ¯



pu1u q
ξ^ ξ¯
!
 1.
Now we see that only gliders with the same wedge product can be mapped
onto each other. Gliders ξ with ξ^ ξ¯  u u1 can be mapped onto p 1
u
q
and gliders with ξ^ ξ¯u1u can bemapped onto p1
u
q.
This step only works for ξ^ ξ¯pu1 u q which corresponds to one step
gliders. Later on, we will consider gliders with higher propagation speed and
give counterexamples to similar notions of equivalence for their automata.
2ñ 3: A direct computation shows that
ξ^ ξ¯ detb
loomoon
1
pξ^ ξ¯q bξ^bξ¯p
1
u
q
^
p
1
u1
q

 
u1u

.
This completes our proof.
Remark 5.1.11. For semigliders with eigenvalue u an analogous theorem holds.
We only ommitted the caseu to avoid confusion with the of the wedge product.
Wenow show that for automata with higher propagation speed the gliders are not
equivalent in the above sense. It is apparent from Proposition 5.1.8 that for a fixed
n ¡ 1 there are gliders with wedge products that differ by more than a sign. These
can not be transformed into each other, because the wedge product is invariant
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under transformation with CSCAs (see Theorem 5.1.10, part 2). Another way to see
that there are different types of n-step glider automata, is the fact that we always
have automata which are powers of one-step automata and also automata whose
roots are not CSCAs. These can not be transformed into each other. But even au-
tomata for gliders with the same wedge product can not always be connected by a
third CSCA. To show this, it is sufficient to find two phase space vectors ξ andηwith
ξ^ ξ¯  η^ η¯ and ξ^ ξ¯ dividing pun u nq for some n which can not be trans-
formed into each other by a CSCA.We choose the vectors ξp 1
u u 2
q, ηp1 u
u 2
q and
Z2 as the underlying field. Their wedge product ξ^ξ¯η^η¯u2 u1 u u 2
divides pu3 u 3q. It is a valid wedge product for a 3-step glider. If an automaton
b with bηξ existed, it would have to fulfill the equations
b11ηX  b12ηZ  ξX  1
b11η¯X  b12η¯Z  ξ¯X  1.
From these we obtain
b11pη^ η¯q  η¯Z  ηZ
ô b11pu
2
 u1 u  u 2q  u2 u 2
which can not be solved by any b11 PR.
5.1.3 Fractal automata
All CSCAs that are neither periodic nor have gliders are called fractal. Fractal means
that the graph of the spacetime evolution of one cell observables is self similar in
the limit of infinitely many timesteps. We will prove the self similarity of all CSCA
time evolutions in Chapter 6. As the self similarities for glider and periodic CSCAs
are trivial we only call the remaining CQCAs fractal. Most but not all fractal CSCA
actually produce a spacetime image of non-integer fractal dimension, while peri-
odic and glider CSCA have spacetime images of integer dimension. Here we only
give an example to illustrate the self similarity. The evolution of the automaton
f

0 1
1 u1 1 u


(5.20)
is shown in Figure 5.2.
Nevertheless, we will state one short lemma that we will need later on to prove
the convergence of product states.
Lemma 5.1.12. If a CSCA t is fractal, tn for n PN is also fractal.
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of a fractal CSCA (5.20); time increases upwards. The
dierent colors illustrate the dierent Pauli matrices.
Proof. We prove that tn is fractal by showing that it can be neither periodic nor
have gliders. Obviously, no power of t can be periodic if t is not periodic, so only
the glider case remains. If tn has minimal gliders ξ and ξ¯, then by
tn ptξq  ttnξλptξq
tξ is also a glider for tn with the same eigenvalue λ and thus a multiple of ξ. Hence
tξ  λ˜ξ holds for a monomial8 λ˜. If λ˜  1 the automaton would be periodic by
Proposition 5.1.3 which has already been ruled out. For λ˜ un , which is the only
other possibility, t has gliders. Thus for tn to have gliders t has to have gliders. This
is a contradiction to the assumption that t is fractal. So any power of a fractal CSCA
is always fractal.
5.2 Time asymptotics
In this section, we will consider different types of states on a spin chain and their
evolution under CQCA action. Our focus lies on the search for invariant states and
the convergence of other states towards invariant states. We consider special types
of states: product states, stabilizer states andquasifree states. Because CQCAs act in
a translation-invariant manner, it is natural to look at translation-invariant states.
8
By remark 5.1.7 the only possible eigenvalues are monomials.
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We will therefore only consider this class of states. Furthermore, a lot of the meth-
ods used here only work for qubits. Therefore, we will only consider qubits and the
underlying finite field is Z2 throughout this section.
The only state that we know to be invariant for all CQCAs (and all QCAs) is the
tracial state, which vanishes on all finite Pauli products except the identity and is
defined as the limit of states that have the density operator 1
2
1 for each tensor factor.
We strongly suspect this state to be the only invariant state for fractal CQCAs, but
have no complete proof yet.
5.2.1 Invariant states for periodic CQCAs
It is clear that all states are periodic under the action of periodic CQCAs. Therefore,
a state is either invariant or does not converge at all. Finding invariant states for
periodic automata is in general very easy. For example, if a CQCA T satisfies T p 
1 for some finite p P N , then all states of the type 1
p
°p
n1ω  T
n are invariant.
Moreover, any invariant state is of this form, because for ω invariant 1
p
°p
n1ω 
T n  ω. Finding pure invariant states is more complicated. In Section 5.2.3 we
show, that for some period-two CQCAs pure invariant stabilizer states exist. For
CQCAs without propagation (local CQCAs) there also exist invariant product states.
Namely, if one Pauli matrix is left invariant by such aCQCA, then the state that gives
expectation value one on this matrix and vanishes on the others is left invariant by
this CQCA. A state with the same expectation value for all Pauli matrices is always
periodic under the action of a non-propagating CQCA.
5.2.2 Invariance and convergence of product states for
non-periodic automata
In this section we will consider states that are translation-invariant product states
with respect to single cell systems. They are of the form ωpwpξqq 
±
i Φpwpξi qq,
where Φ is a state on a single cell.9
Proposition 5.2.1. For a glider CQCA T there exist no translation-invariant product
states that are T-invariant except the tracial state. All other translation-invariant
product states weakly converge to T -invariant states
ω
8
 lim
nÑ8
ωT n (5.21)
with the following properties:
• ω
8
pwpξqq  1 if wpξq 1,
9
This denition extends to a denition of the state on all observables by linearity.
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• |ω
8
pwpξqq|   1 if wpξq is a product of gliders,
• ω
8
pwpξqq  0 otherwise.
If Φpσj q  1 for some j , thenω8 is the tracial state.
Proof. First weprove the non-existence of invariant product states. A state is invari-
ant ifωT ω, i.e.ωpTAq ωpAq@A PAZ is fulfilled. We require the automaton to
be non-periodic which implies a finite (non-zero) propagation, so at least two10 of
the Pauli matrices are mapped to tensor products of at least three Pauli matrices11.
Thus for these two Pauli matrices wpξq
Φpwpξqq  ωpwpξqq
 ωpTwpξqq

¹
iPN
Φpwpptξqi qq
has to hold. For all Pauli matrices σi , |Φpσi q| ¤ 1. If |Φpσi q|  1, then Φpσj q 
0@j  i .12 Now lets assume that Φpσi q  0 for some i . The image of a single cell
observable is either another local observable or has to include at least two different
types of Pauli matrices (different from the identity, e.g. σ1 and σ2). Else ξX  0 or
ξZ  0 or ξX ξZ , each case implying common divisors.
Let us consider the case that there exists a Pauli matrix which is not mapped to
a tensor product. It can not be mapped to itself, because then by Proposition 5.1.3
the automaton would be periodic. So it has to be mapped to another Pauli ma-
trix which has to expand in the next step. Thus we only need to consider the case
of expanding Pauli matrices. The image has to consist of more than one kind of
Pauli matrix, so |Φpσi q|  1 is ruled out as an invariant state. Moreover, the image
can not contain the original Pauli matrix even once, because Φpσi k q  ΦpTσi k q 
pΠjPN zkΦpσi j qqΦpσi k q implies |Φpσi j q|  1@i j which is already ruled out. So no
Pauli matrix may occur in its own image, particularly not in the central position. If
we only consider those central positions, we get a local automaton. It is an easy cal-
culation to show that all of these automata, which map no Pauli matrix onto itself,
have trace one. So the trace of our CQCA contains a constant which is a contradic-
tion to the condition that it has gliders. Therefore, Φpσi q  0 for i  1,2,3 and the
only invariant state is the one with the density matrix ρΦ
1
2
1, i.e., the tracial state.
10
The image of the third Pauli matrix is always determined by the product of the other two.
11
The image has to be a tensor product of at least three Pauli matrices, because an identity in
the middle is not allowed.
12
The eigenstates of the three Pauli matrices lie on the three axes of the Bloch sphere. If ρ
is an eigenstate to one of the Pauli matrices the two eigenstates of each of the other Pauli
matrices have equal overlap with ρ. But every Pauli matrix has one eigenvector to eigenvalue
1 and one to 1. Thus the expectation value is zero.
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In the following we consider the convergence properties of product states. Obvi-
ously, it suffices to establish the convergence of Pauli products. First, suppose that
some |Φpσj q|  1. It follows, according to Lemma 2.1, that for all Pauli products
different from 1, and all times except at most one, the evolved product will contain
a Pauli matrix different from σj , and hence will have zero expectation in ω  T n .
Henceω
8
is the tracial state.
To treat the remaining cases, we assume from now on that |Φpσj q| ¤λ  1 for all
three j . Hence if some Pauli product has k factors different from 1, its expectation
inω is atmostλk . Let k pt q be the number of non-identity factors in the t th iterate of
some Pauli product. If k pt q diverges, we have nothing to prove. So wemay assume
from now on that there is a constant kmax   8 such that k pt q   kmax infinitely
often. We focus on the subsequence with k pt q  kmax .
If the overall length of the Pauli product (largest degree  smallest degree) re-
mains finite, wemust have a glider for some power of T , since we have assumed the
absence of periodic finite configurations. As argued in the proof of Lemma 5.1.12,
this is also a glider for T . In fact, for any product of glider elements, the left going
and the right going gliders will eventually be separated, and from that point on-
wards the ω-expectation will not change anymore. Hence, the limit does exist and
will be some number of modulus  1.
Therefore, we need only consider the case that kmax is finite, but the positions
of non-identity Pauli factors get more and more spread out. This is only possible
if some Pauli products near the edges of the given product have a similar property:
no sub-product that gets widely separated from the rest is allowed to develop con-
figurations with unbounded kmax , because then the overall bound could not hold.
Thus we again find bounded configurations with smaller kmax , whichmay again be
smaller gliders, or split up even further. By downwards induction we obtain a com-
plete decomposition into gliders for any configuration with non-divergent kmax .
This completes our proof.
Proposition 5.2.2. Under the action of fractal CQCAs all product states converge to
the tracial state.
Proof. To show convergence for the fractal case, we need the results from Section
5.1.3 and Appendix 2. They state that a tensor product with only one kind of Pauli
matrix can occur only once in the history of a fractal CQCA (Lemma 2.1) and that
the number of non-identity tensor factors growsunbounded (Lemma 2.2). With the
arguments used in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1 this means that for fractal CQCAs
any given product state converges to the state that gives a zero expectation value
for any non-trivial tensor product of Pauli operators, i.e. to the tracial state.
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5.2.3 Invariance and convergence of stabilizer states
In this section we consider pure translation-invariant stabilizer states that were
introduced in Section 2.3. CQCAs and translation-invariant stabilizer states are
tightly connected: a stabilizer state ωwpξq with stabilizer S  xwpτˆiξq, i P Zy has
to fulfill the condition that the polynomials of ξ are coprime. This must also hold
for the column vectors of a CQCA matrix. This indicates a close connection be-
tween CQCAs and translation-invariant stabilizer states. Indeed, CQCAs map pure
translation-invariant stabilizer states to pure translation-invariant stabilizer states.
Furthermore, any translation-invariant stabilizer state can be generated by a single
step of a CQCA from the “all spins up” state, which is a stabilizer product state with
stabilizer generators Stwpτi p0,1qq Zi , i PZu [33].
Invariance
Let us first study which CQCAs leave pure translation-invariant stabilizer states in-
variant.
Proposition 5.2.3. Only periodic CQCAs can leave pure translation-invariant sta-
bilizer states invariant. For each stabilizer state ωwpξq with stabilizer group S 
xwpτˆiξq, i P Zy the CQCAs that leave the state invariant are periodic and form a
group. The corresponding CSCAs are
tξpa q 

1 aξXξZ aξ2X
aξ2Z 1 aξXξZ


, (5.22)
for a reflection invariant and centered Laurent polynomial a .
Proof. The invariance condition for a stabilizer state ωwpξq with stabilizer group
S xwpτˆiξq, i PZy is
tξλξ, λ PP ,
where λ is an invertible element of P , because tξmust not have common divisors.
As we are in characteristic two and deal with centered automata, only λ 1 is pos-
sible.
In [33] it was proved that for every translation-invariant stabilizer state ω with
stabilizer S  xwpτˆiξq, i P Zy there exists a CQCA B , which maps wp0,1q to wpξq.
Thus the condition becomes
tbp
0
1
q
λbp
0
1
q.
If we know automata that leave the “all spins up” state invariant, we can construct
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automata for arbitrary translation-invariant pure stabilizer states via
tp
0
1
q
 λp
0
1
q
ô btb1
loomoon
tξ
bp
0
1
q
loomoon
ξ
 λbp
0
1
q
ô tξξ  λξ.
(5.23)
The only type of CQCAs that leave the “all spins up” state invariant are the shear
transformations, which are represented by matrices
t 

1 0
a 1


,
where a is some reflection invariant and centered Laurent polynomial. These CQ-
CAs all have tr t  0 and therefore period two. For a general pure translation-
invariant stabilizer state we can determine the CQCAs that leave it invariant from
Equation 5.23. They are represented by the CSCAs with matrices
tξpa q

1 aξXξZ aξ2X
aξ2Z 1 aξXξZ


.
The product of two such CQCAs also leaves the state invariant with tξpa qtξpbq 
tξpa   bq. Each period 2 CQCA is its own inverse, so the inverse is also included
in this set. We therefore have a group of period two CQCAs for each translation-
invariant pure stabilizer state that leave this state invariant.
Convergence
Theorem 5.2.4. Consider an arbitrary translation-invariant stabilizer state ωwpξq
and the respective stabilizer S  xwpτˆxξq, x P Zy. It follows thatωwpξq converges for
every glider or fractal CQCA T .
Proof. There exists aCQCA B satisfying Brwpξqsσ3. We rewrite our state in terms
of the σ3-state
ωwpξqωσ3  B
1 (5.24)
and use
ωwpξqpT
n
r
â
σi sq
 ωσ3pB
1T n r
â
σi sq
 ωσ3ppB
1T BqnB1r
â
σi sq.
B1T B is also a CQCA of the same type (same trace) as T and B1r
Â
σi s is a tensor
product of Pauli matrices. ωσ3 is a product state and thus converges according to
Propositions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 for glider and fractal CQCAs.
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5.2.4 Stationary quasifree states and convergence of quasifree
states for one-step glider CQCAs
In the previous sections we discussed stationary states and convergence of states
under general CQCA actions. In this section we consider the particular glider CQCA
G which is represented by the CSCA
g

1 u1 u
1 u1 1 u


. (5.25)
For this CQCA we can obtain new types of stationary states and new convergence
results by employing the Araki-Jordan-Wigner transformation. Using the Theorem
for glider equivalence 5.1.10 we can construct invariant states for all automata with
gliders that move one step in space every timestep. According to this theorem for
any speed-one glider CQCA B , there is a CQCA A such that B  AGA1, and ifω is
aG -invariant state, thenωA1 will be B-invariant.13
Araki-Jordan-Wigner transformation
The Jordan-Wigner transformation is away tomap afinite spin-chain algebraMbN2
to the algebra of a finite fermion chain. This method has been extensively used
in solid state physics [78, 79, 80]. However, the method cannot be carried over
directly to two-sided infinite chains. One has to introduce an additional infinite
“tail-element” for the transformation to work. This extended transformation was
introduced by Araki in his study of the two-sided infinite XY -chain [81], and it is
sometimes referred to as the Araki-Jordan-Wigner construction.
The C-algebra describing a two-sided infinite fermion chain is F=CAR(`2pZq),
i.e. it is the C-algebra generated by 1 and the annihilation and creation operators
tc
x
uxPZ and tcx uxPZ, satisfying the canonical anticommutation relations:
c
x
c
y
  c
y
c
x
δx ,y1, cx cy   cy cx  0.
The translation automorphism τF on this algebra is defined by τFpcx q  cx 1. F
is isomorphic to the observable algebra AZ of the spin chain, but there exists no
isomorphism ι :AZÑF that satisfies the property ιττF ι14. This intertwining
property would be needed to derive the translation invariance of a state ω  ι on
AZ from that of ω on F . This problem can be circumvented by the Araki-Jordan-
Wigner construction.
The ordinary Jordan-Wigner isomorphism between the N -site spin-chain alge-
braMbN2 (generated by the finite number of translated Pauli matrices tσ
x
1 ,σ
x
2 ,σ
x
3u
13
As we deal with qubits here, the eld underlying the phase space is Z2 and there is only one
type of speed-one gliders because the signs in the wedge product do not play any role.
14
Both the CAR algebra and the spin-chain algebra are UHF-algebras which are inductive limits
of M2k . For the spin chain this is immediately clear, for the CAR see [18].
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where x P t0,1, . . . ,N  1u), and the N -site fermion-chain algebra (generated by
tcx , cx u where x P t0,1, . . . ,N 1u), is given by
ιN
JW
pσx1 q :
x1
¹
y0
p2c
y
c
y
1qpc
x
  c
x
q,
ιN
JW
pσx2 q :
x1
¹
y0
p2c
y
c
y
1qi pc
x
 c
x
q,
ιN
JW
pσx3 q : 2cx c

x
1.
However, aswehavementioned, the Jordan-Wigner transformation can not be gen-
eralized to be a translation-intertwining isomorphism between the two-sided infi-
nite spin and fermion chains. In an informal way, one could say that an element
of the form “
±
1
y8p2cy c

y 1q” would be needed in the definition of a Jordan-
Wigner transformation for the two-sided infinite chain. However, F does not con-
tain such an element. The basic idea of the Araki-Jordan-Wigner construction [81]
is to extend the algebra F with such an infinite tail-element. More concretely, one
defines the C-algebra rF to be the extension of F by a self-adjoint unitary element
U satisfying:15
UcxU 
#
cx if x ¥ 0
cx if x   0
.
Clearly, every element of rF can beuniquely written in the form a Ub with a ,b PF ,
i.e. rF F UF . The translation automorphism τF can be extended to rF through
the formula rτFpa Ubq :τF pa q Up2c0c

0 1qτFpbq. Let us define the elements
Ax :
$
'
&
'
%
±x1
y0p2cy c

y
1q if x ¡ 0
1 if x  0
±
1
yx
p2c
y
c
y
1q if x   0
,
and let us introduce
xσ1
x
:UAx pc

x   cx q, xσ2
x
:UAx i pc

x  cx q, xσ3
x
:p2cx c

x 1q. (5.26)
Let us denote by pF the C-subalgebra of rF that is generated by the elements of
t
xσ1
x
,xσ2
x
,xσ3
x
|x P Zu. A direct computation shows that the elements defined in
(5.26) having the same spatial index x satisfy the Pauli-relations, while any two of
these elements having two different spatial indices commute. Hence pF and AZ are
isomorphic, and an isomorphism is given by the map Π : pFÑA, defined as
Πpxσ1
x
qσx1 , Πpxσ2
x
q σx2 , Πpxσ3
x
q σx3 @x PZ.
15
In the literature the symbol T is used almost exclusively for denoting this unitary element.
However, we chose to denote it by U to avoid confusion with the QCAs we denote by T here.
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Moreover, if we denote by pτF the restriction of rτF to pF then
τ ΠΠ pτF ,
i.e. Π intertwines the translations of the two algebras.
Let ω be a translation-invariant state on the fermion-chain algebra F . By defin-
ing rωpa  Ubq :ωpa q we get a translation-invariant state on rF .16 Restricting this
state to pF we get a pτF-invariant state pω, and ωJW  pω Π1 will be a translation-
invariant state on the quantum spin-chain. In this way we can transfer translation-
invariant states from the fermion-chain to the spin-chain.
Any CQCA automorphism T can naturally be transferred to an automorphism on
pF commuting with pτF by the definition pT : Π T Π1. In the case of the glider
CQCA G (5.25) we can do even more. The transferred automorphism pG (charac-
terized by pG rxσ1
x
s 
xσ2
x
, pG rxσ2
x
s 
xσ2
x1
xσ1
x
xσ2
x 1
) can also be extended to an
automorphism rG : rFÑ rF in a translation-invariant way (rG  rτF  rτF  rG ) with the
following definition:17
rG rUsUpc
1  c

1qpc0  c

0 q.
This definition is motivated by the association ofU with a left-infinite string ofxσ3.
We have
G r
1
â
8
σ3si
2
â
8
σ3bσ
1
1 bσ
0
2.
The right hand side corresponds to
iUA
1UA1pc

1  c1qUA0i pc

0  c0q Upc1  c

1qpc0  c

0 q.
The existence of a translation-invariant extension allows us to find stationary states
of the glider CQCA by the Araki-Jordan-Wigner method.
The creation and annihilation operators c
x
and cx can be decomposed into sums
ofxσ1
x
andxσ2
x
:
cx  xσ1
x
  ixσ2
x
,
cx  xσ1
x
 ixσ2
x
.
Their images under rG can be calculated using the action of rG onxσ1
x andxσ2
x . Now
we restrict the rG automorphism to the fermion-chain subalgebraF  rF and obtain
the automorphismGF , which acts in the following way:
GF pcx q 
1
2
pc
x1  cx1  c

x 1 cx 1q.
16
It is clear that by this denition
rω will be a normalized functional on rF . The positivity of rω
follows from
rωppa  Ubqpa  Ubqq ωpaa  bbq ¥ 0.
17
We only have to dene the image of U under rG , since any element rf P rF can be uniquely
written as a linear combination
rf  pf 1 U pf 2, where pf 1, pf 2 P pF .
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The automorphism GF : F Ñ F takes an especially simple form in terms of ma-
jorana operators. These operators are defined as
m2x : i pcx  c

x q, m2x 1 : cx   c

x , (5.27)
for any x PZ, and they generate F . The action ofGF on these operators is
GF pm2x q m2x2, GF pm2x 1q m2x 3.
Thus the majorana operators act as gliders for the transformed glider CQCAGF .
Clearly, if we find a state ω on F that is both τF - and GF -invariant, then the
Araki-Jordan-Wigner transformed state ωJW will be a τ- and G -invariant state on
the quantum spin-chain. In the next section, we will briefly recall the definition
of quasifree states on fermion-chains and then determine the translation- andGF -
invariant quasifree states. In this way, using the Araki-Jordan-Wigner construction,
we can obtain a whole class of translation- and G -invariant states on the spin-
chain.
Stationary quasifree states
A state ω : F Ñ C is called quasifree if it vanishes on odd monomials of majorana
operators
ωpmx1 . . .mx2n1q  0,
while on even monomials of majorana operators it factorizes in the following form:
ωpmx1 . . .mx2n q 
¸
pi
sgnppiq
n
¹
l1
ωpmxpip2l1qmxpip2l qq,
where the sum runs over all pairings of the set t1,2, . . . ,2nu, i.e. over all the permuta-
tions pi of the 2n elements that satisfy pip2l 1q  pip2l q and pip2l 1q  pip2l  1q.
Hence, if we assume that x i  x j when i  j , then ωpmx1 . . .mx2nq is simply the
Pfaffian of the 2n 2n antisymmetric matrix A i ,j :ωpmx imx j q.
An automorphism α : F Ñ F that maps any majorana operator onto a linear
combination of majorana operators is called a Bogoliubov automorphism [82]. For
any quasifree state ω, the Bogoliubov transformed state ω1 : ω α will again be
quasifree.
A quasifree stateω is translation-invariant, i.e.ωτF ω, if and only if we have
ωpmxmy q  ωpmx 2my 2q for all x ,y P Z. Translation-invariant quasifree states
are characterized by amajorana two-point matrices that are a 22-block Toeplitz18
18
A block Toeplitz matrix is a matrix which is composed of blocks which are the same on each
diagonal.
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matrices where the block on position px ,y q is of the form (for a proof, see e.g. [83])

ωpm2xm2y q ωpm2xm2y 1q
ωpm2x 1m2y q ωpm2x 1m2y 1q


1
2pi
» pi
pi

q
pωq
1,1 ppq q
pωq
1,2 ppq
q
pωq
2,1 ppq q
pωq
2,2 ppq

ei ppxy qdp ,
(5.28)
where q
pωq
i ,j are L
8
prpi,pisq functions, and the matrix function
Qpωqppq

q
pωq
1,1 ppq q
pωq
1,2 ppq
q
pωq
2,1 ppq q
pωq
2,2 ppq

P L822prpi,pisq
satisfies
pQpωqppqq:Qpωqppq, Qpωqppq  21pQpωqppqqT , 0¤Qpωqppq ¤ 21 (5.29)
almost everywhere19 (pQpωqppqqT denotes the transpose ofQpωqppq). A translation-
invariant quasifree state ω is pure if and only if for almost every p the eigenvalues
ofQpωqppq are either 0 or 2.Qpωqppq is called the symbol of the majorana two-point
matrixMωx ,y ωpmxmy q.
Now we are ready to characterize the translation-invariant quasifree states that
are stationary with respect to the time-evolutionGF .
Proposition 5.2.5. A translation-invariant quasifree state ω is invariant under the
GF automorphism if and only if the symbol of its majorana two-pointmatrix has the
following form:
Qpωqppq

q
pωq
1,1 ppq 0
0 q
pωq
2,2 ppq

,
where q
pωq
1,1 and q
pωq
2,2 are real L
8
prpi,pisq functions that take values between 0 and
2 (almost everywhere).
Proof. TheGF automorphism acts on the majorana fermions as
GF pm2x qm2x2 , GF pm2x 1q m2x 3 ,
hence it is a Bogoliubov automorphism. Moreover,GF commutes with the transla-
tions. Thusω1ωGF will again be a translation-invariant quasifree state, andω1
is equal to ω if and only if its majorana two-point matrix is the same as that of ω.
19
The term almost everywhere means everywhere except for a set of measure zero.
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The majorana two-point function ofω1 is

ω1pm2xm2y q ω1pm2xm2y 1q
ω1pm2x 1m2y q ω1pm2x 1m2y 1q



ωpGF pm2xm2y qq ωpGF pm2xm2y 1qq
ωpGF pm2x 1m2y qq ωpGF pm2x 1m2y 1qq



ωpm2x2m2y2q ωpm2x2m2y 3q
ωpm2x 3m2y2q ωpm2x 3m2y 3q



ωpm2xm2y q ωpm2x2m2y 3q
ωpm2x 3m2y2q ωpm2x 1m2y 1q

,
where we have used that ω is τF-invariant, and that τF pmx q  mx 2, which fol-
lows from the definition of the majorana operators (5.27). Comparing the majo-
rana two-point functions, one can see that ω1  ω if and only if ωpm2xm2y 1q 
ωpm2x2m2y 3q for any x ,y PZ. From form (5.28) of themajorana two-point func-
tions of translation-invariant quasifree states we know that there exists a function
q
pωq
1,2 P L
8
prpi,pisq such that
ωpm2xm2y 1q
1
2pi
pi
»
pi
q
pωq
1,2 ppqe
i ppxy qdp .
The conditionωpm2xm2y 1qωpm2x2m2y 3q, which should hold for all x ,y PZ,
means that
1
2pi
pi
»
pi
q
pωq
1,2 ppqe
i ppxy qdp 
1
2pi
pi
»
pi
q
pωq
1,2 ppqe
i pppx1qpy 1qqdp

1
2pi
pi
»
pi
q
pωq
1,2 ppqp1 e
2i p
qei ppxy qdp  0
must be satisfied. From the inversion theorem for Fourier transformations it follows
that a L8prpi,pisq function for which the Fourier transformation vanishes must be
zero almost everywhere, hence q
pωq
1,2 ppq  p1 e
2i p
q  0, from which one concludes
that q
pωq
1,2 ppq  0 (See e.g. [84]). This means that for a τF - andGF -invariant stateω
the symbol of the two-point majorana matrix has to be of the form

q
pωq
1,1 ppq 0
0 q
pωq
2,2 ppq

,
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where q
pωq
1,1 and q
pωq
2,2 are L
8
prpi,pisq functions, and according to (5.29) they also
have to satisfy the inequalities 0¤ q
pωq
1,1 ppq ¤ 2 and 0¤ q
pωq
2,2 ppq ¤ 2 almost every-
where. Thus we have arrived at our proposition.
Using the Araki-Jordan-Wigner transformation we can transfer such a τF- and
GF -invariant quasifree state ω on F to a state ωJW on the spin chain which is τ-
invariant and stationary with respect to the glider CQCAG .
Convergence of quasifree states
In this section we will show that under the repeated action of the automorphism
GF , a translation-invariant quasifree state will converge to one of theGF -invariant
states specified in Proposition 5.2.5.
Proposition 5.2.6. Let ω : F Ñ C be a translation-invariant quasifree state with a
majorana two-point matrix that belongs to the symbol
Qpωqppq

q
pωq
1,1 ppq q
pωq
1,2 ppq
q
pωq
2,1 ppq q
pωq
2,2 ppq

,
where Qpωq P L822prpi,pisq satisfies the relations (5.29). The n time-step evolved
state is denoted by ωn : ω G
n
F . The pointwise limit ω8pAq : limnÑ8ωn pAq
exists for all A P F , and the function ω
8
: F Ñ C defined in this way will be a
translation-invariant quasifree statewith amajorana two-pointmatrix that belongs
to the symbol
Qpω8qppq

q
pωq
1,1 ppq 0
0 q
pωq
2,2 ppq

.
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 5.2.5 we already showed that ifω is a translation-
invariant quasifree state, thenω2 ωGF will also be such a state. By induction it
follows thatωn is also a translation-invariant quasifree state for any n PN . Hence
for an arbitrary odd monomial of majorana operators ωn pmx1mx2   mx2N 1q  0.
Thus the limit nÑ8 defined by
ω
8
pmx1mx2   mx2N 1q : limnÑ8
ωn pmx1mx2   mx2N 1q
exists and is zero.
Next, weprove the pointwise convergence of themajorana two-pointmatrix. The
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majorana two-point matrix ofωn is

ωn pm2xm2y q ωn pm2xm2y 1q
ωn pm2x 1m2y q ωn pm2x 1m2y 1q



ωpG nF pm2xm2y qq ωpG
n
F pm2xm2y 1qq
ωpG nF pm2x 1m2y qq ωpG
n
F pm2x 1m2y 1qq



ωpm2x2nm2y2nq ωpm2x2nm2y 1 2n q
ωpm2x 1 2nm2y2n q ωpm2x 1 2nm2y 1 2n q



ωpm2xm2y q ωpm2x2nm2y 1 2n q
ωpm2x 1 2nm2y2n q ωpm2x 1m2y 1q

.
This means that the symbolQpωn q is given by
Qpωn qppq 

q
pωq
1,1 ppq q
pωq
1,2 ppqe
2i np
q
pωq
2,1 ppqe
2i np q
pωq
2,2 ppq

.
The limits of elements of the two-point majorana matrix are:

ω
8
pm2xm2y q ω8pm2xm2y 1q
ω
8
pm2x 1m2y q ω8pm2x 1m2y 1q



lim
nÑ8
ωn pm2xm2y q lim
nÑ8
ωn pm2xm2y 1q
lim
nÑ8
ωn pm2x 1m2y q lim
nÑ8
ωn pm2x 1m2y 1q


1
2pi


lim
nÑ8
³pi
pi
q
pωq
1,1 ppqe
i pxy qpdp lim
nÑ8
³pi
pi
q
pωq
1,2 ppqe
i pxy2nqpdp
lim
nÑ8
³pi
pi
q
pωq
2,1 ppqe
i pxy 2nqpdp lim
nÑ8
³pi
pi
q
pωq
2,2 ppqe
i pxy qpdp



1
2pi
» pi
pi

q
pωq
1,1 ppq 0
0 q
pωq
2,2 ppq

ei ppxy qdp , (5.30)
where we have used the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, which states that for any inte-
grable function f defined on the interval ra ,b s (see e.g. Theorem IX.7 of[85]):
lim
zÑ8
b
»
a
f pxqe i zxdx  0.
For an arbitrary even monomial of majorana operators the convergence can be
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proven by:
ω
8
pmx1mx2   mx2N 1q  limnÑ8
ωn pmx1mx2   mx2N 1q
 lim
nÑ8
¸
pi
sgnppiq
N
¹
l1
ωn pmxpip2l1qmxpip2l qq

¸
pi
sgnppiq
N
¹
l1

lim
nÑ8
ωn pmxpip2l1qmxpip2l qq


¸
pi
sgnppiq
N
¹
l1
ω
8
pmxpip2l1qmxpip2l qq. (5.31)
Since the finite linear combinations of majorana operators form a norm-dense
subset in F20 the limit limnÑ8ωn p f qmust exist for any f P F due to the uniform
boundedness of the states in the sequence, and hence we have obtained with this
pointwise limit a linear functional ω
8
: F Ñ R. Moreover, ω
8
is uniquely deter-
mined by the values it takes on monomials of majorana operators, and since the
equations (5.30),(5.31) are satisfied ω
8
can only be the quasifree state for which
the symbol of the majorana two-point function is given by (5.30).
It is worth mentioning that although a pure quasifree state will, of course, stay
pure for any time t , taking the weak, i.e. pointwise, limit of the states when t Ñ8
one obtains a mixed state (if the original state was notG -invariant).21 In quantum
many body physics such relaxation from pure to mixed states has been studied in a
quite different setting, namely how certain time averages of pure states that evolve
under Hamiltonian dynamics can be described by mixed states [86].
Finally, we emphasize that the results of this section using the AJW transforma-
tion can generally not be transferred to CQCAs other than the glider CQCA G , be-
causemost CQCAsdonot have the formofBogoliubov transformations on theCAR-
Algebra. Automata with neighborhoods larger than nearest neighbors canmap cre-
ation and annihilation operators to products of these on the CAR-algebra and are
thus in general not Bogoliubov transformations. (An obvious exception are pow-
ers of G .) All automata that do not leave at least one Pauli matrix locally invariant
do not allow for a tail element that is left invariant under the transformed CQCA.
These automata are characterized by a constant in their trace polynomial. In con-
clusion, only nearest neighbor automata without a constant on the trace, i.e. some
glider and period two automata and their powers, can be transferred to Bogoliubov
transformations on the CAR-algebra. For more details see [87].
20F is a UHF algebra and the majorana operators are a basis of all nitely localized observables
in F and are therefore norm-dense in F .
21
The state will appear to be a mixed state when measuring any localized observable. For nite
t this is only true for observables with a localization area smaller than N t , where N is the
neighbourhood of the CQCA.
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5.3 Entanglement generation
In this section we will investigate the entanglement generation properties of CQ-
CAs. We consider CQCAs acting on stabilizer and quasifree states. We find that the
entanglement generation is linear in time, similar to the case of Hamiltonian time
evolution [88]. Entanglement dynamics of special QCAs in finite chains have also
studied in [89]. Here we are interested in genral results for asymptotic entangle-
ment generation for CQCAs on infinite chains of qubits.
5.3.1 Entanglement generation starting from
translation-invariant stabilizer states
In this section we will consider the entanglement generation of CQCAs acting on
translation-invariant pure stabilizer states. We will first calculate the bipartite en-
tanglement in a general translation-invariant pure stabilizer state. Using this result
we will present a proof of asymptotically linear growth of entanglement for non-
periodic CQCAs.
We will start by repeating some basics on stabilizer states from the introduction
in Section 2.3. For every translation-invariant stabilizer stateω with stabilizer gen-
erators S  twpτˆxξq, x PZu and stabilizer group S  xwpτˆxξq, x P Zy there ex-
ists a CQCA T that maps wp0,1q to wpξq. Each S  xwpτˆxξq, x P Zy defines a
unique translation-invariant stabilizer state if and only if ξ is reflection invariant
and gcdpξX ,ξZ q  1 [33]. The image of a one-site Pauli matrix under the action of
a CQCA B is always of this form. The study of the entanglement generation of CQ-
CAs acting on initially unentangled stabilizer product states is thus equivalent to
the study of the entanglement properties of translation-invariant stabilizer states.
There are several results on the entanglement entropy for stabilizer states in the
literature, themost general example would be the formalism developed in [90]. One
case considered is a bipartite split of the stateωAB with respect to the subsystems
A andB . By pPξqA etc. we denote the phase spaces of SA etc. In the following
wewill refer to the whole stabilizer groupS xwpτˆxξq, x PZy simply as “stabilizer”.
The set of stabilizers S then splits up into three sets. SA and SB are the local sta-
bilizers, which act non-trivially only on partA respectivelyB . The third set SAB
accounts for correlations between the subsystems. It is defined as follows:
Definition 5.3.1. The correlation subgroup SAB for a bipartite stabilizer state is
generated by all stabilizer generators that have support on both parts of the system.
SA and SB together form the so called local subgroup. The correlation subgroup
SAB can be brought into a form where it consists of pairs of stabilizers whose pro-
jections onA (andB) anticommute, but commute with all elements of other pairs
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and the local subgroup. The entanglement or von Neumann entropy of such a sta-
bilizer state is
E pωAB q
1
2
|SAB |, (5.32)
ifωAB is a pure state, where |SAB | is the size of theminimal generating set ofSAB .
Unfortunately, in [90] only finitely many qubits are considered. The proof of
(5.32) relies heavily on this fact. However, there is a different approach to the bipar-
tite entanglement in stabilizer states which we use to extend this result to infinitely
many qubits.
In our approach we make use of the phase space description of stabilizer states
introduced in [33] and explained in Section 2.3.
bbb b b b
A B
Figure 5.3: The spin chain is cut into two half-chains A and B ; we study the
entanglement between these half-chains.
A B
l  2n  1
m  2n
X Y Z XY
X Y Z
X Y Z Y X
X
Y
X Y Z
X Y
X
X
X
X
Y Z Y
Z Y
Y
Figure 5.4: Cut stabilizer generators: it is apparent that for operators of length
l  2n  1, 2n of them have support on both A and B .
Theorem 5.3.2. The number of maximally entangled qubit pairs in a pure transla-
tion invariant stabilizer state stabilized by S  xwpτˆxξq, x P Zy on a bipartite spin-
chain is the number of pairs ηi , ζi P pPξqAB with σA pηi ,ζj q  δi j , σpη
i
A ,η
j
A q 
σpζi ,ζj q  0, σpηiA ,µq  σpη
i ,µq  0@µ P pPξqA , and σpζiA ,µq  σpζ
i ,µq 
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0@µ P pPξqA , where ηA and ζA denote the restrictions of the phase space vectors to
subsystemA completed with 0 onB so we can use the the symplectic form σ of the
whole chain.
Proof. If we restrict the stabilizer to subsystemA (orB) it is in general not trans-
lation invariant anymore. Therefore, the corresponding subspace is not maximally
isotropic. The restricted state is not a pure translation invariant stabilizer state.
However the uncut stabilizer operators in SA stabilize a subspace of the states-
pace. The elements of the correlation subgroup SAB that is generated by the cut
stabilizer generators map this subspace onto itself because they commute with the
elements of SA . From the theory of stabilizer quantum error correction [64] we
know that a pair of operators leaving a stabilized subspace invariant can be used to
encode a logical qubit if the operators fulfill the same commutation relations asσ1
and σ3. As the restrictions of the elements of SAB to one of the subsystems do not
have to commute, such pairs of operators can exist. In the phase space description
this means that we have to find η, ζ P pPξqAB with σpηA ,ζA q  1, σpηA ,µA q 
σpη,µq  0@µ P pPξqA , and σpζA ,µA q  σpζ,µq  0@µ P pPξqA . Several such
pairs encode several qubits. Of course, the operators from different pairs have to
commute. Thus, the qubits are encoded through pairs of operators pσ¯i1,σ¯
i
3q 
pwpηi q,wpζi qq whose phase space vectors fulfill σA pηi ,ζj q  δi j , σpη
i
A ,η
j
A q 
σpζi ,ζj q  0, σpηiA ,µq  σpη
i ,µq  0@µ P pPξqA , and σpζiA ,µq  σpζ
i ,µq 
0@µ P pPξqA . As we have σpηA ,ζA q  σpηB ,ζB q  σpηA   ηB ,ζA   ζB q 
σpη,ζq  0@η,ζ P Pξ we know that σpηB ,ζB q σpηA ,ζA q, thus the restrictions
of our operators to systemA and systemB fulfill the same commutation relations.
We therefore have pairs of operators of the form pσ¯A1 b σ¯
B
1 ,σ¯
A
3 b σ¯
B
3 q. Each such
pair encodes a Bell pair as seen in Example 2.3.1. Thus the number of maximally
entangled qubit pairs is the number of such pairs of operators.
We now show that the number of qubit pairs is 1
2
|SAB |. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.3, only Weyl operators wpξq fulfilling certain conditions can span the stabi-
lizer S  xwpτˆxξq, x P Zy of a pure state. On the level of tensor products of Pauli
matrices the above conditions have three important consequences that stem from
the requirement for ξX and ξZ to have no common divisors and to be reflection
invariant:
1. The length of the product has to be odd, because palindromes of even length
are always divisible by p1 u q. We will write l  2n  1.
2. The central element of the product can not be the identity. Else ξ has the
divisor pu1 u q.
3. At least two different types of elements (both different from the identity) have
to occur (e.g. σ1 andσ2). Else ξX  0 or ξZ  0 or ξX ξZ , each case implying
common divisors.
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If we make a bipartite cut22 in our system, 2n stabilizers will be affected. All other
operators are localized on one side of the cut, only those with localization on both
sides are elements of SAB . If we could find k pairs of anticommuting operators in
the projections of SAB on the right (or left) half-chain there would be k pairs of
maximally entangled qubits. In fact we can always find k  n such pairs and thus
k  1
2
|SAB |.
Definition 5.3.3. The bipartite entanglement E pωξq of a translation-invariant sta-
bilizer stateωξ is the number ofmaximally entangled logical qubit pairs with respect
to any bipartite cut. The bipartite entanglement equals the entanglement entropy,
because the entanglement entropy of each Bell pair is 1.
Theorem 5.3.4. A pure translation-invariant stabilizer state ωξ of stabilizer gen-
erator length 2n   1 entangles n logical qubit pairs maximally with respect to any
bipartite cut.
E pωξq 
lengthpξq1
2
. (5.33)
Proof. We use the criterion of Theorem 5.3.2 and explicitly construct pairs wpξi q,
wpηi q using methods from stabilizer codes for quantum error correction (see Sec-
tion 3.10.2). As stated above only stabilizer generators localized on both sides of the
cut are elements of the correlation group SAB . The projections of all other stabi-
lizer generators are just the stabilizer generators themselves that trivially commute
with all other stabilizer generators and their projections onA respectivelyB . We
now use the phase space representation of the Pauli products and build the follow-
ing 2n 4n-matrix from the cut translates of the stabilizer generators:





ξnX ξ
n 1
X    ξ
n1
X ξ
n
Z ξ
n 1
Z    ξ
n1
Z
0 ξnX    ξ
n2
X 0 ξ
n
Z    ξ
n2
Z
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0    0 ξnX 0    0 ξ
n
Z

Æ
Æ
Æ

.
Let us assume that the outermost element of the stabilizer generators is a σ123.
Then ξnX  1 and ξ
n
Z  0. From Section 5.3.1 we know that at least one ξ
i
Z  0.
Let the i -th diagonal of the right part be the first non-zero one. We also use the
22
Due to the translation invariance all possible cuts are equivalent.
23
The other cases work equivalently.
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reflection invariance of ξ to replace ξj by ξj and obtain the following matrix:
























1 ξ
n1
X
ξ
n2
X
 ξ
n1
X
 0 ξ
ni
Z
ξ
ni1
Z
 ξ
ni
Z
0  0
0 1 ξ
n1
X
 ξ
n2
X
.
.
.
0 ξ
ni
Z
ξ
ni1
Z
 ξ
ni
Z
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 ξ
ni
Z
0
0  0 1 ξ
n1
X
.
.
.
0  0 0 1  0  0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
Now we can perform the Gaussian algorithm on the matrix to obtain an identity
matrix in the left part. Since the rows are shifted copies of the first row, all opera-
tions will also be applied in a shifted copy. If we were to add the third row to the
first, we would also add the fourth to the second and so forth. We only add rows to
rows above, because the lower left part of the matrix is already zero. We therefore
have











1 0 0    0 0    0 ζn i    ζn1
0 1 0    0
...
...
0 ζn i
...
...
...
...
... 0
0    0 1 0
...
0    0 0 1 0    0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The i -th row of the right part of the matrix remains unchanged, so ζn i ξniZ 
1. We therefore obtain operators of the form
s˜k wpξ˜k q σ
n k
1 b

n k i1
â
jn k 1
1
j

bσn k i3 b

n1
â
jn k i 1
σ
j
?j

,
where the σ?j can only be σ3 or σ0  1, 1 ¤ k ¤ 2n , and identities on the left
side are omitted. We can easily see that ts˜k , s˜k i1u  0. As i ¤ n we can always
find n pairs of anticommuting operators. We call these pairs ps2i1,s2i qi1...n . Un-
fortunately these pairs do not necessarily commute with other pairs. But through
multiplication of operators we can find new pairs that fulfill the necessary com-
mutation relations. To show this we create a (symmetric) matrix c i ,j σpξi ,ξj q of
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commutation relations.
C 
s1 s2 s3 s4   
s1 0 1 ? ?   
s2 1 0 ? ?   
s3 ? ? 0 1   
s4 ? ? 1 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
.
A “1” stands for anticommutation, a “0” for commutation. In the end we want all
operators from different pairs to commute, so all positions denoted by question
marks should contain a zero entry. If wemultiply operators the corresponding rows
and columns are added, because multiplication of operators corresponds to addi-
tion of their phase space vectors and σ is linear. Through these operations we can
bring the commutation matrix to the form
pC 
s1 s2 s3 s4   
s1 0 1 0 0   
s2 1 0 0 0   
s3 0 0 0 1   
s4 0 0 1 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
.
To show that this is possible, we will consider a prototype of such an operation.
Given the matrix
C 
s1 s2 s3 s4   
s1 0 1 c13 c14   
s2 1 0 c23 c24   
s3 c13 c23 0 1   
s4 c14 c24 1 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
we now pick a nonzero c i j and do the following: if c i j  1 and i odd, we add row
i   1 to row j and the same for the columns. If c i j  1 and i even, we add row
i  1 to row j and the same for the columns. This only changes the one c i j we are
considering, the others remain unchanged. After each step we get a new matrix rC
and pick another nonzero c i j from the same 2 2 block (in this example we only
have one block). By doing this for all blocks in the first two rows, we create pairs
of operators that commute with the first pair. Now we have to check if the process
destroyed the anticommutation within the pairs. The diagonal entries of the matrix
trivially stay zero, because all operators commute with themselves. We only have to
check the other elements of the block (due to the symmetry, we only have to check
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one). So if c13  1 we have 1 ÞÑ 1  c24. We can write 1 ÞÑ 1  c13c24. Including
the whole block of c i j we have 1 ÞÑ 1  c13c24  c14c23  c23c14   c24c13  1 as all
operations are carried out modulo 2. The new pairs thus fulfill the anticommuta-
tion condition. We can repeat this process for the new pairs until all operators from
different pairs commute. We started with 2n operators, thus we arrived at n pairs
which together with their counterparts on the other subsystem encode n pairs of
maximally entangled qubits.
Now it remains to show, how the stabilizer generator length evolves under the
action of CQCAs and to deduce the asymptotic entanglement generation rate.
Definition5.3.5. The asymptotic entanglement generation rate from stabilizer states
for CQCAs is defined as
∆E
∆t
pωξq  lim
tÑ8
1
t
E pωξ, t q, (5.34)
where E pωξ, t q is the bipartite entanglement at time t .
Wewill now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.3.6. The asymptotic entanglement generation per step of a general cen-
tered CQCA T is the highest exponent in its trace polynomial, dgptr tq.
For the proof we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3.7. Given a CQCA T and a pure translation invariant stabilizer stateωξ.
Then the length 2n   1 of the stabilizer generator of a stabilizer state grows asymp-
totically with
∆n
∆t
 lim
tÑ8
1
t
npt ,ξq dgptrtq. (5.35)
Proof. We know that CQCAs map pure translation-invariant stabilizer states onto
pure translation-invariant stabilizer states. The image of a state with stabilizer gen-
erators S  twpτxξq, x P Zu under the action of t steps of a CQCA T is a state
with stabilizer generators St  twpτx t tξq, x P Zu. Furthermore, we know that
any stabilizer state can be generated from the “all spins up” state by a CQCA bξ.
So we have St  twpτx t t bξp0,1qq, x P Zu. The length of the stabilizer generator
is determined by the highest order of the stabilizer generator polynomials, dgpξq.
Namely the stabilizer generator is of length 2  dgpξq   1. So we have to calculate
dgpt tξq  dgpt t bξp
0
1
q
q and npt ,ξq dgpt t bξp
0
1
q
q.
For an arbitrary product of CQCAs
±k
i1 t i we can define the series pa l q1¤l¤k 
dgp
±l
i1 t i q. It is subadditive, i.e. a n m ¤ a n   am , because the concatenation
of CQCAs is essentially the multiplication and addition of polynomials and both
operations are are subadditive in the exponents. For subadditive series a n , Fekete’s
lemma [91] states that the limit limnÑ8
an
n
exists. In our case the series is always
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positive, so the limit is positive and finite. An easy way to determine the limit is to
take a subseries, which of course has the same limit. The subseries of the t  2k th
pk PNq steps is a good candidate, because we canmake use of the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem to obtain
t2
k
 tptr tq2
k
1
 1
k¸
i1
ptr tq2
k
2i
and
µpk q : dgpt2
k
bp
0
1
q
q
 dgptbp0
1
q
ptr tq2
k
1
 bp
0
1
q
k¸
i1
ptr tq2
k
2i
q
 η  c pk q ζ d pk q
with η tbp0
1
q, ζ bp0
1
q, c pk q  ptr tq2k1, and d pk q 
°k
i1ptr tq
2k2i . The coeffi-
cients c pk q and d pk q fulfill the recursion relations
c pk  1q  ptr tq2
k 1
1
ptr tq2
k
1
ptr tq2
k
 c pk qptr tq2
k
,
d pk  1q 
k 1¸
i1
ptr tq2
k 1
2i

k¸
i1
ptr tq2
k
 2k2i
 ptr tq0  d pk qptrtq2
k
 1.
Therefore,
µpk  1qµpk qptr tq2
k
 ζ.
At this point we need a binary case distinction. Either (1.) dgpµpk qq is bounded by
dgpζq, implying peridocity of t, or (2.) dgpµpk qq is unbounded and passes dgpζq so
no cancellation can occur and we can easily calculate the limit.
1. If dgpµpk qq is uniformly bounded by dgpζq, this implies dgpµpk qq ¤ dgpζq
for all k . Then npt  2k ,ξq  dgpµpk qq is bounded and ∆n
∆t
 0. But npt ,ξq
bounded also implies t periodic and therefore dgptr tq  0. Thus we have
∆n
∆t
 0dgptr tq.
2. If dgpµpk qq is not uniformly bounded by dgpζq, there exists a µpk0q such that
dgpµpk0qq ¡dgpζq. Then dgpµpk0 1qq  dgpµpk0qq dgptr tqp2k0 q and by re-
cursion dgpµpk 1qq  dgpµpk qq dgptr tqp2k q@k ¥ k0. Nowwe can calculate
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the limit:
lim
kÑ8
1
2k
dgpt2
k
bp
0
1
q
q  lim
kÑ8
1
2k
dgpµpk qq
 lim
kÑ8
1
2k

dgpµpk0qq 
kk0
¸
i1
dgptr tqp2ki q

 lim
kÑ8
1
2k
dgpµpk0qq
looooooooomooooooooon
0
  lim
kÑ8
kk0
¸
i1
dgptr tq
1
2i
 dgptr tq.
Thus in all cases ∆n
∆t
 dgptr tq.
Nowwe can proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.3.6.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.6. As shown in Theorem 5.3.4, a stabilizer state of stabilizer
generator length 2n 1 encodes n maximally entangled logical qubits with respect
to any bipartite cut. In Lemma 5.3.7 we showed that the minimal length of a stabi-
lizer generator grows asymptotically with 2 dgptr tq under the action of a CQCA T .
Together these results prove the theorem.
This means that starting from the “all-spins-up” stabilizer product state, the en-
tanglement grows linearly with dgptr tq under the action of a CQCA T , because
b 1. Starting from an arbitrary translation-invariant pure stabilizer state, the en-
tanglement might decrease in the first k steps, e.g. if tk  b1, but then starts to
increase linearly with dgptr tq. This behavior is shown in Figure 5.5.
We can also calculate the entanglement of a finite region, i.e. L consecutive spins,
with the rest of the chain as shown in Figure 5.6. To do this calculation, we use the
same method as above and arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem5.3.8. Given a pure translation-invariant stabilizer state of stabilizer gen-
erator length 2n   1, a region of length L shares 2n pairs of maximally entangled
qubits with the rest of the chain if 2n ¤ L and L pairs if 2n ¡ L.
Proof. The proof can be carried out using the samemethod as in the bipartite case.
In the case 2n ¤ L the cut stabilizers are only cut on one side. But all stabilizers
that are cut on the left side commute with those cut on the right side. Thus we
have two independent cuts of the bipartite case and therefore 2n pairs ofmaximally
entangled qubits. In the case 2n ¡ L some stabilizers are cut on both sides. We
arrange them in a p2n Lq2L-matrix as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4 and use the
same technique to produce the mutually commuting anticommuting pairs which
encode the qubits. We always find L pairs of maximally entangled qubits.
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Figure 5.5: Entanglement generation for the stabilizer state with wpξq  σ2 b
σ1bσ2 in a bipartite setting with dierent CQCAs; one can see that
entanglement can also be destroyed, but grows asymptotically linear
with the number of timesteps n . The coecient is given by the degree
of the trace of the CSCA matrix.
For the evolution of entanglement under the action of a CQCA T , this means that
starting with a product stabilizer state, the entanglement grows with 2  tr t until it
reaches L. Then it remains constant. If we start with a general translation-invariant
stabilizer state, the entanglement might decrease at first. After some time it starts
increasing and reaches L, where it remains if the CQCA is not periodic. Results are
shown in Figure 5.7.
In both cases, the asymptotic entanglement generation only depends on the de-
gree of the trace of the automaton. A CQCA with gliders generates entanglement
just as fast as a fractal automaton if the degree of the trace is the same. Of course
periodic automata destroy all entanglement they just generated in the next steps.
This corresponds to the fact that their trace is a constant. The entanglement gen-
eration rate is however not directly governed by the neighborhood of the CQCA. Of
course the size of the neighborhood bounds the possible rate of entanglement gen-
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bbb b b b
A BC
Figure 5.6: A nite region A of 4 spins is cut out of the chain leaving two innite
ends B and C .
eration from above, but even automata with a huge neighborhood can be periodic
and thus generate no entanglement at all.
CQCAs saturate the bound on the entanglement generation rate for translation-
invariant operations acting on translation-invariant states derived in [39] and ex-
plained in Section 2.3. This means that there is no translation-invariant operation
that can generate more entanglement per step while having the same size of the
neighborhood, than CQCAs withmaximal degree with respect to the neighborhood
(of course there are non-CQCA operations that have the same entanglement gener-
ation rate).
5.3.2 Entanglement generation starting from
translation-invariant quasifree states
In this sectionwe study the entanglement generation of the glider automorphismG
acting on a family of pure quasifree states that interpolates between the all-spins-
up state (discussed in the previous section) and a glider-invariant state (discussed
in Section 5.2.4).
Let ω be a pure translation-invariant quasifree state, and let ω
r1,Ls denote its
restriction to the lattice points t1,2, . . . ,Lu. The entanglement entropy of the re-
stricted state ω
r1,Ls can be calculated from the eigenvalues tλi ui1...2L of the re-
stricted majorana two-point matrix rMn ,m s
2L
n ,m1 by the formula [92, 93]:
Spω
r1,Lsq
2L¸
i1
λi {2logpλi {2q. (5.36)
The family of states that we will consider as initial states are the pure translation-
invariant quasifree statesωA described by the symbol (see Section 5.2.4)):
QpωAqppq 

1χ
rpiA,0sppq χr0,piAsppq i r1χrpiA,0sppqχr0,piAsppqs
i r1χ
rpiA,0sppqχr0,piAsppqs 1χrpiA,0sppq χr0,piAsppq

,
where χ
ra ,bs denotes the characteristic function of the interval ra ,b s, and A is some
real number between 0 and 1. The state corresponding to A  0 is the all-spins-up
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of entanglement of a subchain of 30 consecutive spins for
an initial stabilizer state with wpξq σ2bσ1bσ1bσ1bσ1bσ1bσ2
for dierent CQCA actions; the entanglement rst grows as in the
bipartite case, but then saturates at 30 qubit pairs.
state, while the state corresponding to A  1 is a glider-invariant state. We have
shown in Section 5.2.4 that by applying the glider automorphism n-times on ωA
one obtains a quasifree stateω
pnq
A belonging to the symbol
Qpω
pnq
A q
ppq 

1χ
rpiA,0sppq χr0,piAsppq
i r1χ
rpiA,0sppqχr0,piAsppqse2i np
i r1χ
rpiA,0sppqχr0,piAsppqse 2i np
1χ
rpiA,0sppq χr0,piAsppq

.
Using this result and Formula (5.36), we calculated the entanglement generation
numerically.24 The results are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. We can observe that the
24
More precisely, we use Equation (5.28) to determine the translation invariant two-point matrix
M from the symbol Qpω
pnq
A q
ppq. Then we calculate the eigenvalues of the restriction ML to L
spins. Using Equation (5.36) we obtain the entanglement generation.
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entanglement generation is linear in time, its rate is maximal when A  0, and the
rate can be arbitrarily small (when A approaches 1). This is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
For longer sub-chains it takes more time steps for the entanglement to saturate. We
show this in Figure 5.9.
A  1.0
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A  0.6
A  0.3
A  0.0
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Figure 5.8: The entanglement entropy of a subchain of length 200 after applying
the glider time-evolution t times; dierent colors mark the dierent
initial value of the parameter A of the initial quasifree state.
5.4 Notes on finite systems
Throughout our analysis we have used an infinite spin chain to obtain translation
invariance, which would be broken by the ends of the spin chain. For finite chains
we generally have to take the effects of the ends of the chain into account. But when
we deal with observables that are localized far away from the ends of the chain
and time periods T that are much smaller than the length of the chain, for locality
reasons the time evolution of the observables has to be the same as for the infinite
chain. Information from the ends of the chain can only travel with the same finite
speed, as all other information, so, e.g. a one-site observable localized in themiddle
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Figure 5.9: The entanglement entropy of a subchain of L consecutive spins in de-
pendence of the time steps; for larger L more entanglement is possible.
Dierent colors refer to dierent length of the chain. A is xed at 0.9.
of a chain of length L 2l  1 can only interfere with influences from the ends after
l {2 time steps for a nearest neigbor CQCA.
Admittedly, the applications of CQCAsmake heavy use of the effects occurring at
the ends of the spin chains. Thus, our above statement is not applicable. To take
effects at the ends of the spin chains into account, we have to deal with the fact
that they break the translation invariance. The one-site images of the sites at the
ends of the chain whose neighborhoods would reach over one end of the chain,
if they were the same as on the rest of the chain, have to be adapted. Like in the
case of stabilizer states above, in general the cut images do not fulfill the necessary
commutation relations any more. There is no general theory yet of how to adapt
the CQCAs at the ends of the spin chain. However, for special cases the cut images
still fulfill the commutation relations. Fortunately, the much used glider CQCA is of
this type. So, in this case the only influence from the ends of the chain is that the
outermost sites miss the influence from one neighbor. As we still have an automor-
phism and thus a reversible operation on the whole chain, no information can be
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Figure 5.10: Time evolution of the glider CQCA on a nite chain of 7 spins; in
the left-hand illustration we can see that the gliders are reected at
the ends of the chain. In the other two illustrations we see that on a
nite chain the glider CQCA mirrors the position of single-site Pauli
matrices. As all Pauli products can be decomposed into single-site
Pauli matrices, this holds for all observables. (All observables can be
decomposed into a sum of Pauli products, which are each mirrored in
the same number of time steps, so the whole observable is mirrored.)
lost at the ends of the chain. So the ends have to be reflective. We can observe this
in the case of an incoming glider in the left part of Figure 5.10. This leads to the
fact that observables are mirrored by the chain. For single-site Pauli matrices, this
can be seen in the right-hand part of Figure 5.10. Arbitrary observables are sums of
tensor products of single-site Pauli matrices. Because the single-site Pauli matrices
are mirrored, the tensor products will be mirrored, too. Thus, also sums are mir-
rored and therefore any observable is mirrored on the chain. This property and the
spreading of observables in this process is used in applications of CQCAs such as
[74, 73].
5.5 Applications
CQCAs are used in different quantum computational schemes. However, since they
are essentially classical cellular automata, they are not capable of performing com-
putations efficiently that a classical computer can not perform efficiently. Never-
theless, they can be of great use when accompanied by non-Clifford operations.
This is used in different approaches.
5.5.1 Measurement based quantum computation
The most famous model of quantum computation involving a CQCA (indirectly) is
the idea of measurement based quantum computation or the “one way quantum
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computer” by Raussendorf and Briegel [2]. The resource state used to perform the
quantum computation by successively measuring the single qubits is a so called
cluster state on a 2-dimensional (finite) lattice of qubits. It can be generated by a
CQCA, namely a 2-dimensional version of the glider CQCA (5.1). Thus one time-
step of a CQCA together with measurements of single qubits suffices for universal
quantum computation.
5.5.2 Raussendorf’s scheme of translation invariant quantum
computation
In this scheme of translation-invariant quantum computation [73], the standard
glider CQCA is used. The property of generating patterns from single site observ-
ables, thus spreading them over the spin-chain, (a finite chain is used here) is used
to immunize observables against special global transformations. The time steps
in which certain observables are immune against these operations depend on their
initial position on the chain. Thus temporal control (when to apply the global gates)
can be turned into spatial control and any quantum operation can be conducted on
the system. An example of such behavior is be the effect of a global Pauli σ2 opera-
tion (a local σ2 on each site). It gives a sign on each σ1 and σ3 tensor factor. So in
our example shown in Figure 5.10 the σ23 gains a phase of 1 when the σ2 is ap-
plied in one of the steps t0,1,6,7,8u, while it gains no phase in the other steps. The
σ11 gains the phase in steps t0,1,2,3,6,7,8u. The steps where a phase is gained be-
long to the contraction respectively expansion of the observables, while the steps
where no phase is gained belong to the transmission of the expanded observable
over the chain. So if we for example run the automaton for 2L  2 16 time-steps
and apply a global σ2 in step 3, σ
1
1 gains a phase but σ
2
3 does not. The applica-
tion of σ2 in steps t1,3,6,7,u add a phase to σ
2
3 . So we turned temporal control
into spatial control. To achieve universal quantum computation, we use arbitrary
translation invariant local rotations instead of the globalσ2.
5.5.3 The quantum computational scheme by Fitzsimons and
Twamley
In [74] the same property of the glider CQCA is used. However, in this case the non-
Clifford operations are not translation-invariant, but only conducted at the ends
of the chain. Separate control of the ends of the chain is justified since due to the
missing neighbor, the physical properties of the systems at the end differ from those
in the middle of the chain. The CQCA is used to transport qubits to the end of
the chain, which can then be manipulated. Two qubit gates are achieved by first
decoupling one spin (at the end of the chain) from the chain and then transporting
the other one to its neighboring position. In the following the gate is applied and the
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qubits are transported back. This scheme was experimentally realized in a NMR-
system [76].
5.6 Bratteli diagrams of causal CQCAs
It suggests itself to use Bratteli diagrams to analyze causal qubit CQCAs. To convert
a centered CQCA into a causal CQCA we concatenate it with τn , where n  dgptrqt
(The neighborhood size of the CQCA is 2n 1.): T˜ τnT . We found that the Bratteli
diagrams is not connected to the class of a CQCA. CQCAs of different classes can
have the same Bratteli diagram, while CQCAswith the same trace can have different
Bratteli diagrams. The following example CQCAs are both periodic with trace 0 but
show different Bratteli diagrams (see Figures 5.11a and 5.11b):
t1 
 1
u 3
 
1
u 2
 
1
u
1  1
u 4
1
u 2
1
u 3
 
1
u 2
 
1
u


, (5.37)
t2 
 1
u 2
1  1
u 4
0 1
u 2


. (5.38)
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(b) Example CQCA t2 (5.38)
Figure 5.11: CQCAs with the same trace can have dierent Bratteli diagrams.
The memory usage of a causal global-shift-free CQCA is minimal with respect to
the memory depth: a centered CQCA T obviously has index 0. Therefore, by the
index formula (3.15), the causal CQCA T˜ : τnT has index n . By Corollary 3.7.5 the
maximal memory depth for a channel withn qubits ofmemory is 2n . As T˜ is global-
shift-free the causal inverse T˜ 1 also has a memory depth of 2n (Lemma 4.5.3). By
T˜ T˜ 1τ2n and Equation (3.15) it also needs n qubits of memory.
The two example Bratteli diagrams (Figures 5.11a and 5.11b) are are actually the
only twomaximal depth Bratteli diagrams for n  2. In general there are 2n1 differ-
ent maximal depth Bratteli diagrams for a Clifford memory channel with n qubits
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of memory: In each step of the diagram either pairs of nodes have to be joined or
each node has to be split in two. So in each step there are two possibilities. But in
total the number of splits and joins has to be equal, so only half of the choices are
actually free. The rest is determined by the others. Thus there are 2n{2 choices and
therefore 2n1 different Bratteli diagrams.
5.7 Circuit and channel implementations of CQCAs
In order to implement a CQCA on a quantum computer it is useful to have a de-
scription of the CQCA as a quantum circuit. In [33] it was shown that all CQCAs can
be decomposed into a set of basic CQCAs, namely the one-qubit Hadamard and
phase transformations H and P , the shear transformations Sn and shifts τ. These
were already introduced in the beginning of this chapter. A circuit for each of these
basis transformations will allow us to find a circuit for every CQCA.
The implementation of the local CQCAs is simple—they directly correspond to
the gates of the same name. Their circuits are shown in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b.
d
1 H
d 0 H
d 1 H
(a) H
d
1 P
d 0 P
d 1 P
(b) P
Figure 5.12: Circuits to implement the local CQCAs H and P
The implementation of the shear transformation is also straightforward using the
controlled-Z (CZ ) gate. The CZ is especially useful for CQCAs, because it commutes
with all its translates—a property the CNOT can not offer. Furthermore, it is sym-
metric in control and target qubit. A CZ between qubits i and j will be denoted by
CZ pi , j q. However, wewill only use translation invariant applications of the CZ and
therefore it is only |i  j | that matters. In the Laurent polynomial notation we will
write CZ pnq to denote a CZ gate between all qubits and their right nth neighbors
(1st  nearest etc.). The shear transformation Sn is implemented by a translation-
invariant CZ pnq. See also Figure 5.13a.
The implementation of the shift τ poses slightly more problems, as it can not
be implemented by a partition of the CQCA into layers of unitary transformations.
However, this problem can be circumvented by introducing ancilla qubits [37]. We
will see that the implementation of the shift in one lattice direction on the data
qubits is realized by shifting the information on the ancilla qubits in the opposite
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Figure 5.13: Circuits to implement shear transformation S1 and the shift CQCA τ
direction. This is a special case of the result that any quantum cellular automaton
can be implemented locally, when we simultaneously compute the inverse QCA on
a copy of the lattice [38].
To implement the shift we add an ancilla qubit in a fixed state between every
pair of data qubits. We then first swap the ancilla i with data qubit i followed by
swapping ancilla i with data qubit i  1. Each of the two steps is carried out simul-
taneously for all qubits. After the two steps data qubit i has moved to position i  1
and ancilla qubit i to i  1. The observables are shifted in the opposite direction.
Each of the steps only couples every ancilla to one adjacent data qubit, so all the
operations of one step commute. Of course the order of the two steps matters, as
the operations of different steps do not all commute. Changing the order of the
two steps implements the shift in the opposite direction. The circuit is shown in
Figure 5.13b.
CQCAs can be implemented by Cliffordmemory channels, if they only propagate
in one direction, i.e. if they are causal operations. As seen in the last section this
can be easily achieved by multiplying with the appropriate shift. We will now look
at examples of CQCAs from the different classes according to the classification in-
troduced in Section 5.1. They are all nearest neighbor, so we have to multiply them
all with the right shift τ to make them causal (the right shift shifts observables to
the left). We will take our usual examples F and Gs and the periodic shear transfor-
mation S1. The matrices of their causal versions are
τgs 

0 u1
u1 1 u2


, (5.39)
τf

0 u1
u1 1 u1 u2


, (5.40)
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and
τs1

u1 0
1 u2 u


. (5.41)
Let us first consider the glider CQCA. The circuit is shown in Figure 5.14. The first
part is the shift consisting of swaps with ancillas as described above. The second
part starts with a Hadamard gate on each qubit followed by controlled Z gates be-
tween all neighboring qubits. The controlled Z are split into two groups that are
each translation invariant only by shifts by two qubits. This is simply to avoid over-
lapping gates and give the circuit a clearer layout. The controlledZ gates commute
and can all be applied at the same time. The resulting circuit is exactly the circuit
used to create one-dimensional cluster states (see e.g. [94]). See also Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.14: Circuit to implement the shifted glider CQCA τGs
The circuit for the fractal CQCA τF (see Figure 5.15) only differs from the glider
circuit by the addition of a phase gate between Hadamard and controlledZ
The circuit of the shifted periodic CQCA τS1 (Figure 5.16) is again very similar to
the glider circuit. Here the Hadamard gate is missing and we only have the con-
trolled Z gates. It is easy to see why this CQCA is periodic up to a shift: multiple
steps of the CQCA correspond to multiple repetitions of the same circuit. As it is
translation invariant we can commute all the shift parts to the front leaving a cir-
cuit of only controlledZ gates. ControlledZ gates are their own inverses, so n layers
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Figure 5.15: Circuit to implement the shifted fractal CQCA τF
of controlledZ gates from n repetitions of the CQCA collapse to one (n odd) or zero
(n even) layers. Thus S1 is periodic with period two.
To implement the CQCAs bymemory channels the finite-depth circuits we devel-
oped above have to be brought into the form of a memory channel. An easy way to
carry out this transformation is to use the commutation relations of gates and shift
all gates on “later” (larger index) qubits that commute with gates on “earlier” qubits
to later times. This approach is used in [46, 47] to derivememory channel encoders
from pearl-necklace encoders for quantum convolutional codes. We demonstrate
this with the circuit (Figure 5.14) of the shifted glider CQCA: the swap operations
come in pairs that can be aligned in a causal structure. The CZ gates all commute
so they can also be aligned in a causal structure. The swap pair of qubits i with the
adjacent ancillas can be shifted past the CZ of qubits i 2 and i 1. The resulting
circuit is shown in Figure 5.17. The circuit uses two qubits of memory while the in-
dex of the CQCA indicates that only one qubit is needed (see Theorem 4.2.1). Start-
ing from the pearl-necklace structure and obtaining amemory channel structure by
shifting gates might give us a channel with a memory that is larger than necessary,
as shown in [95]. The interpretation of the circuit as a memory channel introduces
an additional problem. The output of the i th box is on wire i 1, while the input is
on wire i . To be interpreted as amemory channel the i th box has to work on the i th
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Figure 5.16: Circuit to implement the shifted shear transformation CQCA τG1
qubit and a memory system. Thus a memory channel using the box in the circuit
would implement an additional unwanted right shift: τGsτ  τ2Gs . That shows
that it is necessary for the channel to use two qubits of memory.
We will now derive a memory channel implementing a causal CQCA using the
method introduced in Section 4.3.1 and show that it uses only one qubit ofmemory.
In the next step we will also circumvent the problem of the additional shift.
We start by studying the images of single cell Pauli matrices under the action of
the CQCA τGs :
   I I X I I    Ñ   I Z I I I   
   I I Z I I    Ñ   Z X Z I I   
   I I I X I    Ñ   I I Z I I   
   I I I Z I    Ñ   I Z X Z I   
   I I I I X    Ñ   I I I Z I   
   I I I I Z    Ñ   I I Z X Z   
The Pauli products right of the cut indicate that one qubit of memory should be
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Figure 5.17: Causal circuit to implement the shifted glider CQCA τGs . The
stroked box corresponds to one use of the memory channel imple-
menting the CQCA. It is easy to see that the channel uses two qubits
of memory. Using the box as a memory channel it would implement
an additional unwanted shift τ.
sufficient for the encoder (See 4.3.1. The following transformation
o m m i
X I Ñ Z I ,
Z I Ñ X Z ,
I X Ñ Z X ,
I Z Ñ I Z
(5.42)
fulfills the requirements. Using its phase space description and the decomposi-
tion algorithm from Section 3.6.3 we arrive at a circuit consisting of only a single
CNOT and a single Hadamard gate per input qubit. It is shown in Figure 5.18. The
new circuit not only uses only one qubit of memory and less gates per input qubit,
but also removes the need of the ancilla qubits. This is possible, because we are
no longer limited to commuting operations and can use CNOT operations. The
new circuit can not be transformed into a finite depth circuit by just shifting gates
in time. Swapping the positions of two of the CNOT gates would introduce an error
whichwould need to be correctedwith additional gates. A string of only CNOTgates
would be non-forgetful, because a single X would be mapped to an infinite string
of X tensor factors. The Hadamard gates swap X and Z thereby making the circuit
strictly forgetful. In this circuit the box is actually a valid memory channel imple-
mentation of τGs . However to be able to put the box into a circuit it contains a swap
between memory and data qubit. This swap amounts to an additional left shift of
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Figure 5.18: Memory ecient causal circuit to implement the shifted glider CQCA
τGs ; the stroked box corresponds to one use of the memory channel
implementing the CQCA. This circuit only uses one qubit of memory.
However, the circuit implements an unwanted left shift and therefore
Gs instead of τGs .
the output system. Thus again we have a problem with the implementation—we
actually implement Gs and not the desired causal shifted version.
The problem that the boxes do not implement τGs as a circuit and as a mem-
ory channel at the same time comes from our attempt to use the data systems to
also implement the memory system. Wemake room for the memory that is passed
on from one box to the next by shifting the data wires. We will now explicitly add
wires for the memory. When we talk about memory channels we usually think of
a memory system that is passed on from one use of the channel to the next. The
system itself is thought of as being the same all the time. In the circuit picture this
corresponds to a wire that is at the top or bottom of the circuit. All the boxes would
interact with this wiremaking the circuit non-local. The idea of swapping themem-
ory through the circuit one position in each step using the data wires creates an
unwanted shift as we have already seen. So we are left with either swapping the
memory wire through the circuit thereby abusing the notation of the circuit model,
or preparing and deleting newmemory qubits in every step.
The easiest way to build a primitive for the CQCA that can both be used in the
circuit picture and as a memory channel is the following: we use the box primi-
tive from the memory efficient circuit and an ancilla qubit that we prepare in some
state. After applying the gates of the boxwe swapmemory anddata output and then
memory and ancilla qubit. Thus the memory qubit is on the added ancilla wire and
the data qubit on the old memory output. The old data output wire is traced out.
This is shown in Figure 5.19. We then concatenate the boxes using the newmemory
output and the old input producing a circuit that implements the CQCA and has a
memory channel structure at the same time. We can further simplify the circuit and
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Figure 5.19: Changing the memory ecient implementation to implement the shift
that was lost in the conversion from memory channel to circuit.
substitute the preparation and measuring of ancillas by crossing wires as shown in
Figure 5.20. This construction is more in the spirit of memory channels than in the
spirit of quantum circuits.
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Figure 5.20: Gate ecient implementations of our primitive for τGs ; the left circuit
uses preparation and measurement of ancillas and is in the spirit of
the circuit model, while the right circuit abuses the circuit model
notation and is in the spirit of memory channels, where the memory
system is passed on from one step to the next.
Nowwemight ask if there is a possibility to design a circuit that implements τGs
without ancillas. We do not require the circuit to be of finite depth anymore, so im-
plementing the shift is not ruled out by default as in the finite depth case. However,
this task is still impossible. Consider a circuit on n wires. The initial memory input
is on the uppermost wire. But the memory output is on the lowermost wire. So by
default the data has to shift up by one wire which can not be done using local uni-
tary operators. If we add ancillas we circumvent this problem, because thememory
is always carried on the ancilla wires and shifting the memory wire through the cir-
cuit does not have an effect on the data wires. If we think of an optical lattice every
second site would be a data site, while the other sites would be ancilla sites. The
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ancilla sites run a backward shift to compensate for the forward shift included in
the dynamics of the data qubits.
We now determine a causal up-to-shift inverse for τGs . Finding the inverse of a
CQCA is straightforward by inverting the corresponding matrix. We only need an
inverse up to a shift, but require the inverse to also be a causal CQCA. We obtain
τ2pτ1g1
s
q 

1 u2 u1
u1 0


. (5.43)
The circuit is very similar to the original CQCA. The primitives are shown in Fig-
ure 5.21
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Figure 5.21: Implementations of our primitive for τG1s ; the left circuit uses prepa-
ration and measurement of ancillas and is in the spirit of the circuit
model, while the right circuit abuses the circuit model notation and is
in the spirit of memory channels, where the memory system is passed
on from one step to the next. The only dierence to τGs is that the
position of the CNOT gates is exchanged.
The circuit for τGs and its causal inverse τG1s is shown in Figure 5.22. Thewhole
circuit implements τ2 which is the minimal shift we can have, since τGs has mem-
ory depth 2.
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Figure 5.22: Circuit for τGs and its causal inverse up to a shift τG1s .
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6 The fractal structure of cellular
automata on Abelian groups
Most of thematerial in this chapter has been published in:
Johannes Gütschow, Vincent Nesme, and Reinhard F. Werner
Self-similarity of cellular automata on Abelian groups,
Journal of Cellular Automata, 7(2), 2012, [arXiv:1011.0313]
In this section wewill study the self-similarity of the spacetime picture of CQCAs.
Our analysis does not need most of the structure underlying symplectic cellular
automata. We will therefore extend our results to a wider class of linear classical
cellular automata (CAs). However, our main example f is the classical counterpart
of a CQCA introduced in Section 5.1.3. The fractal structure of cellular automata
has been a topic of interest for several decades. In many works on linear CAs, the
authors present ways to calculate the fractal dimension or to predict the state of an
arbitrary cell at an arbitrary time step, with much lower complexity than by run-
ning the CA step by step. However, their notions of linearity are quite different to
ours (and to each other). Often only CAs that use states in Zp are studied. Other
approaches are more general, but still make certain assumptions on the time evo-
lution or the underlying structure of the CA. Here we try to loosen these restrictions
as far as possible. We consider one-dimensional linear CAs whose alphabet is an
abelian group. We will show that they can be described by n  n matrices with
polynomial entries in a similar way as introduced in the special case of CSCAs. We
will use this description to derive a recursion relation for the iterations of the CA.
This recursion relation enables us to formulate the evolution of the spacetime dia-
gram as a matrix substitution system, which in turn gives us the means to calculate
the fractal dimension of the spacetime diagram.
Most of themethods we employ are commonly used in the study of CAs. To prove
that the spacetime diagram converges we use elementary graph theory and study
the graph associated with thematrix substitution system of the CA. Thematrix sub-
stitution system is obtained by a recursion formula for the iterations of the CA and
grouping of cells.
This Section is organized as follows: in Section 6.1 we will give our definition of
a linear cellular automaton, introduce the formalism we will be working with and
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state the main result: every linear cellular automaton has a self-similar structure.
In Section 6.3, we will give an intuitive idea as to why the spacetime diagram of our
example f exhibits a fractal structure. Wewill then proceed, in Section 6.4, to expose
an algorithm taking as input the local transition rule and outputting a description of
the spacetime diagram. This allows us to compute salient features of these fractals,
such as their fractal dimension and their average color.
6.1 Definitions
6.1.1 Generalities on summable automata
Monoids
Nowwe generalize our description of CSCAs to a broader class of CAs. But we want
to keep the convolutional structure so that we can use the Laurent polynomial de-
scription introduced in Chapter 5. Thus the state of a cell should be determined by
the sum of the influences from other cells in the timestep before. We call automata,
for which it is sensible to consider the influence of a single cell on every other cell
and where the global transition function can be reconstructed by “summing” all
these influences, “summable automata”. So, if Σ denotes the alphabet, instead of
the usual local transition function ΣN Ñ Σ, a summable automaton is naturally
defined by a function ΣÑ ΣN . We now investigate the minimal structure on Σ in
order to make such a definition work. The influences from individual cells have to
be “summed”, so we need an operation on Σ. Since the strip is infinite, an infinitary
operation would suffice, but that would not give us enough structure to work with.
Instead, it seems reasonable to consider a binary operation  . In the same spirit,
when we think of the superposition of influences coming from each cell, no notion
of order between the cells is involved. Even if in the one-dimensional case a natu-
ral order could be put on the cells, it would be less than clear what to do in higher
dimensions. We therefore require that  be associative and commutative. The last
requirement comes from the fact that, given only the global transition function, we
want to be able to isolate the influence of one cell; that is why we demand that  
have an identity element, which makes now pΣ, q an Abelian monoid.1 Of course,
in order for this construction to be relevant, the transition function must be a mor-
phism.
LetN be some finite subset of Z and f a morphism from Σ to ΣN . The setN is to
the neighborhood of f . From f one can define the global transition function as an
1
A monoid is a set equipped with an associative operation and a neutral element.
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endomorphism F of ΣZ by
F :



ΣZ Ñ ΣZ
r prnqnPZ ÞÑ

¸
iPI
f prni qi

nPZ

Æ

. (6.1)
Let τ be the right shift on ΣZ, i.e. τpr qn  rn1.2 As in the case of QCA we assume
translation invariance (of F ) and have F τ τ  F . Also, F pr qn depends only on
the values rni for i PN . SinceN is finite, F is a one-dimensional cellular automa-
ton on the alphabet Σ, with neighborhood included in N . Conversely, if F is an
endomorphism of ΣZ defining a cellular automaton over the alphabet Σ, then one
can choose a neighborhoodN , and define, for i PN ,
f ps qi  F ps¯ qi , (6.2)
where s¯ is the word of ΣZ defined by
s¯n 
"
s if n  0
e otherwise
, (6.3)
e denoting the neutral element of Σ.
Groups
Wewill now consider the case whenΣ is a (finite abelian) group. For p prime, letΣp
be the subgroup of Σ that contains only elements whose order is a power of p ; then
Σ is isomorphic to
±
p Σp , and every endomorphism ofΣ
Z factorizes into a product
of endomorphisms of the ΣZ
p
’s (see also Section 2.2.4). It is therefore enough to
study the case of the (abelian) p-groups: let us assume that Σ is a p-group (see also
Theorem 2.2.8).
It is a well-known fact (see for instance section I-8 of [31]) that Σ is isomorphic
to Zp k1  Zp k2     Zp kd with k  kd ¥ kd1 ¥ . . . ¥ k1. Now let us consider
an endomorphism α of Σ and let e j denote p0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0q, where the 1 lies in
position j . When i ¤ j , there is a natural embedding s i ,j of Zp ki into Zp k j , namely
the multiplication by p k jk i P N. Since e j has order p k j , αpe j qi P Zp ki has to be in
the image of s j ,i when i ¥ j . We can therefore associate to α the endomorphism of
Z
d
p k
given by the matrix Apαq PMd pZp k q defined by
Apαqi ,j  p
k jk iα
 
e j

i
. (6.4)
2
As we deal with classical CAs here, the shift direction is inverted with respect to the quantum
case, where τ shifts observables to the left and states to the right. Here, the classical
conguration is treated as a state.
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For example, if we have G  Z32Z4Z2 and α defined by αp1,0,0q  p3,2,1q,
αp0,1,0q  p24,0,1q, andαp0,0,1q  p16,2,0q, the correspondingmatrix ofM3 pZ32q
is
Apαq 


3 3 1
16 0 1
16 2 0

.
Moreover, α ÞÑ Apαq is an embedding of Zp k -algebras, between the algebra of
linear endomorphisms of Σ andMd
 
Zp k

. Indeed, it is clearly linear, one-to-one,
and
rApαqApβqsi ,j 
d
°
l1
Apαqi ,l Apβql ,j

d
°
l1
p k lk iαpe l qip
k jk l αpe j ql
 p k jk i
d
°
l1
αpe l qiβ
 
e j

l
 p k jk i

αβ
 
e j

i
rApαqApβqsi ,j  Apαβqi ,j .
(6.5)
Let us give a summary of the construction we have just exposed.
Proposition 6.1.1. For every finite abelian p-group G and endomorphism α of G ,
there are positive integers k and d , an embedding s of G into Zd
p k
, and an endomor-
phism Apαq of Zd
p k
such that the following diagram commutes:
G
α
ÝÝÝÑ G



s



s
Z
d
p k
Apαq
ÝÝÝÑ Z
d
p k
(6.6)
This implies that to study the behavior of CAs on abelian groups, it is sufficient to
study the case where these groups are of the form Zd
p k
.
R -modules
We now actually consider the more general case where R is a finite commutative
ring with characteristic p l where p is prime, and Σ is a free R-module of dimension
d , i.e. isomorphic to Rd .3 The first reason for doing so is that it does not complicate
the mathematics. It will also appear more efficient to understand, for instance, F24
as a 1-dimensional vector space over itself than as a 4-dimensional vector space
3
Modules are generalized of vector spaces, where rings take the place of elds. A free module
is a module with a basis.
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over F2: the former simply bears more information, and therefore implies more
restrictions on the form of a CA, so that more can be deduced.
Nowwegeneralize the algebraic Fourier transformation (2.56)weused in the case
of CSCAs to our new setting and introduce a polynomial description of the CAs
we are considering here. Analogous to the CQCA case, for any ring B , B ru ,u1s
denotes the ring of Laurent polynomials over B ; it is the ring of linear combinations
of integer powers (negative as well as nonnegative) of the unknown u . Applying
this to B  HomR pΣq, we can associate to the function f the Laurent polynomial
ιp f q PHomR pΣqru ,u1s4 defined by
ιp f q
¸
nPZ
f pqnu
n . (6.7)
Remark 6.1.2. In the manner of a Fourier transform, ι turns convolution into prod-
uct. Indeed, looking at Equation (6.1), if we think of r as a function from Z to Σ, F is
easily seen to be a convolution of r and f . Since f is R-linear, f pr pnqqi  r pnq f p1qi
holds. Now we introduce f˜ with f˜ pi q f p1qi . Then
pF pr qqpnq 
¸
iPZ
r pn  i q f˜ pi q (6.8)
holds. In the polynomial picture this convolution turns into a matrix-vector multi-
plication.
ι is an isomorphism of R-algebras between the linear cellular automata on the
alphabet Σ with internal composition rules p ,q and HomR pΣqru ,u1s, which
can be identified withMd pR ru ,u1sq because Σ Rd . We are going to think and
work in this former algebra, so from now on a linear cellular automaton t  ιp f q
will be, for us, an element ofMd pR ru ,u1sq.
6.1.2 Related work
Many papers have been published concerning the self-similarity and fractal struc-
ture of cellular automata spacetime diagrams. Herewe give a short review andpoint
out the differences in our approach. When we mention d and k we are referring to
Md pZk ru ,u1sq.
[96] In this work,Willson considers the case d  1, k  2. In order to determine the
fractal dimension of the spacetime diagram, he analyses how blocks of length
n in the configuration of time step t are mapped to such blocks in steps 2t
and 2t  1, a technique we also use in Section 6.4.
[97, 98] Takahashi generalizes Willson’s work to the case d  1, with no restriction
on the value of k .
4HomR pΣq denotes the set of all R-linear maps on Σ.
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[99, 100, 101] Haeseler, Peitgen and Skordev study the fractal time evolution of CAs
with special scaling properties, the weakest of thembeing “weaklyp-Fermat”,
where p is some integer, which includes the case d  1, k  p . Let us briefly
introduce the p-Fermat property and show why the CAs that we study do not
have to be p-Fermat. Let pip be the scaling map
pip pξqx 
"
ξy ifx  py
e otherwise
. (6.9)
A CA t is weakly p-Fermat if for all s P Σ, n P N and x P Z, tnp ps¯ qx  e ô
pip tnps¯ qx  e .
Let us now consider the fractal CSCA f introduced in 5.1.3
f

0 1
1 u1 1 u


PM2pZ2ru ,u
1
sq. (6.10)
We will use this example throughout the section. It generates the time evo-
lution depicted in Figure 6.1a (and in more detail in Figure 5.2). A general
(a) Time evolution of f starting from ξp10q.
3p
2p
p
(b) Time evolution of a general nearest neighbor
p-Fermat CA.
Figure 6.1: This gure shows that f cannot be a p -Fermat CA. In a p -Fermat CA
at least the white areas are lled by the neutral element e ; f has a
dierent pattern.
nearest-neighbor p-Fermat CA produces a time evolution that reproduces it-
self after p steps in at most three copies located at positions tp ;0;pu. After
2p steps we have five copies at most. This creates areas filled with the neu-
tral element e shared by all p-Fermat CAs for a fixed p . In Figures 6.1a and
6.1b we can easily see that f does not exhibit these areas; therefore it is not
p-Fermat. Furthermore p-Fermat CAs that are not periodic are irreversible,
while we also allow reversible CAs, f again being an example.
[102, 103] Allouche, Haeseler, Peitgen and Skordev study recurrences in the space-
time diagram of linear cellular automata from the angle of k -automatic se-
quences (which we will not define here). However, they require Σ to be an
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Abelian ring and the CA to be a ring homomorphism, which is again essen-
tially the case d  1.
[104, 105] Moore studies CAs with an alphabet A on a staggered spacetime, where
every cell c is only influenced by two cells a and b of the last time step. The
update rule is c  a  b . He requires pA ,q to be a quasigroup and studies
different special cases. First let us note that these CAs are either irreversible
or trivial, while ours do not have to be. Thus, although it is possible to bring
our CAs in the form of staggered CAs, the results of Moore do not apply. In
his setting, our CAs would be of the form c  a b  f pa q  g pbq for some
homomorphisms f and g . For pA ,q to be a quasigroup means
@a ,b P A D!x ,y PA a x b ^ y a b . (6.11)
In our case, these equalities translate respectively as g pxq  b  f pa q and
f py q b  g pa q. The right-hand sides can be arbitrary elements of A , there-
fore f and g have to be isomorphisms, as indeed required in [104].
The goal of Moore’s work is different as well: he does not directly study the
fractal properties of the spacetime diagram, but rather the complexity of the
prediction—“What will be the state of this cell after t steps?”. Describing the
spacetime diagram with a matrix substitution system is one way of proving
that prediction is an easy task—for instance it makes itNC.5
[106] Macfarlane uses Willson’s approach and generalizes parts of it to some ex-
amples of matrix-valued CAs, including f. However, the transition matrix is
obtained heuristically—“by scrutiny of Figure 9”—from the spacetime dia-
gram, instead of being algorithmically derived from the transition rule (as we
do here). The conclusion (Section 6) suggests that the analysis of f is easily
generalizable to matrices of various sizes over various rings. So, in a sense,
our analysis is but an elaboration of the concluding remark of [106], although
much work is needed to actually perform the suggested generalizations.
The heart of our proof is in Section 6.4. To prove self-similarity, we want to es-
tablish a scaling property on the spacetime diagram of our CA. What we would like
to prove is that for some fixed integer m , for every i , j P ¹0;m 1º6, the state of a
cell m  x   i at time m  y   j depends only of that of the cell x at time y . This
would show a self-similarity in diagrams of orderm n when n goes to infinity. Un-
fortunately, that statement is not true. However, the alphabet can be expanded and
the transition rule extended7 in such a way that the desired property is now true.
5NC is the class of of decision problems that is decidable in polylogarithmic time using a parallel
computer with a polynomial number of processors.
6¹a ;bº denotes the integer interval ta ,a  1, . . . ,bu.
7
Beware that the extended transition rule is actually not a CA.
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This is done by the introduction of α in Equation (6.25). It can also be noted that
the first thing we do in Section 6.4 is getting rid of the complicated multiplication
of matrices and go back to a simple linear recurrence, as stated in Proposition 6.4.1.
6.2 A visit to the zoo of linear CA
We use f as our example throughout the chapter. Despite the special properties it
has, i.e. it is reversible, defined over a field of characteristic two, and described by
a 2 2 matrix, the analysis applies of course to all other linear CAs. In this section
we give a short overview over the variety of spacetime diagrams these CAs generate.
Let us start with small changes to f. For our first example we keepm  k  2, but
change the determinant to u . We only change one entry of the matrix:
fu 

0 u
1 u1 1 u


. (6.12)
The spacetime diagram is displayed in Figure 6.2 and shows how much difference
a small change in the update rule can make for the spacetime diagram.
Figure 6.2: Spacetime diagram of the non-Cliord CA fu
Let us nowmodify f in a more subtle fashion:
fk4 

0 1
1 u1 1 u


. (6.13)
The hidden difference with f is the underlying ring, which has now been extended
from Z2 to Z4. The CA fk4 contains in some sense more information than f, since
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f is induced from fk4 by the projection Z4  Z2. Consequently, the spacetime
diagram of f is nothing but a projection of that of fk4, as illustrated in Figure 6.3b.
(a) Time evolution of fwith scalars in Z2 (b) Time evolution of f with scalars extended to
Z4
Figure 6.3: Spacetime diagrams for two modications of f; (a) is a projection of
(b) induced by Z
2
4Z
2
2.
Even more striking is the spacetime diagram of fk3, a CA that only differs from f
in the use of Z23 instead of Z
2
2 as the alphabet.
Figure 6.4: Spacetime diagram of fk3
The last CA we want to present lies inM2 pF4ru ,u1sq, where F4 is the finite field
of order 4, here identified with F2rωs{pω2 ω 1q. The corresponding matrix is
tF4 

0 ω
u1 pω 1qu1 ω u


. (6.14)
If one wants to avoid calculations in F4, this CA can also be translated to a CA in
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M4 pZ2ru ,u1sq, namely
t˜F4 




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
u1 0 u1 u u1 1
0 u1 u1 1 1 u

Æ
Æ

.
Its spacetime diagram, as can be seen in Figure 6.5, contains patches of checker-
Figure 6.5: Time evolution of tF4 ; the gray triangles indicate that the fractal di-
mension is 2. However, the spacetime diagram can hardly be consid-
ered trivial.
board pattern. Somehow, they trivialize most of the usual properties of the fig-
ure: for instance they make its fractal dimension 2, even if the fractal structure can
hardly be considered trivial. In order to accessmore interesting properties, it is pos-
sible to blank this pattern out, considering it as just “another shade of white”. This
can be trivially done on thematrix substitution system, by removing the states from
which the blank state is inaccessible.
6.2.1 Why linearity?
In our analysis we have only covered linear CAs so far. While our method of using
matrices to describe the CAs only applies to linear CAs one could of course ana-
lyze non-linear CAs using different methods. However, in general, non-linear CAs
do not produce self-similar spacetime diagrams. Furthermore, the time-evolution
largely depends on the initial state. It is no longer a superposition of the shifted
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spacetime images of one-cell initial states as in the linear case, but it can be totally
different. In Figure 6.6 we demonstrate this using the non-linear CA named rule 22,
according to its Wolfram code. Here even the self-similarity is lost. Rule 150 is close
(a) Initial state 1. (b) Initial state 10011.
Figure 6.6: Time evolution of the 1D CA with Wolfram rule 22; on the left hand
side a single cell initial state is used. On the right hand side we use a
multi cell initial state. As rule 22 is non-linear the right hand side is
not a superposition of the one cell spacetime diagram. It is not even
self-similar.
to rule 22, in the sense that their local transition functions differ in only one case,
but it is linear. Figure 6.7 illustrates that the spacetime diagram emerging from sev-
eral nonzero cells is indeed the superposition of the shifted single initial cell space-
time images and the spacetime image is always self-similar. In our analysis the ini-
(a) Initial state 1. (b) Initial state 10011.
Figure 6.7: Time evolution of the 1D CA with rule 150; on the left hand side a
single cell initial state is used. On the right hand side we use a multi
cell initial state. The spacetime diagram is self-similar in both cases.
tial state is irrelevant for the substitution scheme as long as it is sufficiently small;
only the coloring depends on it. However, large initial states are not covered by the
substitution systemwe derive. But as the CAs we deal with are linear, the spacetime
image of an arbitrary (but finite) initial state is nothing but a superposition of sin-
gle cell spacetime images. So for large times the spatial size of the blank spaces of
all the single initial cell spacetime images will be much larger than the size of the
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initial state and the superposition will have the same blank spaces. However, in the
non-blank areas cancellation may occur. The spacetime image of an arbitrary ini-
tial cell thus converges to a subset of the image derived by the substitution system.
A class of CAs that show excessive cancellation are the glider CQCAs which act as a
lattice translation on some initial states (the gliders) while for all single cell initial
states they produce a spacetime image of fractal dimension 2 (see Section 5.1.2).
For non-linear CAs we can not deduce much about the image of multi cell initial
states just from the single cell images. In particular, the self-similarity depends on
the initial state.
6.2.2 Colored spacetime diagrams
The mainstream setting when studying the fractal structure of spacetime diagrams
is monochromatic; we introduce colors in the picture.
Instead of considering simple compact subsets of the plane, we will have a fi-
nite set of colors C and compact subsets of pR2qC . Let b R C be the additional
“blank” color and c : Σ Ñ C Ytbu a coloring of Σ such that cp0q  b . To deter-
mine a colored spacetime diagram, we need, furthermore, to be given an automa-
ton t PMd pR ru ,u1sq, an initial state ξ PRd , and an integer n . The corresponding
colored spacetime diagram is then the rescaled diagram obtained by iteratively ap-
plying t n times on ξ.
Formally, for n , i , j PN, let Sn ,i ,j be the full square centered in
1
n
pi , j q and whose
edges, parallel to the axes, are of length 1
n
. To each positive integer n and color c PC
we associate a compact subset of the plane Pnpc q which is the union of the Sn ,i ,j ’s
such that 0 ¤ j ¤ n and c
 
t j pξqi

 c . The colored spacetime diagram of order
n is then the function Pn : c ÞÑ Pn pc q. A sequence of colored patterns pPnqnPN
of spacetime diagrams is said to converge to some colored pattern P
8
if for every
c PC , pPnpc qqnPN converges toP8pc q for the Hausdorff distance.
We can now state the main result of this chapter.
Theorem6.2.1. LetG be a finite abelian p-group. For every cellular automaton over
G that is also a group homomorphism, there exists a positive integer m such that for
every fixed initial state the colored spacetime diagrams of order pmn converge when
n goes to infinity.
In general, to obtain information about the fractal structure of a cellular automa-
ton over some finite groupG , one must writeG as a product of p-groups and study
each p-component of the spacetime diagram independently. According to Theo-
rem 6.2.1, each component generates a fractal pattern. Since the logarithms of the
prime numbers are rationally independent, it is possible to find a sequence of re-
sized spacetime diagrams that converges towards a superposition of these different
components with arbitrary independent rescaling coefficients. However, there is
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no direct generalization of the theorem. For instance, even in the simple case of
Pascal’s triangle modulo 6, there is no real number λ¡ 0 such that the diagrams of
order tλn u converge; however, those of order tn will converge as soon as the frac-
tional parts of log3ptnq and log2ptnq both converge, and then their limits determine
the limit pattern. The situation is very briefly described in Section 5 of [98]. We
illustrate this in Figure 6.8 and in a video to be found in [107].
(a) Pascal’s triangle modulo 6 (b) Superposition of Pascal’s triangle modulo 2
(blue) andmodulo 3 (red)
Figure 6.8: One can easily see that Pascal's triangle mod 6 is a superposition of
Pascal's triangle mod 2 and mod 3.
6.2.3 Matrix substitution systems
We will show how to find a suitable description of the limit pattern in the rest of
this chapter. We now explain exactly what it means to generate a colored picture by
rules of substitution, and how to take the limit of all these pictures. This is a gen-
eralization of the usual monochromatic description that can be found for instance
in [108, 96, 99], andwhich corresponds in our setting to the case where all the colors
are mapped to “black”.
Let V be a finite alphabet; because we want colors, we do not have to include a
special “empty” letter as in the usual definition of a matrix substitution system. A
matrix substitution system is then a function D : V Ñ V ¹1;rº2 , for some integer r .
Together with a set of colors C and a coloring c : V Ñ C , the matrix substitution
system defines colored patterns, much in the same way cellular automata do. With
the previous notations, at each step n , the patternPn is the union of squares Srn ,i ,j
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of different colors, for different i ’s and j ’s; each one of them is indexed by some
letter in V .
Then at step n   1, each colored square of color c indexed by v P V present in
the nth step pattern is replaced by r 2 smaller squares that pave it; these smaller
squares are given by Dpv q and indexed accordingly. To such a matrix substitution
system we can associate a multigraph Γ pV,E q where the set of vertices is V and
we put as many edges from v tow as there arew ’s in Dpv q.
A plain matrix substitution system is one of the usual kind: there are only two
colorsW and B , and V contains a special letter " such that D p"q is a matrix full of
"’s and cp"q  b . We have cp"q W and cpv q  B whenever v  ". In this case it is
well known that, starting from any letter except ", pPnpBqqnPN converges.
We want to generalize the usually property of convergence of the patterns de-
fined by plain matrix substitution systems. This will be done by the conjunction of
the two following propositions. Let us first remind ourselves of some notions on
graphs: a cycle is a set of nodes that are connected by edges such that the first and
the last node of the path are the same. The period of a graph Γ is the greatest com-
mon divisor of the lengths of all the cycles in Γ; a graph is aperiodic if it has period
1. A strongly connected component is a set of nodes such that there is a path from
every node of the strongly connected component to any other node of the strongly
connected component.
Proposition 6.2.2. If every strongly connected component of Γ is aperiodic, then
pPnqnPN converges.
Proof. To each color c P C we associate the plain matrix substitution system Dc ,
obtained from D simply by turning some letters into ". For v P V , let Xc pv q be the
set of integers n such that there exists a path of length n in Γ connecting v to a letter
of the color c . Since the strongly connected component containing v is aperiodic,
Xc pv q is either finite or cofinite. To see this we have to consider different cases:
• There is no letter of color c reachable from v . Then Xc pv q is empty and thus
finite.
• There is a letter of color c reachable from v . Let us first assume there exists a
path from v to this letter that contains a strongly connected component with
more than one letter. In this component cycles of coprime lengths exist. Thus
the path from v to the letter of color c can be extended by sums of the length
of the cycles. The question posed is “which path length can be composed”.
It is equivalent to the coin problem (also known as the Frobenius problem).
This tells us that there is a maximum number, the Frobenius number of the
set of cycle length, that can not be composed by combinations of the cycles.
Thus all but a finite number of path length can be achieved and Xc pv q is cofi-
nite. If there exists no path of the type in our first assumption, but a path that
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uses a letter with a self loop, Xc pv q is again cofinite, because we can generate
arbitrary path length using the self loop. The only remaining case is that all
possible paths only use letters in components with only one letter. Then there
are no cycles and thus only finitely many possible path lengths (the alphabet
is finite), making Xc pv q finite.
Those letters v P V such that Xc pv q is finite will be mapped to a combination of
letters that will not contain the color c after finitely many steps and for all further
recursion steps. Thus they act as the blank state of a plain matrix substitution sys-
tem and we send them to ". This definesDc . If Xc pv q is finite and v 1 can be reached
from v , then Xc pv 1q is also finite; therefore, Dc is indeed a substitution system.
Let us now compare two sequences of figures. The first one is pPnpc qq, the sub-
pattern of color c defined byD . The second one is
 
P c
n

, the one obtained fromDc ;
we know that it converges to some compact Dc
8
. LetM P N be such that for every
v P V , either Xc pv q or its complement is strictly bounded by M . By construction,
Pn M pc q is included inP cn , and for every black square ofP
c
n , there is a black sub-
square in Pn M pc q.8 The Hausdorff distance between Pn M pc q and P cn therefore
converges to 0, so that pPn pc qq converges to Dc
8
.
For a graph Γ, let Γk  pV,E k q where E k is the set of couples pv,w q such that
there exists in Γ a path of length k from v tow .
Proposition 6.2.3. For every (multi)graph Γ, there exists k such that every strongly
connected component of Γk is aperiodic.
Proof. Each strongly connected component∆ of Γ has a period pp∆q, so that∆pp∆q
is aperiodic. Let k0 be the least common multiple of the pp∆q’s; then each strongly
connected component of Γ induces an aperiodic graph in Γk0 . However, it is pos-
sible that in the process, the component broke down into several connected com-
ponents, so that Γk0 might not have the required property. The procedure then has
to be repeated from Γk0 to obtain Γk0k1 , and so on. Since the strongly connected
components of Γk0k i 1 are included in those of Γk0k i , this process reaches a fixed
point, which is a graph with the required property.
Therefore, a coloredmatrix substitution systemdefines a convergent colored pat-
tern when considering the steps that are amultiple of some well-chosen integerm .
So, in order to prove Theorem 6.2.1, all we need to do is to find such a substitution
system. This will be done for a special case in the next section, and for the general
case in Section 6.4.
8
Because M bounds Xc pv q if |Xc pv q| is nite, all the states that are blanked in Dc are also
blank. If
|Xc pv q| 8 then M bounds Xc pv q and we have a c in the image for sure.
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6.3 A special recursion scheme for f
The aim of this section is to give our most direct and natural explanation of the
fractal structure generated by f. Modulo some caveat, it applies effortlessly to all
invertible elements t ofM2 pRru ,u1sq, where R is a finite Abelian ring of charac-
teristic 2. This section is not vital to the proof of the general case presented in 6.4,
and can therefore be skipped by the impatient reader.
We will deduce, informally, the basic structure of the spacetime diagrams from a
simple recursion relation for the 2n th powers of t. The characteristic polynomial of
t, PtpX q, is equal to X 2 ptr tq dett. According to the Cayley-Hamilton theorem,
Ptptq  0, so t2 ptr tq t  pdet tq1  0. Multiplying this equation by t1, we have
t  pdettq t1 ptr tq1. Let us denotert  pdet tq t1, which we will name the dual
of t. Since we are in characteristic 2, by repeatedly taking the square of this equality,
we obtain
t2
n

rt
2n
 
ptr tq2
n
1 @n PN. (6.15)
Taking the trace of this equation, we have tr t2
n
 trrt
2n
; in particular, tr t  trrt so
Equation (6.15) is also valid when swapping t andrt. Let Nt be a finite set, and the
λi ’s elements of R such that tr t 
°
iPNt
λiu i . Then we have
ptr tq2
n

¸
iPNt
pλi q
2n
u 2
n i
@n PN. (6.16)
We do not yet specify the initial state; as amatter of fact, it will prove to be largely
irrelevant. The only thing we require is that it is nontrivial (and finite).
Let us now consider f; we have det f  1 and λi  χ
t1;0;1upi q. We start with the
spacetime diagram corresponding to 2n steps; it is rescaled to a triangle with vertex
coordinates tp0,0q,p1,1q,p1,1qu. Taking Equations (6.15) and (6.16), we can see
that the state at the 2n th time step can be decomposed into a sum of several copies
of the initial state (the positions are governed by the coefficients of the trace) and
a configuration that can be derived by applying rt
2n
to the initial state. In the next
2n steps, this configuration will contract itself to the initial state, which is shifted
according to logu det t, asrt is the inverse of t composed with the shift pdet tq1. The
copies of the original initial state evolve according to t. This is illustrated in Figure
6.9. The figure suggests to divide the spacetime diagram into four parts A , B ,C , and
D, as shown in Figure 6.10a, which overlap only on a single cell strip at the borders.
A2, A3, and A4 are copies of A1, and
A
is marked by an upside down A because
it is the reverse evolution of the initial state under the CArf—so it should logically
be named r
A
or
r
A
, but since it always appears upside-down while A always appears
straight on its feet, there is no risk of confusion.
Let us assume that the sequence of rescaled spacetime diagrams up to step 2n
actually converges. This means that A1 should be, in the limit, a copy of the whole
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A1
A3A2 A4 A
 
Figure 6.9: The whole gure is the sum of
|N | 2 parts.
A
A
C D
B
(a) The first substitution rule.
D
B
A
  B
A 
B
C
(b) The second substitution rule.
Figure 6.10: The rst and the second substitution rules
picture A , downsized by a factor 2. Therefore we rename it A . This gives us the
first substitution rule, represented in Figure 6.10a. The other three parts are still
unknown, and we will name these patterns B , C andD. Equation 6.15 tells us what
the other substitution rules are.
Remark 6.3.1. Indeed, the whole figure A should be the “sum” of five tiles. What
this means exactly is largely informal to this point, but if you look at iterations to
2n for a large n, this sum would be just the usual sum in pZ{2Zq2. The first tile, A1,
comes fromour assumption that indeed the sequence of pictures converges. The three
tiles A2, A3 and A4 correspond respectively to the monomials of trace u1, 1 and u .
Indeed, according to Equation 6.15, the configuration obtained after 2n iterations of
t is the sum of the configuration obtained after 2n iterations of t1 and of |N | copies
of the initial configuration. Each of these copies will give rise to a pattern equal to A.
Since Equation 6.15 remains true after swapping t andrt,
A
likewise admits a par-
tition into
A
,
B
,
C
and
D
. Summing all the parts shown in Figure 6.9, we have Fig-
ure 6.14. Superimposing our first substitution rule (Figure 6.10a) with our second
step of the decomposition (Figure 6.11), we obtain the new substitution rules rep-
resented by Figures 6.10b, 6.12a and 6.12b.
All the other substitution rules are deducible from these ones, because they are
linear: for instance the substitutions for C  D is the sum of the substitution for C
and D, as shown in Figure 6.13a. We don not know a priori what the sum of two
patterns is, but we know that summing a pattern with itself should give 0, for we are
working in characteristic 2. In this case A A and B   B cancel out. In Figure 6.14,
one can see how the characteristic white spaces emerge from the above substitution
rule.
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A
B
C D
C D
A A
BB
DC C  DC  D
A
  B
A 
B
Figure 6.11: Second step of the decomposition
C
A
C
B
C  D
(a) The third substitution rule.
A
B
D
D
C  D
(b) The fourth substitution rule.
Figure 6.12: The third and the fourth substitution rules
The problemwith this scheme is that what is happening goes beyond simple jux-
taposition of patterns. There can be cancellation at the border between patterns.
Of course, we know that C  C is blank, but do we know that C  D, for instance,
is not? Generally we do not. If the initial state is itself blank, then the whole figure
would be, and all tiles being blank is certainly a fixed point for all the substitution
rules.
In this case, however, everything turns out well. It should first be noticed that
in every part of the picture not tagged as “blank”, an A pattern can be found by
refining a few more steps. Formally, let G  pV,E q be the graph whose vertices
are the different possible tiles (i.e. in this case, A , B , C , D,
A
,
B
,
C
,
D
, and the
sums modulo 2 of tiles having compatible shapes, including the blank tile 0), and
D C
C  D
(a) The fith substitution rule.
B
A
A 
B
(b) The sixth substitution rule.
Figure 6.13: The fth and sixth substitution rules are the superpositions of the
third and fourth and the rst and second rules respectively. One
can see how white spaces emerge because even superpositions of the
same pattern cancel out.
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edges represent the transition rule in the following way: each vertex has four edges
coming out of it, each one pointing to one of its subtiles. In our case, the graph
has the property that the set of vertices accessible from A , minus 0, form a strongly
connected component.
We may then distinguish two cases: either A has a point in its interior, or it has
points only on its border triangle. In the first case, the unique non-empty compact
defined by the substitution rule is actually the figure we are looking for. Indeed,
it follows from the property of connexity—cf. Proposition 6.2.2—that every non-
zero tile actually appearing in the decomposition of the figure has a non-empty
interior. Thus, no matter what happens at the boundary between tiles, the figure
constructed this way will always converge to the same compact. If, on the contrary,
A has points only at its border, the initial configuration is a glider and the spacetime
image will consist of only of a line. however, not all CAs can have configurations
that have points only on a line. For CSCAs only automata with gliders and periodic
automata can have such configurations—fractal CSCAs can not have them.
C C  D
B
D
B
A 
B
D
C
B
D
A
A
C
A
  B
C  D
A
A
B
C D
C DA A
B B
C D
CA D
B B B
A
B
A A A
B
DCDC
C DA A C D
D
B
CD
B
CD
B
C
A 
B
A 
B
A
  B
A
  B
A
  B
A 
B
C  D C  D
C
 
D
C  D
C
 
D
C  D
A
C
B
D
A
Figure 6.14: Three decomposition steps for the spacetime diagram of f; one can
clearly see the characteristic white spaces emerging.
6.4 Recursion andmatrix substitution system
We will now present a general method to calculate the fractal dimension and av-
erage color of the spacetime diagrams of linear CAs inMd pZp l ru ,u1sq. We will
again illustrate the method with our example f, whereas the derivation is carried
out for the general case. Thus, the algorithm works as well on all CAs obeying our
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definition, e.g. the CAs presented in Section 6.2, as it works on f. Of course, with
larger neighborhoods and groups of higher order the substitution system becomes
larger and larger, so that one might want to use a computer to derive the substitu-
tion system.
Our approach is the following: from theminimal polynomial Π of the CA t (or any
other polynomial fulfilling Πptq  0) we derive a recursion relation for the t
y
x ’s, the
coefficients in u x of ty . We then forget about every other piece of information we
might have on t, to concentrate only on this recursion: this shows that the fractal
structure, except for contingent blank spaces, can be essentially derived just from
the minimal polynomial of t. We further develop our recursion scheme for t until
we can express every t
y
x in terms of the t
j
i of the firstm time steps with coefficients
αj pxi ,y q. With a simple grouping of cells we deduce amatrix substitution system
that enables us to generate the spacetime diagram of step t  k n 1 directly from
step t  k n . Using this substitution system we can calculate the fractal dimension,
the average coloring, and given an initial state also the whole space time diagram.
Now let ΠpX q PRru ,u1srX s be a monic polynomial such that Πptq  0:
ΠpX q Xm 
m1¸
j0
λΠ,jX
j . (6.17)
According to the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, which we can apply in our case be-
cause t is an endomorphism of a finite-dimensional free module over an abelian
ring (see Theorem 3.1. of [31]), the characteristic polynomial of t fulfills this condi-
tion. Therefore, we can always find such a polynomial. Let I be the finite set of ex-
ponents i ’s such that the coefficient in u i of Π, seen as an element of RrX sru ,u1s,
is nonzero, so that we can write
λΠ,j 
¸
iPI
λΠ,i ,ju
i . (6.18)
I is not to be confused with the neighborhood of the CA,N , which will not play any
role from now on.
Now we want to deduce a decomposition of powers of t. First we need some
results about powers of sums in Rings with prime power characteristic. For any
x ,y ,n PN we have px   y qp  x p   y prp s. Furthermore we know that if x  y rpns,
then x p  y p rpn 1s and therefore x p k  x p k rpn k s.9 Now let x ,y P R and n P
N. Starting from px   y qp
n

px p
n
  y p
n
q
rp s we use the above results to get to
px   y q
pn l1

px p
n
  y p
n
q
p l1
rp l s. As the characteristic ofR is p l weactually have
px   y q
pn l1

px p
n
  y p
n
q
p l1 .
9
This can easily be proven using the divisibility properties of binomial coecients.
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Starting from Equation (6.17) and using the fact that the powers of t commute
pairwise we have
0 

tm 
m1¸
j0
λΠ,j t
j


pn 2pl1q
 tp
n 2pl1qm
 
p
1qp
n 2pl1q
looooomooooon
1



m1¸
j0
λ
pn l1
Π,j t
pn l1 j


p l1
.
Using (6.18) we have
tp
n 2pl1qm



m1¸
j0

¸
iPI
λ
pn
Π,i ,ju
pn i
p l1
tp
n l1j


p l1
. (6.19)
For each i , j , the sequence pλ
pn
Π,i ,j q is ultimately periodic. Therefore there exist
integers N andM such that for all i , j ,
λ
pM N
Π,i ,j λ
pM
Π,i ,j .
Let k  pN ; substituting n byM  Nn in (6.19), we obtain
tk
npM 2pl1qm



m1¸
j0

¸
iPI
λ
pM
Π,i ,ju
knpM i
p l1
tk
npM l1 j


p l1
. (6.20)
Hence, if we note m 1  pM 2pl1qm and expand this equation, we find that
there is some finite subset I 1 of Z and some elements µi ,j of R , for i P I 1 and
j P ¹0;m 11º, such that for all n PN,
tk
nm 1

m 11
¸
j0
¸
iPI1
µi ,ju
kn i tk
n j , (6.21)
where the sum over j comes from expanding the outer bracket in (6.20) and the
sum over i from expanding the inner bracket.
We have now applied everything we needed to know about the multiplicative
structure on the ring of matrices. As announced at the end of Section 6.1.2, we
will now discard the ring structure and concentrate only on the linear recurrence
relation that we have just derived. Remember that t j PMd pR ru ,u1sq, and we are
interested in the coefficient of t j in u i , denoted t
j
i , so that t
j

°
iPI t
j
i u
i . By first
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multiplying both sides with ty and then taking the coefficient of u x we obtain the
following relation:
tk
nm 1 y
x

¸
iPI1
m 11
¸
j0
µi ,j t
y kn j
xkn i , (6.22)
which we rewrite in the form
ty
x

¸
pi ,j qPI1¹0;m 11ºµi ,j t
g i ,j py q
x f i ,j py q
, (6.23)
where f i ,j py q  k n i and g i ,j py q  y  k npm 1  j q. Of course, this works with
any n , but we will choose n  tlogk
y
m 1
u. In order to emphasize that the rest of
the proof will use only a minimal structure, we state in the next proposition what
will actually be proven, and change the notation from t, which was an element of
Md pRru ,u1sq, to Ξ, an element of a more arbitrary R-module.10 It is straightfor-
ward to check that t fulfills the hypotheses of the proposition.
Proposition 6.4.1. Let M be a finite R-module, k a positive integer, Λ a finite set of
indices, and for i P Λ, µi P R, f i : ¹m ; 8¹ÑZ and g i : ¹m ; 8¹ÑN such that for
all y P ¹m ; 8¹ and t P ¹0;k 1º,
• g i py q  y ;
• f i pky   t q k f i py q and g i pky   t q k g i py q  t .
For x PZN, let Ξ
y
x PM be such that when y ¥m,
Ξ
y
x

¸
iPΛ
µiΞ
g i py q
x f i py q
. (6.24)
It follows that there exists a finite set E and a function e :ZNÑ E such that
• Ξ
y
x is a function of e px ,y q;
• for s , t P ¹0;k 1º, e pkx   s ,ky   t q is a function of s , t , and e px ,y q.
The introduction of a new function e in this proposition comes from the need of a
scaling property, expressing that the state at point pkx   s ,ky   t q can be deduced
from the state at point px ,y q. Such a property does not follow immediately from
Equation (6.24), but it is possible to expand the state space fromM to E , and to put
more information into e than into Ξ, so as to fulfill the scaling property. An imme-
diate consequence of this proposition is that the spacetime diagrams of Ξ
y
x of order
k n can be described by colored matrix substitution systems, so that Theorem 6.2.1
will follow from Proposition 6.2.3. Let us now prove Proposition 6.4.1. If y ¥m , we
10
This Ξ is not connected to the phase space used in the other chapters.
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(1,3)
(0,2)
(-1,1) (0,1) (1,1) (0,0)
(1,2)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1) (1,0)
(2,2)
(1,1) (2,1) (3,1) (2,0)
(1,1)
Figure 6.15: Recursive calls to (6.24) for t  f
can recursively apply Equation (6.24) to give an expression of Ξ
y
x in terms of a linear
combination of Ξ
y 1
x 1
’s with y 1  y .
Let us consider the case t  f as an example. In this case, R  F2, k  m  2,
and ΠfpX q  X 2  pu1 1 u qX   1. The period of the λxΠ,i ,j is one as they are
elements of F2. Thus M  0 and N  1 and therefore m 1  pM 2pl1q  2  22pl1q
and k  2. Furthermore px   y q2  x 2  y 2, which means l  1 0 and thusm 1 
2. Finally, we note that µi ,j  λΠ,i ,j and I 1  I. Now we can use Equation (6.24)
to recursively compute coefficient Ξ
y
x respectively f
y
x , where we use g i ,j py q  y 
2n p2 j q, f i ,j py q2n i and n  tlog2 y {2u. Explicitly we have
Ξ
y
x

¸
pi ,j qPt1,0,1uxt0,1u
µi ,jΞ
g i ,j py q
x f i ,j py q
 Ξ
g 0,0py q
x f 0,0py q
 Ξ
g
1,1py q
x f
1,1py q
 Ξ
g 0,1py q
x f 0,1py q
 Ξ
g 1,1py q
x f 1,1py q
 Ξ
y2n 1
x  Ξ
y2n
x 2n  Ξ
y2n
x  Ξ
y2n
x2n .
If we use this on Ξ31 we have n  0 and obtain Ξ
3
1  Ξ
1
1   Ξ
2
0   Ξ
2
1   Ξ
2
2. Whereas
the decomposition halts here for Ξ11, it goes on for the other three terms of the sum,
again with n  0. For instance, Ξ20 is transformed into Ξ
0
0 Ξ
1
1 Ξ
1
0 Ξ
1
1. This gives
the tree of recursive calls in Figure 6.15, where each node is labeled px ,y q for Ξ
y
x . In
this particular case, because R  F2, the only possible coefficients are 0 and 1, so
they are simply represented by the absence or the presence of the corresponding
term.
Starting from any point px ,y q P ZN and using recursively equation (6.24), we
obtain the expression
Ξ
y
x

¸
i
m1¸
j0
αΠ,i ,j px ,y qΞ
j
i , (6.25)
whichwe take as a definition ofαΠ,i ,j px ,y q. OnFigure 6.15, this corresponds to (par-
ity) counting the leaves tagged pi , j q; for instance, there are 4 leaves tagged p1,1q, so
αΠf ,1,1p1,3q  0 and p1,1q does not appear as a node in Figure 6.16.
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(1,3)
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (-1,1) (3,1)
Figure 6.16: Ξ
3
1 as a sum of the simplest terms, when t  f
Since the relation (6.24) is invariant under translations of the parameter x , we
have αi ,j px ,y q α0,j px  i ,y q. Noting αj :α0,j , we have the following equation:
Ξ
y
x

¸
iPZ
m1¸
j0
αj px  i ,y qΞ
j
i . (6.26)
Let us now show that α

pkx   s ,ky   t q, for s , t P ¹0;k 1º, is a function of s , t ,
and the α

px 1,y q’s, where x 1 ranges over some neighborhood of x . By substituting
x with kx   s and y with ky   t in Equation (6.24), we have
Ξ
ky t
kx s 
¸
iPΛ
µiΞ
k g i py q t
kpx f i py qq s
. (6.27)
Because the indices and exponents of Ξ on the left and right side of this equation
have undergone the same transformation px ,y q ÞÑ pkx s ,ky t q, we arrive recur-
sively at the point
Ξ
ky t
kx s 
¸
iPZ
m1¸
j0
αj px  i ,y qΞ
k j t
k i s (6.28)
which we want to compare to the following equation, directly deduced from (6.26):
Ξ
ky t
kx s

¸
iPZ
m1¸
j0
αj pkx   s  i ,ky   t qΞ
j
i . (6.29)
Of course, there canbe terms in (6.28)with k j t ¥m , so that the decomposition
is not over: it then needs to be performed to its end. For instance, in our example
t  f, if instead of the tree of recursive calls for Ξ31 we want that of Ξ
6
3  Ξ
23
21 1, we
know that the upper part of the tree will be Figure 6.17.
As for the lower part, the decomposition is not finished and needs to be per-
formed to its end. Thanks to linearity, we do not need to remember the whole tree,
just its leaves. As a tree growing from its leaves, we just need to apply the trans-
formation pi , j q ÞÑ p2i   1,2j q to the tree in Figure 6.16 in order to find the correct
decomposition for Ξ63, which gives Figure 6.18.
However, even keeping track only of the leaves would require an unbounded al-
phabet, that is why we defined αΠ,j px ,y q  αΠ,i ,j px   i ,y q, i.e. from the tree for Ξ
y
x
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(3,6)
(1,4)
(-1,2) (1,2) (3,2) (1,0)
(3,4)
(1,2) (3,2) (5,2) (3,0)
(5,4)
(3,2) (5,2) (7,2) (5,0)
(3,2)
Figure 6.17: Recursive calls to (6.24) for t  f, minus some leaves
(3,6)
(1,0) (3,0) (5,0) (-1,2)
(-2,1) (-1,1) (0,1) (-1,0)
(7,2)
(6,1) (7,1) (8,1) (7,0)
Figure 6.18: Trees grow from their leaves
we want to keep track only of the leaves labeled by p0, j q. Alas, that will not work
so easily: in Figure 6.18, p0,1q appears once as a son of p1,2q, which comes from
node p1,1q in Figure 6.16. So it it seems that we cannot just forget about every-
thing else.
As we just saw on one example, αΠ,pkx   s ,ky   t q typically does not depend
on αΠ, px ,y q. Instead the final decomposition of (6.28) will relate the coefficients
αΠ,j pkx   s  i ,ky   t q of the Ξ
j
i in (6.29) to sums of the α
k
Π,j px  i ,y q’s. Therefore
αΠ,pkx   s ,ky   t q depends on the αΠ, px   i ,y q’s for i ranging over some finite
set S depending only on Π. However, this is not much of a problem, as a simple
grouping will take care of it—a technique commonly attributed to [96]. Let us show
that S is finite. Since j P t0; . . . ;m 1u and t P t0; . . . ;k 1u, the k j   t appear-
ing as an exponent of Ξ in (6.28) is in t0; . . . ;km 1u. We therefore have to use at
most pk 1qm recursive calls to (6.24) in order to get down to coefficients Ξ
y
x with
y  m , each one of them decreasing the exponent by at least 1. Each one of them
also increases the index by f i py q; since both Λ and ¹0;km 1º are finite, the set of
possible f i py q’s is also bounded by someM , and the total variation in the index, i.e.
S , is then bounded by pk 1qmM ; let us sayS  ¹dmin;dmaxº.
We now introduce βΠ,px ,y q  pαpx  i ,y qqiPS 1 , where S
1
 ¹δmin;δmaxº, δmax
being such that δmax¥ dmax 
Q
δmax
k
U
and δmin such that δmin¤ dmin1 
Q
δmin 1
k
U
.
This time, for s , t P t0; . . . ;k 1u, βΠ, pkx   s ,ky   t q does really depend only on
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βΠ, px ,y q. Indeed,
βΠ, pkx   s ,ky   t q pαpkx   s  i ,ky   t qqiPS 1 ,
and each α

pkx   s  i ,ky   t q depends on

α


x  
Y
si
k
]
 j ,y
		
jPS
only; the
choice of S 1 has been made so that j 
Y
si
k
]
P S 1. This concludes the proof of
Proposition 6.4.1, as we can choose E M ¹0;m1ºS 1 , with e px ,y qpj , i q  αj px 
i ,y q.
6.4.1 Example: f
In the case of f, Equation (6.28) becomes
Ξ
2y t
2x s 
¸
i
αf,0px  i ,y qΞ
t
2i s  αf,1px  i ,y qΞ
2 t
2i s . (6.30)
The first term is now elementary, but the second one has to be decomposed once
more, i.e.
Ξ
2 t
2i s Ξ
t
2i s  Ξ
1 t
2i s1 Ξ
1 t
2i s  Ξ
1 t
2i s 1. (6.31)
If t  0 we are finished. However, if t  1 we have
Ξ
3
2i s Ξ
0
2i s1 Ξ
0
2i s  Ξ
0
2i s 1 Ξ
1
2i s2 Ξ
1
2i s 2. (6.32)
Comparing this with (6.29) we can deduce the substitution rule of αf,. It can then
be written in the following way, where for convenience αf, is represented as
αf,1
αf,0
:
αf,px ,y q
Ó
αf,p2x ,2y  1q αf,p2x  1,2y  1q
αf,p2x ,2y q αf,p2x  1,2y q
=
αf,0 px ,y q αf,1 px 1,y q αf,1 px  1,y q
αf,1px ,y q
0
αf,1px ,y q αf,1px  1,y q
αf,1px ,y q
αf,0 px ,y q αf,1 px ,y q
αf,1px ,y q αf,1px  1,y q
0
Thus our grouping uses the bound ¹1,2º. We will represent the grouping in the
form
αf,1px 1,y q αf,1px ,y q αf,1px  1,y q αf,1px  2,y q
αf,0px 1,y q αf,0px ,y q αf,0px  1,y q αf,0px  2,y q
The alphabet thus has size 256, and the substitution system is described by
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a b c d
e f g h
Ó
0 a   c  f 0 b  d   g
a  b b b   c c
a   c  f 0 b  d   g 0
b b   c c c  d
a  b b b   c c
0 b   f 0 c   g
b b   c c c  d
b   f 0 c   g 0
Let us denote by A the matrix having a 1 in position a and 0 elsewhere, B the
matrix having a 1 only in position b , and so on. For these matrices, we will denote
the sum of matrices by a simple juxtaposition: AB will mean A  B , as the matrix
multiplication has nomeaning in this context.
Since t0x  δx ,0t
0
0, the starting position, with which we describe the whole line
number 0, is
   0 H G F E 0    .
Since we have, for instance, the rule
F
Ñ
B A
F E
,
the graph derived from this substitution system is aperiodic; this means that, in
whatever way A ,B ,C , . . . are represented, either as colored dots or as white dots, the
pattern converges, and the fractal structure is described by this matrix substitution
system (see Section 6.2.2).
To calculate the fractal dimension of our spacetime diagramweuse the transition
matrix of the matrix substitution system, which contains the information about the
images of all states. The line corresponding to F would contain a 1 in the rows of A ,
B , E , and F and zeros elsewhere. As every cell gives rise to four new cells the sum
of all entries in each column of the matrix is 4. We thus deal with a sparse 256256
matrix. The base 2 logarithm of the second largest eigenvalue of this matrix is the
fractal dimension of the spacetime diagram (cf. for instance [96]). Here this gives a
fractal dimension of log2 1{2
 
3 
?
17

 1.8325, as also found in [106].
Let us note that up to this point our analysis for f is directly valid for all CA in
M2pZ2ru ,u1sq of determinant 1 and traceu1 1 u . The additional information
is only used for the actual coloring of the picture. In general all CA with the same
minimal polynomial have the same substitution system, and in dimension 2 the
minimal polynomial is entirely determined by the trace and the determinant. The
fractal we obtain if we use the substitution system starting from
   0 H G F E 0   
is shown in Figure 6.19.
In the case of f the connection between the substitution system and the colored
picture is very simple; let us take ξ p1
0
q as the initial state. Then the state of cell x
after y iterations is
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Figure 6.19: The general fractal time evolution of a linear CA with k m  2,
determinant 1 and trace u1 1 u ; only the areas where the whole
group of αs is 0 is marked white. Thus the image appears to have
less white than the colored picture. In the limit of innite recursion
this eect vanishes, thus the fractal that is generated is actually the
same.
f
y
xξ 
°
i
 
αf,0px  i ,y qf
0
i  αf,1px  i ,y qf
1
i

ξ
 αf,0px ,y qξ 
°
i
αf,1px  i ,y qf1iξ.
(6.33)
Since
f10

0 1
1 1


, f11 f
1
1

0 0
0 1


, and f1
i
 0
when i R t1;0;1u, we have
ty
x
ξ

αf,0px ,y q
αf,1px ,y q


.
This gives us a color assignment for each state of the matrix substitution system,
which corresponds to simply dropping all states that include neither B nor F .
We can now determine the average hue of the spacetime diagram making use
of the eigenvector corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue of the transition
matrix [96]. Let us say p1
0
q, p0
1
q and p1
1
q are respectively coded by the colors c10, c01
and c11; let cq be the white color. We determine which symbols of the alphabet
belong to each of the colors by looking only at the part pαf,0px ,y q
αf,1px ,y q
q. Then we simply
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add up all the weights of symbols with the same color in the eigenvector. We obtain
the following unnormalized coefficients: c10: 2p4 
?
17q, c01: 2p4 
?
17q, and c11:
5 
?
17.
In Figure 6.3a, this color code was used: c10  , c01  and c11  . We must
therefore have the following average hue: .
In [109] a general algorithm is presented that takes an arbitrary linear CA as input
and outputs the associated substitution system.
6.5 Higher dimensions
So far we have only studied the one-dimensional case, but the analysis can be car-
ried over to higher dimensions without much additional work. Instead of an el-
ement ofMd pRru ,u1sq, a n-dimensional linear cellular automaton would then
be an element ofMd pRru1,u
1
1 ,u2,u
1
2 , . . .un ,u
1
n
sq, matrix substitution systems
would become pn   1q-dimensional array substitution systems, the system of in-
dices in Section 6.4 would be further complicated, and the spacetime diagrams
would be harder to display. However, the generalization does not present any theo-
retical difficulty and makes nice pictures.
For instance, Figure 6.20 is a view of the the fractal structure produced by
Ω

0 1
1 p1 u  u1qp1  v   v1q


,
a variation on f belonging to M2 pZ2ru ,u1,v,v1sq. The neighborhood of Ω is
a square centered on p0,0q, and so, unsurprisingly, the pyramid of its spacetime
image has a square base. We cut it open so as to reveal its insides. The sector that is
cut out is delimited by two half-lines. The one that is visible on the right along p1,0q
the sector having an angle of 2
3
pi.
For any positive integer n , the coefficient in v n of Ωn , seen as an element of
M2 pZ2ru ,u1sqrv,v1s, is

0 0
0 p1 u  u1qn


.
Therefore, the pattern on the face of the pyramids is given by p1  u   u1q P
M1 pZ2ru ,u1sq, as can be indeed noticed on the figure, where half of this sym-
metric pattern is clearly visible on the external face. By contrast, the coefficient of
Ωn in v 0 is exactly fn , which explains why the cut along p1,0q in Figure 6.20 looks
like the half of Figure 6.19 (turned upside-down).
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Figure 6.20: Spacetime image of a 2D CA; it is displayed upside down and cut
open to reveal the inner structure.
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7 Convolutional codes
This last chapter employs the theoretical framework we built up in Chapters 3 and
4 to study convolutional codes. Recall that convolutional codes are of interest be-
cause of their promising performance in terms of code rate and their low complex-
ity error-corrections algorithms, as discussed in Section 3.10.1. In this chapter our
goal is to introduce an efficient description of convolutional codes in terms of Clif-
ford memory channles and to use it to analyze catastrophic errors, finite depth
decoding circuits and to compare the performance of convolutional codes to the
performance of block codes. Some of the results of this chapter have already been
included in [34].
As we have already argued in Section 3.10 convolutional codes can be encoded
by memory channels. Like in the case of block codes we can describe the encoding
operation of a stabilizer code by a Clifford channel. The error-correction process
can again not be implemented by a Clifford channel. The encoding inverse can of
course also be implemented by a Clifford memory channel. The representation of
convolutional codes as memory channels is depicted in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Encoding and decoding a convolutional code described in terms of
memory channels; the transmission channel S is assumed to have cor-
relation only inside a block. In general it could also be a memory
channel but that case is not studied here.
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Using this description of quantum convolutional encoders by Clifford memory
channels we will show how our results on the forgetfulness of Clifford memory
channels can be used to study catastrophic errors. The main result will be that
strictly forgetful encoders and encoder inverses are non-catastrophic. Our study of
causal operations in Chapter 4 showed that strictly forgetful channels correspond
to finite depth causal operations which have a causal inverse. Using this result
we will construct an encoding-decoding circuit of finite depth enabling a convo-
lutional coding scheme with a delay between sending and receiving of informa-
tion which is independent of the length of the transmission. Furthermore, the total
quantum memory needed on the decoder side is independent of the length of the
transmission. In Section 7.2 we will present an algorithm to construct an encod-
ing channel given the stabilizer generators of the code and determine the minimal
internal memory needed for the encoding channel.
In the second part of this chapter we will present a convolutional equivalent of
the quantumHamming bound. Motivated fromdifferent assumptions on the trans-
mission channel we will derive bounds for different error-correction requirements.
These bounds are then used to study the performance potential of convolutional
codes in comparison to block codes under resource constraints on the encoder and
decoder side. In this analysis a correctable error rate and the size of the input opera-
tion will be given. Themeasure of performancewill be the achievable code rate. We
will show that convolutional codes have the potential to outperform block codes if
the number of errors per block is not an integer. This potential is especially high
if we consider an asymmetric scenario, where only the resources on the encoder
are subject to restrictions. If the restrictions are extended to the decoder side the
potential to outperform block codes is less pronounced, but still existent.
Throughout this chapter we will assume that the transmission channel introduc-
ing the errors is not a memory channel as this would affect the error propagation
properties of the code. A non-forgetful transmission channel could introduce er-
rors that can not be corrected by a finite depth coding circuit, because they have
unbounded correlation length. Classical correlations of the error positions are also
not considered explicitly. An exception is the low error bound, where we assume
that an erroneous block is followed by τ error-free blocks which implies a correla-
tion of the error positions (or a very low error rate). However, correlations inside a
block are implicitly allowed. We will not consider the process of error-correction as
such. As shown in Section 3.9.2 the measurements of the error syndromes with the
following application of the necessary correction operation can not be described
as a Clifford channel. This part of the decoding could either be done before or af-
ter the inverse encoding, implying different resource requirements for the decoder.
This will be discussed in Section 7.2.4.
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7.1 Catastrophic errors
The information transfer between codeblockswill not only prove to be the core rea-
son for the superior rates achievable by convolutional codes but is also at the heart
of one of the main problems with convolutional codes. Errors that occur during
encoding, transmission or decoding can propagate through the encoded stream
and affect an unbounded number of qubits. Such an error is called catastrophic,
because its correction needs an operation of unbounded size. In the usual error-
correction settings one only considers errors during the transmission of the infor-
mation and assumes the encoding and decoding operations to be perfect. In this
setting only the error propagation properties of the decoder are of interest. We will
consider an error-correction process in which the transmitted stream is processed
in the inverse encoder before the error syndromes are measured. Therefore, the
decoder includes an inverse of the encoder. We will show that the error propaga-
tion properties depend on the forgetfulness of the channel. In Section 3 of the ap-
pendix we prove that the inverse of a strictly forgetful channel is strictly forgetful,
too (Theorem 3.2). Therefore, we can also study the error propagation properties
of the encoder.
The existence of encoders that exhibit catastrophic errors is also apparent in Sec-
tion 7.2.2 where we showed that we can not always find encodedZ operators which
respect the translation invariant structure and have finite support. An error op-
erator which includes a Z tensor factor on one of the input qubits corresponds to
an operator with unbounded support on the output side. This error could only be
corrected after the end of the transmission.
Catastrophic errors have to be avoided for two reasons: if they occur they are
practically uncorrectable, because there will always be a limit on the number of re-
ceived qubits that can be stored and on the number of qubits we can operate on
at the same time. But even if the probability for catastrophic errors is low enough
to accept them as a trade-off for good performance, the pure possibility of catas-
trophic errors makes the encoder practically unusable. Encoders with catastrophic
errors are non-forgetful Clifford channels, which do not have causal inverses (see
Theorem 4.5.1). Therefore, the decoding can only begin after the last qubit has been
received. The encoding and decoding algorithm would have a depth proportional
to the length of the transmission. In this case the memory on the decoding side
limits the length of the transmission. Furthermore, long time storage of quantum
information is difficult and quantum memory a very costly resource. With increas-
ing storage time the probability for new errors increases as well. Therefore it is in
general desirable to have encoders and decoders that allow a finite depth circuit
and a delay between transmission and decoding that is independent of the decod-
ing length. These “on-line” (finite-depth) decoders only exist for non-catastrophic
encoders.
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7.1.1 Definitions of catastrophic errors and encoders
In the literature one can find several different definitions of catastrophic errors and
catastrophic encoders. In this section wewill review themost important definitions
and their properties and implications to motivate the definition we will use in this
thesis.
The first definition of a catastrophic error was formulated in [110]. It states that
an error is catastrophic if it affects a finite number of qubits before decoding but an
infinite number of qubits after decoding (inverse encoding, no error-correction).
This is the basis for the following definition:
Definition 7.1.1 ([71]). Consider an pn ,k ,m q-convolutional encoder which protects
q k logical qubits. A catastrophic error is an error that affectsOp1q qubits before the
end of the decoding operation and that can only be corrected by a unitary transfor-
mation whose size of support grows with q, for large q.
If a decoder for the encoding scheme allows such errors it is called catastrophic.
This definition only considers the size of the necessary correction operation, but
not its position. This is a flaw in the definition as we will later show.
In [69] the authors differentiate between catastrophic encoders and completely
catastrophic encoders. Their definitions build upon the memory state diagram of
the encoder seed transformation. The seed transformation is the inverse encoding
Clifford channel and maps operators on the input side to operators on the output
side.
The state diagram of an encoding seed transformation E of a convolutional code
is a directed graph that is comprised of all Pauli productsM wm pξq on the mem-
ory algebra as nodes. The memory Pauli products are referred to as “memory-
states” in [69]. Two nodesM wm pξq andM 1 wm pξ1q are connected by an edge
directed from M to M 1 with label pL,Pq  pwk pηq,wn pζqq if there exist η P Z
2k
2 ,
ζ P Z2n2 and S
z
 wpζz q, ζz P
À
nk tp0,0q,p0,1qu, i.e., S
z
P tI ,Zunk such that
P bM 1  E rM b L bSz s. The labels L and P are called logical and physical la-
bel of the edge. In other words there is an edge between nodes M and M 1 if there
is a combination of an unencoded stabilizer operator Sz , an operator L on the un-
encoded logical qubits and an operator P on the encoded physical qubits such that
the seed transformation maps the complete input operator to the complete output
operator.
In this formalism an encoder is called non-catastrophic if and only if all cycles
in its state diagram which have physical weight 0 also have logical weight 0. The
physical, respectively logical, weight of an edge is the number of non-identity fac-
tors in P , respectively L; the weights of a cycle are the summed weights of its edges.
This definition means that an encoder is non-catastrophic if and only if there is no
cycle that has non-identity logical outputs without any physical inputs. This def-
inition is weaker than Definition 7.1.1, because it only considers the influence of
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catastrophic errors on the decoded physical qubits, not on the decoded stabilizers.
It is also used in [95, 48].
The second definition extends to the decoded stabilizers: An encoder is com-
pletely non-catastrophic if the only cycle with zero physical weight is the self loop
at M  Ibn . We can best understand this definition if we think of the encoding
inverse. An error occurring during transmission corresponds to an operator on the
physical qubits. If there is a cycle with zero physical weight, but non-zero logical
or stabilizer weight, a finitely localized error can steer the encoder into this cycle,
where it will stay without any further input of logical operators. For all loops except
the self loop atM  I thismakes the encoding channel catastrophic. Therefore, this
definition is very similar to the definition of a strictly forgetful memory channel–
with the exception that the graph uses a reduced seed transformation where the
images of the Pauli X operators on the unencoded stabilizer qubits are not speci-
fied. We will show in 7.2.3 that we can always find a non-catastrophic completion if
the transformation of stabilizers and physical qubits is non-catastrophic.
The downside of these definitions is that they both employ the state diagram
which is exponential in the memory dimension. This is an unnecessarily com-
plex object, as it is derived from the seed transformation, that can be described
by a set of parameters that is polynomial in the number of memory qubits. We will
therefore base our definition of catastrophic errors on Definition 7.1.1. However,
we could also prove the equivalence of the latter graph based definition to strict
forgetfulness of the encoding channel, makeing the connection to the criterion we
are going to introduce in the following. Our criterion is based on the forgetfulness
of the encoding channel.
We will now show where Definition 7.1.1 is flawed and change it accordingly. As
introduced above the encoder of a convolutional code can be described as a circuit
built up by the concatenation of the same unitary U implementing the encoding
channel E shifted by multiples of n qubits (see Figure 7.1). In practice we need
some operations for initialization and termination of the encoding, which we omit
here. In [71] it is claimed that an encoder is free of catastrophic errors if and only if
it can be converted into a circuit of finite depth as shown in Figure 7.2.
Conjecture 7.1.2 ([71]). A quantum convolutional encoder E is non-catastrophic if
and only if the encoding operation Eq can be decomposed in the following way for
large q:
Eq  T˜ermpqq


tq{l t u
¹
i0
D i l t rUt s


  


tq{l1u
¹
i0
D i l1 rU1s

I˜nitpqq (7.1)
T˜ermpqq and I˜nitpqq are modified initialization and termination operations which
can depend on q but whose localization area is bounded independent of q. tUj uj
is a finite set of unitary operations with bounded localization and independent of
q. Furthermore D i rUj s and D i
1
rUj s commute. The l j are also independent of q.
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Figure 7.2: Finite depth encoding circuit of a convolutional code; the stroked
boxes each denote one layer of unitary operations. All unitaries at the
same layer can be applied in the same time, as they commute.
Therefore, the circuit is made up by t layers of unitaries Uj , each invariant under
shifts by i l tn qubits.
The proof of this conjecture as presented in [71] contains aminor errorwhich can
not be fixed because a counter example exists to the necessity of the decomposition
for the encoder to be non-catastrophic (in the sense of the Definition 7.1.1). We will
present this in Example 7.1.3. However, the part of the proof that shows that the
decomposition is sufficient to exclude catastrophic errors is correct.
The proof of the necessity of the decomposition begins from the original encod-
ing circuit. The order of two encoding steps is flipped. In general the encoding steps
do not commute and the flipping introduces an error in the encoding. According to
the Definition 7.1.1 this error can be corrected with an operation of bounded sup-
port. At this point is is wrongly assumed that the localization area is independent of
q if the encoder is non-catastrophic according to Definition 7.1.1. However, this is
not part of the definition; the position of the operator can still depend on q . In 7.1.3
we present an example of a code with this error-propagation property.
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Example 7.1.3 (Counterexample to Conj. 7.1.2). We start with a pn ,k ,d q block sta-
bilizer code with stabilizer group S and encode it like a pn ,k ,d ,1,8q convolutional
code. The convolutional codeuses the stabilizer generators of the block code and their
shifts bymultiples of n qubits. This code can be encoded by a circuit with unitary op-
erations that have no overlap. Now we add a memory qubit which does not interact
with the other qubits. This additional memory qubit is just passed on from one step
of the encoding to the next unchanged. The resulting encoding operation E is shown
in Figure 7.3.
E 
B
Figure 7.3: Encoding operation of a block code encoded as a convolutional code;
the memory qubit is just passed on to the next step of the encoding.
The operation B is the encoder of the block code.
Concatenating several steps of the encoding operation it is easy to observe that the
qubit we added is not included in the process of encoding (see Figure 7.4).

B
E
E
B
Figure 7.4: Concatenation of the example encoder; one qubit does not take part
in the encoding, but is just passed on from one step to the next.
Exchanging two of the encoding steps interrupts the transport of the qubit to the
end of the chain. To correct this error one needs an operation that has a support area
which is linearly dependent on q, because the information on the memory qubit that
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was no longer passed on has to be passed to the end of the chain in the correction
operation. Therefore, this circuit can not be transfered into a finite depth circuit.
However, by Definition 7.1.1 this error is not catastrophic, because it can be corrected
with an operation of bounded length. Therefore Conjecture 7.1.2 is wrong if defini-
tion 7.1.1 is used.
Of course the presented encoder is an example without practical use, just con-
structed to refute Conjecture 7.1.2. Furthermore, catastrophic errors can only oc-
cur on one special qubit that is not used in the code. Nevertheless it is necessary to
include this case in the definition of catastrophic errors to fix Conjecture 7.1.2.
Definition 7.1.4. Let Eq be an operation to encode n q qubits using a pn ,k ,e ,mE ,τq
convolutional code. A catastrophic error is an error that affectsOp1q qubits before the
end of encoding, but influences at least one output (memory or data) for arbitrarily
large q. Thus the error can only be corrected after the end of the transmission. An
encoder which exhibits such errors is called catastrophic. Otherwise it is called non-
catastrophic.
This definition includes the old definition as well as errors like the one in the
example. Another way to understand the new definition is the idea that in the ab-
sence of catastrophic error propagation finitely localized inputs can only affect out-
puts in a finite area independent of the number of iterations. Theorem 4.5.1 shows
that causal operations only have a causal inverse if they are of finite memory depth.
A catastrophic encoder has infinite memory depth. Therefore it does not have a
causal inverse and can not be transformed into a finite depth circuit. Using the
new definition we ruled out the counter example and the proof of Conjecture 7.1.2
holds.
In the encoder state diagram the example error would create self loops at the
nodes corresponding to the affectedmemory qubit. According to the definitions in-
troduced in [69] the encoding transformation is catastrophic, because the self loops
have all possible combinations of physical and logical operators and thus weights.
However, the nodes are not at all connected to the rest of the graph, so the state
diagram immediately shows that the corresponding qubit can be removed from
the encoding process leaving a non-catastrophic encoder which uses one qubit of
memory less.
7.1.2 Non-catastrophic encoders in thememory channel
implementation
Using the representation of convolutional encoders by Clifford memory channels
we will now study which channels correspond to catastrophic encoders and which
to non-catastrophic encoders. This leads to a new and efficient criterion for non-
catastrophic convolutional encoders and encoder inverses.
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Theorem7.1.5. A convolutional encoder is non-catastrophic if and only if theMem-
ory channel representing it is strictly forgetful.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 a channel is strictly forgetful if and only if every finitely lo-
calized observable on the output system is mapped to an observable on the input
system which is finitely localized independent of the number of channel uses q
for large q . Obviously this is equivalent to the definition of a non-catastrophic en-
coder.
Remark 7.1.6. The proof uses neither the stabilizer structure of the code, nor the
Clifford property of the channel. Thus, it holds for general convolutional encoders
and the channels that implement them. This is in accordance with our results on
memory channel implementations of causal operations in Chapter 4.
This connection between the existence of catastrophic errors to the forgetfulness
of the encoding (or inverse encoding) operation gives us an efficient criterion to
check if a given convolutional encoder (encoder inverse) is catastrophic. According
to Corollary 3.7.5 a Clifford memory channel is strictly forgetful if and only the ma-
trix sM representing the memory-to-memory transformation is nilpotent. There-
fore we only have to check if the submatrix eM is nilpotent to find out if a given
encoder is catastrophic.
Corollary 7.1.7. An inverse encoder D (encoder E ) of a quantum convolutional sta-
bilizer code is non-catastrophic if and only if the memory-to-memory submatrix dM
(eM ) of the phase space matrix d (e) representing the inverse encoder (encoder) is
nilpotent.
Proof. By Theorem 7.1.5 a convolutional encoder is non-catastrophic if and only if
the channel implementing it is strictly forgetful. A convolutional stabilizer code is
encoded and inverse encoded by a Clifford memory channel. By Corollary 3.7.5 a
Clifford memory channel s is strictly forgetful if and only if its memory-to-memory
submatrix in the phase space representation sM is nilpotent. This completes the
proof.
This criterion can be checked with an algorithm of polynomial complexity in the
number of memory qubits if the encoding (inverse encoding) operation is given. As
noted above, the criterion for catastrophic encoders introduced in [69] is based on
the state diagram of the encoder which is exponential in the number of memory
qubits and also has to be derived from the encoding (inverse encoding) operation.
Therefore, the memory channel description of convolutional codes enabled us to
understand catastrophic encoders more precisely and to develop an efficient crite-
rion that did not exist so far. The results of this section have already been included
in [34, 36]. In the next section we will show how to explicitly construct an encoding
channel for a given stabilizer group again considering catastrophic errors.
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7.2 Construction of the encoding channel
In Section 3.9.3 we showed how block stabilizer codes can be encoded using Clif-
ford channels. Convolutional stabilizer codes can be encoded using Clifford mem-
ory channels in a similar way. Using the results fromChapters 3 and 4 the reasoning
is straight forward: the nk basic stabilizer generators of a convolutional stabilizer
code can be seen as the images of n k Pauli Z operators of a block of n qubits on
a chain of qubits. The shifted generators are treated as images of shifted blocks ac-
cordingly. This partly defines a causal operation. The encoded Pauli operators are
taken as the images of k pairs of X andZ on the unused k qubits in each block. The
missing Pauli X operators are determined to complete the definition of the causal
operation. If all the used Pauli products (i.e. the stabilizer generators, the encoded
Pauli operators etc.) are finite, we can determine a memory channel that imple-
ments this operation by the algorithm presented in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, by
Theorem 4.5.1, a causal inverse exists. Thus an on-line decoder exists and can be
determined using the method introduced in Section 4.5.1.
In this section we will present an algorithm to derive an encoding Clifford chan-
nel for a convolutional code from its stabilizer generators. We start by deriving a
partly defined channel from the stabilizer generators. This channel will then be
completed by determining encoded Pauli matrices and adding the corresponding
transformations. We will study under which conditions the encoder is guaranteed
to be non-catastrophic. Finally we will analyze the memory requirements of the
encoder and the influence of different decoding schemes on the resources needed
on the decoding side. The individual steps are illustrated by our example codes.
7.2.1 Encoding the stabilizer generators
Here we present an algorithm to derive a partly defined memory channel that im-
plements a partly defined causal operation. We use this to derive a partly defined
encoding channel from the stabilizer generators as to implement the first part of
our algorithm to derive an encoding channel for a convolutional stabilizer code. As
we define convolutional codes in terms of stabilizer generators and encoded Pauli
matrices it is easier to consider a transformation that maps operators from the in-
put side (Pauli Z on the ancilla qubits and Pauli X and Z on the data qubits) to
operators on the output side (stabilizer generators and encoded Pauli matrices).
Therefore, we actually construct a memory channel inverse that implements an
anti-causal operation, the inverse encoding. At the end of the process of determin-
ing the encoding operation we invert the inverse encoding and obtain the encod-
ing. We use the algorithm to derive a channel implementation of a causal operation
introduced in Section 4.3.1 as a basis and adapt it to the case of partially defined
anti-causal operations.
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• The algorithm takes as input a list of k transformation rules ξi ÞÑ ηi , ξi PZ
2n
2 ,
ηi PZ
2npτ 1q
2 . These rules partly describe a causal operation T . The operation
is assumed to be translation invariant with respect to shifts by n qubits. We
assume ξi to be elements of a standard basis ofZ
2n
2 . For a convolutional code
we would have ξi pIbpi1qbZ b Ibpni q.
• The algorithm returns the partly defined phase space matrix s of a channel S
that implements the k input transformation rules. Instead of a partly defined
phase space matrix one can also think of a set of transformation rules that
partly defines the channel. The ordering of systems is in accordance with the
usual convention for memory channels: S : Ai bMÑMbAi1.
• The algorithm uses the following steps
– Generate all shifted images: shift ηi to the left by j blocks (j n qubits)
for 0 ¤ j ¤ τ. Everything that is shifted out at the left side will just be
cut, while the right side will be padded with I , respectively p0,0q in the
phase space picture. E.g. X Y Z ÞÑ Y Z I respectively p1,0,1,1,0,1q ÞÑ
p1,1,0,1,0,0q. We obtain an extended set ηi , 1¤ i ¤ k pτ 1q.
– Generate the (partly defined) phase space representation of M by cut-
ting every element ηi 1 ¤ i ¤ k pτ  1q by n qubits on the left. We call
the result η˜i , 1¤ i ¤ k pτ 1q. Each η˜i is of length of at most nτ qubits.
Actually, the last k phase space vectors η˜i , kτ  1 ¤ i ¤ k pτ  1q will
always be 0, because the according ηi have only one non-zero block.
– Now find a basis ζj , 1 ¤ j ¤ l for η˜i which is a subset of a standard
basis. A standard basis is a basis such that the commutation relations
are the same as the ones of p1,0, . . .q, p0,1,0, . . .q, etc. Let Ξζ be the space
spanned by the ζj . Then, following Section 4.4.1, we can see that Ξζ 
radΞζ`Ξζ{radΞζ where the first summand is the maximally isotropic
subspace of Ξζ and the second summand is a symplectic space. Let
d c be the dimension of radΞζ and let d s be the symplectic dimension
of Ξζ{radΞζ. Then, by the embedding procedure of Section 4.4.1, Ξζ
can be embedded into Ξm  Z
2pd s d c q
2 . Thus we can identify our basis
vectors ζj with elements ζ
m
j of the standard basis of Ξm  Z
2m
2 where
m  d s  d c is the number of memory qubits needed for the channel.1
It is in general not necessary to use a standard basis, but then the result-
ing phase space transformation would not be symplectic with respect
to the standard symplectic form. Transforming an arbitrary basis into a
standard basis can be carried out by themethods explained inChapter 5
1
Using this formula, the memory requirements of a convolutional encoder can be computed
just from the stabilizer generators. Details will be presented in Section 7.2.4.
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in Section 5.3.1 to derive commuting pairs of anticommuting operators
from cut stabilizer operators.
– Decompose the η˜i in terms of the basis ζj and obtain η
m
i , 1 ¤ i ¤ kτ,
each being a phase space vector of length l . Add 0 entries at the places
where the corresponding standard basis elements aremissing in ζj (e.g.
we identify the standard basis elements that span Ξζ{radΞζ with the
Pauli products X1,Z1, . . . ,Xd s ,Zd s and the elements that span radΞζ with
Xd s 1, . . . ,Xd s d c Then the positions of Zd s 1, . . . ,Zd s d c will be filled
with 0). We then have phase space vectors of length 2m (m qubits).
– Determine the input-to-output transformation sio : take the n leftmost
qubits of ηi , 1 ¤ i ¤ k and use them as columns of a matrix. Add un-
defined columns where the rule in the causal transformation is missing.
This (partly defined) 2n2n-matrix is the input-to-output matrix sio .
– Determine the input-to-memory transformation sim : use the first k
ηmi as columns of a matrix. Again add undefined columns where the
rule in the causal transformation is missing. This (partly defined) 2m 
2n-matrix is the input-to-memory transformation sim .
– Determine the memory-to-output transformation smo : take the left-
most n qubits of the memory basis ζj , 1 ¤ j ¤ l and use them as the
columns of a matrix. Again fill with undefined columns. This partly de-
fined 2n 2m -matrix is the memory-to-input matrix smo .
– Determine the memory-to-memory transformation smm : take ζj , 1¤
j ¤ l and shift them to the left by one block (n qubits). Decompose
them in terms of ζj , fill with 0 at the appropriate places, and use the
resulting vectors as columns of a matrix. Again add undefined columns
where needed. This 2m 2m -matrix is the memory-to-memory matrix
smm .
– Compose the four matrices to obtain s:
s

smo sio
smm sim


. (7.2)
In both obtaining the memory-to-input and the memory-to-memory transforma-
tion we used the translation invariance of the encoding operation S.
Let us now illustrate the algorithm using our example codes: we start with the
two transformation rules of code 1:
Z I I ÞÑ X X X X Z Y η1,
I Z I ÞÑ Z Z Z Z Y X η2.
From those we can construct the partly defined memory channel.
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• Generate all shifted and cut stabilizers:
X X X X Z Y
Z Z Z Z Y X
X X X X Z Y
Z Z Z Z Y X .
Therefore we obtain the extended set ηi
η1  X X X X Z Y ,
η2  Z Z Z Z Y X ,
η3  X Z Y I I I
η4  Z Y X I I I .
• Nowwe cut eachηi by n qubits on the left to obtain the (partly defined) phase
space representation of the memory algebra. We obtain
η˜1  X Z Y ,
η˜2  Z Y X .
• Now we have to find a basis for the η˜i , which is in this case a trivial task,
as η˜1  X Z Y and η˜2  Z Y X already form a basis. Therefore, ζ1  η˜1 and
ζ2  η˜2. We identify X Z Y pX  ζm1 and Z Y X pZ  ζ
m
2 . The space Ξζ is a
two-dimensional symplectic space. Thus it has symplectic dimension d s  1
and radical dimension d c  0. Therefore, the encoder needs one qubit of
memory and thememory phase space is a two-dimensional symplectic space
Ξm Z
2
2.
• Decomposing η˜i in terms of ζj we obtain ηm1 p1,0q and η
m
2 p0,1q.
• The n leftmost qubits of ηi , i  1,2 form the columns of the partly defined
input-to-output matrix
sio 








? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?
? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?
? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The according transformation rules are
Z I I ÞÑ X X X ,
I Z I ÞÑ Z Z Z .
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• The input-to-memory transformation is constructed from the first k  2 vec-
tors ηmi : we obtain
sim 

? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?


,
where we padded with unknown columns in the places with an unknown
transformation rule. The according known transformation rules are
Z I I ÞÑ X ,
I Z I ÞÑ Z .
• The memory-to-output transformation is created from the leftmost n qubits
of the memory basis ζj :
smo 








1 0
0 1
0 1
1 1
1 1
1 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The respective rules are
X ÞÑ X Z Y ,
Z ÞÑ Z Y X .
• The memory-to-memory transformation is constructed by shifting ζi to the
left by one block. As the vectors ζi have a length of only one block the mem-
ory elements are both mapped to the identity on the memory and the matrix
is
smm 

0 0
0 0


.
• Finally we assemble the matrices and obtain
s












1 0 ? 1 ? 0 ? ?
0 1 ? 0 ? 1 ? ?
1 0 ? 1 ? 0 ? ?
0 1 ? 0 ? 1 ? ?
1 0 ? 1 ? 0 ? ?
0 1 ? 0 ? 1 ? ?
0 0 ? 1 ? 0 ? ?
0 0 ? 0 ? 1 ? ?

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
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To obtain the actual encoding unitary this partly defined transformation has
to be completed and inverted, because wemap operators from the input side
to operators on the output side and therefore describe the inverse operation.
Example code 2 is a bit more involved. Again we start with the stabilizer genera-
tors and obtain the anti-causal transition rules
Z I I ÞÑ X X X I X Z I X Y X Y Z η1,
I Z I ÞÑ Z Z Z I Z Y I Z X Z X Y η2.
Following the algorithm we can construct the partly defined memory channel.
• First we generate all shifted stabilizers and obtain the set of phase space vec-
tors ηi :
η1  X X X I X Z I X Y X Y Z ,
η2  Z Z Z I Z Y I Z X Z X Y ,
η3  I X Z I X Y X Y Z I I I ,
η4  I Z Y I Z X Z X Y I I I ,
η5  I X Y X Y Z I I I I I I ,
η6  I Z X Z X Y I I I I I I ,
η7  X Y Z I I I I I I I I I ,
η8  Z X Y I I I I I I I I I .
• Nowwe cut eachηi by n qubits on the left to obtain the (partly defined) phase
space representation of the memory algebra. We obtain
η˜1  I X Z I X Y X Y Z ,
η˜2  I Z Y I Z X Z X Y ,
η˜3  I X Y X Y Z I I I ,
η˜4  I Z X Z X Y I I I ,
η˜5  X Y Z I I I I I I ,
η˜6  Z X Y I I I I I I .
• Nowwe construct a standard basis ζj of η˜i using the algorithm introduced in
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Section 5.3.1 on the commutativity matrix of η˜i . We obtain the basis
ζ1  I X Z I X Y X Y Z ,
ζ2  I Z Y I Z X Z X Y ,
ζ3  X X X I Z X Z X Y ,
ζ4  I Y Y Z I I X Y Z ,
ζ5  I X X Y I I Z X Y ,
ζ6  Y Y Y I X Y X Y Z .
The commutativity matrix has full rank, therefore the memory phase space
Ξm Z
6
2 is a symplectic space of symplectic dimension 3; the encoder needs
3 qubits of memory.
• Decomposing η˜i in terms of ζj we obtain
ηm1  p1,0,0,0,0,0q  X I I ,
ηm2  p0,1,0,0,0,0q  Z I I ,
ηm3  p1,1,0,1,1,0q  Y Z X ,
ηm4  p1,0,0,1,0,0q  X Z I ,
ηm5  p0,1,1,0,0,0q  Z X I ,
ηm6  p1,1,1,0,0,1q  Y X Z .
• The n leftmost qubits of ηi , i  1,2 form the columns of the partly defined
input-to-output matrix. We obtain
sio 








? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?
? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?
? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

,
where we padded with unknown columns in the places with an unknown
transformation rule. The according transformation rules are
Z I I ÞÑ X X X ,
I Z I ÞÑ Z Z Z .
• The input-to-memory transformation is constructed from the first k  2 ηmi :
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we obtain
sim 








? 1 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 1 ? ?
? 0 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 0 ? ?
? 0 ? 0 ? ?

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The according known transformation rules are
Z I I ÞÑ X I I ,
I Z I ÞÑ Z I I .
• The memory-to-output transformation is created from the leftmost n qubits
of the memory basis ζj :
smo 








0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
The respective rules are
X I I ÞÑ I X Z ,
Z I I ÞÑ I Z Y ,
I X I ÞÑ X X X ,
I Z I ÞÑ I Y Y ,
I I X ÞÑ I X X ,
I I Z ÞÑ Y Y Y .
• The memory-to-memory transformation is constructed by shifting ζi to the
left by one block. The results ζ˜i are decomposed in terms of ζi . The transfor-
mation rules are ζi ÞÑ ζ˜i . They are expressed in the memory basis:
X I I ÞÑ X Z Y ,
Z I I ÞÑ X Z I ,
I X I ÞÑ X Z I ,
I Z I ÞÑ I Y Y ,
I I X ÞÑ I Z Z ,
I I Z ÞÑ Y Z X .
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The corresponding matrix is
smm 








1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
• Finally we assemble the matrices and obtain
s




















0 0 1 0 0 1 1 ? 0 ? ? ?
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ? 1 ? ? ?
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 ? 0 ? ? ?
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ? 1 ? ? ?
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 0 ? ? ?
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 ? 1 ? ? ?
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 ? 0 ? ? ?
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 ? 1 ? ? ?
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ? 0 ? ? ?
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ? 0 ? ? ?
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 ? 0 ? ? ?
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 ? 0 ? ? ?

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
To obtain the actual encoding unitary this partly defined transformation has
to be completed and inverted.
7.2.2 Encoded Paulimatrices
Finding valid encoded Pauli matrices for convolutional codes is a more demanding
task than for block codes. They do not only have to commute with stabilizer gener-
ators from their own block, but also with generators from all other blocks and fur-
thermore commute with their own translates. The latter turns out to be the hardest
requirement, as it leads to non-linear equations. As we have seen in Section 3.10.2
known schemes to determine encoded Pauli matrices are not always able to pro-
duce non-catastrophic encoders because a special solution to the non-linear self-
commutation Equation 3.108 is assumed.
One approach to find non-catastrophic encoders would be to try to solve Equa-
tion 3.108 without a special simplified ansatz. However, here we will use a different
approach. We will start from the partly defined channel implementing the encod-
ing operation and complete it to include the encoded Pauli matrices.
From Lemma 3.6.11 we know that we can complete the partly defined encoding
transformation e to a symplectic isomorphism. Therefore we can complete the en-
coding channel that is just defined on the stabilizer generators to a unitary Clifford
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transformation. This immediately gives us encoded Pauli matrices. However, it is
not clear that these encoded Pauli matrices are finite and that the resulting encoder
is non-catastrophic. In the following section we will show under which circum-
stances we can prove that a non-catastrophic encoder exists.
7.2.3 Existence of non-catastrophic encoders
We have shown in the last sections that non-catastrophic encoders are a key re-
quirement for successful quantum convolutional coding. However, finding non-
catastrophic encoders for general convolutional codes is still an open problem. Al-
though a general theory is still to be developed, there are some results on the exis-
tence of non-catastrophic encoders in the literature. In [111] it is shown that for ev-
ery convolutional code derived from a self orthogonal classical convolutional code
one can find a subcode which allows a non-catastrophic encoding. More recently it
was shown that all completions of partially defined encoders with a full rank mem-
ory commutativity matrix are non-catastrophic [48]. Furthermore it was shown that
partially defined encoders which have no edges of the formM bLbSz ÞÑ1bnbM
in their state diagram can be completed to non-catastrophic encoders.
Using our channel description of convolutional stabilizer codes we have not yet
provedmore, but we can easily prove the case of a full rankmemory commutativity
matrix using the algorithm introduced in Section 7.2.1. The memory commuta-
tivity matrix c is a l  l binary matrix where c i j  0 if memory basis elements i
and j commute and c i j  1 if they anti-commute. The matrix dimension l stems
from the number of independent memory elements. The commutativity matrix
can be computed for every set of multiplicatively independent Pauli products, so
we do not need the complete description of the memory, but can also compute the
commutativity matrix of the generators of a partly defined memory algebra. Ob-
viously, the commutativity matrix c i j of a multiplicatively independent set of Pauli
operators wpξi q is nothing more than the symplectic form restricted to the phase
space vectors representing the operators: c i j σpξi ,ξj q. Therefore the dimension
of the commutativity matrix equals the dimension of the memory phase space Ξζ;
dimΞζ  2d s  d c . The rank of c i j equals the dimension of the symplectic part of
Ξζ: rankpc i j q  dimpΞζ{radΞζq  2d s . If c i j has full rank we have d c  0 and the
vectors ζi form a full standard basis of Z
2d s
2 . Therefore, the memory phase space is
already complete and the memory-to-memory transformation eM is already com-
pletely defined. By construction the memory-to-memory transformation eM ob-
tained from the stabilizer generators is nilpotent, because they are finitely localized.
Completing the partly defined encoding operation can not change a completely
defined eM , therefore the complete encoding channel is strictly forgetful and the
encoder therefore non-catastrophic.
Coming back to our example codes we notice that both codes have d c  0 and
thus all possible completions of the encoder matrix are non-catastrophic. There-
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fore, we can use the completion algorithm (Section 3.6.2) to find non-catastrophic
encoder.
The transformation of code 1 can be extended with the rules
I I I X ÞÑ I X Z Y ,
I I I Z ÞÑ Y I Z X .
This leads to the encoded Pauli operators
X¯  I X Z Y X Z ,
Z¯  Y I Z X Z Y .
In the case of code 2 valid extending rules are
I I I I I X ÞÑ Y Z I X I X ,
I I I I I Z ÞÑ I Z X Y Z X .
The corresponding encoded Pauli operators are
X¯  Y Z I I I Y Z I Z Y I I Z X Y ,
Z¯  I Z X Y Z X X Y Z .
In both cases we find non-catastrophic encoders while the algorithm introduced
in [71] fails to do so. So while our algorithm is not guaranteed to produce a non-
catastrophic encoder in all cases it does output non-catastrophic encoders in cases
where the algorithm introduced in [71] fails to do so. To complete out encoders we
would need to determine the last missing transformations, but as their existence is
guaranteed this does not give us any new information and we omit this step here.
Once we have determined an encoding channel it is an easy task to obtain a
causal inverse. If the encoding channel is strictly forgetful the encoding transfor-
mation is a finite depth causal operation. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5.1, a causal
inverse exists. This inverse can be constructed as described in Section 4.5.1.
7.2.4 Memory requirements
The resource requirement of a convolutional coding scheme is a crucial factor for
its implementation. Quantum computers still only work on very few qubits. Parallel
qubits and quantum memory are likely to stay costly resources in the future. Only
recently, the first studies on the memory requirements of quantum convolutional
codes have been published: [46, 47, 48, 95]. In [48] the authors present a method to
determine the neededmemory for a convolutional encoder from thememory com-
mutativity matrix. Here we state an equivalent criterion and show how to quickly
obtain a representation of the memory algebra.
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Lemma 7.2.1. Let S  sptS j ,i  Ibj n bS0,i , 1¤ i ¤n k , 0¤ j uwith S0,i wpηi q
be the stabilizer group of a quantum convolutional code. Furthermore, let η˜i , 1¤ i ¤
pn  k qτ be the set of all stabilizer generators cut by 1, . . . ,τ 1 blocks from the left.
Let Ξζ be the space spanned by those ηi and let ζ be a basis of Ξζ. Then the minimal
memory of an encoding channel for the code defined by S is m  d s  d c , where d s
is the symplectic dimension of Ξζ{radΞζ and d c is the dimension of radΞζ.
Proof. This result has already been proven in Section 7.2.1 in the third step of the
algorithm to determine the enocoding channel.
This criterion is easy to check, because is suffices to find a basis for the cut sta-
bilizers. This step is also necessary to check the memory commutativity matrix
criterion. Actually, our criterion is exactly the same as the memory commutativ-
ity matrix criterion. From the formalism of Clifford causal operations introduced
in Chapter 4, we know that the cut images form a representation of the memory
algebra. The cut stabilizer operators therefore form a representation of a part of
the whole memory algebra. The same is true for the partly defined memory basis
used in [48]. The only difference is the representation. The cut stabilizers form a
representation on C2τ, while the memory basis in [48] is a representation on C2m .
To compute the dimension of Ξζ{radΞζ and radΞζ we use the symplectic form re-
stricted to Ξζ, which is the memory commutativity matrix: c i ,j  σpηi ,ηj q. This
gives us d s  1{2rankc i ,j and d c  dimc i ,j  rankc i ,j . Therefore, m  d s  d c 
dimc i ,j  1{2rankc i ,j , which is exactly the formula derived in [48]. The two meth-
ods to derive the needed memory are therefore equivalent in the result, while our
method uses a simpler algorithmwhich does not require do determine thememory
dynamics first.
In our resource analysis we will not restrict ourselves to the internal memory
of the encoding and decoding process, but the total resources needed by quan-
tum computers to carry out the encoding and decoding processes. Our aim is to
produce a basis to compare the performance of block codes to the performance
of convolutional codes. As introduced in Section 3.4 for the implementation by a
quantum computer the total spatial resources, i.e. the number of qubits that have
to be stored and operated on at the same time, are a limiting factor. Therefore, we
will compare the performance of codes that use the same spatial resources. To that
end we need to determine the resources needed for block codes and convolutional
codes. To simplify the analysis we will not consider the internal structure of the in-
put operation whichmight reduce the memory usage for some codes. The resource
requirements for block codes are illustrated in Figure 7.5; for convolutional codes
see Figure 7.6.
The resource requirements on the encoder side are straight forward: for a block
code we need n qubits. For a convolutional code we need n m qubits. On the de-
coder side a block code again needs n qubits. For a convolutional code the resource
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Figure 7.5: Resource requirements of a block code; encoder and decoder both
need n qubits.
requirements depend on the chosen model of error-correction: if we measure the
syndromes before inverting the encoding we need npτ 1q qubits because we have
to jointly measure all npτ 1q qubits of the stabilizer generators (See Figure 7.7).
If we choose to first invert the encoding and then measure the “decoded” sta-
bilizer generators to obtain the syndrome, the syndrome measurement only af-
fect single qubits. Therefore, either the encoding inverse, or the correction oper-
ation are the most resource intensive operations. To obtain the resources needed
for the inverse encoding we can employ the index formula (Section 4.5.2): md 
nτm e , where md is the number of memory qubits on the decoder side and
m e on the encoder side. As we processed the uncorrected information in the in-
verse encoder, the error can spread on several output qubits. Each block has k
output qubits; due to the forgetfulness of the inverse encoding channel at most
τ  1 blocks can be affected. Therefore, the correction operations affect up to kτ
qubits at once. In total the decoding quantum computer needs to operate on at
least maxpn  md ,k pτ  1qq  maxpn   nτm e ,k pτ  1qq qubits. For an illus-
tration see Figure 7.8. We will always use the second decoding scheme as it is less
resource intensive.
The memory requirement derived from the stabilizer depends on the represen-
tation of the stabilizer group. Multiplying stabilizer generators does not change the
stabilizer group. However, replacing a stabilizer generator S1 by its product with a
shifted copy of another generator S2 can enlarge its support. We can easily con-
struct an extreme case to show that this can affect the needed memory. Imagine
that S2 is shifted far enough that the resulting generator is just the original gener-
ator S1 followed by l blocks of identity elements and then the shifted generator S2.
To encode it we need a series of independent memory transformation rules that
produces no output for l blocks before it outputs S2. Those rules need l qubits of
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Figure 7.6: Resource requirements for a convolutional code; the encoder needs
n  m e qubits, while the decoder needs n  md qubits. The gure
shows the beginning of the encoding, where the memory is initialized
with a given state.
memory. However, we derived an algorithm to find a set of stabilizer generators
that minimizes the memory requirements in cooperation with the authors of [48].
The algorithm is presented in [48] and will not be repeated here.
7.3 Quantum convolutional Hamming bound
For quantum block codes the quantum Hamming bound [112] constitutes an up-
per bound on the number of arbitrary single qubits errors t that can be corrected
when k data qubits are encoded into n physical qubits. In other words, the bound
determines the highest t such that all arbitrary t -qubit errors can be corrected. It
thus also gives a bound on the code-rate if we bound the block-size and the error
rate e  t {n . Given the Hamming bound one can search for codes that saturate this
bound and thus operate on the limit of what is theoretically achievable. Such codes
are called perfect.2 In this section we will derive similar bounds for convolutional
codes under different assumptions on the occurring errors.
2
If special assumptions on the occurring errors are made the construction of codes that can
correct more errors might be possible. However, the search for such codes has been without
success so far to our knowledge. See also [113].
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Figure 7.7: In this decoding scheme rst the stabilizer generators are measured.
Then the detected errors are corrected and nally the encoding is
inverted. The dotted lines represent transfer of classical information.
In the case of block codes, the blocks are independent, so the error-correction
capabilities of one bock do not depend on the errors in previous blocks. In the
case of convolutional codes however, the blocks of stabilizer generators overlap.
Therefore, the syndromemeasurement for one block is also influenced by errors in
all blocks which support the stabilizer generator that is measured. We distinguish
different error-scenarios with the following extremal cases:
• Every block of n qubits may contain up to t errors which can all be corrected
perfectly. This setting is similar to the block code error-scenario.
• After one block with errors several error-free blocks have to follow to ensure
that the error can be corrected. This setting makes use of the overlapping
blocks of stabilizer generators used in convolutional codes. In this case for
perfect error-correction t arbitrary single qubit are allowed in a block, given
that the τ preceeding and following blocks are error-free. Therefore, the er-
roneous blocks need to have a distance of at least the length of a stabilizer
generator (τ 1). This setting has the potential to allow for codes with higher
rates than block codes, because these can not make use of the error-free
blocks. If we think of a transmission channel with uncorrelated errors only
t  1 makes sense. However, in the case of transmission channels, where the
errors are correlated and always come in pairs, t  2 makes perfect sense.
Starting from these extremal cases we will study a setting where we allow a frac-
tional rate of errors per block.
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Figure 7.8: In this decoding scheme rst the encoding is inverted. the the decoded
stabilizer generators are measured and nally the detected errors are
corrected. The dotted lines represent transfer of classical information.
7.3.1 The quantumHamming bound for block codes
Let us start with the well-known quantum Hamming bound for non-degenerate
block codes. Let us consider an rn ,k ,d s code, a code that encodes k data qubits
into n physical qubits and has a minimal distance of d , thus correcting tpd 1q{2u
single qubit errors per block. As introduced in Section 3.9.1 for an error to be cor-
rectable by a non-degenerate code its action has to be distinguishable from the ac-
tion of all the other errors (including no errors at all). We distinguish the errors
by measuring the stabilizer generators. The outcomes p 1,1q generate the error
syndromes. To distinguish all errors we need at least one syndrome per error. The
number of possible error syndromes is 2 to the power of the number of stabilizer
generators: 2nk . On the other hand we calculate the number of possible errors
considering independent errors on up to t qubits at once. If we have i errors, there
are pn
i
q possible combinations of locations. Each error can beX ,Z or Y (all the other
errors will be projected on the Pauli operators by the syndrome measurements, so
we only have to consider this basis, see Section 3.9.3). So there are pn
i
q3i different
i -qubit errors. All summed up we have
°t
i0 p
n
i
q3i different errors that have to be
correctable and need a unique syndrome. If the condition
t¸
i0
p
n
i
q3i ¤ 2nk (7.3)
is not met, a rn ,k ,2t   1s code cannot exist. This condition is called the quantum
Hamming bound. The proof of the quantum Hamming bound only holds in the
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Figure 7.9: Error distribution scenario for the high error convolutional quantum
hamming bound
case of non-degenerate codes, because we assumed that every error needs a unique
correction operation and therefore a unique syndrome for its identification. For
degenerate codes this is not necessary. However, there are no known degenerate
codes that violate the quantum Hamming bound.
7.3.2 The convolutional Hamming bound in the high error case
In the high error regime we consider t errors per block of stabilizer generators. As
the blocks of generators overlap we can not study individual blocks. So we con-
sider q blocks and then use the limit q Ñ 8 to find the asymptotic behavior for
long transmissions. The code has to correct all error-pattern with up to t  q er-
rors that contain at most t errors in every block. Thus in every block we have the
same situation as in the block code case. Thus there are
°t
i0 p
n
i
q3i : eb possible
error patterns in every block. Each block can contain one of those error-patterns.
This gives us e
q
b different error patterns in total. Again we need more possible error
syndromes than possible error patterns to distinguish and correct the erros. When
counting the possible error syndromes, we have to take the overlap of the stabiliz-
ers into account. The stabilizer generators have a length of τ  1 blocks. In each
block we have a set of n k stabilizer generators, but also τ sets of n k stabilizer
generators each that originate in other blocks, but overlap with the block we are
considering. If we consider q blocks, only the boundaries of the region overlapwith
stabilizers fromother blocks. Thus we have pq τqpnk q stabilizer generators that
can be affected by the errors in the region and can thus be used to determine the
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Figure 7.10: Error distribution scenario for the low error convolutional quantum
hamming bound
error syndrome. This amounts to a total of 2pq pτqpnkq error syndromes. Therefore
we obtain
e
q
b ¤ 2
pq τqpnkq.
Taking the limit qÑ8 for large regions we obtain
ô lim
qÑ8
e
q
b ¤ limqÑ8
 
2nk
q τ
ô lim
qÑ8
e
q
b ¤ limqÑ8
 
2nk
q  
2nk
τ
ô eb ¤ lim
qÑ8
2nk
 
2nk
τ{q
.
The high-error quantum convolutional Hamming bound therefore is
ô
t¸
i0
p
n
i
q3i ¤ 2nk . (7.4)
Apparently the convolutional quantum hamming bound for high error rates and
the block quantum Hamming bound are the same. Therefore, for fixed n and k and
errors in every block convolutional codes can correct the same number of errors as
block codes.
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Figure 7.11: Error distribution scenario for the arbitrary error convolutional quan-
tum hamming bound
7.3.3 The convolutional Hamming bound in the low error case
Now let us consider the case where an erroneous block is followed by τ error-free
blocks. For block codes this does not give us any advantage, because all blocks
are independent. But for convolutional codes we can make use of the overlapping
stabilizers. We consider a block containing up to t errors.3 Thus we have to deal
with
°t
i0 p
n
i
q3i different errors. In each block τ  1 blocks of stabilizer generators
overlap. So we can use pn  k qpτ  1q stabilizer generators to determine the error
syndrome. If we count all the generators whose support overlaps with the block un-
der consideration, we have to make sure that there are no other blocks with errors
within the support of any of these generators. That is why we require an erroneous
block to be followed by τ error-free blocks. The Hamming bound for this case is
t¸
i0
p
n
i
q3i ¤ 2pnkqpτ 1q. (7.5)
Enlarging the space between individual errors to more then τ error-free blocks
would not allow for higher rates, because then there would be stabilizer genera-
tors which would not intersect with any error and thus could not be used for the
syndromemeasurement. This is similar to the case of block codes where the bound
does not increase if we consider less then one error per block.
3
As said before t ¡ 1 only makes sense if we assume correlated errors.
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7.3.4 The general quantum convolutional Hamming bound
Now we will generalize the high error bound to the case of an arbitrary number of
errors. We consider an error rate of 0   "   1 errors per qubit and therefore "nτ
errors in τ consecutive blocks. It does not make sense to considers more than τ 1
consecutive blocks, because then some individual errors might not be in the sup-
port of all of the stabilizers of the consecutive blocks and the error counting and
the syndrome counting would not work. Thus the code has to be able to correct
t  r"npτ 1qs errors in τ  1 consecutive blocks. On a longer series of qubits all
error patterns can be corrected that allow a partitioning in macroblocks consisting
of τ  1 blocks each such that every macroblock contains at most t errors. In an-
other partitioning there might be a macroblock that contains more than t errors,
but it will be preceded and followed by blocks with less than t errors. The overlap
of stabilizers between adjacent macroblocks allows to correct more than t errors in
an isolated block in this case.
The number of possible error patterns in a macroblock is
eτ 1
t¸
i0
p
npτ 1q
i
q3i . (7.6)
There are pn  k qpτ  1  τq stabilizers that overlap with any given macroblock,
where the last τ comes from stabilizers from adjacent blocks. Nowwe use the same
approach as in the high error scenario, just usingmacroblocks instead of individual
blocks this time. We consider q macroblocks and study the limit qÑ8: we have
e
q
τ 1 ¤ 2
pnkqpτ 1qq pnkqτ
ô lim
qÑ8
e
q
τ 1 ¤ limqÑ8
2pnkqpτ 1qq pnkqτ
ô lim
qÑ8
e
q
τ 1 ¤ limqÑ8

2pnkqpτ 1q
	q
 

2pnkqτ{q
	q
ô lim
qÑ8
eτ 1 ¤ lim
qÑ8
2pnkqpτ 1q 2pnkqτ{q
ô eτ 1 ¤ 2
pnkqpτ 1q.
Therefore, the general quantum convolutional Hamming bound is
t¸
i0
p
npτ 1q
i
q3i ¤ 2pnkqpτ 1q. (7.7)
This generalized bound does not cover the special low error case introduced above.
Here we only require the existence of a partition into macroblocks such that each
macroblock only contains up to t errors, while in the low error case we require each
erroneous block to be followed by τ error-free blocks, which is a much stronger
assumption. However for sufficiently low error rates e this assumption is justified,
because the probability of an error which is not correctable is low.
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7.4 Performance of convolutional codes under limited
resources
In this section we analyze the maximal theoretical performance of convolutional
and block codes under resource constraints using the Hamming bounds. The re-
source we consider is the total quantum memory of a quantum computer used for
encoding (and decoding) as introduced in Section 3.4 and discussed for convolu-
tional codes in Section 7.2.4. The performancemeasure we consider is the code rate
for a given correctable error-rate. The decoding complexity, i.e. the complexity of
the algorithm that determines the necessary correction operation given the error-
syndrome, is not part of our analysis. For a block code the resource requirement
on input and output side are n qubits. For convolutional codes we need n  m e
qubits on the input side and md  maxpnpτ  1q m e ,k pτ  1qq on the output
side. Thus we compare block codes with n qubit blocks to convolutional codes
with n 1  n m e qubit blocks if we consider the encoder n 1  n md quit blocks
if we consider the decoder.
Let us first consider an asymmetric scenario, where the encoding is conducted
on a quantum computer with limited resources while the decoding does not have
any limitations. Such a scenario wouldmake sense for example in the transmission
of quantum information from a satellite to a ground station.
To compare block and convolutional codes we consider a rate of e errors per
qubit. Therefore, a block code with block length n has to correct t  rn  e s er-
rors per block, while a convolutional code with block length n and memory depth
τ has to correct t˜  rnpτ 1q  e s errors per τ  1 blocks. In Figures 7.12 and 7.13
we show the maximal rate allowed by the Hamming bounds for a range of combi-
nations of e and n respectively n m . The comparison is made between codes that
use the same total input resources. A block code with nb qubits is compared to a
convolutional code using n c  m nb qubits as input resources.
A comparison of the rates for convolutional and block codes using the same in-
put resources (in terms of qubits) is shown in Figure 7.14. The figure shows that
in the considered asymmetric scenario the convolutional bound is usually higher
than the block bound. In the cases where the block code bound is higher than the
convolutional bound n  e is close to an integer. In the other scenarios the block
codes can correct more errors than they are required to, because they are always
able to correct an integer number of errors per block. A convolutional code does
not have this restriction and can therefore perform better in those settings.
Now let us consider the symmetric scenario where the bound on n  m has to
hold both for the encoder and the decoder. Given n  m we consider all codes
where both encoder and decoder use at most n  m qubits of memory. In this
case the index formula nτ m e  md and the error-correction restrict the mem-
ory depth τ for a given resource bound n  m and therefore the parameter range
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Figure 7.12: Maximal rate allowed by the Hamming bound given the size of the
input operation n (vertical) and an error probability e (horizontal);
the code has to be able to correct
rn  e s errors per block.
for the codes. Figure 7.15 shows the code rates for given error rates and resource
bounds. Comparing with the asymmetric case (Figure 7.13) one can easily see that
the rates are in general lower. Especially in the case of very strict resource limita-
tions and the case of very high error rates the performance of convolutional codes
in the asymmetric case and the performance of block codes can not be met. In the
case of high error rates the explanation is simple: the code rate k {n has to be small
and n  k has to be large, so there are many stabilizer generators per data qubit.
This also makes n large. But the index formula requires that m e  md ¥ n and
therefore the resource requirements are at least n  n{2 qubits. In the asymmetric
case the encoder has the freedom of only using one qubit of memory, shifting the
majority of the needed memory to the decoder that is not considered in the asym-
metric resource analysis. In the case of low resources the asymmetry of thememory
requirements as governed by the index formula comes into play. On the one hand
the length of the stabilizers has to be maximized with respect to the encoder mem-
ory to enable error-correction, but on the other hand this leads to a high resource
requirement on the decoder side. Therefore, for low resource scenarios on both
encoder and decoder side convolutional codes can not use their potentially long
stabilizers generators to outperform block codes.
Comparing convolutional codeswith block codeswe observe that while convolu-
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Figure 7.13: Maximal rate allowed by the convolutional Hamming bound given the
size of the input operation n  m (vertical) and an error probability
e (horizontal); the code has to be able to correct rnpτ 1q  e s errors
in any macroblock of τ 1 consecutive blocks, where npτ 1q is the
length of the stabilizer generators.
tional codes have the potential to better perform in the asymmetric case than in the
symmetric case they still have the potential to outperform block codes for a wide
range of error rates. This is shown in Figure 7.16.
Concluding, we can state that both in an asymmetric and in a symmetric setting
convolutional codes have the potential to outperform block codes in terms of code
rate under resource restrictions on the encoder respectively encoder and decoder.
Their potential is especially high in an asymmetric setting. Convolutional codes
make use of their long stabilizer generators when the correctable error rate is such
that the number of correctable errors per block is not an integer.
However, we have to note that the bounds given here are upper bounds which do
not guarantee the existence of codes that saturate them. For block codes so called
perfect codes that saturate the quantum hamming bound are know [114, 115, 116].
In the following we will show that our example codes violate the block quantum
Hamming bound and therefore outperform any possible block code with the same
input resources.
Example code 1 is a rate 1{3 p3,1,3,1,1q (pn ,k ,d ,m ,τq) convolutional code. The
block quantum Hamming bound tells us that a block-code with comparable prop-
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the block and convolutional hamming bound in an
asymmetric scenario; In the blue region the convolutional bound is
higher, while in the red region the block bound is. In the gray areas
the bound are equal.
erties (a r4,1,3s code) does not exist. Therefore, this code really outperforms block
codes in a limited encoder resource setting. However if we consider the resources
used by the decoder we notice, that the code also exceeds our symmetric convo-
lutional bound: The encoder memory is m e  m  1. Together with n  3 and
τ  1 this gives a decoder memory of md  2 qubits. Therefore, the total needed
decoder resources are 5 qubits. Figure 7.15 tells us that such a code should not exist.
This contradiction comes from the fact that our general bound does not consider
the special assumptions on the error distribution used for this code. Therefore the
general convolutional Hamming bound does not apply to this code. The low error
bound is not violated, as
t¸
i0
p
n
i
q3i 
1¸
i0
p
3
i
q3i  1 3 3¤ 24  2p31qp1 1q  2pnkqpτ 1q.
The second example is a rate 1{3 p3,1,5,3,4q code which corrects all error pat-
terns that have at most two erroneous sites in the support of each stabilizer genera-
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Figure 7.15: Maximal rate allowed by the general convolutional Hamming bound
given a bound on the size n m of the input and output operations
(vertical) and an error probability e (horizontal); the code has to
be able to correct
rnpτ 1q  e s errors in any macroblock of τ  1
consecutive blocks, where npτ  1q is the length of the stabilizer
generators.
tor. No block code which operates on only 6 qubits has rate 1{3, no matter how low
the error rate. Therefore the second example also exceeds the block quantumHam-
ming bound. The resources on the output are quite large, because the highmemory
depth τ 3 gives us a decodermemory ofmd nτm e  6. Therefore, on the de-
coder side 9 qubits are needed. In this case the convolutional quantum Hamming
bound allows for convolutional codes with rate 1{3 and maximal encoder resource
requirements of 6 qubits respectively maximal overall resource requirements of 9
qubits. Their error-correction capabilities can be even better than the 2 errors in 21
qubits the example code can correct.4
4
The error-correction rate of the code depends on the error model we consider. We allowed
for two errors in four consecutive blocks. Then the distance of the code requires the three
preceding ad the three following blocks to be error free. We only count the three preceding
blocks, as the following error free blocks are preceding another strip of blocks that may
contain errors. Therefore, the code can correct 2 errors every 7 blocks or 21 qubits.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of the block and convolutional hamming bound in a
symmetric scenario; in the blue region the convolutional bound is
higher, while in the red region the block bound is higher. In the gray
areas the bound are equal.
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8 Outlook and open problems
In the following paragraphs, we give a short overview over open questions and pos-
sible extensions of the work presented in this thesis. As it is probably the case with
every thesis, at the end it seems that there is more left to do than there was at the
beginning. Hopefully, the work in this thesis will not go unnoticed and some ideas
and open problems will be picked up. The structure of this Chapter follows the
chapter structure of the thesis.
Causal operations
One of the most important questions is, whether the bound (4.27) on the memory
depth is strict. A good approach to tackle this problem is to investigate whether one
can construct a reversible memory channel for any given Bratteli diagram. Another
interesting question regarding Bratteli diagrams of channels is the relation between
the Bratteli diagramof a causal operation T and the diagramof its causal inverse T 1.
The decomposition Theorem 4.1.1 could be generalized to non-reversible opera-
tions. Furthermore, it would be nice to identify more cases, in which the memory
is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra to construct a resource efficient implementa-
tion. A good candidate is the case of reversible but not finite depth causal opera-
tions. So far, we have only proven the case of finite depth causal operations.
The results concerning the forgetfulness have only been proven for the case of
translation-invariant operations. To generalize them to a non-translation-invariant
setting, one has to generalize the theory of forgetful memory channels introduced
in [51] to concatenations of different channels. It is also probable that most of the
results can be extended to the non-reversible case.
Finally, the formalism could be used to investigate the uniqueness of the mem-
ory channel decomposition of causal operations. Starting from a forgetful memory
channel, we can obtain a causal operation. This operation can be decomposed
into a forgetful channel. The question is if this process can reduce the memory the
channel uses. It seems that in the reversible scenario this is not the case. However,
certain non-forgetful channels can also produce causal operations, because their
memory never interacts with the input and output systems. Such a channel would
benefit from the transformation to a causal process and back, because the memory
states which never influence the outputs would be removed.
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Clifford quantum cellular automata
In the case of Clifford quantum cellular automata it would be an obvious next step
to study the extension to higher lattice dimensions. However, first examples showed
no new and interesting dynamics but amere superposition of the one-dimensional
evolutions. It is of interest to investigate whether the different classes of Clifford
quantum cellular automata have different capabilities as building blocks of quan-
tum computational schemes. So far, we have only found differing potential in the
entanglement generation that is governed by the degree of the trace of the CQCA
and therefore only singles out periodic CQCAs. However, the blank spaces emerg-
ing in the spacetime image of fractal CQCAs could have an impact on the usability
in quantum computational schemes.
Quantum convolutional codes
While we introduced an efficient description of convolutional codes by Clifford
memory channels and were able to reproduce important results with simplified
proofs, the construction of non-catastrophic encoders for all codes remains un-
solved. Furthermore, the formalism is not yet capable of describing entanglement
assisted convolutional codes [68, 67] and quantum turbo codes [69].
The performance analysis carried out here should only be the basis for a more
detailed study. For a deeper analysis of the bound it would be necessary to not only
consider the average error rate e , but also the probability for errors that can not be
corrected. Comparable codes would not only have to use the same resource but
also satisfy a common bound " ¡ 0 on the probability of uncorrectable errors. In
this approach one could include the low-error bound into the general bound. For
error-rates that imply a probability of uncorrectable errors below ", the low-error
bound would be used. Else, the general bound applies.
Furthermore, the resource requirements of some codes could potentially be re-
duced by a further decomposition of the encoding operation using the algorithm
presented in Section 3.6.3. This can be possible if the operation has a causal struc-
ture in itself. Some codes have this property, e.g. the 5-qubit convolutional code in-
troduced in [110]. In this code the stabilizer generators of a block are shifted copies
of one basic generator. Therefore, the code has an intra-block causal structure that
can be used to reduce the memory requirements. This code does not outperform
block codes in terms of encoder resources, as a 5-qubit block code with the same
properties exists. However, using the internal structure, it might have a representa-
tion that uses less resources than the corresponding block code.
Finally, it is important to find families of codes that saturate the bounds. Only
then the bounds have a practical relevance—the upper bound as such could be
higher than necessary because of bad proof techniques. However, the example
codes show that convolutional codes can actually outperform block codes and give
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hope for larger families of codes with these properties. A starting point would
be to analyze the performance of existing families of convolutional codes such as
[66, 117, 70, 67, 69] with respect to the Hamming bounds and block codes.
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1 A condition for complete positivity
Here we state the proof of a criterion for complete positivity for linear maps. First,
let us cite a short lemma from Paulsen’s textbook on completely bounded maps
[25].
Lemma 1.1 (Lemma 3.13. in [25]). Let A be a C-algebra. Then A PMn pAq Ab
Mn pCq is positive if and only if the operators A i ,j defined by A 
°n
i ,j1A i ,j b|i 〉


j |
are of the form A i ,j 
°n
l1 a

i ,l a j ,l for some a 1, . . . ,a n PA.
Using this lemma we modify the condition for complete positivity of a map T :
B ÞÑA.
T is CP ô pT b idnqrBs¥ 0 @B ¥ 0 PB@n
ô
pT b idnqr
n¸
i ,j1
n¸
l1

b
i ,lb j ,l sb |i 〉


j |
	
¥ 0 @n
ô
n¸
i ,j1
T r
n¸
l1
b
i ,lb j ,l sb |i 〉


j |¥ 0 @n
ô Dc i PA s.t. T r
n¸
l1
b
i ,lb j ,l s
n¸
l1
c
i ,l c j ,l
We can now proof the following Lemma:
Lemma 1.2. Let T : B ÞÑA be a linar map. T is completely positive if and only if
¸
i ,j
ai T rb

i b j sa j ¥ 0
for all a i PA and all b i PB.
Proof. First assume that (1.2) holds. It follow that for any positive element B PBwe
have B  bb . Now choose a P A invertible. By assumption aT rbb sa ¥ 0 and
therefore aT rbb sa  d d for some d PA. By invertibility of a we get T rbb s 
paq1d d a1 ee with e  d a1 and T is CP.
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Now assume T is CP.
n¸
i ,j1
a
i
T rb
i
b j sa j 
n¸
i ,j1
a
i
n¸
l1
c
i ,l c j ,l a j

n¸
l1

n¸
i1
ai c

i ,l



n¸
j1
a j c i ,l



n¸
l1
d l d l ¥ 0
with d l 
°n
j1a j c i ,l .
2 Results for CQCAs on qubits
We state here some results for CQCAs on chains of qubits that are needed in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. All results are stated for CQCAs, because it is more convenient than the
pure phase space formulation. Nevertheless, the results are also true for CSCAs and
the proofs use the phase space formulation.
Lemma 2.1. A finite tensor product of only one kind of Pauli matrices (and the iden-
tity) occurs at most once for every Pauli matrix σj , j  1,2,3 in the history of any
non-periodic CQCA T .
Proof. We begin with the case j  1. For two observables of the form
Â
σi , i  1,0
to occur in the same time evolution of a CQCA T , the condition
tn 

x y
z v


a
0




b
0


(1)
has to be true. It immediately follows that
tn 

1 y
0 1


,
which is a periodic automaton. The case j  3 works analogous. For j  2 we
employ the fact, that we can build a CQCA T which fulfills Equation (1) via
t 

1 0
1 1


b

1 0
1 1


from any CQCA B that fulfills bpa
a
q

p
b
b
q. Moreover, as the conjugation with a CQCA
does not change the trace, all CQCAs B have to be periodic.
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Lemma 2.2. Let T be a fractal CQCA on a spin chain and let
Â
σi be a finite tensor
product of Pauli matrices. For every k P N there exist an m P N such that Tm
Â
σi
contains at least k Pauli matrices.
Proof. We assume that the number of elements is bounded by some kmax . The
area over which these kmax elements are distributed is not bounded: if it were, the
elements would either be restricted to a finite area for an infinite number of time
steps, implying periodicity, or the area would move as a whole implying gliders for
some power of T , which is not possible as we have shown in Lemma 5.1.12. So we
see that any group of Pauli matriceswill eventually be distributed over any area. But
as we require the number of elements to be bounded, the distance between any two
groups of Pauli matrices becomes larger than the neighborhood of the automaton.
Then the starting argument applies to each of the new groups and forces them to
break apart further until only isolated single-cell observables are left. But these will
expand, thus the number of elements can not be bounded.
3 General results for strictly forgetful channels
Here, we present two results we use to derive the results on error propagation.
Theorem3.1. Let S : BbMÑMbA be a channel andSn : BbnbMÑMbAbn
its n-fold concatenation. Then S is strictly forgetful if and only if every finitely local-
ized observable on the output systemBbn bM is mapped to an observable which is
finitely localized on the input systemMbAbn , the localization area being indepen-
dent of n for large n.
Proof.
ñ Let S be strictly forgetful. Let us assume there is an observable with finite local-
ization area on the output system whose image is not independent of n for
arbitrarily large n . This implies that after arbitrarily many steps the memory
still transports information about the observable. Thus, the image of the ob-
servable on the memory system not be the identity after finitely many steps.
This implies that the condition for forgetfulness of the channel can not be
met and the channel is not forgetful which contradicts our assumption. Thus,
all images of finitely localizes observables are finitely localized independent
of n for large n .
ð Now let every image of every finitely localized observable be finitely localized
independent of n for large n . Then for some finite n the image of all these
observables on thememory has to be the identity. Thus the channel is strictly
forgetful.
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Theorem 3.2. Let S : BbMÑMbA be a reversible strictly forgetful channel. If
follows that its inverse S1 : MbAÑBbM is also strictly forgetful.
Proof. Strictly forgetful channelsmap finitely localized observables to finitely local-
ized observables that are localized independently of the number of concatenations
n for large n . For large n the image of a finitely localized observable commutes
with every observable which is localized in the lastm subsystems:
rSn r1
bnm
B
b Bm bM s
loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
1Mb1
bnl
A
bA l PMbAbn
,M 1bAm b1
bnm
A
s 0, for largen . (2)
Bm is localized on the lastm subsystems. Equation (2) has to hold for all Am , Bm ,
M and M 1. (It might look like Bm depends on n . This is only the reason, because
we count from the point of view of the input system. We could also fix B0 at subsys-
tem 0 and shift Am to negative indices on the input system.) If we apply the inverse
channel to the commutator, which has the same effect as applying it on the individ-
ual observables because the channel is reversible and thus a homomorphism, we
get
r1
bnm
B
b Bm bM ,S
1
n
rM 1bAm b1
bnm
A
ss 0, for largen . (3)
This is the same condition we had for Sn . The only difference is the exchanged role
of input and output system. Therefore the inverse channel is also strictly forgetful.
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